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PART I

.

AMERICAN EDUCATION IN THE TECHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY:
ISSUES AND INITIAL RESPONSES

INTRODUCTION

The question is whether or not our beautiful
libertarian, pluralist and populist experiment is viable in modern conditions.'
A new world demands new responses from men and institutions.

Between

the Civil War and the first World War, the United States changed from a ruralfrontier culture into a technological-corporate-urban society.

In the twentieth

century, the American people would be called upon to find out if the old dream
of a self-governing, just, and humane social order would be possible under the
new circumstances.

Difficult though technological revolution has been for all nations who
experienced it, the problem for Americans was compounded by the fact that
conflicting motivations pulled the country in different directions.

On the

one hand, technology is power - and Americaus hungered for what technology
made available. Ow the other hand, technological, success requires submission
to the discipline of the smoothly functioning bureaucratic machine.
becomes hierarchical, specialized, and socially differentiated.

Society

Men, as well

as materials, are shaped and utilized according to the logic of technology.
In order to make the system funJtion, Americans were forced in the direction
of the technocratic society - a society reorganized to produce systems based

1

Paul Goodman, Peo e or Personnel and Like a con uw'ecrincPro e
Knopf, Vintage Books, 19 8 , p. 27 .

(New York:

1

on the findings of technologists, engineers, and efficiency experts.

The

reward that beckoned if we moved that way was the possibility of winning the
ever-rising Standard of Living.

But technocratic efficiency had nothing to

say about goals and life-values.

Americans might produce what our gadfly,

Paul Goodman, has called the Empty Society - a system geared only to mindless
production and expansion.

We confront that possibility now with mixed emotions.

The enjoyment of

creature comforts, like the gate to Disneyland, is a powerful attraction.
some, it is the fulfillment of the American dream:

To

America is the place where

the common man can enjoy amenities hitherto available only to privileged
elites.
gence.

Yet we have other instincts that warn us of the costs of self-indulAt the external level, the warning strikes us sharply as we realize

that we may poison and pollute the land so that we shall have no place to
stand.

The nation's young, whose life is yet to be lived, particularly sense

the spiritual losses already incurred.

They see that it is possible to forfeit

completely the capacity for spontaneity and joy, and to lose the power to
influence events through involved participation.

The nation has not, however,

completely abandoned itself to the sybaritic nightmare; for, as Paul Goodman
has put it, Americans have still another dream - the dream of the Decent Society,
where men and women relate to each other as persons instead of as objects,

where communities are designed to help realize man's creative potential rather
than merely to gratify his senses.

In Goodman's words,

The reality is we are confused. We do not know how
to cope with the new technology, the economy of
surplus, the fact of One World that makes national
boundaries_ obsolete,. the unworkability of traditional
1
democracy.

1

Ibid., p. 258.
2

We do not know, in short, whether we can create a social order 7hich
combines technological efficiency with democratic values.
issue of our time.

That is the bedrock

If we are to find our way to a satisfying answer, one of

the indispensable prerequisites will be the acquisition of insight into our
condition.

When we are sick and seek health through therapy, we have to know

where we have been, and what has happened to us, in order to gain a clearer
picture of what we might become.

Similarly, social malaise makes it necessary

to reflect on history as a means to self-understanding.
Industrialization has been the great change agent in American life.

The

present study looks at an example of institutional change directly resulting
from the industrialization process - a phenomenon loosely referred to as the
industrial education or vocational education movement, which flared into
prominence in the first two decades of the twentieth century.

Arrangements

which societies make for the formal education of their young reveal much about
their basic values and goals.

The thesis of this study is that an understanding

of the debate over how schools should adapt to industrialization will reveal
the nature of basic value choices which the American people were forced to
face under the pressures of adjusting to technOlogy.
It is not possible to pinpoint exactly when a term like "industrial
education" first came into use.

It was heard more frequently after the Civil

War, and it was marked from the beginning with a happy imprecision of meaning.
This points to the fact that the concept of industrial education referred to
no one form of educational practice.

It was a loose term that reflected in a

catch-all way the many pressures for educational change deriving from the new
technology.

In its broadest sense, vocational or industrial education referred

to a growing variety of practical school courses, as opposed to classical studies,

3

which were offered to assist Americans experiencing scientific and technological changes - courses demanded by people in business, manufacturing, and
agriculture, and also by settlement house leaders and by those concerned with
changes in the roles of women and in family living.

In the formal educational

system, the "vocational" element made its appearance at all levels.

In higher

education, it was manifest in the Land Grant Universities created to teach
"agriculture and the mechanic arts."

For the youngest children, it was evident

in movements to introduce manual activities into kindergartens and into programs
for immigrant children.

In between, it encompassed a bewildering variety of

new classes in commercial education, domestic science, agricultural education,
manual training and trade training.

Related to the expansion of educational programs were the creation of
school counseling and guidance programs, and the birth of new ideas for basic
additions to the school system like junior high schools and comprehensive senior
high schools.

1i

Such ideas for educational change did not spring up by chance.

They were a direct response to needs arising from the industrialization of
society.

They were a significant instrument.for the induction of children and

youth into the new America.

In all of these developments, there were pow!rful drives to fashion the
schools into instruments for the efficient functioning of the technocratic
society.

It was apparent that a technologically based culture is dependent upon

the formal education and skill training of the populace for its survival.

On

the other hand, there was concern lest emerging metropolitan schools fail to
carry forward the common school ideals of the democratic ethic.

Could such

schools foster greater equality of opportunity and status, and lead to the

7
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building of communities of shared concerns and wide-spread participation?

Could they regard each child as a person whose special uniqueness was to be
cherished?

We have tried to avoid easy ideological generalizations.

They hide more

than they reveal when the subject of study is a nation with a divided soul confronting a revolution in human affairs.

We do agree with Jerome Bruner, however,

that pedagogical questions must be studied in the context of their relations to
economic and political realities.

A theory of instruction is a political theory in
the proper sense that it derives from consensus concerning the distribution of power within the society -who shall be educated and to fulfill what roles? In
the very same sense, pedagogical theory must surely
derive from a conception of economics, for where there
is division of labor within the society and an exchange
of goods and services for wealth and prestige, then how
people are educated and in what number and with what
constraints on the use of resources are all relevant
issues. The psychologist or educator who formulates
pedagogical theory without regard to the political,
economic, and social setting of the educational process courts triviality and merits being ignored in
the community and the classroom.'
In Part I, we examine some of the origins of educational changes related
to the industrialization of the society.
selected interest groups:

Next we consider the responses of

business, as represented by the National Association

of Manufacturers; the American Federation of Labor; and liberal urban reform
forces of the progressive era like the settlement house leaders.

L

gradual and uneasy efforts toward a coalition of these groups, together with farm
organizations.

I

We observe

The result was the formation of a typical progressive pressure

group - the National Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education, which

1

Jerome Bruner, "Culture, Politics and Pedagogy," Saturday Review,
May 18, 1968, p. 69.

8
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worked to promote its school reform program at state and national levels.

We

note the reactions of the N.E.A. in the face of pressure from N.S.P.I.E., and
examples of resultant school innovations - guidance programs and the compre-

At all points, we find that people and

hensive junior and senior high schools.

organizations were straining under the necessity to effect institutional change
and to resolve value conflicts.

In following the industrial education movement

to its culmination in the passage of the Smith-Hughes Act in 1917, we learn

something, too, of the strategies generated in the struggle for power and
advantage in the contemporary society of contending interest groups.
In Part II, we examine philosophies of education which articulated the
value and policy questions at issue.

We consider the philosorlif of social

efficiency, which made the case for retooling American schools to serve the needs
of a technocratic, meritocratic society.

We examine the complex analyses of John

Dewey, who tried to create a philosophy in which the values of science, tech-

nology, and democracy would complement each other - who tried, in short, to
devise an education for citizens who might be at home in the new technological
world.

We try to understand that Dewey meant by his generally ignored statement

in Democracy and Education:

At the present time, the conflict of philosophic
theories focuses in discussion of the proper place
and Function of vocational factors in education. . .
Significant differences in philosophical conceptions
find their chief issue in connection with this point.1

.

It is clear now that people everywhere on earth need to understand the

1

John Dewey, Democracy and Education (New York: The Macmillan
Company, 1916), p. 358.
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subtle and profound effects of technological factors on human institutions.
Samuel P. Rays, in 21121esponse to Industrialism, reminds us that it is no
longer a matter of parochial interest to study the American experience with industrialism.

We are, in fact, considering the universal human condition.
. other people outside the Western
By mid - century
.
world began to experience the same transformations in
their lives which Americans had faced long before. The
speed and shock of change were greater, the resistance
to innovation often more intense, and the adjustments
But beneath these
even more complex and difficult.
differences lay a common experience that could well
serve as a basis for a common understanding among the
world's peoples. To the historian, there is no more
exciting task than to chart the different ways in
which industrialism has affected countries all over
the world and the varied manner in which peoples have
responded to it. For all of us, there is no bc+ter
method of enlarging our understanding . . . than to
know intimately how we responded to the very forces
that millions now face elsewhere.1
.

1

1885-1914
Samuel P. Hays, The Response to Industrialism:
The University or Chicago Press, 1965), 192-193.

(Chicago:

7
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CHAPTER I
INDUSTRIALIZATION AND EDUCATION IN THE POST-CIVIL WAR DECADES

American wars have spawn:A forces with revolutionary consequences for
American society.

The Civil War was a notable example.

It generated the

conditions for a new society marked by te;:hnology and urbanism.

Changes

erupted in the last four decades of the nineteenth century which jolted traditions and institutions.

Education was no exception.

One will look in vain

for educational innovations based on conscious insight into social trends and
what they demanded.

Rather, one detects in the post-Civil War period, a series

of pragmatic responses to the dominating fact of the industrialization of
society.

In retrospect, we can see that the earliest educational innovations

were made at levels designed to train leaders who could handle the complexities
of industrialism.

A major target of attack was traditional classical education

at both the college and secondary levels.

Critics demanded a more prominent

role for the sciences in the curriculum .nd a new emphasis on the application
of experimental methods to the solution of technical and social problems.
Corporate bureaucracies marked by job specializations began to proliferate.
Their capacity to function required an up-grading of work-skills at all levels.

I

To secure technically trained leaders, professional schools were established;
to fill the lower-level job needs of business and industry, practical courses
were added to grammar and secondary school programs.

A.

I

The Land Grant Colleges and Professional Engineering Schools
The Land Grant College movement, launched by the Morrill Act during the

Civil War, illustrates several of these new educational emphases.

8

A variety

3

of discontents with the pre-War traditional classical colleges had been building
before the Morrill Act.

The conviction grew that programs based on science,

modern languages, and practical applications would be more suited to the demands
of a democratic, dynamically growing country.

By the 1850's, public interest

in reform had increased; and a number of organizations, particularly agricultural groups, had begun to press state legislatures for action.

Jonathan Baldwin Turner, of Illinois College, was one of the reform leaders.

He made a plan for new colleges designed to help people cope with

scientific-technological reality.

Throughout the 1850's, he repeatedly deliv-

ered versions of a speech which proved to have wide appeal:
State University for the Industrial Classes."

"A Plan for a

In this speech, Turner outlined

his arguments for the need for such an institution, together with ideas for
its scope and emphasis.

All civilized society is, necessarily, divided into
two distinct co-operative, not antagonistic, classes: a small class, whose business is to teach the true principles of religion, law, medicine, science, art, and literature; and a much larger class who are engaged in some
form of labor in agriculture, commerce, and the arts.'
He called the former the Professional, the latter the Industrial class.
five out of one hundred persons would be in the second group.

Ninety-

This industrial

class, he said, would "want and ought to nave, the same facilities for understanding the true philosophy - the science and art of their several pursuits,

Arthur B. Mays, "The Concept of Vocational Education in the Thinking of
the General Educator, 1845-1945," Bureau of Educational Research, Bulletin No.
62 (University of Illinois:
1946), p. 13, citing Jonathan Baldwin Turner, "A
Plan for an Industrial University for the State of Illinois," (Manuscript,
University of Illinois Library), p. 371.
1
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(their life business) and of efficiently applying existing knowledge thereto
and widuning its domain in their pursuits.
immersed students in books only.

"1

He was skeptical of schools which

"The most natural and effective mental disci-

pline possible for any man arises from setting him to earnest and constant
thought about the things he daily does, sees, and handles, and all their connected relations, and interests.

The final object to be attained, with the

industrial class, is to make them Thinking Labourers; while of the professional
class we should desire to make Labourious Thinkers."2
Turner doubted that the schools needed by industrial men could be grafted
onto conventional colleges with their classical traditions.

He envisaged

schools which would relate closely the study of physical sciences with practical experimentation on farms and orchards.

Such schools should expand their

offerings eventually to include courses in all the sciences and arts, and in
fields such as commerce, mining, transportation and government.

They would

generate research which would form the base for an "industrial" literature,3
and they would produce teachers qualified to teach the new curriculum.

The

Ibid.
2

Ibid., p. 14.

3

One may note in passing the kind of loose usage that was given the terms
"industrial" and "industrial education." At this period, the tendency was to
use the terms for everything that applied to all vocations other than the
"learned professions." The loose use of "industrial" points to a growing recognition of a wide range of needs of the technological society that were
spawned by forces different in nature from those of preceding stages. A sure
road to madness is to seek consistent use of terminology in the history of
"vocational" or "industrial" education.

10

13
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goal, Turner said, was to found schools which would serve the working class in
the same way in which traditional colleges had always served the professional
classes.

There was a Jacksonian cast to Turner's rhetoric.

While he talked about

two classes of men, the thrust of his recommendation was toward the creation
of an institution which would reduce the separation of the classes.

He recog-

nized that the "industrial" classes would need training for their occupations.

They would need schools analogous to those which already prepared men for the
"learned professions."

The efforts of Turner and like-minded colleagues added momentum to a
movement which resulted in the Land Grant College Act signed by Lincoln in
1862.

After the passage of the Act, the Land Grant College movement wobbled

in its early years.

There was little recognition of the educational signifi-

cance of the Morrill Act either by general educators or by the public at large.

Carl Becker pointed out that, "as late as 1891 the founders of Poole's Index
to Periodical Literature could find no more than six articles on the subject
that were worth listing."1

The debates in Congress nearly ignored the educa-

tional features of the Act and concentrated instead on differences ever
distribution of land provisions.

Land speculation fever was at its height, and

there was bitter struggle among the states over the share of public lands to
be granted each under the Act.
It took a while for the educational focus of the land-grant colleges to
find its direction.

The content of the science of agriculture, for example,

1
Carl L. Becker, Cornell University - Founders and the Founding (Ithaca,
New York: Cornell University Press, 1943), p. 37.
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had to be created; and the original staffing had to be drawn from professors
of traditional colleges who knew little of agricultural practice.

Farmers were

initially skeptical that professors, from their ivory towers, could teach anything of practical value.

For a time there was a drive to eliminate all

theoretical study from the new college and to place the workshop at its center.

This "popularise approach was borrowed from the Worcester Massachusetts polytechnical school, which strove to simulate genuine shop conditions and to produce salable articles.

The idea of making workshops the center of campus

studies failed to take hold, however; and by the 1880's the main trend had

shifted frm narrowly practical programa for the "industrial classes" to a new
emphasis on programs for technically competent leaders.

This trend was given

a boost by the passage of the Hatch Act in 1887, which provided for the
creation of agricultural experiment stations.

These provided avenues for the

channeling of practical applications of research to the dirt farmer himself.
By this time, as the sciences of agriculture were developing, farmers had become convinced that the magic formula for increased production lay in the union
of theory with practice in experimental work.

The groundwork was laid for one

of the creative innovations of American society:

the revolution in agriculture.

The theory-practice model was clearly evident in the kind of leadership
Andrew White provided at Cornell University.

Ezra Cornell, the philanthropisc

founder, pictured himself as an honest "mechanic and farmer", another example
of the American rags-to-riches success story.

When Cornell advocated the

introduction of university-connected factories through which poor boys could
support themselves, White demurred and persuaded him to accept a different
orientation.

White had democratic goals

but he insisted that. Cornell University

12
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should wemplify the union of the liberal with the practical.

Pre-college

instruction might provide training in how to make shoes and chairs; but the
task of the university was "to send out into all parts of the State and Nation
thoroughly trained graduates, who should develop and improve the main industries
of the country, and by their knowledge and example, train up skillful artisans

of various sorts and in every locality. 11

Shops and farms could occupy a place

on campus, not simply to train a few more farmers or artisans, but to be used
as laboratories where the application of science to practical needs might be
explored.

A similar development took place in the professionalization of engineering
education.

As the railroads moved across the country, there was a severe

shortage of trained engineers; yet engineering schools were slow in appearing.
L

Only a handful of such colleges existed prior to the Civil War, including the
original one at West Point.

t)

The Land Grant Act created means for rapid expan-

sion in the seventies and eighties.

In 1860, there were perhaps only five

schools of engineering; by 1880, the number had increased to eighty-five.

The history of Rensselaer Polytechnical Institute illustrates the transition from a crude "school for mechanics" approach to the ideal of modern
engineering training.

The goal of Stephen Van Rensselaer in founding the school

in 1824 was "to qualify teachers for instructing the sons and daughters of
farmers and mechanics, by lectures or otherwise, in the application of experi-

mental chemistry, philosophy, and natural history, to agriculture, domestic

11
1

Andrew White, Autobiography (New York: The Century Co. 1905), I, p. 371.
For a more extensive account of these developments, see Berenice EL Fisher,
Industrial Education: American Ideals & Institutions (Madison:
The University
of Wisconsin Press, 1967), pp. 59-60.
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economy, the arts and manufacture."1

By the 1840's, Rensselaer Institute had

been reorganized to follow the model of the great French Technical schools.

The new goal was to produce architects, and civil, mining, and topological
engineers "upon an enlarged basis with a liberal development of mental and
physical culture."

Francis A. Walker, head of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in
the 1880's, saw the need to professionalize the education of engineers.

The

program he projected included technical education of high quality, experience
in the experimental methods and attitudes of science, and liberal studies
designed to imbue engineers with a humane perspective.
The last three decades of the 19th century were marked, then, by the founding of schools of engineering, associations for engineers, and the establishment of engineering journals.

Engineering became a profession.

The times

called for such a development, as critics had become increasingly impatient

with the mistakes and limitations of "amateur engineers." The era was past
when engineers could be trained from mere experiences on the job.
It was from the establishment of engineering schools that the manual
training movement in pre-collegiate education was generated.

This movement,

in turn, was to play an important role in the development of vocational education.

B.

The Manual Training Movement
We have noted thus far only the innovations at higher levels of education,

which were designed to produce leaders for the new technical order.

Berenice M. Fisher, ibid.,. p. 61.

14

Pre-collegiate

education, however, could not escape being affected.

The manual training move-

ment was, in part, an offshoot of the move to train engineers.

Manual training

became one of the liveliest subjects of debate at N.E.A. meetings for several
decades.
90's.

The discussions rose to a peak of intensity in the 1880's and early

William T. Harris, with his methodical mind, made an analysis of subjects

discussed at N.E.A. meetings and reported that the topic of manual training
was the fourth most popular item during the period from 1858 to 1890.

1

There

is little doubt that it would have ranked higher at the end of that period.

It is no simple task to evaluate the manual training movement or to make
neat generalizations about it.

Movements like it, which burst into prominence

and grip public attention for periods of time are undoubtedly symptomatic of
forces which lie deeper than the surface flow of words.

We lack as yet a

probing study of the manual training phenomenon which would relate it meaningfully to broader social-intellectual contexts.

General accounts of the movement

are available elsewhere ,2 and we.shall not repeat the narrative account at
length.

We limit ourselves to noting some relations of manual training to the

industrialization of America
Both of the acknowledged leaders of the manual training movement, John 0.
Runkle, President of

and Calvin M. Woodward of Washington University,

had responsibilities for developing training programs for engineers.

They

shared the ideal of creating a new breed of engineer who would be both technically competent and sensitive to civic needs.

1

Edgar B. Wesley, NEA:
1957), p. 49.
2

Both were discouraged by evidence

The First Hundred Years (New York:

See, for example, Cremin, Krug, Fisher, Barlow, etc.
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Harper & Brothers,

that engineering students lacked rudimentary skills in the use of tools and
knowledge of basic mechanical processes.

In search for new ideas, Runkle and several of his staff members visited
the. Philadelphia Centennial Exposition in 1876.

the theory and practice of tool construction,

There they saw a display on
brought to the United States

by Victor Della Vos, director of the Imperial Technical School of Moscow.

The

Russians had devised a system of carefully graded projects for the development
of skills in the use of selected tools and materials.

Basic mechanical skills

and principles were taught in careful separation from the making of actual
products.

This method was a striking alternative to the American apprentice-

ship tradition, with its stress on specific skill training.

Runkle recommended the immediate adoption of such a program for students
of mechanical engineering.

A secondary school, the School of Mechanic Arts,

was founded shortly thereafter, as an adjunct and preparatory school attached
to M.I.T.

While Runkle's first concern was with the rationale for engineer

training, he saw almost at once that his ideas had broader implications.

He

argued that manual training "could help restore the dignity of labor to manual
occupations, satisfy the demand for skilled labor, ease the conflict between

I

capital and labor, and aid the development of industries."'
Calvin Woodward, Dean of the O'Fallon Polyteehnical Institute at Washington
University and head of its manual training school, had problems similar to
Runkle's.

When students were sent to the early workshop he established,

Woodward found that they were inept in shop procedures.

1

Fisher, 9,21.,

Before hearing of

cit., v. 67.
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Della Vos, Woodward had begun to develop his own series of graded programs to
teach basic mechanical principles and use of tools.
endorsements of the virtues of the Russian method:
on the right track.
of Dynamic Engineer.

Then came Runkle's public
Woodward knew that he was

He created a three-stage program which led to the degree

Qualified boys at age fifteen would be admitted to the

Manual Training School for three years.

They were given shop work to get a

basic grounding in joinery, founding, and machinery; but they also took demanding courses in mathematics, science, language, literature and drawing.

"The

aim is to master the range of every tool and to cultivate the habit of analyzing
complicated processes into simple elements. ul

The engineering course which

followed consisted of two years of general education and literary studies, followed by two years of specialization in mechanical or civil engineering.
Woodward, like Runkle

it

became convinced that the manual training rationale

had important implications for the reform of general education.

III

In several

decades of campaigning, Woodward maintained that the salutary effects of
manual training could be helpful to almost everyone at all levels of education.

11

III

It is fair to say, however, that the main thrust of his argument aimed at the
value of manual training for those who were ambitious to advance in the industrial society.

The first object of the school, as listed in its catalogues

was "to furnish a broader and more appropriate foundation for higher technical

II
1

Ibid., p. 69, quoting Calvin M. Woodward, "The Training of a Dynamic
Engineer in Washington University, St. Louis," Trans. A.S.M.E., VII (1885086),
p. 745.
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education."

Woodward established stiff admission standards, and quality

work was demanded in academic subjects as well as in the shops.

Some idea

of Woodward's expectations is suggested in the comments of a visitor to a
school patterned after Woodward's:
In neatness, in discipline, in perfection of execution,
in balancing and blending activities, the school leaves
little to be desired. The work is so systematic, its results so definite, its effect upon the mind, hand, and character so marked, that all objectors will do well to visit
this institution, and take the ime to study its working
before making up their verdict.
Woodward's school was designed for future leaders of industry.

They would

be well-served by the qualities of discipline, systematic work, and insight
into basic' process, which they learned in the manual training programs.

While Woodward believed that manual training would be of great value for
working-class boys and would act to counter their tendency to drop out, the
truth is that the percentage of lower-class youth attending high school was
small.

Woodward liked to quote the comment of one visitor to his school which

reflected the kind of aspirations he had for his boys:

"The difference between

the ordinary, stupid, dirty mechanic's apprentice and one of these intelligent,
handy, clean, gentlemanly lads is as that between night and day. i3

1

Other purposes listed were: "(2) To serve as a developing school where
pupils could discover their inborn capacities and aptitudes, whether in the
direction of literature, science, engineering, or the practical arts.
(3.)
To furnish to those who look forward to industrial life opportunity to become
familiar with tools, materials, the methods of construction, and exact drawing, as well as with mathematics, elementary science, and ordinary English
branches." Calvin 14. Woodward, "Manual, Industrial, and Technical Education
in the United States," Report of the U.S. Commissioner of Education, (1903),
p. 1019.
2

Calvin M. Woodward, The Manual Training School (Boston:
Co., 1887), p. 173.
3

Ibid., p. 171.
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The manual training movement caught on in the eighties, and such schools
Some of the movement's most

were opened throughout the Midwest and the East.

avid supporters were leaders of l,:ainess and industry.

Two such enthusiasts

were Colonel Augustus Jacobson and Charles M. Ham, both of Chicago, who became
converts after visiting Woodward's school.

They were active in persuading the

Commercial Club of Chicago to establish a manual training school there in 1884.

The school was headed by Dr. H. N. Belfield; and just after the turn of the
century, it was incorporated into the Laboratory School complex which John
Dewey was developing at the University of Chicago.

Jacobson and Ham had sensed the need for the critical middle-level type
of industrial personnel and felt that the manual training approach would fill
the gap.

They were also convinced by Woodward's argument that his method of

teaching the arts underlying handicraft skills constituted a valuable but incomplete preparation for any skilled handwork.

Chicago employers were needing

more skilled workers and they hoped that Woodward's kind of schools would produce them.

After visiting the St. Louis school, Colonel Jacobson wrote to a

Cleveland newspaper:

The parent who sees a manual training school in
operation sees solved before his eyes the problem of
how his boy may be sure to make a good living in the
world. .
To the extent of the number of the graduates of the Manual Training School, the nation is
sure of intelligent and valuable citizens. When
these boys enter active life they will not need to
wait for "something to turn up," because they will
be able to turn up something for themselves.'
.

Woodward was fond of quoting the Colonel's statement that "manual training

1

Ibid., p. 172.
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means not fewer, but more ladies and gentlemen to the acre."
less restrained in his endorsement of the new approach.

1

Charles Ham was

"I made an exhaustive

study of the methods of the St. Louis school, and reached the conclusion that
the philosopher's stone in education had been discovered."
Woodward joined the critics of classical education.

2

He championed science

and technical studies as necessary alternatives to Greek and Latin.
his arguments on an analysis of the "obvious needs of our people."

He based
The devel-

opment of polytechnical education was related, he said, to a succession of
events in our history.

"The first great want was for civil engineers, who

should locate and construct the vast network of railroads, which continually
grows thicker and closer all over our land, with their thousands of bridges

and tunnels." Next chemists were wanted:

"men skilled in the analysis of

soils, ores, manures, poisons, noxious gases, and the various products of
industry."3

When placer mining was exhausted, the seekers of precious metals

found their treasure locked in veins of rocky mountains.

They were irretriev-

able without the aid of geologists, mechanics, and manufacturers of tools and
machinery.

The machinery itself depended on the exploitation and development

of the mining and manufacturing of iron, lead, copper, zinc,

From these

developments grew massive needs in the field of building and architecture.
Even in the ancient occupation of tilling the soil, men began to hope that
revolutionary progress might ensue if the experimental methods of science were

1

2

3

Ibid., p. 222.
Ibid., p. 172.
Ibid., p. 247.
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applied to agriculture and horticulture)

In In the face of such social realities,

Woodward could not resist the temptation to ridicule an educational tradition
which set boys to conjugating Greek and Latin verbs for six or seven years.
Woodwere studied efforts of various European countries where more practical educational programs were being developed as alternatives to traditional
literary-oriented schooling.

Prussia, Belgium, and France, he observed, were

establishing industrial schools for children of laborers and factory operatives
which centered on specialized training in skills such as engraving, coloring,
dyeing, lace-making, weaving, and glasswork.

This arrangement, said Woodward,

was suited to the European social system, wherein

the lives of workingmen

were destined "to run smoothly in grooves cut for them before they were born."
The situation was quite different in American society, Woodward held because:
"with us every boy is a natural candidate for the office of president, and no
one shall dare to place any bounds to his aspirations and his social possibilities."2

European-style training, beyond its use in charitable and reformatory

schools, had no place in America -- "at least for the present," Woodward
concluded.

Woodward's claims about the value of manual training in aiding upward
social mobility pointed to the type of opposition he anticipated as he entered
the lists against traditional educators in N.E.A. meetings.

Anyone who sug-

gested the use of tools and handwork in school could expect to encounter the
suspicion that he was an advocate of low-status education.

VAC
2

Ibid., p. 248-249.
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Manual experiences

were associated with education for the dull, the academic and social failures
as represented in charity or reformatory schools.

Over a period of years in the 80's and 90's, Woodward marshalled a variety
of arguments against his critics.

He was particularly stung by the charge of

his most noteworthy opponent, William T. Harris, that manual training was nothing
more than an education for the "lower faculties," and indirectly for "lower
students."

In order to counter the formidable arguments of Harris and other

N.E.A. orators, Woodward felt impelled to defend manual training in terms of
the dominant psychological rationale of the period, the theory of training
mental faculties.

Re agreed with Harris, he said, that the

first and greatest faculty to be trained is senseperception.
Knowledge and experience and memory and generalization are necessary to the operations
of logic, and manual training is particularly strong
in furnishing the knowledge and experience, in establishing the major premises essential to logical reasoning.
Tool instruction and tool practice are full of
meaning, and should always be strictly logical .1
.

.

Thus the foundation for sound learning in manual experience could be established.
But the most striking and peculiar function of manual training, Woodward
asserted, was its potential for
cultivating a capacity for executive work, a certain power of creatorship. Every manual "exercise"
involves the execution of a clearly defined plan.
However, at proper times,
pupils are set to
forming and executing their own plans.
Memory, comparison, imagination, and a train of
reasoning -- all are necessary in creating something new out of old. This power of intervention, of creation, is the highest active power of
intellect of which we are capable.2
.

.

.

1

.

.

C. M. Woodward, Manual Training in Education (New York:
Welford, 1890), p. 204.
2

Ibid., p. 206.
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Harris should have been reassured that his own concern for the higher
faculties and leadership training was as precious to Woodward as it was to the
foremost philosopher of education himself.

But Harris, somehow or other, re-

mained unconvinced; and the two men remained in different camps.

Both were

elbowed aside in the trade-training movement which was to follow.

Woodward would never concede that he was less interested than Harris in
quality education.

In fact, he was convinced that manual training had a gen-

eral message for all education.

One of his most famous phrases was the state-

ment, "we claim to train the whole boy":
the head.

"the hand and the heart" as well as

He pointed out that for many boys the regular school was unpalatable.

They left school in droves, to the hurt both of themselves and of the society.
Manual training, Woodward maintained, could rekindle interest in learning.

There comes a time in the life of every boy
when he craves with an irresistible appetite what
may be called food for his physical nature; when
the senses are most acute; when he is exquisitely
conscious of his growing strength, his increasing
power over the external world; when his budding
manhood opens the door into the great workshop of
nature, and he is satisfied with nothing less than
actual contact with concrete forms and tangible
forces.

Woodward's language and psychology have a quaint and dated quality.

Yet,

while the immediacy of the manual training issue faded, some of Woodward's
basic pedagogical hunches proved to be far from obsolete.

He had argued that

educational programs limited to verbal exercise would fail to satisfy the
young:

especially when compulsory attendance laws would require all to sit

in schoolroom seats until young manhood or womanhood.

Woodward sensed that

children and youth need kinds of learning experiences in which they can employ

1

Ibid., p. 209.
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their sensory, physical, esthetic, and executive "powers" in order to attain
intellectual and personal growth.

C.

Vocational Training Beginnings
In the 1880's and 90's, the American high school began to emerge as the

secondary-level extension of the common school.

There was a rapid increase

both in the student population and in new additions to the curriculum.

It was

a turbulent time, a time of rapid business and industrial growth characterized
by ruthless competition and the possibility of fantastic success.

Prosperity

was intermittently shaken by devastating depressions and social violence.
drive for success had seized American society.

The

It was becoming clear that the

need for more education was essential not only to advance but simply to survive
in the new economy.

The public high school came to the fore as it learned something of value
from its predecessor and chief competitolf, the academy.

come popular by offering what the people wanted.
was for more practical subjects.
to make their appearance.
commercial training.

Academies had be-

One of the repeated demands

Courses in drawing and domestic science began

There was steady pressure for greater provision of

Edmund J. James, of the Wharton School of Finance and

Economy at the University of Pennsylvania, delivered a major address at the
American Bankers Association meeting in 1892, with the title, "A Plea for the
Establishment of Commercial High Schools."

Businessmen in Chicago, New York,

Philadelphia, and other major cities stepped up demands for such services from
the high schools.

Commercial courses within regular high schools or separate

commercial schools began to flourish at once.

By 1896, the N.E.A. was pleased

to welcome the new Department of Business Education to its ranks.
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An important development that accompanied the expansion of the high school
was the introduction of elective subjects, an idea which received publicity
and support from the prestigious President of Harvard, Charles W. Eliot.

Elec-

tive offerings provided an arrangement which eased the way for competitors to
the dominant classical tradition.

Natural sciences and modern languages became

lusty contenders with the never practical offerings.

The proliferation of

subjects led to confusion which verged on chaos; and the N.E.A., beginning in
the 18901s, launched its important Commissions, designed to restore order to
the curriculum and straighten out relations between the lower schools and the
colleges.

While the N.E.A. debates over manual training and other new subjects
waxed eloquent, the pressure of the new economic and social realities heightened
during the 90's.

There was an urgent need for a vast number of workers prepared

to perform the myriad functions required by ever-growing industrial and business
organizations.

Businessmen were turning to the high school to produce the army

of trained clerks, typists, stenographers, and bookkeepers which they required.

At the same time came the call for some kind of trade training to meet the
needs of expanding industries.

Just as had been the case in commercial educa-

tion, some of the earliest attempts to meet these urgencies came from private
schools outside the public system.

While some business leaders were giving enthusiastic support to manual
training in the 80's, others were impatient with the lofty rhetoric that accompanied the movement.

As Lawrence Cremin said, "what they wanted was practical

trade training to free them from growing union regulation of apprenticeships.
1

Lawrence A. Cremin, The Transformation of the School (New York:
Books, 1961), p. 33.
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Many students, as well, wanted a chance to learn the skills required to run
new machinery because employers were willing to reward their efforts with
higher wages.

They were less interested in the more general principles and

the high moralisms about "the dignity of labor" taught in the manual training
programs.

The first full-fledged school to offer specific trade training was started
in New York City in 1881, by Colonel Richard T, Auchmuty.
prominent architect from a wealthy New York family.

Auchmuty was a

His New York Trades School

was organized to provide specific instruction in carpentry, bricklaying, plumbing, plastering, stonecutting, printing, and tailoring.

Auchmuty avoided any

fancy talk about providing "cultural education," or the training of mental
faculties.

His school offered carefully designed, short courses aimed at

teaching specific trade skills.

Auchmuty gave a straightforward explanation of his goals and the need for
schools like his.1

He argued that modern factories had made the apprentice-

ship system dysfunctional,

Boys were rebelling against the long years of

apprenticeship training, and masters no longer cared to teach them.

Further-

more, Auchmuty said, labor unions were coming under the control of "foreigners"
who conspired to put narrow limits on the number of available apprenticeships.

The result was that native American boys were in danger of being shut out of
the trades.

New factory methods had outdated the tradition of learning through

apprenticeship in a workshop.

The alternative was clear, Auchmuty said.

Schools to teach the trades would have to be created to replace the apprentice

1
See Richard T. Auchmuty, "An American Apprentice System," The Century,
New Series, XV (November 1888-April 1889), pp. 401-405.
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system.

A side-benefit for employers would be that the graduates of training

schools would be free from union control and could probably be hired at lower
wages.

That his argument was convincing to the business community was evidenced

by a $500,000 endowment provided by J. P. Morgan in 1892.

Auchmuty made no effort to conceal the fact that his school was based on
an anti-union bias, and labor unions were quick to see the threat.

A plan

aimed at destroying union control over apprenticeship threatened a vital interest of trade-unionism.

The violence of union reaction is suggested in their

favorite appelation for the trade schools:

"breeding schools for scabs or rats."

Soon after the N.A.M. was founded in 1896, it gave its support to private
trade schools.

Manufacturers viewed these schools as necessary economic

weapons in growing international economic competition and in their struggle
against the unions.

Samuel Gompers, President of the A.F. of L., predictably

hurled his scorn upon such schools.

Unions, too, could see a case for new

kinds of skill training; but if such training was to be offered only in laborbusting schools like Auchmuty's, union leadership was ready to fight them to
the death.

Other schools were.established upon the new conception of trade training
education as contrasted with the ancient tradition of apprenticeship.

York, the Hebrew Technical Institute was founded in 1883.

In New

It was founded by

the Jewish community to facilitate the integration into American society of a
growing number of Jewish immigrants.
In Philadelphia, the Williamson Free School of Mechanical Trades was
established in 1891 by the philanthropist Isaiah V. Williamson.

Williamson

shared the contemporary anxiety over the decline of apprenticeship.
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school, free to indigent boys approved by the board of trustees, was friendly
to the manual training idea but it superimposed courses of a more vocational
nature on the manual training base.
In addition, a few corporations began to establish training schools for
their own employees.

Perhaps the first of these was the school opened by the

R. H. Hoe Company of New York in 1872.

The Hoe Company was being pressured by

its customers for an improved quality of printing press.
workers were required to produce such machines.

More sophisticated

Free courses were opened to Hoe

employees in English, mechanical drawing, arithmetic, algebra, and geometry;
and all of this work was related directly to the needs of the firm.

Graduates

of these courses were given preference for promotions, on the assumption that
they would be more reliable in handling the work needs of the company.

Thus

the trend was established that in the new work-world rewards would go to those
with proper school certificates. 1

In the 80's and 90's, the public schools were reluctant to make the move
toward thoroughgoing trade training.

N.E.A. meetings began to reflect the new

pressures, however; and occasionally a plea was made to get schoolmen to take
the plunge.

Thus delegates in 1889 were told,

1

For a fuller account of these early trade schools, see Melvin Barlow,
History of Industrial Education in the United States (Peoria, Illinois:
Chas.
A. Bennett Company, Inc., 1967), pp. 43-45. An indication of the growing
pressure for trade training education by the turn of the century is indicated
by the shift in Calvin Woodward's arguments for manual training. In a chapter
prepared by the U.S. Commissioner of Education's Report in 1903, Woodward pointed out that well-equipped manual training shops were useful for evening trade
training courses. Woodward admitted there was truth in the charge that relatively few of the manual training school graduates became mechanics. He replied
that those who did not enter higher technical training were so valuable that
they tended to be groomed for supervisory positions. If the number of graduates
were increased significantly, he said, they would demonstrate that they had
work skills needed for industry. [Calvin M. Woodward, "Manual, Industrial and
Technical Education in the United States," Report of the U.S. Commissioner of
Education, Chapter XIX (1903), pp. 1034-1039 et passini
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Instead of saying, we will not teach trades, we
should aim to provide a large and increasing
series of trade schools, until all boys and girls,
too in all trades, shall have the benefits of
well-devised and thoeough instruction therein. 1
There is no indication that anyone paid attention to this obscure speech by
Mr. Sel1n. H. Peabody in 1889.

It seemed to be nothing more than another plea

to add one more set of courses - trade-training - to the already crowded school
curriculum.

Time would show, however, that lurking behind the apparently mundane subject of vocationalism were some disturbing philosophical questions of profound
import for both public education and for the meaning of democracy in a technological society.

The major interest groups of the progressive era would

find themselves drawn into debates on these matters.

1

Selim H. Peabody, "The Value of Tool Instruction as Related to the Active
Pursuit in which Pupils Subsequently May Engage," N.E.A. Proceedings (July,
1889), p. 103.
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PART II
INTEREST GROUP PRESSURES FOR A NEW EDUCATION
IN AN INDUSTRIAL SOCIETY

INTRODUCTION

A study of the debate over vocationalism in education makes it possible
to identify some characteristic pressures and responses that emerged as we
entered the corporate-technological stage of our history.

Clearly apparent was American industry's drive to compete successfully for
profits in world markets, and its desire that American schools become the
instrument for achieving national wealth and power.
Equally evident was the pursuit of prosperity by the individual laborer.

The workingman's struggle led to a growing awareness of the strategic importance of formal education as a means of personal advance.

This resulted in

growing demands that schools provide practical services to that end.

The progressive period was marked, too, by the emergence of nation-wide
interest groups seeking federal solutions to educational problems.

Indus-

trialized America was a society in ,Jihich powerful organizations emerged with

nation-wide constituents.

In the rough - and - tumble of the post-Civil War

period, the threat of social chaos often loomed large.

In the absence of

the ability of any one group to dominate policy, the tendeuey grew for rivals
to join in appeals to the federal government for actions which might advance
mutual interests.

In education, this meant a willingness to depart from the

sacred doctrine of local control.

As education became critically important

for sustaining a prosperity based on science and technology, bUsiness, labor,

and farm leaders had no trouble in following plans designed to get help from
Washington.
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Progressive era leaders were preoccupied, too, with desires to reform
institutions to shore up traditional values.

A rash of critiques appeared

in both popular and scholarly writings which pointed with alarm to some of
the concommitants cf the technological society.

There was concern over the

decay of democratic participation and the weakening of institutions--concern
about growing depersonalization and vulgarization of life.

But hope was

strong that science could open new avenues to human good; and proposals
flowered for modifying the system to serve human ends.

Progressive rhetoric was marked by pious platitudes

and clever rationali-

zations, as well as by genuine efforts to criticize and innovate.

Such was

the case in the river of words surrounding the move toward vocationalism an
education.

A3 we turn to those who spoke on the vocational-liberal studies

controversy, we ought not be surprised to find conflicting values and motivations.

Such confusion represented a true reflection of the dissonant state

of the Amarican psyche.

The outer mood was confident,but underneath there

were anxieties about where the turbulent new forces of change might lead.
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CHAPTER II
THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS
TAKES A STAND ON VOCATIONALISM IN EDUCATION

One of the earliest and most powerful voices demanding that schools teach
the skills needed by the new industry was that of the National Association of
Manufacturers.

The N.A.M. was organized in 1895, at a time when American

industry faced an urgent need to take stock of its condition.

Many manu-

facturers had been ruined or badly shaken in the depression of 1893-1894.
Thomas B. Egan, who acted as Chairman of the first organizational meeting,
lost no tine in announcing an article of faith from which the association
took its mandate:

the prosperity of any locality, he said, was dependent

upon the prosperity of the businesses in it; and therefore the proper test
for any proposed public policy was whether it would be good or bad for

business) Half a century later, Eisenhower's Secretary of Defense, Charles E.
Wilson, restated the proposition when he said, "What is good for General Motors
is good for America."

The men who came together to form the new Manufacturer's Association were
motivated by the clear desire to survive in the face of economic depression.

Their interest in education emerged as they made a broad-based analysis of
the causes of their predicament and formulated a coordinated program of
policies to overcome obstacles to progress.

Speakers at their conventions

pointed out that the pell-mell construction of railroads in the 70's and 80's

had led to rapid expansion of many industries like steel, tool-making, roller
bearings and the like.

When the national railroad network was completed by

the 90's, many of the new factories which had fed its construction were

1

National Association of Manufacturers, Proceedings, 1895, pp. 7-8.
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dangerously overextended.

Perceiving the hazards of overproduction, the

manufacturers moved quickly to enlargc domestic and foreign markets.
The Association developed a number of recommendations for improving the
domestic situation.

First, they asked the President to elevate the Secretary

of Commerce to Cabinet rank.

Secondly, they sought action to secure a uniform

classification of freight rates to facilitate trade in the national market.
Finally, they created a committee to secure reform of the patent office,

which had proven itself incapable of keeping up with the innovations of
rapid technological change.
Perceptive businessmen and bankers saw that the promise of large profits
lay in high volume, low unit-cost production.
in use of the corporate device.
a wide scale.

This led to a rapid increase

Combinations of business units occurred on

The trend was in the direction of larger plants with more

modern, efficient machinery, and with larger labor forces.
The response of manufacturers to a decline in prices was to cut costs.

Wage custs were reduced by layoffs, longer hours, or changes in hourly pay
rates.

Scientific time-and-motion studies were introduced to increase labor

output, and capital was invested in the purchase of up-to-date equipment which
lowered production costs.

Each new move solved some problems and introduced others.

Thus, investment

in new machinery increased fixed costs, which could lead to peril in times of
depression.

Complicated equipment required more highly trained operatives,

and they were hard to find.
unions.

Moves to lower labor costs were resisted by the

Many manufacturers were unable to adapt to the swift flow of changes

that followed one upon another.

There is no doubt, however, that the Association felt confident in its
decision to promote agressive expansion into international commerce.
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The

decision to compete more vigorously with nations who for decades or centuries

had dominated commerce was a reflection of the self-assurance of American
industrialists.

They shrewdly set to work to analyze what handicaps they

confronted and what policies were to be pressed.

Gradually they identified

a series of federal actions required to improve their positions in foreign
trade.

Charles Heber Clarke, Secretary of the Manufacturer's Club of Philadelphia,
described at the first meeting of the Association both the opportunities and
the difficulties he foresaw in entering

markets

sorth of the Rio Grande.

He pointed, for example, to Britain's advantage in shipping.
sold to Brazil had to be shipped by way of Liverpool.

American machinery

The N.A.M., he said,

should demand federal subsidies to help create an American Merchant Marine
fleet.

Clarke then turned to the need for a new Central American Canal to

open markets on the west coast of South America to American manufacturers.
It was clear, he said, that the federal government should finance such a
project.

Other pleas made at this meeting or shortly thereafter called for

proper tariff protection and the expansion and improvement of consular service

to help open the markets of the Far and Middle East, as well as those

of Latin America.

In 1898, President Search of the N.A.M. picked up Clarke's tactic of
analyzing the kinds of advantages held by European competitors.

He warned

that Germany had become the most dynamic force in foreign trade, and that
its industrial power was based squarely upon its elaborate system of vocational and technical schools.

England was learning from Germany's example,

Search said; and the United States had better do the same.

If American

manufacturers were to lock horns with veteran industrial giants, they would
have to learn to improve the technical quality of their products.
34
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possible only through formal technical training for workers.

Search argued

that ultimately the system depended on the "individual man."

If American

workmanship was to be improved, America's schools, colleges, and universities

would have to devote more attention to teaching technical and scientific
knowledge.

The classical and literary studies had their place, Search con-

ceded, "but it is unfair to the great material interests of the land to leave
out of account the obvious demands of industry and commerce."

Where public

education was concerned, the time had come to realize that "considerable sums
should be diverted from the main educational channels to be put into commercial
and technical schocls."1
A review of the activities of the N.A.M. in its early years shows, then,

that the decision to promote vonational training was one key component in a
concerted drive to win a new role for American industry in the growing competition for world markets.

As the twentieth century opened, manufacturers were

convinced that they had identified their needs and problems.

They felt they

had found, in German education, the model to be followed to secure more efficient workmanship.

Plans were made to send emissaries to visit German schools,

and "missionary" educators from Germany were invited here.

Winning consent to the idea that American schools should be adapted to
the needs of American industry according to the German model turned out to
be harder than was expected.

The truth is that even in this era of business

hegemony, the businessman's faith that what was good for him was good for
America was not universally accepted.

When businessmen had turned to cor-

porate combinations to overcome the chaos of rampant individualism, other
Americans joined the trend toward forming interest-group organizations.

1

Presidential Address, N.A.M, Proceedings, 1898.
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One consequence of the return of prosperity in the late 90's, for example,
was a rapid growth in the strength of the American Federation of Labor.

The

A.F. of L. felt seriously threatened by the N.A.M.'s recommendations for the
modification of the school system and prepared to offer stubborn resistance.
Some educators, too, had grave doubts.
philosophical.

One of their concerns was

If the purpose of the American revolution had been to break

free from the class-oriented traditions of lands across the Atlantic, they
were suspicious of the manufacturers' call to return to the European educational pattern.

Self-interest, too, was involved.

If the German model were

followed, vocational schools would be administered separately from the main
system.

Who would be running the new vocational school system?

Would money

and power be diverted from the public schools to these suddenly favored newcazers?

The debate that followed was characterized by rugged interest-group
battling and by philosophical conflict, as the values involved were graduaLly
uncovered and examined.

A.

The N.A.M. in Action
By the early 1900's, manufacturers were ready to make a formal drive

for vocational education.
groUps:

Their readiness was shared by other interest

Settlement House leaders, labor and farm spokesmen, feminists, and a

growing number of educators.

One way or another they were all impelled by

new problems generated by the emerging technological society.

At the famous first meeting of the Douglas Commission on Industrial and
Technical Education (1906), it was reported that hearings throughout Massachusetts had revealed massive support for vocational education from a great
variety of interests and callings.
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In the following year, President Roosevelt sent a paper to the first
symposium of the newly formed National Society for the Promotion of Industrial
Education which sounded major themes about to be amplified for national atten"We contend for the markets of the world," he said, and warned that "our

tion.

most formidable competitors are the nations in which there is the most highly
developed business ability, the most highly developed skill."
be won, said Roosevelt, by

The prize would

the countries of greatest industrial efficiency.

Roosevelt paid conventional compliments to the American public schools, but he
pointed to a basic flaw.

The system, he said, fails "to give the industrial

training which fits a man for the shop and the farm."

It is curious, he went

on, that we have developed high quality schools for the men at the top - our
engineering schools rank with the best in Europe, but "we have done almost
nothing to equip the private soldiers of the industrial army - the mechanic,
the metal worker, the carpenter."

Roosevelt went on to add that an education which provided "industrial
intelligence" would add dignity to labor, provide protection against immigrant
job competitors, and provide for workers and farmers formal educational pro-

grams equivalent to those already available to professional and managerial
groups.

He welcomed, too, the formation of a superordinate interest group

like National Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education, which could
bring together a variety of otherwise antagonistic parties.
wanted help in furthering a new educational vision.

The President

The schools were to become

efficient instruments for securing national industrial supremacy, in a way that
would serve both the material ambitions and democratic aspirations of American
farmers and workers.

That indeed would be a political brew with a wallop.

1

Letter from Theodore Roosevelt to Dr. Henry Pritchett, in "A Symposium
on Industrial Education," National Society for the Promotion of Industrial
Education Bulletin, No. 3, September, 1907, pp. 6-9.
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1.

The first report of the N.A.M. Commission on Industrial Education (1905)

The N.A.M. had been in action several years by the time Theodore Roosevelt
gave his blessing to vocational education.

We have noted the conviction of the

Association's leaders that American industry would fail in international competition unless the quality of its products matched that of its rivals.

Indus-

trialists were keenly aware of a serious and growing shortage of skilled

workers who could adapt to constant changes in factory processes.

With the

German model as a guide, they saw themselves confronted with two major handicaps.

First, they were getting little or no help from the schools.

Second,

they faced a rapidly growing union movement committed to controlling conditions
of employment and preventing the use of cheap labor which employers felt was
essential to their survival.

The surge in the strength of organized labor is illustrated by the growth
1

of its membership from 500,000 in 1897 to nearly two million in 1903.

The

American Federation of Labor doubled its membership between 1898 and 1900 and
trebled it between 1900 and 1904.2
rising unrest.

With the growth in numbers and power came

Industrial disputes, strikes, and lockouts increased at an

alarming rate.

Employers saw in the union movement a threat to their right to control
their enterprises.

Most employers had no experieace in dealing with unions

and resented bitterly the need to cope with union representatives in addition
to handling the challenges of their competitors.

David M. Parry, in his

1

John R. Commons et al., History of Labour in the United States (4 volumes; New York: The Macmillan Company, 1921-1935), IV, pp. 13, 15.
2
Lewis L. Lorwin, The American Federation of Labor (Washington, D.C.:
The Brookings Institution, 1933), p. 59.
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presidential address to the N.A.M. in 1903, expressed management's resentments
in a bitter denunciation of union power.

his own business or he has not

"Either a man has the right to run

If he has not...it means that individual

liberty is destroyed and we must bargain with such liberties as we may be
allowed to possess."'

Organized labor, he said, "knows but one law, and that

is the law of physical force--the law of the Hun and Vandals, the law of the
savage.

All its purposes are accomplished either by actual force or by the

threat of force."2

The unions, said Parry, were not only making freer use of the harsh weapon
of the strike but were also trying to get Congress to serve their purposes.
They were pushing hart for an eight-hour work day law.
restrictive legislation against immigrants.

They were seeking

Through the apprenticeship system,

they set limits on admission to training programs for the vitally needed skilled
mechanic.

When employers sponsored private trade schools to circumvent appren-

ticeship, the unions hurled charges of "scab hatcheries" at them and fought to
deny jobs to the graduates of such schools.
Parry argued that England was being destroyed industrially by similar
thrusts of organized labor.

He called on American manufacturers to unite to

fight the union menace. A few voices condemned his militant spirit, but the
majority supported him.

A declaration of principles was approved which affirmed

the right of employers to hire and fire as they saw fit and proclaimed that "in
the interest of the employees and employers of the country, no limitation should

Albert R. Steigerwalt, The National Association of Manufacturerst 18951914: A Study in Business Leadership (Grand Rapids, Michigan:
Dean-Hicks
Company, 1964), p. 109.
1

2

National Association of Manufacturers, Proceedings, 1903, p. 17.
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be placed upon the opportunities of any person to learn any trade to which he
or she may be adapted."'
The rationale thus was established fot the formation of a Committee on
Industrial Education to formulate recommendations for managerial action.

2.

The N.A.M. 1905 report

The first detailed report of the Committee on Industrial Education was
presented in 1905 by its chairman, Anthony Ittner, a firm supporter of
Mr. Parry.

Ittner asked that the report be read by a secretary with good

delivery because, he said, "I want this report to strike this convention
right between the eyes."

Figures were cited on the school dropout rates:

eighty percent were lost before reaching high school, ninety-seven percent
before graduating from high school--kinds of figures which would be repeated
endlessly in the years of debate to follow.
Ittner said that the schools, with their impractical and boring programs,
failed to meet the needs of ordinary boys.

Furthermore the apprenticeship

system, which had once prepared youth for work, had nearly broken down as a
result of changing industrial conditions and the obstructionist attitudes of
the unions.

Manual training and technical schools were fine for the handful

who attended them, but they failed to reach the vast majority.
report asserted bluntly:

Ittner's

"To authorize and found and organize trade schools

in which the youth of our land may be taught the practical and technical know-

ledge of a trade is the most important issue before the American people today."2

1

Ibid., pp. 166-167.

2

National Association of Manufacturers, Proceedings, 1905, p. 143.
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Only through education could the cruel effort of the unions "to monopolize
the opportunity to live" be thwarted.

Ittner and his Committee underscored their conviction that the only

recourse was to follow the pattern of the technical and trade-school system
of Germany--"at once the admiration and fear s,f all countries.

In the world's

race for commercial supremacy we must copy and improve on the German method of
education."'

The virtues of the German plan were described in detail.

German system was free from the handicap of union meddling.

The

Generally speaking,

German trade schools had been first established by private industrialists, with
commercial and trade organizations following their lead.
aid then followed.

State and municipal

Trade unions approved this system and did not seek control.

Ittner's report quoted with approval a statement by Professor H.R. Belfield
of Chicago which argued against beginning with public trade schools:
initiative should be taken by corporations or private individuals."

"The

With a

proper foundation, these schools might eventually be added to the public school
system.

Belfield stated that his investigation of European schools had showed

that if large wanufacturing establishments meiatained their own schools, they
would rid themselves of strikes.

"When they shall eiiucate their own workmen,

these workmen will be loyal to the company rather than to an outside organization." 2

Ittner's report concluded with an affirmation of the wonderful future

which could be designed for American workingmen if the German model were
copied.

1

2

Ibid., p. 145.
Ibid., p. 149.
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3.

A period of clarification:

1905-1910

The 1905 Report put the question of industrial education squarely on the
N.A.M. agenda.

The years which followed provided opportunities for debate

within the organization and for interaction with other interested groups.

Major goals remained constant; but amplifications, modifications, and changes
did occur.
years:

We shall look at several themes which were stressed during these

a) the N.A.M.'s analysis of the kinds of labor needed in modern

manufacturing; b) their criticisms of American schools; c) the virtues manufacturers saw in German education, and the morals they drew for American schools;
d) the attitude of N.A.M. toward federal financial support; and e) summary trends
which eventually made possible an accommodation with other groups.

B.

Labor Needs of Manufacturers
All parties agreed that the apprenticeship tradition of worker-training

was failing or was irrelevant to the needs of large-scale manufacturing.

The

Director of Cooper Union, Charles R. Richards, prepared a lengthy report for
the New York State Department of Labor in 1909 on the problems of obtaining
skilled labor.

Richards gave a detailed summary of the apprenticeship problem

which was referred to repeltedly in years to come.
The apprenticeship system is a survival from a period
when only one class of industrialists existed, viz., the
master-workman who was both merchant and craftsmen and who
in his own person bought and sold and practiced all the
operations of the trade. The apprentice, who was in turn
to become the master, was at once both assistant and
learner, and he received a training which it was to the
advantage of the master to make as thorough and complete
as possible...When, however, the capitalist appeared and
with him the fixed body of wage earners, the apprenticeship system lost its natural place in the industrial
order. The master - merchant became the financial director
and the master-craftsman became the shop director or the
wage earner. The first of these is in no position to
perform the function of teacher, and the others have no
interest in so doing.
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The modern organization of industry on the capitalist
basis means the employment of numbers of workmen as wage
earners whose sole responsibility is the forwarding of the
productive tasks assigned to them. Such organization
generally also means extended division of labor...With
the entire working force engaged upon production, it is
to no one's interest to turn aside and instruct the
learner, and such instruction, if in any sense comprehensive, can be given in the direct course of production
only at a certain immediate loss.
Under these conditions, the employer of today,
drawing his workmen from the general labor market, that
in some cases is largely fed by immigration, no longer
feels the same individual necessity and responsibility
for the training of beginners, and hesitates to assume
the cost and inconvenience of such a provision. The
maintenance of a thorough apprenticeship system, having
become exceptional, imposes in a sense a penalty upon
the manufacturer who undertakes it inasmuch as he has no
guarantee that apprentices will remain in his employ.
Furthermore, the great subdivision of labor that characterizes all modern industries on a large scale imposes
peculiar difficulties in the way of a thorough and comprehensive training, inasmuch as such a training involves
a shifting of the apprentice from one branch to another
that lessens his productive value. All these conditions
make the employer slow to assume the trouble and expense
of a thorough apprenticeship system...
Another difficulty, and a very large one, that faces
the apprenticeship question is the unwillingness of the
American boy to submit to a long period of training at
low wages for the sake of future opportunitieP. The
tendency of the American boy is toward a short cut; he
resents the rules and restrictions of the apprenticeship
period and turns to openings that yield larger immediate
returns...
Another cause that holds back a bright boy from the
apprenticeship is the low wages paid...0iganized labor,
with its mind almost solely upon the advancement of the
standard of living, and the employer, with his mind
almost solely upon the increase of profits, have neither
been concerned to advance the wages of the apprentice,
and, with no influence to press them upward, these wages
have remained extremely low.
Owing to these many conditions, apprenticeship in
the sense of a broad and thorough training of the firstclass workman has given place in many establishments and
in many of the industries where it formerly prevailed to
a so-called apprenticeship that trains in only a narrow
range of work and fits only in some special line of skill.'

1

Charles A. Bennett, History of Manual and Industrial Education_, 1870 to
1917 (Peoria: The Manual Arts Press, 1937), pp. 523-525, citing Itdustrial
TralAins, Fart I of Twenty-sixth Annual Report of the Bureau of Labor Statistics (State Department of Later, Albany, 1909), pp. 14-24 and 27.
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In the 1907 N.A.M. session on industrial education, manufacturers spelled
out the nature of the labor problem from their point of view.
for two kinds of labor, they said:

There were needs

skilled mechanics to build machines and

maintain them and unskilled workers to run them.

"A dull machine hand may

manipulate the screw machine, but it takes a mechanic of intelligence and
skill to read the drawings and to make the jigs and fixtures required in
building the machine."'

The latter type of worker would understand the

overall process of production and could adapt to change.

What manufacturers wanted was a generous supply of each type of labor:
let the laws of the marketplace determine wage levels.

Artificial shortages

or union restrictions were evils that ran counter to nature's laws.

Ittner,

in particular, was committed to the idea that short trade training courses

could provide workers with specialized skills and felt that the union's
insistence on Ltngthy four to seven year apprenticeship programs was a
curse both to employers and to workers.

Let us, each and all, work toward the end that every
young man living on that portion of the earth's surface
covered by the protecting folds of "Old Glory" may have
the widest, 'fullest and freest opportunity to learn the
trade of his choice, without detriment or hindrance of
any kine whatsoever, regardless as to whether the country
or any portion of it has twofold or tenfold more skilled
workmen than there is any real need or place for; and
likewise regardless as to whether the wage of a skilled
artisan falls below the wages of a common laborer or not.
Fortunately, said Ittner, this country had no laws preventing a skilled
workman from returning to common labor:

The way will always be open for skilled workingmen to turn
their hands to common labor should they find it financially
to their interest to do so. The right to learn a trade
should be as free as air and sunlight, and all artificial
and arbitrary hindrances or barriers from whatever sources

1

National Association of Manufacturers, Proceedings, 1907, pp. 129-130.
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must sooner or later be removed. This is the law and
gospel as embodied and enunciated in the immutable and
everlasting principle of "the Fatherhood of God and the
universal brotherhood of man."
Immigrant workers played an important part in the labor supply problem.

The N.A.M. had a permanent Committee on Immigration which took the position
that free access to the labor market might be restored by the importation of
willing workers from Europe.

Here again, the unions sought to interfere.

In

the 1911 N.A.M. convention, Secretary of the National Liberal Immigration

League John F. Carr pointed out that unions and the Federal Immigration
Commission sought to restrict immigration on what they termed economic,
moral, and social grounds.

Carr urged the Association to oppose these new efforts to change immigration policies.

He told the manufacturers that his studies shoved immi-

grants were less prone to crime than native-born Americans; that they sought

charity less frequently during financial panics; and they were less diseased
than native Americans because "defectives" were barred from entry.

Furthermore,

he said, immigrants had demonstrated their facility in adjusting to the realities of the labor supply problem.

When there was a labor shortage, they came

in droves; when times were bad, they returned to their European birthplaces.
Manufacturers needed a mobile work force, said Carr.

"The new immigrant

labor with its orderly swarming back and forth across the ocean answering our

nLA, is vital to our industrial life, and there is menace to that life in the
present attitude of Conbress."2 Even efforts to introduce literacy requirements into immigration procedures should be rejected, he asserted; for "the

1.

National Association of Manufacturers, Proceedings, 1907, p. 114.
2

National Asso:iation of Manufacturers, Proceedings, 1911, 45-50 et passim.
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economic needs of the nation are for the rough manual laborer, and not for the
clerk or professional man...."
us are not a menace.

Furthermore, "the illiterates who remain among

They are never anarchists."

It was bad enough that

America's own working population was subject to compulsory school attendance.
Such laws only contributed to the problem of an inadequate supply of unskilled
labor.

Boys with many years of schooling, said Mr. Carr, don't want to dig

ditches for sewers and subways.

Clearly, industry must depend for unskilled

labor "more and more upon countries with a poorer school system than our own."

Secretary Carr had been willing to concentrate his cold eye on the
problem of obtaining unskilled labor from "uncivilized" regions.

Other

manufacturers, however, were concerned with securing skilled workers.

C.

N.A.M. Criticism of American Schools
In 1911, N.A.M. President Kirby asserted that
the great importance of a thorough system of industrial
training as a means of building up iu this country an
industrial supremacy over other nations is getting to
be more generally understood and the subject is more
in the public mind than ever before.'

The Association recognized that the educational task was more formidabl'.e than

they had first believed.

It now seemed so huge, in fact, that they were ready

to renounce their earlier hopes that industrial training could be handled by
private trade schools with philanthropic support.

They had to take a harder

look at public education. When they measured the schools against the needs of
manufacturers, they found them utterly deficient.
It was the rage of the era to measure institutions by efficiency criteria.

Thus the industrialists, whose own operations were being revolutionized by

1

National Association or Manufacturers, Proceedings, 1911, p. 72.
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Taylorism, spoke in terms of efficiency in passing judgment on the schools.
They rolled out the statistics of cost against performance and were dismayed
at the results.

What were the American people getting, they asked, for an

annual outlay of $450,000,000 and a school plant investment of $1,000,000,000?

H. E. Miles, than chairman of the Committee on Industrial Education, said
he would describe how the school system would look if it were submitted for
judgment to an international panel of impartial experts.'

The public school

system would be shown to rest "on theories instead of reality."

Educators

insisted their objective was that all students finish elementary school
through grade eight, with most continuing to complete high school.

The facts,

on the other hand, were that only half of the children in school finished
sixth grade; one in three completed the grammar school course; and only one
out of thirty graduated from high school.

The great majority of children

from working families were ready for industrial training at age twelve or
fourteen, and almost nothing suitable was provided for them.

A realistic appraisal of the situation in industrial nations, said
Miles, reveals that children are divided educationally into three classes:2
(1) "The abstract-minded and imaginative children who learn readily from the

printed page." Most of these come from families whose ancestors were in the
higher occupations, although many come from humbler origins.

(2) The "hand-

minded" children who have great difficulty with the printed page.
half of all children are in this group:
or earlier.

1

2

More than

they leave school at the sixth grade

(3) An intermediate class which falls in between the other two.

National Association of Manufacturers, 1125.225Lim, 1911, pp. 187-188.
National Association of Manufacturers, Proceedings, 1912, pp. 156-158.
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In the face of these facts, Miles went on, the schools provided a literary education which satisfied the needs only of the first group of children- -

of one in thirty--while they were guilty of the most inexcusable neglect of the
other twenty-nine.

Miles' analysis was influenced by what manufacturers had learned about
the German system.

The 1905 report pointed to German schools as a model, and

delegations had been sent to study the German system intensively.

Dr. George

Rerschensteiner, educational philosopher and architect of the famous Munich
vocational schools, was brought to this country as advisor--an early instance
of the educational expert being sent to a "developing country."
The manufacturers learned that if American schooling neglected the
praCtical needs of the majority, German education was its polar opposite.

An intricate variety of trade and technical education programs had been
developed to meet the needs of each class of workers.

At the top were the

research-oriented "technical colleges" (Technische Hochschulen),1 which
provided university-level training in areas such as architecture, engineering,

pharmacy, veterinary science, mining, forestry, agriculture, business-oriented
economics, and military and naval studies.

Much of the success of German

industry was due to the remer::ch produced at these schools.

The Germans were

among the first people to emonstrate the tangible rewards of research and
developmental activities.

Just below the technical colleges were the inter-

mediate technical schools (Gewerbliche Mittleschulen) for engineers who were
less research oriented.

Industry avidly sought the graduates of these schools.

The Werkmeisterschule for foremen came next.

1

Below these was a bewildering

See U. S. Commission of Labor, Seventeenth Annual Report (Washington:
U. S.,Government Printing Office, 1902), pp. 870-890 et igLian.
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variety of trade schools.

Special schools existed for almost every trade

known to the industrial world, with training periods ranging from seven-week
In 1900, Prussia had

"refresher" courses to complete seven-year programs,

twenty-one different schools for the building trades alone.

American manufacturers were intrigued, too, with the German continuation
school:

an innovation designed to reach the mass of semiskilled and unskilled

industrial workers.

These schools were created primarily to provide part-time

education for employed youth in the fourteen to eighteen age group.

As early

as 1900, the United States Commissioner of Labor saw these schools as "the
keystone to the whole scheme of industrial education as offered to the laboring
class proper."'

By 1910, N.A.M. leadership was strongly drawn to the continuation, or
cooperative, school idea.

The issue provided the occasion for a rift between

the first chairman of the Commission on Industrial Education, Anthony Ittner,
and his successor, H. E. Miles.

In the era of the N.A.M.'s worst feud with

the unions (1903-1910), Ittner had argued vociferously that privately owned,
all-day trade schools could produce finished workers for industry.
schools would replace union-controlled apprenticeship programs.

Such

What had

caught the attention of efficiency-expert Miles was the expense of fully
equipped trade schools.

He was struck by the contrast in cost between American-

type trade schools and German continuation schools.

In the latter, the shops

of industry provided the setting for trade-skill learning and thus saved the
schools the expense of elaborate modernized equipment.

Miles said his studies

showed that the cost of continuation schools was $15.00 per pupil per year- -

less than half of the cost of American elementary schools.

Ibid., p. 890.
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In the few existing

American trade schools, costs ran from $180 to $250 per pupil per year.

Mr. Miles had no difficulty in drawing the conclusion that the continuation

school was a promising model. A somewhat similar program endorsed bylines
was the cooperative work-study plan pioneered by Herman Schneider in Cincinnati,
in which two shifts of boys alternated between a week of school and a week of

work.
In response to the cost analysis of Miles, Ittner indicated that he was hurt

by the rejection of his trade-school recommendations.
monotonous, Ittner said.

Lauding Germany became

"When Brother Miles is a year older he will think

differently" about the speed with which we can overtake Germany.'
Miles' efficiency orientation was in line with current trends, however, and

the interest of the manufacturers in GeorgeKarschensteinercould not be diverted.
Part of Kerschensteiner's plan provided that the work-experience dimension of
the continuation schools should be used to give American working-class children
insights into the nature of the arts and sciences.

He hoped that work-related

studies would induce young people to seek further knowledge of the relegtionship

of their work to the broader context of twentieth century life.

He hoped also

to develop a kind of citizenship-training which would enable the individual to

see himself as organically related to family, work, and society, but in away
that would free him from the German tradition of educating students "to perform blind service to a strictly defined State organism. "2

The manufacturers ignored Kerschensteiner's thoughts on citizenship and
seized upon those ideas of his that promised practical pay-off.

1

According to

National Association of Manufacturers, Proceedings, 1911, pp. 201-202.

2

See Diane Simons, George Kerschensteiner (London:
1966), p. 30.
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efficiency criteria, continuation schools could produce impressive results at
a fraction of the cost of trade schools.

This was the fact upon which they

concentrated, although they were also taken with selected portions of Kerschensteiner's general philosophy.

They listened attentively, for example, to his

assertion that

the first aim of education for those leaving the elementary
school is training for trade efficiency, and joy and love
of work. With these is connected the training of those
elementary virtues which efficiency and love of work have
in their train--conscientiousness, industry, perseverance,
responsibility, self-restraint, and devotion to an active

life)
What a difference such attitudes could make in American factories, where, as
Miles had said,

our factory children look upon a shop too much as upon a
jail.
There has developed among a considerable part of
the adult factory workers a dislike, almost a hate of
work.2

D.

The N.A.M.'s 1912 Position on Industrial Education
By 1912, when various forces were culminating in a final drive for the

enactment of federal legislation, the N.A.M. was ready to state its considered
position.

Its recommendations bore clear signs of the influence of studies of

German schools. 3

For the majority of children (14-16) in industrial areas, the proper type
of education should be German-style continuation schools.

The N.A.M. urged that

such schools be established in every industrial community in the land.

They

should be day schools and provide at least five hours of school instruction
per week for which the employer should pay wages.

1

2
3

Ibid., p. 35.

National Association of Manufacturers, Proceedings, 1912, p. 154.
Ibid., pp. 156-157 et passim.
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It is the experience of some manufacturers that after a
little schooling, a boy can take hold of a new machine
and in a week or so do three-fourths as much as a grown
man, while a boy without schooling will take a month or
two to do half as much as a man.1

One my note, too, that the small number of hours per week of classroom
instruction followed the German model.

The instruction in these continuation-style schools should be "exceedingly
practical;" a shop atmosphere should permeate all work in the school. Courses
should concentrate on material related to the theory and practice of a given
industry.

Mechanical drawing, shop mathematics, and hand work such as pattern-

making, molding, or machine-shop work should be taught in connection with the
making of practical objects like tools, gasoline engines, or.benches.

For

girls, academic instruction should be related to the making of dresses, hats,
baked goods, and similar products.

Courses in citizenship should be included "to make an industrial worker
who is a good citizen, wise as to his rights and obligations."

Statements on

this subject were left at a very general level.

The vocational schools should be administered jointly by practical men
from the vocations and educators.
educators."

N.A.M. members were sceptical of "impractical

They felt that manual training had been diverted from its indus-

trial purposes by the "culturists," and they were determined not to let that
happen again.

The Wisconsin plan for the administration of the new schools was recommendeu.

In Wisconsin, industrial education was put into the hands of separate

state and local boards of control.

At the 1911 N.A.M. meeting, an even more

Ibid., p. 159.
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1

desirable administrative arrangement modeled on the German pattern had been
advocated.

Up to fifteen years ago the continuation schools of Germany
were under the Department of Education, but they found that
they never got practical educators until they took it away
from that department and put it into the Department of
Commerce and Labor.1
As a result, it was said, "Germany has moved twenty-five years ahead of us."
The ideal was thus projected that a new system of schools for the majority of
American children should be administered not by educators but by men of business in collaboration with representatives of labor.

Political realities put

this goal beyond reach, but the N.A.M. had by now accepted the idea that administrative boards should have a tripartite composition with representatives from
industry, labor, and schools.

Interaction with other groups in the National

Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education may' have led the N.A.M. to

pull back from its earlier advocacy of outright business domination of vocational schools.

But emphasis on the European dual, system of administration- -

with industrial education outside the main school system--was maintained; and
it aroused bitter opposition from American labor and school men.

Various plans were cited with approval in the N.A.M. statement such as
the cooperative work-study plans of Fitchburg, Massachusetts, and corporation
schools established by huge companies like General Electric or Westinghouse,
which gave complete three- or four-year apprenticeship programs; evening
schools for the upgrading of personnel already in industry; and industrial
education programs for girls.

The Association also made clear that it sup-

ported with equal conviction commercial and agricultural courses comparable
to industrial training programs.

1

National Association of Manufacturers, Proceedings, 1911, p. 198.
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The full-time trade schools, which had been advocated so strongly by
Mr. Ittner, were ruled out as a favored solution.

Mr. Miles' figures on their

cost as compared with that of the continuation schools had been convincing.
But, again using Germany as their model, the Association placed some trade
schools at "the apex of the pyramid."

Such higher trade schools, it was

said, would be open to the abler youth who completed work in the continuation
schools.

These schools, as in Germany, were to provide advanced training for

those who would become "the engineers and captains of production."

The rationale for this structure, it was held, would not be complete
without consideration of its foundation at the elementary level of education.

Prevocational or manual training should be provided for all children in the
lower grades.

Operating on the assumption that 90% of children would not

continue in school beyond the eighth grade, the Association recommended
several plans.

One would be to extend continuation school opportunities to

children fourteen years old and over who were required by compulsory education
laws to continue part-time schooling until age sixteen.

A second would be to

develop for the fourteen year olds three elective courses of two or three
years' length:

a cultural course for the ten percent who would go on to

higher studies, and commercial and industrial courses for the rest.

"The

commercial and industrial courses should be intensely practical and make
the hest sort of intelligent, efficient working people, with as much culture
included as may be." 1

The Association also loe'lted with favor on plans which

reduced elementary schooling to six years and then divided children into
three tracks, cultural, commercial, and industrial.

1

National Association of Manufacturers, Proceedings, 1912, p. 169.
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Finally, this system of education needed to be complemented everywhere
by centers of vocational guidance, "so that the great majority of the children
who now enter industry with no direction...may enter under advice, intelligently and properly into the progressive and improving occupations."1

E.

Attitude of N.A.M. Toward the Federal Government
N.A.M. leaders over the years had been concerned about the financing of

their ambitious programs of industrial, commercial, and agricultural education.

By as early as 1907, they were willing to assume that federal aid would be
required to supplement state and local support.

They were impressed by the

dividends that agriculture had received under programs finance' by the Morrill
Act of 1862 and the Hatch Act of 1887.

It is largely due to this governmental assistance that our agriculture has been marvelously improved, made more scientific, and
that the industrial army of agriculturists are to-day the
happiest and in many respects the best informed and most
reliable of American workers.2
Manufacturers now asked that comparable resources be made available for
industrial and commercial education.

In annual conventions, the N.A.M.

endorsed various bills--the Davis bill, the Page-Wilson bill, and others down
to Smith-Hughes--which were designed to promote this end.
It may seem strange that an organization so committed to free enterprise,
and so fiercely suspicious of efforts to expand the "socialistic" tendencies

of the government in Washington, would readily endorse federal support and
regulation for public education.. ..A closer look at the record of the

1

/bid., p. 176.

2

National Association of Manufacturers, Proceedings, 1911, p. 193.
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in the first decades of its existence shows, however, a consistent pattern.

When proposals were made to use federal taxes for groups or interests outside
the sphere of businesa, the N.A.M. objected.

But when the issue vas the

advancement of business welfare--with which the public welfare was equated-

-

the manufacturers felt no hesitancy in appealing for federal action and financial support.

One need only recall N.A.M. support of measures like federal

standardization of freight rates, the expansion of the consular service, subsidies for an American werchant marine, and moves to construct a Central

American Canal, to see that their endorsement of federal support for industrial education was quite predictable.

Summary Trends

F.

The National Association of Manufacturers was created in the last decade
of the nineteenth century to meet the needs of the new technologically oriented
American industry.

The corporate combinations that emerged were hierarchically

organized and dependent on the cultivation of a wide variety of specialized
skills.

At the upper levels of industry, there was a need for research-oriented

scientists and engineers, with managerial skills.

American higher education,

with its Collegesof Engineering, Schools of Business Administration, and general
Liberal Arts

training, began to organize itself to meet these needs.

Industry's

need for a pool of unskilled labor was being satisfied by the influx of immigrants and rural Americans to the cities.
of w)rkers in between.

The great lack was the wide variety

The apprenticeship system, which had originated in a

handicraft stage of production, was adequate for an ever-shrinking percentage
of workmen.

It was irrelevant for most purposes of the new manufacturing.

The

skill needs of modern industry could be met only through formal education.
Manufacturers realized this and turned their attention to the public schools.
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The model they chose was the educational system of their most feared
economic competitor.

In the German example, they found a complete system of

schools tailored in mirror-image fashion to the skill gradations required by
industrial modes of production.

Furthermore, it was a system of industrial

education which made use of the equipment of industry, so that school costs
could be held down.

As American observers saw them, the German sawols pro-

duced not only skilled workmen, but workers who were content in their jobs
and loyal to the economic and political system.

The message seemed clear.

Schools in the United States had to be patterned immediately after this model
if American industry were to meet the challenge of German competition.
Yet as one reads the sometimes ecstatic endorsements of the Getman system,
one encounters occasional notes of anxiety even in the Proceedings of the N.A.M.
The fact is that these industrialists, while riveteoeto the requirements of
their enterprises, could not escape their acculturation to American values.
As early as 1903, a Mr. Samuel Jones of Ohio expressed alarm at the rhetoric
of efficiency which was beginning to predominate.
I heard from this platform yesterday, the monstrous
doctrine announced from a well-meaning man that labor was
a commodity like brick and sand and coal, to be bought and
sold.
Under the stars and stripes, under the Declaration
of Independence, we heard that doctrine preached here
yesterday. I am sure that this was nothing but a mistaken notion on the part of a well-meaning man.1

When German education was praised, the afterthought was often, "Of course we
can't literally copy the German system.

We must adapt it to American traditions

and conditions."

There were those, even among the hard-driving businessmen, who hesitated
to give all-out endorsement to an educational system which seemed to deliberately

1

National Association of Manufacturers, Proceedings, 1903, p. 167.
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perpetuate class lines.
chance.

The Horatio Alger success ethic required a fairer

Even Anthony Ittner felt the importance of that:

"Train the free-

born American boy to the end that he may have a fair field and an open path
to work onward as a free American citizen."'

The idea of differentiated

school systems and the belief in access to success for all were brought
together somewhat awkwardly in the assumption that the masses would fulfill
the roles decreed for them by destiny while the occasionally able and ambitious
lad would move into upper strata.

The class-oriented European education had

always provided for these sports--"the clever boys"--too.

It was a mark of the time that themes of social uplift fit neatly with
ideas for business betterment.

Concern was expressed frequently for the human

waste resulting from the high level of school dropouts.

The new skill-oriented

schooling could save young men from becoming wastrels and enable them to share
in the golden standard of living.

The newly trained American workingman

will advance greatly in general intelligence as well as in
technical skill; he will be a better citizen and a better
man, of more value to the state as well as to his home and
family. He will cease to spend his spare time in saloons
and loafing places and in useless or wasteful ways. A
trained mechanic and artisan will then be the peer of any
man in the community in which he lives, and the standard
of American manhood will be as high as that of any other
nation on earth.2
Frequent statements announced the need for workmen with "industrial
intelligence"--for potential shop leaders whose perspective would not be
limited to knowledge of one specialized skill.

Insight and adaptability

would euable factory personnel to adjust to the flow of changes which could
be expected.

1

2

National Association of Manufacturers, Proceedings, 1905, p. 150.
Ibid.
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Occasionally a speaker claimed that there were kinds of educative possibilities in shops and offices which never could be provided in classrooms.
Such activities could save pedagogical practice from dullness, which kills
the desire to learn.

There were brief assurances, too, that "cultural subjects"

and citizenship education would be provided in addition to trade training.

One may acknowledge the existence of these subthemes in the talk of the
manufacturers; yet their main concern clearly focused on the technocratic goal
of using the schools to produce the skills and attitudes which industry required.
The industrialists did not achieve literally the program which they recommended.
They met opposition.

We shall try to understand what did happen by examining

the stands taken by other parties to the issue.
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CHAPTER III

ORGANIZED LABOR AND THE INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION MOVEMENT

American workers and their unions were as deeply involved in issues
surrounding the industrial education movement as were manufacturers and businessmen.

The American. Federation of Labor was more hesitant about formulating a

position than was the N.A.M. however.

It had more ideological conflicts to

resolve.

The Federation's first considered statement appeared in 1910, in a report
from its Committee on Industrial Education, headed by John Mitchell, of the Mine
Workers Union.

In order to understand. the A.F. of L.'s struggles with the

question of vocational education, we must first note several nineteenth century
developments which effected the kind of thinking that A.F. of L. leaders brought
to the subject.

These were the emergence of a trade union philosophy committed

to working within the going economic system; and transformations in the nature
of work which undermined the traditional apprenticeship mode of training workers.

A.

The Emergence of a Trade Union Philosophy
The American labor movement came into being as a. significant force in

American life in the 1820's and 30's with the formation of the Political Workingmen's Parties, and of local and national trade unions.

Differences in

emphases and styles between the Workingmen's Parties and the trade unions,
however, reflected a major alternative for American labor.

The issue was

whether the labor movement should become a force for social and economic change
through political action, or whether it should concentrate on advancing the
economic welfare of workers through narrower trade union action.

By the 1820's and 30's American workers were becoming aware that the factory
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mode of production was forcing them into the status of a permanent wage-earning
class.

Independent craftsmen and mechnics were being reduced to the vulnerable

status of hired hands whose financial survival was in the control of the owners
of the new factories.

This change in economic status threatened them just at

the time that they had gained new political rights to vote, free from property or
religious restrictions.

They responded by forming Workingmen's Political Parties

in Philadelphia, New York, and New England.
In Philadelphia, the labor movement bagan in 1827.

It took the form first

of the Mechanics Union of Trade Associations, which included all the organized
workers of the city, and was then transformed into the Workingmen's Party.
was a short-lived movement, but its direction was clear.
citizenship.

It

Workers desired equal

To get it they decided they needed two essentials - more leisure

and access to free public education.

The case for a ten-hour work day was stated in political terms.

The work-

ingmen linked economic inequality with political inequality and hated both.
We are fast approaching those extremes of wealth
and extravagance on the one hand, and ignorance,
poverty, and wretchedness 'on the other, which will
eventually terminate in those unnatural and oppressive distinctions which etist in the corrupt
governments of the old world.1
The result, they said, was that the working class, "entirely excluded from the
advantages derivable from our free institutions, for want of knowledge and
correct political information had been subject to gross impositions."

Labor's

political impotence resulted, they felt, from the fact that workers labored from

1

John R. Commons Pt al., History of Labour in the United States, I,

(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1961), p. 192, citing Mechanics' Free
Press, May 1, 1930.
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sunur to sundown and so -,-ere una'ole to exercise their rir,,hts as citizens; while

the leisured rich had time to dvninate political life and pass laws
that were
beneficial to their class.
In New England, the Association of Farmers, Mechanics, and Other Vbrkingmen
similarly fought the drift toward class polarization.

They saw a growing

tendency for men associated with banks, chartered monopolies, and manufacturing
to emerge as a nev economic aristocracy; while free farmers and mechanics receded
into the role of factory operatives.

The self-employed "honest workmen" were

alarmed by what happened to those forced to take work as factory hands.

The

Association declared that the factory system
which presents so fair an outside show (represents]'
perhaps the most alarming evil that afflicts our
country: The cheapness and facility of procuring
the manufactured articles are no recompense for
their injury to the health and morals of the rising
generation. To look at the poor and spiritless beings
as they poor out of the factory to their hurried meals
at the sound of a bell; to see the lazy motion of their
jaded limbs, and the motionless expression of their
woebegone countenances, must give a pang to the feeling
heart which can never be forgdtten. This factory system
is essentially opposed to the spirit of our institutions,
since from its nature, it must throw large bodies of
people together, and by degrees render them wholly dependent upon a few employers, and forever crush that spirit
of independence which is the only safeguard of freedom.1
It soon became clear that the opportunity for political participation

required not only the margin of time and energy which could come from a shorter
work day, but also tie knowledge and skill which resulted from formal education.
The Mechanics Magazine, in 1833, estimated that in the United States tiere were
1,000,000 children between the ages of five and fifteen who were not attending

1
Ibid., p. 320, citing "Address to the Workingmen of Massachusetts,"
National Trades' Unix;., November 1, 1834;
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school at all.
at 1,250,000.

The next year the number of illiterate children was estimated
In a suburb of Philadelphia hundreds of boys, siren years old

and upwards, were said to be employed daily "from dawn till efght in the
evening."1

In 1829, the Workingmen's Party of Philadelphia put public education at the
head of its list of priorities.

A preamble section of the political platform

declared that "real liberty and equality have no foundation but in universal
and equal instruction which has been disregarded by the constituted guardians
of the public prosperity." 2
The Party explained their support for a leading candidate as follows:
.
. he is the friend and indefatigable defender of a
system of general education, which will place the citizens of this extensive republic on an equality; a
system that will fit the children of the poor, as well
as the rich, to become our future legislators; a system that will bring the children of the poor and rich
to mix together as a band of republican brethren; united
in youth in the acquisition of knowledge, they will
grow up together, jealous of naught but the republican
character of their country, and present to the world
the sublime spectacle of a truly republican government,
in practice as well as in theory.3
.

We may note that early 19th century workers, while repelled by the harsh
divisions of class distinctions, assumed that American society could be egali-

tarian - "a band of republican brethren." There might be distinctions of wealth
and rank, but there would be no such radical gaps that some lived in dire poverty
and human indignity while others enjoyed the privileges of wealth, leisure,

1
2
3

Ibid., p. 182, citing Mechanics' Free Press, Nov. 21, 1829.
Ibid., p. 224, citing Mechanics' Free Press, Jan. 24

1829.

Ibid., p. 228, citing Mechanics' Free Press, Oct. 2, 1830.
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learning, and power.

The distinctive feature of American society, they felt,

was its promise that all lts members could win the opportunity to live with
self-respect and power to participate.
all.

Access to leadership would be open to

Those distinctions which might emerge would be based on what Jefferson had

called the aristocracy of talent rather than the aristocracy of privilege.
Access to a free education of equal quality was the cornerstone on which to build
the American democratic republic.

They

The workingmen's groups were clear about their educational priorities.

I

wanted free tax-supported schools so that they and their children could be
released from the pauper school shame.

They wanted an open ladder system of

education with free infant schools at the lowest rung.

They opposed the lottery

system as an undignified way of raising revenue, designed to exploit the weaknesses of some heads of families.

They supported the efforts of public normal

schools to obtain competent teachers.

They championed publicly-elected school

boards with broad representation, including members of the working classes.
They opposed the granting of public funds to private schools - expecially to
the academies.
schooling.

They attacked child-labor practices, which prevented access to

1

Where the curriculum was concerned, the working men were less clear.
did oppose deadly dull instruction which killed the desire to learn.
were somewhat unsure about the inclusion

of practical studies.

They

Yet they

In the main,

they put stress on the quality of general education, but there was support among
the followers of Robert Owen for the manual-training approach of Fellenberg's

1

For a general treatment of the educational policies of the early
labor movement, see Philip R.V. Curoe, Educational Attitudes and Policies
of Organized Labor in the United States, Chapters 1 and 2 (New York:
Teachers College, 1926).
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school in Hofwyl.

In New York City, in particular, Frances Wright and other

Owenites demanded a system of public education which would
combine a knowledge of the practical arts with that of
the useful sciences
.
. Instead of the mind being
exclusively cultivated at the expense of the body
or the body slavishly overwrought to the injury of the
mind, they hope to see a nation of equal fellow-citizens,
all trained to produce end all permitted to enjoy . . .
As the first and chief of their objects, therefore, the
Mechanics and Working Men put forward a system of Equal,
Republican, Scientific, Practical Education.1
.

.

.

1.

.

.

The emergence of trade unions..

We have noted the attitude toward education of the early workingmen's

organizations in order to understand the orienhi value orientation which
motivated them.

They subscribed to the democratic-republican ideal and they

wanted to secure the conditions which would enable them to experience it as
reality.

They were radical reformers, not in the sense of aiming to overthrow

the system, but in the sense of wanting to :get in on the promises verbalized by
it.

The early efforts to win power through labor party political action ended,

however

in defeat.

The Workingmen's Parties, with their goal of establishing

a republic of independent farmers and mechanics, foundered partly under the
shock of economic depressions and partly over splits on ideological questions.

After the ducline of these parties in the early thirties labor's next move was
to seek a different kind of power through trade union organization.
Labor shifted its tactics to trade union defense not only because of

political defeats but because there was an accelerated change tithe statue of
the worker from that of independent artisan to factory operative.

1

The nature of

Commons, cat. cit., p. 284, citing New York Working Man's Advocate,

September 18, 18307*
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work changed under the advent of merchant and industrial capitalism.

Improved

highways and canals broke the isolation of communities and formed larger markets.
Broader markets required changes in modes of production.

The small shop in

which a master mechanic worked with several journeymen, with a retail store
attached, was replaced by a more efficient and profitable system in which merchantcapitalists contracted with master mechanics who jobbed out the work.

Under the

stress of increasing competition, masters were reduced to contractors whose
task it was to get work produced at the cheapest price.

Soon the master resorted

to cutting wages and using unskilled labor--children, women, convicts, or immigrants.

Trade skill operations were broken down into simple components so that

untrained hands could learn them quickly.

The term "apprentice" often became an

archaic term applied inaccurately to any child hired as a wage-earner.

As a response to the new situation workingmen decided to concentrate on
strengthening trade unions into economic defense groups.

Economic survival took

priority over political utopianism.

Thus a pattern evolved that was repeated throughout the nineteenth century.

Laboring men periodically were attracted to poliUcal action to win a reformed
social order that would embody egalitarian republican ideals.

When such efforts

resulted in rebuff or frustration they turned to economic trade union action to
secure survival or hopefully a share in prosperity within the industrial system.
In the forties some workers were attracted to the social utopian theories
of Robert Owens and Fourier.

Attempts to create egalitarian communes as alter-

natives to the main system were, however, short-lived.

After the Civil War,

workers once again were drawn to idealistic political-social reform efforts.
Under the stress of economic depression and political repression some rallied to
new socialist or anarchist movements.

The main move, however, was toward the
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Knights of Labor who flourished briefly in the 1870's and 80's.

The Knights

concentrated on organizing unskilled as well as skilled workers into industrial
unions.

They had broad and grand objectives:

the reconciliation of workers

and employers (their constitution pledged the Order to persuade employers to
agree to arbitrate all differences in order to avoid strikes); the establishment
of cooperative institutions to supersede the wage system; the securing of equal
rights for both sexes; and the attainment of an eight-hour work day by the use
of labor-saving machinery.

When the Knights of Labor attempted in the mid-80's to take over lealership
of the skilled trades they precipitated a bitter fight, however, which led to

the break-away of the American Federation of Labor in 1886.
In the nineties many .Laboring men joined farmers in the Populist Movement's

attack on "the vested interests."

When Populism went down to defeat, however,

the stage was set for the triumph of Samuel Gompers' philosophy of trade
unionism:

avoid attachment to political parties;

avoid utopian ideologies;

concentrate on bargaining techniques which put money into the worker's pocket;
stick to the union - reward its friends and punish its enemies.

Labor had chosen

to fight for improved material conditions by becoming another interest group
within the existing economic system.
The tensions within labor between the motivation to seek democratic social
reform versus the tendency to concentrate on trade union defense would show

when labor had to decide on which policies for American education it would support
as we turned into the twentieth century.

Labor's attitudes toward the industrial

education reform movement, for instance, were influenced by another development
which was at least as important as ideological concerns--changes in the nature
of the work processes.
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B.

Change in the Nature of Work and Its Significance for American Labor
The trend toward. specialization of work was accelerated during the Civil

War when there was a revolutionary shift from production via the hand tools of
the craftsman to production by the power-driven machinery of the factories.
This led to radical changes in the methods of hiring and training labor, which,

I
in turn, precipitated bitter conflict between the new industrialists and the
union organizations.

The craft system, and apprenticeship training, had prevailed into the
nineteenth century.

In this ancient tradition, a boy was apprenticed to a

master with whom he lived for from five to seven years.

Apprenticeship laws

required that the master not only teach him the skills of the craft but provide
general education and moral training.

Thus a New Haven Act of 1656 provided

that if masters did not teach apprentices "to read the Scriptures and other good
and profitable printed works in the English tongue and to understand the main
principles of Christian religion necessary to salvation," the apprentice could
be withdrawn and placed with another master who would do so.1
The significant eduCation for an apprentice derived from the family-shop
setting through which he related to the local community.
in the total situation.
ments.

He learned by living

The factory system disrupted these traditional arrange-

Paul Douglas, in his classical study, American. Apprenticeship and

Industrial Education, provides a graphic description of the nature of the change.

1
R. F. Seybolt, Apprenticeship and Apprenticeship Education in Colonial
New England' and New York (New York: Teachers College, Columbia University,
1917), PP. 5i:60.
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If the ordinary craftsman was deeply affected by the substitution of power-driven machinery for his hand-tools, much
more deeply and more subtly was the apprentice. For him it
meant a revolutionizing not only of his methods of work but of
his entire social status as well, both at home and in the shop.
His home had formerly been at his master's. He had lived
and worked familiarly with him, receiving his board and clothing
in return for his services. Now, with the growth of industry,
the master could no longer house all of his apprentices. He
had to let them find their own shelter, and commute their former
benefits into s. cash allowance.
.
.

.

Within the shop the change was equally great.' The master
was no longer literally a "master-workman," in close personal
touch with each boy. The very nature of machine production
had fixed a gulf between the two. The tasks of the employer
were becoming more and more exclusively those of the business
man, his immediate concern was buying and marketing rather
than craftsmanship. His contact with his apprentices grew
rapidly infrequent and impersonal. In brief, master and
apprentice had stood in the relation of father and son;
// they now stood in the relation of employer and employee.

The training the apprentice received changed no less
than his station. Machine production does not require the
all-round skilled workman because it increases the division
of labor and splits a trade into many different jobs.
.
The mastery of the whole gamut of machines within a trade
becomes well-nigh impossible. .
Apprenticeship accordingly became specialized.
.

.

.

.

The purely cultural training of the apprentice fared of
The master who did not see him from one
week's end to the other could hardly be expected to teach him
his letters or his catechism.
course, even worse.

4

The threats to the security of journeymen workers grew in intensity after
the Civil War.

Ruthless competition in the business world put new pressures

on employers to cut labor costs.

Employment of children increased; European

immigrants (skilled and unskilled) were recruited; and some employers moved
to fill their works with cheap Negro labor from the South.
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The National Labor

Union claimed in 1866, for example, that Boston employers were importing Negroes
from Portsmouth, Virginia, to serve as strike breakers.

1

Labor organizations responded by seeking to control entry to apprenticeship.
They still clung to the idea that no child should be in industry unless he was
actually learning a trade.

When the unions saw large numbers of untaught

children in factories, they protested that these children were being denied, their
apprentice rights to training.

The National Unions in the sixties and seventies

sought to secure union control over apprenticeship by turning to the state
legislatures.

Apprenticeship laws were passed in Massachusetts, Pennsylvania,

New York, Illinois, and Ohio, requiring that written indentures be signed before
an apprentice could begin work.

The truth, though, was that "apprenticeship"

was irrelevant to factory conditions.

This was demonstrated by the ease with

which most employers evaded the laws.

They simply stated that they hired minors

as "general workers" rather than as apprentices.
to oppose union efforts to control entry to work.

Employers sought other means
In New York, for example,

employers welcomed the opening of Colonel Auchmuty's Trade Training School in
1881.

The Colonel was an enemy of union control of apprenticeship training.

He maintained that the unions were led by new "foreign elements" who tried to

establish restrictions which would deny access to skill training for nativeborn American boys.

When Auchmutyls school furnished strikebreakers for a local

strike, it confirmed the worst of labor's suspicions.

For decades, thereafter,

union leaders poured scorn on private trade schools as "scab hatcheries."
Since state laws had proved ineffective, and local unions were too weak to

regulate apprenticeship, labor's tendency at the end of the century was to seek

1

Curoe, 22. cit., p. 71.
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.

national regulation through strong national unions.

The American Federation,

with its powerful craft unions, emerged as the dominant labor organization.

As

late as 1890, only seventeen of forty-eight trade unions had attempted to regulate apprenticeship through their national bodies.

By 1904, however, 70 out of

120 national unions had enacted apprenticeship regulations.

This represented an

increase in the percentage of workers in unions with such controls from 16.5%
1
in 1890 to 54% in 1904.
By the early 1900's, when the issue of industrial education came into
prominence, both labor and management had strong national organizations.

Both

groups realized that the traditional method of apprenticeship was irrelevant to
the facts of the factory system.

The new industrialism was, moreover, developing needs for a new kind of
work force.

New machine processes were continually introduced to the workingman.

At the same time, there was an increasing tendency among workers to move from
factory to factory and city to city.
skill could be lost.

The person who possessed only one routine

What was required of the new worker was a general know-

ledge of the factory system and higher skills to move within it:

the ability

to read blueprints and complicated instructions, to do shop mathematics, to
practice safety and hygiene rules.

Convention orators seemed to have this kind

of situation in mind when they made oft-repeated pleas for ''industrial intelligence.'

They were talking about some measure of insight into the total set of

processes involved in an industry, as compared *.With the narrov mastery of only
one skill.

The belief began to grow that only ''industrial education" could

produce 'industrial intelligence.'

1

Douglas, op. cit., pp. 69-70.
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C.

Evolution of the American Federation of Labor's Attitudes Toward
the Industrial Education Movement
In broad terms the history of the labor movement
accommobetween 1865 and 1900 is one of accommodation:
dation to the proliferation of corporate enterurise, to
the development of an unmistakable class structure, to
the disappearance of traditional democratic hopes for
a society of independent small craftsmen and entrepreneurs. Although the outcome of industrial agitation was far from settled by 1900, it is accurate to
say that the labor movement survived the century mainly
by accepting for its members the very working class
status it hid been the purpose of the early reformers
to abolish.
Rush Welter's statement, in Popular Education and Democratic Thought in

America, summarizes important aspects of labor's stance as the move to introduce
industrial education into the schools began in earnest.
not been made without a struggle.

"Accommodations" had

In the 1860's and 70's, men like William

Sylvia of the National Labor Union and leaders of the Knights of Labor had tried
in vain to introduce producers' cooperatives, to counter pressures which were

pushing workers downward from the status of independent artisan-entrepreneurs
to the position of factory employees.

When the social reform efforts of the National Labor Union and the Knights
failed, several varieties of socialists, communists, and anarchists sought to
'lure American workers to European revolutionary movements with other aims - the
overthrow of the corporate capitalist system.

As the American Federation of Labor ascended in power Samuel Gompers pulled
the workers away from these radical alternatives.

In Seventy Years of Life and

Labor Gompers made clear how his conviction grew, from bitter labor struggles in

New York, that workingmen would delude themselves if they followed such utopian
reformers.

Their energies. ue said, would be dissipated by ideological

1

Rush Welter, Popular Education and Democratic Thought in America (New York:
Columbia University Press,WRT,77. 2,77.
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factionalism; their heads would be fractured when intellectual agitators urged
1

them to take to the streets.

Gompers' own rejection of socialist alternatives was predicated upon his
belief that the profit system would permit a: kind of accommodation to allow

workers to improve their position within it.

Trade unions as interest groups

would develop the powers and the techniques to increase workingmen's share in
the growing national wealth; unions would act with sufficient responsibility to

win eventual acceptance by the employers and the public; they would provide a
quality of community to satisfy the members' needs for solidarity; and they would

resist all efforts to be diverted from pursuing single-mindedly the goal of
"more and more."

The American Federation fought bitter battles for union control

in the early 90's against Daniel De Leon and other socialists.
followers won decisively.

Gompers and his

As the twentieth century opened, American workers had

chosen to take their chances within capitalism and, in the main, had accepted
middle-class values and aspirations. The A. F. of L. experienced a spectacular
increase in membership as the new century opened.
In spite of the Federation's renunciation of revolutionary doctrine the
very success of the union movement frightened the manufacturers.

As we recall,

N.A.M. President Parry in 1903, armed with the conservative version of social
Darwinism, had opened an era of hostility to all of labor's efforts to challenge

the prerogatives of management. Trade unions, Parry argued, interfered with the
industrialist's freedom to act in accord with his own self-interest, which had

1

For Gompers' campaigns against the socialists, see also Gerald N. Grob,
Workers and Utopia (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1961), Chapters
8 and 9.
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been granted him by "the natural order of the universe

,1

One of the weapons the

N.A.M. chose to employ against the unions was an expanded system of trade-school
education.

It was the N.A.M.'s endorsement of industrial education as an anti-

union tactic which stirred the initial interest of the Federation in the subject.
The Federation appointed its first Committee on Education in 1903 and passed
a resolution which concluded rather lamely that "tie subject of manual training
and technical education to be given by trade unions is of such general character
that this convention would not very well recommels1 any plan or policy that would
apply equally to all unions.
1905 did not even report.

.

."

Committees o;

education appointed in 1904 and

In 1906 a resolutio was passed, without discussion,

that the Committee on Education conduct investigations into the subjects of
apprenticeship, the career lives of graduatfls of the trade schools, manual

training programs, and schools of technology.
the A.F. of L.'s efforts to define a stand.

Conflicts within union ranks slowed
Some craft unions, like the carpen-

ters, saw no need to concede any departure from their tradition of apprenticeship; other leaders were convinced tha; technological change required workers to
take new approaches.

Gompers himself started with the position that if the new

technology required upgrading of skill through schooling then unions should
establish their on schools such ELF the one being tried by the Typographers Union.

In practice it wasn't quite that Umple.

Workers did not respond well to the

idea of attending such schools; f.nd the unions as well as employers found they

did not have the energy, funds, or talents to run large-scale school programs.

1

For examples of management's commitment to the doctrine of social
Darwinism, see N.A.M. Proceedings, 1903, pp. 13-62, 114-130, 199-237.
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The alternative was to ask the public schools to assume skill training
functions.
ship.

But the unions had ambivalent feelings toward public school leader-

The Federation at the turn of the century was nervous

about sporadic anti-

union sentiments emanating from meetings of the National Education Association.

For several years in a row, the A.F. of L. set up committees to investigate the
attitudes of teachers toward labor unions and children of working people.

They

were concerned that teachers were unduly influenced by the dominant business ethic
and that children might be taught a distorted view of labor's role in society.
Tuey were not of a mood to turn over industrial training to public schools without careful consideration.

With the establishment of the Massachusetts Commission on Industrial Education in 1906 and the founding of the National Society for the Promotion of
Industrial Education in 1907 events took a new turn.

In both of these forums

labor heard a strong plea from progressive allies that public schools should
assume major responsibility for industrial education.

When Gompers accepted

membership into N.S.P.I.E. labor was brought into a working relationship with
corporate managers even while warfare between the two was raging elsewhere.
The President of N.S.P.I.E., Professor Charles Richards, spoke to somewhat
sceptical A.F. of L. delegates at their 1907 Convention.

He urged them to keep

an open mind and to cooperate in forthcoming deliberations.

The union leaders

decided that the subject was of sufficient importance to merit their serious
attention.

1

In 1908, Gompers appointed a commission of fifteen, chaired by his

See, for example, A.F. of L. Proceedings, 1902, p. 165; 1903, p. 29.
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trusted lieutenant, mineworkers' leader John Mitchell.

The committee was charged

with the task of making an exhaustive investigation of approaches to industrial
education in this country and abroad.

The Federation's attitude on the subject

was reflected in a resolution passed at the 1908 convention.

There are two groups with opposite methods, and seeking
antagonistic ends, flow advocating industrial education in the
United States.
.
.
One of these groups is largely composed
of the non-union employers of the country who advance industrial education as a special privilege under conditions
that educate the student or apprentice to non-union sympathies and prepare him as a skilled worker for scab labor,
thus using the children of the workers against the interests
of their organized fathers and brothers in the various crafts.
.
This group also favors the training of the student or
apprentice for skill in only one industrial process, thus
making the graduate a skilled worker in only a very limited
sense and rendering him nearly helpless if lack of employment comes in his single subdivision of a craft.
The other group is composed of great educators, enlightened representatives of organized labor and persons engaged
in genuine social service, who advocate industrial education as a common right to be open to all children on equal
terms to be provided by general taxation and kept under the
control of the whole people with a method or system of
education that will make the'apprentice or graduate 1.
skilled craftsman, in all the branches of the trade.'"
.

.

.

.

D.

.

The Mitchell Report and Subsequent Deliberations on Industrial Education
John Mitchell provided aggressive leadership for his committee.

types of schools were visited in many parts of the country.

Various

Conferences were

called to hear the views of a wide variety of spokesmen from outside labor as
well as from within the ranks.

The committee consulted with Charles F. Richards

of N.S.P.I.E.; Dr. Herman Schneider, founder of the University of Cincinnati's
cooperative work-study program; Paul Hanus of Harvard; Frederick Fish, Chairman

1

A.F. of L. Proceedings, 1908, p. 234.
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of the Massachusetts State Board of Education and President of A.T. and T.;

Arthur Dean, Chief of the Division of Trade Schools of the New York Department of
Education; Dr. Elmer B. Brown, Chief of the U.S. Bureau of Education; Dr. Henry
Pritchett, President of the Carnegie Foundation; A. Lincoln Filene, the Boston
business leader; and Frank A. Vanderlip, President of the National City Bank of
New York.

While the investigating committee bad exposed itself to many points of view,

its 1910 report concentrated on recommending policies which would protect trade
1

union interests against the assaults of industrialists.

It reflected Samuel

Gompers' kind of trade unionism.

As the Federation leaders sharpened their perception of the alternatives,
they decided to join those who were insisting that industrial education be included in the public school program.

They clarified what they were for by making

it the converse of what they were against.

If N.A.M. President Ittner supported

private trade schools with short courses to produce workers with skills of
immediate use to industry then Mitchell's committee expressed adamant opposition
to flooding the market with narrowly trained workers produced by industrycontrolled schools.

Mitchell took the position that if the technical and indus-

trial education of workers had become a public necessity such training should

1

The complete final report was printed in Senate Documents, U.S., Congress,
No. 936, Vol. XL, 62nd Congress, 2nd Session, 1911-12, ['Industrial Education:
Report of the Committee on Industrial Education of the American Federation of
Labor,"] pp. 5-114. At the request of the A.F. of L., the U.S. Bureau of Labor
prepared an exhaustive survey of nearly every industrial and trade school in the
U.S. Mitchell's committee referred to it at length.
See, U.S., Commission of
Labor, Twenty Fifth Annual Report, Industrial Education, Washington, D.C. Government Printing Office, 1911.
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properly be offared through the public schools.

Labor above all, though, should

be on guard against efforts of industrialists to influence and control public
school programs.

The Mitchell Committee's suspicions of the industrialists was confirmed, for
example, by its findings on the cooperative work-study program in Fitchburg,
Massachusetts.

A group of manufacturers had worked out an agreement with the high

school in which the school provided academic instruction to boys indentured to
the manufacturers.

The employers could decide how many boys they would take and

which would be retained or dismissed.

Unions in the area charged that anti-union

propaganda was taught, and that boys from pro-union families were not accepted as
apprentices, or were subject to dismissal.

The public school thus failed to

protect the educational rights of all its students and let itself be turned into
a tool for private interests.

The Committee complained, too, of new school

guidance bureaus which used fancy rhetoric about "guidance" and "careers" but

which did little more than recruit boys to fill dead-end jobs for local indus1

tries.

On the other hand, there were points on which labor and the industrialists
were beginning to agree.

The two factions shared an enthusiasn fog the benefits

of higher education which had came from the federally-aided land grant universities.

They could agree that the time was ripe for additional :federal grants to

extend practical subjects down into the secondary schools.

Labor and management

also shared the suspicion that impractical schoolmen were incapable of administering effective vocational training programs.

They were ready to agree that

workers and managers should be represented on public boards to advise and supervise such programs.

1

Senate Documents, No. 936, 1912, pp. 98-100.
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Where pedagogical details were concerned, there was still uncertainty and
confusion.

Part of this derived from the predominance of skilled trade unionists

in the A.F. of L. who had to keep one eye on the interests of skilled artisans the "aristocrats of labor" - and another on the welfare of the larger numbers of

workers who were to hold semi-skilled jobs in the new factories.
There was ambivalence, too, about the kind of future that workers should

aspire to in the new industrial society. Many had come to share the view of labor
leader, Samuel B. Donnelly, who said at the first meeting of N.S.P.I.E. that the
time had come to admit that "the American workingman will always remain a workingman."

Industrial educatiot. was needed to fit him for his place in society.

The

worker's fate would not be deplorable, said Donnelly, so long as he could advance
If he hewed

to the highest grade of employee in mechanical and artistic ability.
1

to the union, "the higher remuneration is a sufficient inducement."
On the other hard, the 1910 A.F. of L. Report began with a different emphasis.
It spoke of the growing need for men who could act as foremen, supervisors, or
managers.

The Committee wanted to assure access to education which would make it

possible for children of workers to rise to the ranks of management.

2

As Mitchell

put it in a strange phrase "assuming that the social stratificatiOn is vertical,"
the goal was to see that every boy had his chance to rise.
where to rise was not answered clearly.

The question of just

Some of the skilled craft leaders thought

in terms of their own role as "the aristocracy of labor."

If unions could control

entry to the labor market, those with necessary and exacting skills such as

1

N.S.P.I.E. Bulletin, No. 1,

1907,

pp.

34-35.

2

U.S., Congress, Senate Documents, No. 936, Vol. XL, 62nd Congress, 2nd
Session, 1911-1912, pp. 5-7.
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machinist and typographer could look forward to high compensation.

Others,

11;..4ever, wanted to keep open for their children the chance to break out of the

wsge-earning status altogether to reach the salaried positions of foreman, manager, or executive or even the professional status of doctor, lawyer or engineer.
The idea that any boy could go as far as his ability and character would take him

led labor to resist any educational scheme which put children of workers into
separate school systems.

Trade schools, separate from the general school system,

might deny students access to the chance of "moving up." Both labor and business
leaders were steeped in the "rags to riches" stories of Joe the Bootblack and
Sam the Newsboy.1

In reading the Mitchell Report and subsequent Federation statements on
industrial education one can feel the continuing pull of these several orientations.

On the one hand there was what might be called the "honest workman" orientation.
Spokesmen for this position were ready to settle for skill-training courses which
would improve the standard of living of union members as workers.

They were ready

to assume that "the American workingman will always remain a workingman."

With

that, they were impatient with lofty philosophizing and wanted no-nonsense,
practical courses that would lead to good jobs and fatter pay checks.

Others, as

we have seen, were worried about measures that would lock their children into a
permanent working class status.

They wanted to incorporate industrial education

into public schooling in a way that would make it consistent with the American

1

See Irving J. Wyllie, The Self Made Man In America:
to Riches (New York: The Free Press, 1954).
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The Myth of Rags

success ideal.

1

Industrial education and social mobility was their goal.

There were still others who began to conceive of industrial education as a
means for a new educational enlightenment.
cratic social reforms.

They spoke in the tradition of demo-

They were few in numbers but could be quite eloquent.

They began to see the possibilities of a broad school reform movement in which the
industrial component could help vitalize the entire school program.

Such a new

education might make urban schooling relevant to the realities of an industrial
society; it might utilize techniques to give students chances to be active, doing,

inquirers instead of mere lesson-sayers; and it might cultivate attitude and skills
necessary to humanize life in the age of technology.

All of them were sure about two things.

They were unhappy about the experi-

ence their children were getting in urban schools, and they were determined to
heat back any ambitions the industrialists might have to influence or control
industrial education for their own benefit.

Labor was willing to add its voice to the general call for industrial education as a school-reform movement.

One can sense a note of personal experience in the workers' indictment of the
deadly quality of urban classrooms.

A bill of complaints was presented:

first, a lack of interest on the part of the pupils; and
secondly, on the part of the parents, and a dissatisfaction
that the schools do not offer instruction of a more practical character. The pupils become tired of the work
they have in hand, and see nothing more inviting in the
grades ahead. They are conscious of powers, passions and
tastes which the school does not recognize. They long to
grasp things with their own hands and test the strength
of materials and the magnitude of forces.4

1

For an insightful account of the 'honest workman' and 'upward mobility'
orientations see Bernice Fisher, Industrial Education: Americans Ideals and
Institutions. Madison: The University of Wisconsin Press, 1967.
2

A.F. of L. Proceedings, 1909, p. 137.
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In the face of the general complaint and ideological differences over what
to do, the titchell Committee chose to avoid making specific recommendations.

It

contented itself, in the main, with presenting lengthly descriptions of industrial
education programs which had already gotten underway.

It described:

(1) trade

union schools with technical education programs, (2) examples of public trade
schools that had appeared since 1906, including cooperative work-study schools

and continuation schools; (3) apprenticeship schools established by large corporations such as General Electric, Western Electric, International Harvester, and
the railroad companies: (4) private philantropic trade schools; (5) the Hampton
and Tuskegee Institutes for Negroes and (6) brief references to industrial education programs for girls.

Most labor leaders were too busy with other matters to be educational
philosophers.

As the movement for industrial education gathered momentum the

general tendency was to concentrate on policies which safeguarded trade-union
interests.

Mr. J. M. Lynch, a delegate at the 1912 convention, probably expressed

the feelings of the majority. "We cannot stop the trend in the direction of this
kind of education in the school; but we can if we cooperate with the educators,
have it come our way.
E.

nl

The Mitchell Report did alert the Federation to the fact that significant

matters were at issue in the vocational education drive.

1

American Federationist, December, 1909.
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A.F. of L. leaders

'watched carefully efforts to enact state and federal legislation.

The Federa-

tion's affiliation with N.S.P.I.E. enabled il. gradually to clarify, with other

interest groups, the aspects of consensus which could be written into a federal
bill.

In 1913, an effort began in Illinois to enact the "Cooley Bill," which would
have created a State Board for Industrial Education separate from the general
school board.

The A.F. of L. joined a number of educators in vigorous opposition

to this proposal to establish a dual school system.

The bill violated labor's

emerging principle that vocational and technical training should be supplementary
to general education.

In 1915, as support for the Smith- Hughes bill was gaining

momentum, the Federation said its support would be dependent upon,an amendment
which would require states to accept a unit system of administration as opposed
to Cooley-type dual control.

1

When Smith-Hughes actually became law, the Federation was in a predicament.2
The Act did not require a unit system of control by the states.

States were

given the choice, either to designate the State Board of Education to administer
vocational education, or to create a separate board for that purpose.

Con-

comitantly, however, the Act specified that labor had to be represented on any

1

American Federation of Labor, Proceedings, 1915, pp. 323-324. See also
Edwin G. Cooley, "The Argument for Industrial Education from the Success of
Germany," N.S.P.I.E. Bulletin, No. 15, 1911, p. 178. Cooley's reports on German
schools were influential in promoting the rage about German industrial education.
When he sponsored the "Cooley bill" for a dual system in Illinois, he became the
bete noire of labor and liberal groups as an advocate of Prussianizing American
education. Cooley's own writings show though that he was not an uncritical
admirer of all that was German. He was opposed to letting "the man be merged in
the artisan" and warned that the general education of the elementary school
should never be replaced by any purely vocational training. Nevertheless, he
argued vigorously'fbr a separate system of schools for the ninety percent, aged
fourteen and older, who would not go to college. See his "Principles That Should
Underlie Legislation for Vocational Education," N.S.P.I.E. Bulletin, No. 16, 1912,
p. 146.
2

See Philip Curoe, 22. cit., p. 135.
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boards concerned with vocational education whether at the federal, state, or local
level.

The Federation compromised its position on "dual administration,' and

settled for representation on the advisory boards.
It is ironic to find that shortly before making this concession, the A.F. of

L. was presented at its 1915 Convention with a report that contained the most
perceptive and sensitive analysis of the value issues concerning industrial education that it had ever considered.

It broke away from the narrow concern for union

welfare and raised the philosophical questions about the role of vocational training in a democratic society.
The report began by saying that in considering what educational policies to

support labor ought to consider such questions as what a true education consists
of, who should be educated, how far and by what methods, and who should do the
educating.

The purpose of education, the report said, is to bring us "nearer to

the perfection of our nature."

In its broadest sense, "education" ought to be

seen as a process including all the effects on character of the pattern of community life, of forms of government and law, of industrial arts, and of social,
economic, and civic life.

Questions about a good education for children could

not be entertained adequately without reflecting on the quality of life in the
total society.
The report noted that past statements by the A.F. of L. indicated it supported
the new move for industrial education but with some misgivings.

Without safeguards,

voeationalism could be made so subordinate to commercial interests that "the
opportunities of the workers' children for a general education will be limited,

which will tend to make the workers more submissive and less independent."

1

A.F. of L. Proceedings, 1915, pp. 321-325.
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To prevent this it proposed that labor reject narrow sl-ill-training and endorse

only policies supportive of 'a full development of American freedom and of American manhood and womanhood."

We hold the child must be educated not only to adapt to
his or her particular calling .
.but that they should
be educated for. leadership as well; that they should have
the power of self-direction and of directing others; the
powers of administration as well as ability to assume
positions of responsibility.
.

It is not only essential that we should fit our boys and
girls for the industries, but it is equally essential to
fit the industires for the future emnloyement of our young
men and women.
What good would it do, the report asked, to have industrial education programs if children were

to be fastended to a machine, requiring but the repetition

of a few muscular motions''? -- "vocational education is not enough; extreme speciali-

zation must be abolished."

The report argued that commercial interests in the past had put pressure on
the'public schools to train a huge supply of cheap labor merely so that profits
could be increased.

Teachers and administrators faced these pressures and some-

times bowed to them.

II is for labor to say whether their children shall
receive a real education in our public schools, or whether
they are to be turned out as machine-made products fitted
only to work and to become part and parcel of a machine
instead of human beings with a life of their own, and a
right to live that life under rightful living conditions.

1

Ibid., p. 322.
Ibid., p. 323.
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Feeling this way, writers of the 1915 report opposed the dual administration
of public education which the Smith-Hughes Bill was to permit.

As we have seen,

the Federation shortly afterwards backed away from a firm stand on the issue in
return for guarantee of union representation on boards for vocational education.

The Federation continued to be torn by its several value orientations.

These

conflicts were apparent as it periodically considered various alternatives for
industrial education programs.

Mr. Frank Glynn, Director of Vocational Education

in Wisconsin, was invited in 1917 to describe the system of vocational schools
pioneered in Wisconsin under dual administration.)

Wisconsin was commended for

organizing the most exceptional opportunity for democratic education yet known
in America.

The vocational schools were designed to work hand in hand with labor,

farmer, and employer.

Mr. Glynn said that Wisconsin's vocational schools met

agriculture's needs, providing for every worker from the mechanic who makes the
tractor to the farmer who raises and harvests the crop.

He assured the Conven-

tion that the new system of vocational education was administered by practical
men made up of representatives of labor, agriculture, and business.

The new system

said Glynn, is for ninety percent of the people and is arranged so that every
working boy and girl between fourteen and seventeen must spend at least eight
hours per week out of his working time in school.

He was not bothered that this

seemed to be a paltry amount of time for general education.

On the contrary, he

asserted that "It is not, however, the usual academic education which the young
person left school to evade, but rather it is a new type of instruction which fits
the boy for gaining [sic] occupations and the girl for efficient homemaking."

1

A.F. of L. Proceedings, 1917, pp. 267-270.
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A state educational system was, at last, providing something for "those who are
forced by economic conditions to enter employment at an early age" instead of

offering only a 'culture curriculum tailored to those who are college-bound.
One can sense the pull of conflicting values in the 1915 and 1917 statements,

pulls which reflected dilemmas for education in a society which aspired to be both
industrial and humane.

Both statements acknowledged the great need in all facets

of society for more technical training.

Labor could join industry in asking

schools for practical courses offered by practical men.

The 1915 report sensed,

however, that such training programs could move too far in the direction of turning public schools into instruments for serving the needs of business and industry.
F.

Negroes, the A.F. of L., ard Industrial Education
It is clear by now that the discussions on vocational education reflected the

pressures, confusions, and conflicts in values of the larger society as Americans
entered the twentieth century.

The question was whether the new technological-

urban realities could be combined with the values of the democratic ideal.
issue remains in doubt.

The

Nowhere has this been more apparent than in the case of

the American Negro.

The Vitchell Committee Report followed very closely the descriptions of
vocational programs drawn up in the Commissioner of Labor's 1910 report, Industrial Education.
Paraphrasing.

1

Often the wording was repeated verbatim or with very close

This is true of the accounts of the two schools for Negroes:

the

Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute of Virginia, and the Tuskegee Institute
of Alabama.

1

Commission of Labor, a. cit. pp. 311-799.
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There were some interesting omissions or shifts in emphasis in Mitchell's
summation of the Department of Labor's survey.

The Commissioner of Labor's Report

pointed out that there were very few vocational programs for Negroes in the North.
In the South, such schools were supported by private philanthropy.

It pointed

out that the intention in the South was to discourage Negroes from seeking city
or industrial employment and to encourage them to return to the farms.

"This

field is free from competition and from race feeling." The skills taught were
those that would be helpful on the farm:

"blacksmithing to shoe his own horses,
1

.

.

.

enough carpentry to shingle his own roof or build his on barns, etc.

Girls were taught what was useful for homemaking, or the skills for the kind of
employment open to them - laundry work, cooking, sewing, being nursemaids.
Teacher training in the normal school branches was stressed for both boys and girls.
There was a strong emphasis on "uplift and enlightenment."

This attitude is re-

vealed in the prospectus of one school:
To train them to be intelligent, faithful,
to instill in them right moral principles,
dignity of labor; to encourage them to buy
and to become good and desirable neighbors

trustworthy;
to teach them
homes and farms
and citizens.

Production of such useful and dependable citizens who could be happy down on
the farm, away from the competition of city labor markets, seemed sensible.
trouble with such a solution to

The

the problem" was that technology was already

invading Southern agriculture and eliminating the rural reservations.

The Comissioner's Report warned that schools for Negroes were not to be
compared with those for whites, because they were handicapped by lack of funds
and unable to obtain qualified teachers for most of the work.

1

Ibid, p. 312.
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While thus hampered they still must aim to give a good
training in industrial work, for in practically all trades
the regular apprenticeship is not open to the Negro youth,
so if a school starts a boy (or girl) in a trade it must
give sufficient training to enable him tolcompete with
the man who has served an apprenticeship.

The Mitchell Report omitted these references to the Negro's condition in the work
world and stuck to renrinting descriptions of the programs offered at Hampton and
Tuskegee.

This reluctance to talk about the real problems of black people in the work
world is understandable in terms of the depressing trade union record of racial
discrimination.

Discriminatory treatment was present from the moment that black

persons were freed from slavery.

Just after the Civil War, Negroes chose to

organize separately from whites despite some efforts of the National Labor Union
to win them over.

The chief reason for separate organization was

the exclusion of

colored men and apprentices from the right to labour in any department of industry
or workshops

.

.

. by what is known as 'trade unions'.r2 when Negroes tried to

enter the trades, they were rebuffed by their white fellow workers.

In 1869, a

Negro printer who was refused admission to a local union took his case to the
2

convention of the National Typographical Union.

He was rejected there, too.

When Negro workers were brought North in considerable numbers at the time of
World 'Tar I, they received harsher treatment from northern workers than did the
immigrants from foreign lands.

After the War, in the depression years of the

early twenties, Negroes had to give way to whites in competition for jobs or run
the risks of race riots or lynchings.

Gompers himself deplored discrimination

against Negroes and made efforts in A.F. of L. conventions to secure fairer treat-

1

Ibid., p. 311.

2

John R. Commons et al., History of Labour in the United States, II, (New
The Macmillan Company,7.§6377 p. TS% citing Chicago Workingman's Advocate,
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ment for them.

In the South, he felt he had to accede to white prejudice; and he

accepted separate Negro unions in the few places where they were organized.

When

racism flared up in the 20's, Gompers chose to defer to the prejudices Df the
1

International Unions rather than precipitate a conflict within the Federation.
The Negro's difficulties must be seen against the bitter conditions of

poverty which all urban workers suffered in the last decades of the nineteenth
century.

Robert Hunter, in Poverty, pointed out that one-third of the people of

New York were dependent Anon charity at some time in the eight yehrs prior to
1890.

2

In the years around 1900, approximately twenty percent of the population

of New York and Boston were unemployed or in distress.
The industrial workers of the North were confronted constantly by new sources
of cheap labor:

children, women, immigrants, and regroes.

In the harsh struggles

for survival, the Negro had the special handicap of being visible.
Half .a Man:

Ovington, in

The Status of the Negro in New York, points out that in the com-

petitive urban situation, the status of the Negro worsened in the period from
1850 to 1914.

The free blacks in New York prior to the Civil War represented a

small percentage of the population.

Negroes were always active in domestic ser-

vice. but they worked also as shipbuilders, riggers, coopers, caulkers, tailors,
printers, carpenters.
restaurant business.

They occupied a considerable ?position in the catering and

Some of the better-known barber shops and drug stores were

owned by Negroes.

Samuel Gompers, on. cit.
2

'r

Robert Hunter, Poverty (New York:

The Macmillan Company, 1909).
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Hard times came after the Civil War when Negroes had to compete with immigrants, particularly the Irish,
working at the trades.

The 1900 census showed only a few black men

Negroes found that the unions, which were a boon for

white workers, had become an agency to force them out of work.

As Ovington

succinctly put it:

If they are the only available source of labor, colored men
can work by the side of white men; but where the white man
strongly dominates the labor situation, he tries to push his
black brTther into the jobs for which he does not core to
compete.
In trying to give a balanced picture, Ovington did find certain areas in
which able Negroes were making gains in the 1900's.

There was an increase of

Negro physicians and dentists, although New York doctors would not admit black
interns to hospitals for training.

The Negro graduate had to go to Philadelphia,

Chicago, or Washington for hospital training.

2

There were increases in the number

of Negro lawyers, actors, musicians, and ministers.

In a poignant observation,

Ovington pointed out that Negroes had been notably successful in one business
venture.

"The Negroes of the city die in great numbers, and the funeral is all

too common a function."

The wealthiest Negro in New York City was an undertaker.3

After viewing all of the setbacks and gains for the Negroes in the work world
of New York, Ovington was forced to conclude:

No grow, of men in America have

opposed his progress more persistently than skilled mechanics, and, should he
graduate from some school of technology, he would be refused in office or work-

1

Mary White Ovington, Half a Man:
The Status of the Negro in New York (New
Longmans, Green and Company, 19111, P. 93. Ovington's picture of the
Negro's condition in relation to labor unions and the world of work is supported
by the evidence compiled in W. E. B. Bubois' classic study, The Philadelphia
Negro (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, 1899).
York:

2
3

Ibid., p. 114.
Ibid., p'. 109.
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shop.

1.

Racism was widespread in American society.

Union workers probably were

no more or no less racist than others.
It is no wonder then that the T.7itchell Committee had little to say about

vacational education for Negroes.

Very little was said on the subject by any of

the groups who spoke so profusely about the virtues of industrial education.

1

Ibid., p. 113.
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CHAPTER IV
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION AND PROGRESSIVE REFORM

We have noted how leaders of industry and labor called on American
schools to modify their programs.

They were joined by an array of other

interest groups in the progressive era.

The progressive movement, which began in the late nineteenth century and
continued until World War I, was headed by middle-class and professional groups,
whose roots were in the new cities.
their populist predecessors.

The progressives shared some concerns with

Both were concerned with the corrosive effects

of economic and political poWer concentrations.

Traditional values of indi-

vidual initiative and community solidarity seemed threatened by the rise to
power of new financial giants and big-city political bosses.

Both progressives

and populists tried to check the chaos and disorder which accompanied the onrush
of change.

The populist movement, however, was primarily a rural, small-town

phenomenon, antagonistic to the new urbanism.

The progressives, on the other

hand, were prepared to accept urban life as inescapable reality.

They were

ready to do battle against ugly aspects of the cities and to transform them
so that they could embody once again beloved values of older American communities.

To take on this formidable task progressives were prepared to use the

organizational and scientific skills of trained experts.
It is not surprising, then, to find progressive groups in the forefront
of the concern about industrial education.
undergoing an unprecedented expansion.

The schools in the cities were

They were confronted with new waves of

impoverished, non - English- speaking immigrant children, and with multiple pres-

sures to retain more children in schoollonger.
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The schools were handicapped

in facing these challenges by inadequate finances and by demoralizing political intrusions.

The problem of simply keeping up with accelerating expan-

sion took most of the schools° energies.

The question of thinking seriously

about what kinds of education might be effective for urban poor children had
hardly been considered as the century opened.

The truth is that schools at

the end of the nineteenth century were ill equipped in resources, personnel,
and theory to meet the unprecedented problems of the mushrooming cities.'

The

recitation method of learning, a survival technique of the one-room school-

master, was transported into the new brick, factory-like schools of the city.
Latin still held a pre-eminent position in the high schools.

Gradually these

traditional school practices were brought under criticism by various groups in
the cities--by leaders of industry, business, and labor, and by progressive
groups like the settlement house workers, who lived daily with the cruelties
of the slums.

Progressive reform was not a simple phenomenon.
identified two major groupings within progressivism.

Robert H. Wiebe has

One was motivated by

the desire to bring urban disorder under control by scientific expertise and
social control; while the major goal of the other was to reduce human misery
by humanitarian social reform.

By 1905 urban progressives were already separating
along two paths. While one group used the language of
the budget, boosterism, and social control, the other
talked of economic justice, human opportunities, and
rehabilitated democracy.
Efficiency as economy diverged
further and further from efficiency as social service.2

1

See Joseph Mayer Rice, The Public School System of the United States

(New York: The Century Company, 1893) for one of the earliest studies to
show how bad things were.
2

R obert H. Wiebe, The Search for Order (New York:
p. 176.

§7

Hill and Wang, 1967),

The two sectors occasionally came together in the desire to face common
enemies.

Both, for example, wanted to replace the chaos, conflict, and poor

social service of the city with conditions that would be more orderly,
rational, efficient.

Both were enraged by municipal corruption, which they

felt was a product of the unholy alliance of greedy "interests" with powerhungry political bosses.

They could agree on the need to replace a corrupt

spoils system with efficient bureaucracies guided by qualified experts.
shared, at least for a while, a confidence in the voice of the people.

They
The

antidote to the poison of political bosses, in cahoots with corrupt financiers,
was direct democracy in the form of the initiative, referendum, and recall.
"Efficiency" guided by scientific expertise would replace "waste."

But there were conflicting intentions concealed in the loose rhetoric of
reform.

While business-oriented progressives were alarmed by waste, it was

financial waste which bothered them most.

When they discussed educational

waste, they pointed to the "low yield of school products" measured on the
yardsticks of cost accounting.

Or, they deplored the impractical curriculum

which failed to serve the requirements of business and industry.

The humani-

tarian reformers, on the other hand, were appalled chiefly by the "human waste"
as represented in the lives of slum dwellers eroded by poverty, vice, crime,
despair.

The differences in emphases were clear and tended to grow sharper as the
progressive era unfolded.

Their biases were reflected in the kinds of city

each group desired to create.

The reform-minded business man...usually pictured the
ideal city as an extension of his commercial values.
Desiring continuous services that were also inexpensive,
he resented taxes that would take away with one hand the
benefits he was extracting with the other. His modern
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city was a business community; a clean, attractive
appearance, an atmosphere of growth and progress,
raised the general level of the economy.1
This viewpoint excluded much that the humanitarian progressives cherished:
the cultivation of trained, self-reliant citizens capable of vigorous democratic participation; the creation of communities with rich social services- -

playgrounds, kindergartens, health and hygienic facilities, adult education
programs, social centers where immigrant generations would be brought together
In short, humani-

to share the music, the art, the dance of old traditions.

tarian reformers wanted, through public financing, to create neighborhood

communities which would be centers of order, sanity, and mutual support
against the impersonality and dissonance of the new cities.
turned to the federal government for programs and funds.

Eventually they

They always assumed,

however, that American society contained the will and the capacity to introduce
the needed reforms.

The dual value orientations of progressivism--efficiency and social
control on the one hand and rejuvenated democracy and social service on the
other--were both represented in the efforts to introduce vocationalism into
the schools.

A.

Social Service Groups and Industrial Education
1906 was a critical year in the drive for vocational, or industrial,

education.

It was the year of the publication of the Report of the Massa-

chusetts Commission on Industrial and Technical Education, 2 and the year in
which the National Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education (NSPIE)

1

For a detailed elaboration of the effects of the Taylorist
Ibid., p. 175.
brand of efficiency on American education, see Raymond E. Callahan, Education
and the Cult of Efficiency (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1962).
2

Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Report of the Commission on Industrial and
Technical Education (Boston: The Commission, 1906). Hereafter referred to as
the "Douglas Commission Report."
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was organized.

These two events may be seen both as the culmination of

several decades of pressures to institute a more practical curriculum, and
as the beginning of concerted moves which led to enactment of the Smith-Hughes
Act in 1917.

As noted earlier, dissatisfaction with public schools had been growing
among the new businessmen and industrialists since the Civil War.,

In Massa-

chusetts, long before the Douglas Report, Yankee manufacturers had been nervous
about their ability to meet international competition.

At the World's Pair in

Paris in 1867, English and American manufacturers discovered that their wares
were inferior to those produced on the continent.

Leading Mzssachueetts manu-

facturers expressed their concern by sending a petition to the Legislature in
1869.

In it, they pointed to the lack of skill in drawing and other "arts of

design" on the part of American workingmen.

The next year the legislature

responded by making drawing a required study in all public schools of the
state.

A State Director of Art Education was appointed, and all towns of

more than ten thousand inhabitants were required to maintain evening school

courses in drawing.1 This speedy response may be contrasted with the resistance to other demands for curriculum change in the nineteenth century.
kind of art intended was made inescapably clear:

The

"The end sought is not to

enable the scholar to draw a pretty picture, but to so train the hand and
the eye that he may be better fitted to become a breadwinner."2

1

Reported in an introductory section on the history of industrial education in the Douglas Commission Report, pp. 10 12 et passim.
2

United States Bureau of Education, Circulars of Information, "Drawing
in the Public Schools: The Present Relation of Art to Education in the United
States," No. 2-1874 (Washington D. C.:
Government Printing Office, 1874),
p. 10.
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We have noted, too, the interest of businessmen in commercial education
and manual training.

They were relatively satisfied with the former; but they

became increasingly sceptical about the capacity of manual training programs
to produce the kind and amount of skilled workers they now needed.

By the

late nineties, New England industrialists were prominent in the drive for
"real trade schools."
At the same time, additional support for industrial education was cunning
from a variety of groups concerned with ameliorating the plight of the urban
poor.

When muckrakers like Jacob Riisl called attention to the appalling conditions of immigrant slums, they touched the consciences of some of the affluent.
In New York, for example, Grace Dodge, daughter of one of New York's wealthiest

merchants, was active in founding organizations like the Children's Aid Society,
the Association of Working Girls Societies, and the Kitchen Garden Association.

The latter was changed in 1887 to the Industrial Education Association, committed to promoting manual training classes in schools, especially at the
elementary level.

In New York City, too, the wives of prominent business and professional
men organized the Public Education Association in 1895.

One of the P.E.A.'s

objectives was to professionalize school administration, but it stated that
its major concern was with

the schools below 14th Street where the system had been
longest at work and where it has had to deal with a
peculiar environment, an almost foreign population in
some localities--and where, if the system had not adapted
itself to, or conquered, that environment, it was clearly
no system for the city at al1.2

1
See, for example, Jacob Riis, How the Other Half Lives, (New York: Sagamore Press, Inc., 1957) and The Children of the Poor (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1892).

Sol Cohen, Progressives and Urban School Reform (New York: Bureau of
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1964), p. 4, citing
Public Education Association, Annual Report, 1896, pp. 8-9.
2
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The disorder and discontents of the 70's, 80's, and 90's forced attention
to the plight of the inhabitants of urban slums.

The New York census showed

it to be the home of 1,500,000 people, of whom 80 percent were foreign born or
of foreign parentage.
people:

The new immigrants were largely non-English-speaking

Russian and Polish Jews, Italians, and newcomers from the Balkans or

Eastern Europe.

Sol Cohen has shown that the New York reformers, in their

eagerness to do something about these slum dwellers, seized upon

education and

the public schools as the Great Panacea.

The public school was cast as the great immigrant assimilating agency. The school also was cast as the...prophylactic for crime, vice, pauperism, juvenile delinFinally
quency, and the other social ills of the city.
as those who led the reform movement in New York may
have been antiforeign and anti-immigrant, they were
also sincerely concerned with the plight of the slum
dweller. The public schools were cast as a major agency
in their program for the amelioration of slum life and a
major agency in their program of constructive social
reform.
After the turn of the century, the Public Education Association spawned
a rash of reform committees whose titles indicate the social service functions
the Association sought for the public schools:

Truancy, Compulsory Education,

Special Children, Hygiene of School Children, School Lunch, Parents Meeting,

Visiting Teacher, and Committees on Vocational Education and Vocational
Guidance Surveys.

Between 1914 and 1917, the P.E.A.'s major project was an

unsuccessful attempt to get the New York City public school system to adopt
Henry Wirt's Gary Plan, with its platoon school and industrial education
orientation.

Urban reform groups thus furthered the cause of industrial

education in their efforts to encourage the public schools to renounce narrow
academic programs, and perform instead a series of social services for the
urban poor.

1

Ibid., p. 8.
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1.

The Role of the Settlement House Leaders

Another response to industrialism, in the reform tradition, was the
Settlement House Movement.

New York's problems with its immigrants were

replicated in the experiences of the other great cities of the East and
Midwest.

Jane Addams, in collaboration with Ellen Gates Starr, founded

Hull House in Chicago after returning from Toynbee Hall in London in 1889.

Other settlement houses patterned after Toynbee Hall and Hull House sprang
up in industrial cities of the East--in New York, the University Settlement
and the Henry Street Settlement, for example, and in Boston, the South End
House and the Civic Service House, founded in 1901 for immigrants of the
North End.

Frank Parsons, "father of the vocational guidance movement,"

taught in the Breadwinners Institute of the Civic Service House, and from
his experience founded the Boston Vocation Bureau.

Robert Woods was the head

worker in the South End House and became the historian of the Settlement House
movement.'

The Settlement House leaders had interests broader than sponsorship of
vocational education.

Woods' account in The Settlement Horizon makes it

clear, however, that many of their activities did in fact center on the industrial education question.

Woods states in The Settlement Horizon that a central aspiration of these
reformers was "...to rear a generation better equipped both technically and

morally for a highly integrated industrial system."2

1

See Robert A. Woods and Albert J. Kennedy, The Settlement Horizon (New
RussellSage Foundation, 1922) and Handbook of Settlements (New York:
RussellSage Foundation, 1911).
York:

2

Woods and Rennedy, The Settlement Horizon, p. 220.
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The Settlement House leaders brought more than moral fervor to their
task.

They were new-style, university-trained professionals in close contact

with pioneer scholars in the social sciences.
faceted:

They saw their task as multi-

(1) to develop insights into the dynamics of the industrial system

and the needs of the people in it, (2) to develop pilot programs which would
demonstrate how the needs of city people should be met, (3) to act as an agent
for disseminating findings so as to influence other institutions like the
public schools, and (4) to secure legislation and public tax money to meet
problems spawned by the new industrialism.

The Settlement House movement became involved with industrial education
from its inception.

Settlement Houses were just being established when the

depression of 1893-95 sharpened the misery of slum dwellers.

Settlement

people became particularly sensitive to the problems of youth aged twelve to
sixteen as they left school and looked in vain for work.

As industrial pro-

cesses became more complicated, employers grew increasingly reluctant to hire
these untrained children.

They were the last hired and the first fired.

They

drifted from job to job and could look forward only to a lifetime of marginal
employment.

They would be lucky if they did not drift into alcoholism or crime.

The discontents and the rebelliousness of boys in this category became
apparent to the settlement people.

Many youth felt the need for additional

training but could find no help in the public schools.
were not so slow to respond.

The Settlement Houses

They began to introduce classes in sloyd, car-

pentry, printing, garment cutting, atm-. repair, plumbing, and bricklaying for

boys; and in cooking and sawing for girls.

They quickly found, however, that

the settlements were not equipped to offer adequate trade training.

Costs

were prohibitive; it was almost impossible to obtain qualified teachers; and
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the unions were very suspicious.

"Most important of all, the community unit

of trade training was seen to be district and city rather than the neighborhood."1
In the face of their limitations, settlements threw their support behind efforts
to get industrial education programs introduced into the public schools.

They

made headway in securing evening trade classes and sought expansion of manual
training programs.

Settlement workers also becamo active proponents of free kindergartens.

The rationale for justifying these programs has a familiar sound.
One cause for the poor showing made by many boys and
girls both in class and in shop is paucity of provision
for really educative play. As running, jumping, and
cliubirg lead to increasingly accurate accommodations
between mind and the larger motor muscles, and club
relations coordinate thought and deportment, craftwork
makes adjustment between the constructive facilities
and hands. No amount of formal instruction can take
the place of the free movement of a child's mind as
he endeavors to find himself.2
Over a half century later, these ideas would be enunciated again as if for
the first time.

Under the label of perceptual-motor training, they would

appear in Head Start programs for urban poor.
It is important to note, however, that the settlements were interested
in more than converting school officials to the idea of introducing more
practical offerings.

Their pilot demonstrations were intended to illustrate

the value preferences which humanitarian reformers felt were necessary to make
life decent in the new era.

They wanted nothing less than to create models in

which people could learn to exert democratic control over institutions and
events.

They confidently expected that this could happen in the enormous

complexity of the new cities.

1

Ibid., p. 139.
2

Ibid., p. 141.
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Examples of the kind of aspirations settlement people held are found in
movements they sponsored in relation to the campaign for industrial education.
They turned, for example, to the establishment of arts and handicrafts programs.

In the spirit of Ruskin and William Morris, their goal was to unite

the designer and workman--to produce people capable of combining utility and
beauty.

In 1897, the American Society of Arts and Crafts was founded in Boston,
a forerunner to the National. League. of Handicraft Societies of America.

Gustave Stickley of the United Crafts of New Jersey envisioned a new democratic
art that would come from the people rather than from a leisured elite.
A simple democratic art should provide (the people)
with material surroundings conducive to plain living
and high thinking, to the development of the sense
of order, symmetry, and proportion.1
Stickley resisted an attitude of rebellion toward the machine.

The purpose

of craftsmanship, said Stickley, is to relate production to man's total needs.
If machinery, in the hands of thoughtful and conscientious workmen, could aid
in achieving this goal, there was no need to reject it.

The only threat lay

in the machine's domination over man's work, leisure, and tastes.

The way to

avoid industrial slavery was to insure the worker's control over all phases
of production.

Apart from his beliefs in industrial democracy, Stickley's ideal assumed
that the artist and the worker would be combined in one person.

Others like

Jane Addams and Mary Simkhovitch were leery of promising such a possibility to
the immigrant.

They recognized that the immigrant would have to make his way

1

The Craftsman, Vol. I, No. 1, Eastwood, New York (October, 1901), i-ii.
For a fuller account, see Berenice M. Fisher, Industrial Education (Madison:
The University of Wisconsin Press, 1967).
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in an industrial situation where specialization was a hard fact and much work
would be mechanical and routine.

They favored crafts programs but felt workers

might have to limit craftsmanship to an avocation or to an income supplement.

They did feel that workers should be taught to appreciate design in products
and initiated art appreciation programs to contribute to that end.

The Settlement House workers and their allies clearly hoped to sponsor
programs which would nourish the aesthetic impulse.

But specialization and

commercialization made it difficult if not impossible to realize holistic
visions of art integrated with use.

The struggle between art for use and art for personal development was
reflected in the discussions of the Department of Art of the N.E.A. founded
in 1884.

Some educators stressed the importance of at for skilled workmen

in order to better prepare them for the competition of foreign labor.
spoke of the moral effects of art or handicraft on uncouth workers.

men might not only learn skills but be "kept out of rum shops."'

Others

These

This quality

of moral uplift was a recurrent theme in the complex thinking of the progressives.

It is illustrated in a statement by Robert Woods:
Even simple handicraft demands accuracy, neatness,
order, perseverance, initiative...while appreciation
of property created by one's own labor brings about
a new attitude toward thoughtless destruction.2

Another concern of the reformers was the cultivation of worker insight
into the cultural origins of his industry.

This process was emphasized in

Jane Addams' work at Hull House and reflected the ideas she had developed in

1

National Education Association, Addresses and Proceedings, 1885,
pp. 607-614 and 275-283.
2

Woods and Kennedy, The Settlement Horizon, p. 140.
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her association with John Dewey.

Miss Addams was horrified by the fact that

men had lost all sense of the relation of their work to the larger society
and to human history.

She was equally dismayed that the young had no know-

ledge or appreciation of the traditions of crafts which their parents had
practiced in Europe.

In response to this ignorance, Jane Addams opened the

Hull House Labor Museum.

In it, she hoped that both young and old workers

would gain an understanding that contemporary modes of production were an
outgrowth of long, historic processes.

Settlement House programs, she held,

should help people of the cities retain a sense of organic relationship both
to the human past and to the larger contemporary social order.

The public

schools should learn from this example.

A third reform value is illustrated by the School for Printers Apprentices,
managed by the Hudson Guild in New York.

The Guild was proud that it was able

to create a school by obtaining the cooperation of unions, employers, and
educators.

This accomplishment illustrated the ideal of collective action

and provided "an important object lesson in seasoned and responsible industrial democracy."'

It was hoped this school would become a prototype to be emulated by the
public schools.

The Apprentice School for Printers combined technical training

with courses teaching communication skills and social insights--English, history
of printing, economic problems of the trade, principles of unionism, and "the
science of cooperation."
Settlement House programs.

This last item was emphasized in other aspects of
As Woods put it, "...industrial recruits, settle-

ment workers believe, should include discipline in the art of democratic association."2

1

2

Skills of the democratic process should be included in all trade-

Ibid., p. 217.
Ibid., p. 219.
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training programs.

At their own centers, settlement leaders used club work

for this purpose.

Detailed, specific drill and discipline in working
together with constant and varied emphasis on motives
which govern cooperative effort, are the core of a
coming phase of education. The type of personal
initiative and leadership developed in this atmosphere, when qualified with the sense for results
that trade schools give, produces persons who
soundly fill out their part in trade organization
and in a more developed system of the organization
of industry as a whole.'
Settlement House workers sponsored neighborhood consumer cooperatives
and spoke of industries in which democratic forms of administration would
produce "a new sense of reciprocity throughout, create a larger product, and
share it on a better understanding and more equitable basis."2

Employers, even in the business reform group, had little patience with
such talk.

A few like A. Lincoln Filene, manager of Filene Sons and Company,

Boston, were ready to try profit sharing plans and felt that such a move might
head off agitators trying to win the ear of immigrants.

Most business leaders,

like those in the N.A.M., however, regarded such ideas as downright subversive.

B.

The Settlement House Leaders and the Events of 1906: The
Douglas Commission Report and the Founding of N.S.P.I.E.
1.

The Douglas Commission Report

Settlement House leaders and their allies played a leading role in events
surrounding the Douglas Commission Report and the founding of the National
Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education.

We have seen that settle-

ment people in the 90's had come to the conclusion that the public schools

1

2

1

Ibid., p. 219.
Ibid., p. 220.
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needed to be reformed to meet the practical needs of urban children.

They

had found allies among businessmen (both conservative and progressive) among
labor leaders, and among some educators (including both those who were to
identify themselves as vocational educators and those inclined toward "progressive education").

Social workers became involved in a number of developments which preceded
formal moves to support industrial education.

In Massachusetts, the Legisla-

ture, in 1905, created a Commission on Industrial Education "to inquire into
the advisability of establishing industrial schools."

In the following year,

when a permanent commission was empowered to establish such schools, Robert
Woods, of the South End House in Boston, served as temporary chairman during
the period of organization and development.

For three months, Woods travelled

throughout Massachusetts talking with manufacturers, union leaders, and educators to get ideas for drawing up a plan for industrial education in the state .1

In Chicago, meanwhile, Jane Addams was promoting the cause of industrial'
education.

She found a sympathetic audience in the Superintendent of Schools,

Ella Flagg Young, who in the 90's had been Dewey's chief advisor on elementary
1.J

education at his University of Chicago Laboratory School.

Miss Addams was invited to make one of the main speeches at the founding
convention of N.S.P.I.E.

When the Douglas Commission Report was published in 1906, its chairman
acknowledged that the interests of people like Jane Addams were different from
those of the practical men of industry.

The opening paragraph of the Report

acknowledged the existence of two distinct forms of interest in industrial

ti

education as "manifested by two classes of people."

1

Woods and Kennedy, a. cit.
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The first was the

"theoretical interest felt by students of social phenomena and by expert stu-

dents of education"; the second, "a more practical and specific interest felt
by manufacturers and wage-earners."1

The first group, said the Report, was represented by men and women "who
have been brought into intimate contact with the harder side of life as it
appears among the poorer people in the cities, who are grappling with the
variety of problems of children to which city life give use."

The second

group consisted of manufacturers and workers who were aware that new factory
processes required new industrial skills.

The plea from this group was for

industrial intelligence:

the mental power to see beyond the task which occupies
the hands for the moment to the operations which have
preceded and to those which will follow it,--power to
take in the whole process, knowledge of materials,
ideas of cost, ideas of organization, business sense,
and a conscience which recognizes obligations.2

Thus the division between humanitarian reformers and the advocates of
trade-training was apparent from the early stages of the vocational education
movement.

The year 1906, however, was a time for consolidating agreements.

All

parties affirmed their conviction that the public schools were "too exclusively
literary in their spirit, scope, and methods."

They reaffirmed their faith in

the common school but said it needed to be changed to meet "modern industrial
and social conditions."

They agreed, too, that manual training, while well-

intentioned, had been captured by the "culturists" and was therefore ineffec-

1

Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Report of_the Commission on Industrial and
Technical Education (Boston: The Commission, 1906), p. 4.
2

Ibid., p. 5.
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tive for the task at hand.

It had become "a sort of mustard relish--an

appetizer...severed from real life."

The purpose in 1906 was to promote

industrial education; the need had to be dramatized to win public support.
The Douglas Commission employed typical progressive-style tactics.

It con-

ducted hearings to sound out public opinion, and it hired a social science
expert.

Hearings were conducted throughout Massachusetts which led the Committee
to conclude that there was "widespread interest in the general subject of

industrial education."2 Many kinds of people were interviewed--manufacturers,
workers, farmers, housewives, school officials--and everyone seemed to favor
it.

Some hoped industrial education would prevent juvenile delinquency.

saw it as the answer to the economic problems of industry.

Some

Others felt the

state should "do something," almost anything, to help urban youth relate to
the complex city environment.

Some women wanted industrial education to offer

training to actual and potential housekeepers and mothers.
It is interesting to note that the Commission found almost everyone in
favor of something vaguely called "industrial education," but that the Com-

mission was not able to learn just what that term meant to the people who
favored it.

The Commission reported that with two or three exceptions out

of 143 witnesses, "when the question was asked, 'Have you any plan to propose
for meeting the need of which you speak?' the answer was, 'I have not thought
so far,' or 'I leave that for the Commission to decide.'"3 We may recognize
this as an early manifestation of the yearning to find some magical solution

1

2
3

Ibid., p. 14.
Ibid., p. 4.

Ibid., p. 6.
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to the school problems of the industrial age.

The 1906 version was:

"industrial education will provide the way--but don't ask us what it is."

The Commission also hired Susan Kingsbury, a Ph.D. investigator from
Simmons College, "a trained student of sociological problems," to write a
report on the condition of Massachusetts children between Lhe ages of fourteen
and sixteen.

Her report of one hundred and two pages, filled with charts and

statistics, provided vivid testimony to the "wasted years" of children between
these ages.

Miss Kingsbury was a social science reformer, and the humanitarian

leanings of her writings dominated this first report.
speakers of all persuasions for years to come.

Her findings were cited by

With allowances for the details

of time and place, her description of the educational problems of urban children
is distressingly familiar.

Miss Kingsbury found 25,000 children aged fourteen and fifteen who had
dropped out of school and worked intermittently.

But school officials reported

that this figure hid the seriousness of the educational problem.

There were

many other children who remained in school because there was "nothing else to
do."

In addition to those who had departed physically, thousands of other

students had left school mentally.

Miss Kingsbury found that the desire to drop out of school often had
nothing to do with the class from which the child came.

She concluded it is

the age "which brings the child the desire to begin to do something."
wants to learn to produce in the industrial world, she said.

He

"At fourteen he

is physically ready and mentally and morally anxious to cease imitating and

to become creative."

In probing the factors that made children want to

1

Ibid., pp. 85-86.
(Later studies suggest family need may have been
greater, and was hidden by a reluctance to admit financial need. See Paul
Douglas, "American Apprenticeship and Industrial Education," Studies in
History, Economics and Public Law, XCV, No. 2 (New York: Columbia University, Longmans, Green and Company, 1921), pp. 88-95.)
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leave school, Miss Kingsbury discredited the widely held opinion that it was
primarily because a child's parents wanted a supplemental income.

Over and

over parents asked, "What shall we do with him?"

When it came to a solution, everyone connected with the Commission wanted

to hear that the answe lay in industrial education.

Miss Kingsbury obliged;

but with the caution of an academician, she cast her answer in the form of a
question.

It is pointless to blame "the teacher," she said.

"Is it not

rather the subject taught and the way of teaching it, in addition to the
numbers taught, which are responsible?"

And in the progressive mode she

asked, "Do not all of these faults prevent the consideratica of the individuality of the child?"

The Commission's report produced recommendations consistent with a consensus which had been growing for some time.

The grade schools were urged to

add instruction and practice in "the elements of productive industry," inclu-

ding agriculture and the domestic arts, to be taught so as to secure cultural
values for children as well as benefits for industry.

High schools were asked

to relate the content of mathematics, science, and drawing to their application in local industries.

Finally, the Commission recommended the appointment

of a state commission on industrial education, whose task it would be to create
a separate industrial school system. The commission on industrial education was tc
function independently from, and parallel to, the State Board of Education.

Thus a system of dual administration, which visitors from Germany had been
praising, was endorsed.'

1

The schoolmen of the state never really accepted the idea of a second
school system operating as a rival to the public schools. The Massachusetts
General Court in 1909 ordered consolidation under a single State Commissioner
who was to have two deputies: one for the common schools and one for industrial education.
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When the new Commission got down to practicalities, much of the reform
tone of Miss Kingsbury's report began to fade.

In its first report of the

following year, the Commission concentrated almost solely on the wishes and
needs of the manufacturers.

It launched a direct appeal for trade training

courses, concentrating on the specifics of time and place for each of the
offerings.'

The Massachusetts reports revealed that a number of ideologies were
related to the industrial education movement.

As the time for implementation

approached, no-nonsense trade training, geared to the needs of local and
state industries, was emphasized.

David Snedden and Charles Prosser, brought

in from Columbia University Teachers College to head the State Department of
Education, were committed to this orientation.

2.

The National Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education
(N.S.P.I.E.)

Soon there was a growing feeling that what was good for Massachusetts
might be good for the nation.

Shortly after the publication of the Douglas

Commission Report in April of 1906, action started in New York City which led
to the founding of N.S.P.I.E.

In June, Charles R. Richards, Professor o:

Manual Training at Teachers College and future President of Cooper Union, and
James P. Raney, Director of Art and Manual Training in New York City, met with
thirteen men at the Engineers Club.

They shared a conviction that there was

a strong sentiment across the nation to advance the cause of industrial education.

Their plans resulted in the call for an organizational meeting at Cooper
Union in November.

1

About 250 people, including industrialists, labor leaders,

Coqmenwealth of Massachusetts, Ibid., 1907.
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educators, and so-'ial workers responded to the invitation.

A constitution

was adopted, and Dr. Henry S. Pritchett of M.I.T., who had been prominent in
promoting engineering education, was elected President.

M. W. Alexander of

General Electric was Vice-President; V. Everit Macy of New York, Treasurer;
and Charles R. Richards, Secretary.

Members of the Board of Managers included

Milton Higgins, Worcester manufacturer; Anthony Ittner of the N.A.M.; Frederick
Fish, President of A.T. and T.; Frederick W. Taylor, the consulting engineer;

Jane Addams and Robert Woods from the Settlement Houses; Samuel Donnelly of
the New York Building Trades; and F. J. McNulty of the Electrical Workers from
the unions.

The Board also included heads of several technical high schools

and the principal of an industrial arts school; the Secretary of a New York

municipal improvement association; a banker; and the president of a southern
education association.

With the exception of revolutionary radicals, the

Society managed to bring together about as diverse a collection of Progressive-

era spokesmen as one could imagine)

The Society reflected the emerging pro-

gressive conviction that the problems of the industrial age required national
solutions; and it represented the capacity of progressives to bring together
groups with divergent values for the purpose of furthering

a.

specific reforms.

The first meeting

The diversity of interests was frankly acknowledged.

The founders stated

that the purpose of the Society was "to unite the many forces making toward
industrial education the country over."
existed

They recognized, too, that there

no substantial agreement as to the practical form" which the new

education should take.2 The Society's functions were to study the range of

1

National Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education, Bulletin,
No. 1, 1907, pp. 5-15.
2

Ibid., pp. 7-8.
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possibilities, to seek areas of agreement on concrete proposals, to act as a
clearing house of information, and to "educate the public."

Because President Pritchett was ill, the Society's opening conference was

chaired by the ubiquitous Nicholas Murray Butler of Columbia University.'
Butler did not let his role as chairman interfere with his giving a long speech
to open the convention.

He assured members that the Society had "taken hold

of one of the most important ar-1 far-reaching of our social and industrial

problems."

He set the tone of reconciliation.

On the one hand, he shared

the anxiety of industrialists who were worried about the head start enjoyed
by European rivals; but he assured union members that "if we can make labor
worth more, labor is perfectly sure to get more."
that favored word in Compers' vocabulary.)

(He was perfectly aware of

Butler also expressed some of the

uneasiness which general educators continually felt in the presence of vocational education enthusiasts.

The first task of the public school is to make

American citizens, he said; and therefore care must be taken not to introduce
trade education too early.

He made it clear that he was not defending old-

fashioned, narrow elementary schooling but was encouraging the new education

which made "a constant appeal to the general powers of the child, while laying
a sound foundation for the special trade or industrial education which is to
follow."

Mr. Frank Vanderlip, Vice-President of the National City Bank of New York,
expressed an admiration for the German system which was shared by many at the
meeting.

He was optimistic that the introduction of industrial education would

enable America to improve its economic position vis a vis Germany.2

1

2

Ibid., pp. 17-19.

Ibid., pp. 20-23.
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Frederick Fish of A.T. and T. announced his conviction that what helps
our industries helps our national life:

anything that stands in the way of

industrial improvement should be frowned upon and eliminated)

He felt that

the nation had gained enormously from industry's ability to do things upon a
large scale; but he expressed some perturbation about the tendency of the
system to reduce large numbers of men to the status of machine tenders.

The

real case for industrial education was that it would contribute also to our
artistic, ethical, and spiritual development.
Jane Addams, Director of Hull House, spoke the language of the progressiveliberal in urging government support for industrial education as a first step
in improving the condition of the lower classes.

She too praised Germany, but

with a different emphasis from that of the manufacturers.

Much has been said this evening concerning German
education, but I suspect they have developed those fine.
technological schools in very much the same spirit as
they have developed legislative protection for the
working man. Modern legislation in Germany secures
for the working man old age pensions, it cares for
him when he is out of work...; it proposes to limit
the amount of interest upon the money he borrows, and
all this is done not primarily that industry may be
advanced, but because Germany has waked up to the fact
that human welfare is a legitimate object for Governmental action.2
To compete with Germany, she said, Americans must adopt a similar point of
view.

Jane Addams saw a New Deal kind of lesson in the activities of Imperial

Germany.

The N.S.P.I.E. founders were right in their estimate of the mood of the
country.

Soon after the Society's first meeting, individuals and organizations

of almost every type began declaring their support for "industrial education."

1.

Ibid., pp. 24-30.

2

Ibid., p. 39.
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Significantly, many organizations com-

It became as right as "motherhood."

mitted themselves to the general principle before concrete proposals were
clarified.

Thus, the N.E.A. in 1907 called for the establishment of "trade

schools" (undefined), at public expense "whenever` conditions justify their
establishment."'

When N.S.P.I.E. sent out questionnaires to influence people, one person
who responded was President Theodore Roosevelt.

He expressed his profound

personal interest in N.S.P.I.E.'s cause.2 Later in 1907, in his annual
message to Congress, the President said:

Our school system is gravely defective in so far as
it puts a premium upon mere literacy training and tends
therefore to train the boy away from the farm and the
workshop.
Nothing is more needed than the best type of
industrial school, the school for mechanical industries
in the city, the school for practically teaching agriculture in the country.3
Commenting on the rash of interest in industrial education, the New
Hampshire State Superintendent of Schools declared, "We are besieged with
public documents, monographs, magazine (Articles, reports of investigations

too numerous to mention, etc., etc."4

N.S.P.I.E. leaders were more realistic than some of the Johnny-come-lately
enthusiasists.

They realized that differences within the Society's membership

had to be confronted and resolved.
talking about.

They had to try to find out what they were

The period between 1907 and 1910 was a time of interaction and

consensus - seeking.

1

National Education Association, Declaration of Principles, 1907, p. 29.
National Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education, Bulletin,
Nc. 3, 1907, pp. 6-9.
2

3

Theodore Roosevelt, "Annual Message, December 3, 1907," The Abridgments,
3907, Vol. I, pp. 30-31.

4

Henry C. Morrison, "Vocational Training and Industrial Education,"
Educational Review (October, 1907), p. 1242.
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N.S.P.I.E.'s Secretary Richards addressed the American Federation of
Labor convention in 1907.

The Society's leaders knew that there was apprehension

among labor leaders about the Douglas Commission Report.

They knew that labor

had to be won over if the industrial education movement was to succeed.
Richards' speech stirred the. A.F. of L. to action.

A resolution was passed

which expressed labor's opposition to private trade schools "used as a weapon
against the trade union movement," but which also expressed approval of efforts
to raise the standard of industrial education and to teach "the higher techniques of our various industries."1

The resolution was followed by the creation

of the Mitchell. Committee, which developed the detailed outlines of labor's
position in 1910.

N.S.P.I.E. began to publish a series of bulletins which carried its
ideas throughout the country, including an important symposium on industrial
education.

The symposium2 elicited responses to eleven questions from a list

of business and labor leaders.
between the two groups.

The results helped to clarify the issues

What began to emerge was an agreement that some

kind of industrial education was a legitimate item of public expense.

Each

side, however, wanted to have a decisive say in the control of training programs with respect to who should enter them and what kind of instruction should
prevail.

It was also clear that for both labor and the manufacturers, industrial

education meant trade training.

There was precious little reference to the

rhetoric of Settlement House reformers or progressive educators, with their
common concerns about democracy, science, and culture for the masses.

1

American Federation of Labor, Report of the Committee on Industrial
Education, Senate Document No. 936, 62nd Congress, 2nd Session, Vol. 4
(Washington: U.S. Printing Office, 1912), pp. 21-22.
2

National Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education, Bulletin,
"A Symposium on Industrial Education," No. 3, 1907.
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On a day at the end of the convention in 1908, Jane Addams saw how things
were going.

She pointed out that "the place we have arrived at...is the rela-

tion of industrial education to public schools as represented by the trade
school." Her misgivings reflected the gap between the ideals of the Settlement
House reformers and the narrower trend that was developing.

"If we are not on

guard," she said, "the manufacturers may capture the public school as, forty
or fifty years ago, the business men captured the public schools."

1

To avoid misuses o2 public education, said Jane Addams, the Society ought
to explore ways in which industrial education could be incorporated into the
public schools so that it would serve the welfare of the whole community.
She also challenged the assumption "that industrial education is one thing
and cultural education is of necessity another."2

She sought to verbalize

for her tired and uncomprehending audience the point of view that her friend
John Dewey had been arguing:

that a study of the intellectual, technological,

and social changes related to the changes in work processes in the industrial
era could serve to enliven the quality of general education.

Jane Addams tried

putting it in these words:

Modern industry embodies tremendous human activities,
inventions, constructive imaginations and records of devotion. Every factory filled with complicated machines has
in it the possibilities of enormous cultural value if
educators have the ability to bring out the long history,
the human as well as the mechanical development, which it
represents. It is this cultural aspect of industrial
training which is applicable to these boys of fourteen
who are net yet fit to earn their living....

1

National Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education, Bulletin,
No. 5, 1908, pp. 92-93.
2

Ibid., p. 94.
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It is the task of education, Miss Addams continued, to help the child
understand the environment in which his days will be spent.

The schools

should capitalize on the fourteen-year-old child's interest in the world of
work:

"The records of many high schools show that if he is not thus educated,

he bluntly refuses to be educated at all."

Boys should be given the oppor-

tunity to perform with their own hands at least one basic technique on which
the life of the community depends.

The proper approach, she was arguing, was

not to train fourteen-year-olds with specific trade techniques useful to industry, but to use the processes of production and commerce in the community to
give children richer educational experiences.

She was weak on details, but

her general idea was that youth should be given a chance to participate
directly in the real work of the community in a way that would deepen their
insights into the urban era.

"To live intelligently in an industrial community

and to interpret it in terms of culture, we must have educated people who know
it from the standpoint of technique."'

Her words were recorded in the Pro-

ceedings; but the Society's membership was bent on pursuing other goals.

By 1910 and 1911, the drive for industrial education had reached a new
stage.

The N.A.M., influenced by its own cost accounting studies, had dropped

its earlier allegiance to private trade schools.

It had accepted the idea of

trade training at public expense, but had shifted its support to the continuation school idea because of its lower cost.

The Association was willing to

accept joint membership with union representatives on Boards for Industrial
Education, but it favored the dual system of administration.

The Mitchell

Committee Report (1910) showed that labor had shed some of its earlier

1

Ibid., pp. 94-95.
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misgivings.

It was ready to agree to some form of trade training, although

labor still insisted that public sponsorship be free of anti-union bias.

Whether industrial education programs should be administered by "dual or
unitary" arrangements remained a divided issue.
Even while the struggle over dual control was going on, N.S.P.I.E. found
enough agreement within its ranks to advance the general cause.

A 1910 Survey

of the Society' showed that a wide variety of industrial education programs
had emerged in the preceding five years.
developed from 1910 to 1917.

A number of school experiments were

Among these were the prevocational or intermediate

industrial schools; the continuation schools; the work-study cooperative schools;
the all-day vocational or trade schools; and the apprenticeship or corporation
schools.

The idea was accepted that no single approach could meet the various

needs to be served.

The Survey also showed that twenty-nine states had begun some form of

industrial education; ten provided for technical education, eighteen for
manual training, eleven for domestic science, nineteen for agricultural
training, and eleven for industrial and trade courses.
In spite of the increased activity, the agressive leaders of N.S.P.I.E.
were dissatisfied.

They could claim with justification that relatively few

children were actually affected and that there was still more talk about
action than solid change in the public schools.

No one expressed this criti-

cism more effectively than did Jesse D. Burks of the Bureau of Municipal Research

1

N.S.P.I.E. Bulletin No. 11, 1910: "A Descriptive List of Trade and
Industrial Schools in the United States."
I am indebted to the scholarship of W. Richard Stephens for pcInting out
how school surveys were used by N.S.P.I.E. leaders to promote the cause of
vocational education. See his Social Reform and the Dawn of Guidance (Terre
Haute, Indiana:
Indiir.ia State University, 1968).
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of Philadelphia.

He noted that only one half of thirteen hundred city school

systems had introduced some form of handwork or manual training.

He shared

the conviction of municipal researchers that the cities could be reformed by
the application of scientific research.

Burks urged that the "striking dis-

crepancy between ideas and achievement" be reduced first, by scientific surveys

of school systems to gather facts and then, by plans of action to implement "a
safe, progressive, and rational program of education."'

Burks anticipated by several years the emphases that were to emerge in
N.S.P.I.E.'s next stage.

In erder to encourage the public schools to accept

industrial education reform, the society was ready to join the school-survey
rage, and to increase its effectiveness in lobbying for both state and federal
legislation.

A key factor in spurring both efforts was the appointment of

the energetic Charles Prosser as Executive Secretary in 1912.
The urge to get results intensified between 1910 and 1912.
were responsible.

Several factors

The appearance of Frederick Taylor's Principles of Management2

in 1911 triggered a wave of increased criticism of the economic inefficiency of
the schools.

Taylor argued that his principles could produce efficiency and

economy in every area of life and urged that they be applied with equal force
to all social activities:

"to the management of our homes; the management of

our farms; the management of the business of our tradesmen, large and small;
of our churches, our philanthropic institutions, our universities, and our
governmental departments."3

1

National Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education, Bulletin,No. 11,
1910, p. 145.
2

Frederick Taylor, The Principles of Management (New York: Harper & Brothers,
1911.) (For a detailed account of events connected with Taylorism, see Chapters
2 and 3 in Raymond E. Callahan, Education and the Cult of Efficiency (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 19621.
3

Ibid., p. 8.
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The muckraking journals--McClures, Saturday Evening Post, Outlook, and
the Ladies Home Hournal--began attacks on the social and economic inefficiency
of the schools and urged the application of Taylor's principles to school administration.

Soon, the professional education journals as well were featuring

articles by leaders in educational administration like Frank Spaulding,
Franklin Bobbitt, and Ellwood Cubberly, who urged the application of scientific
management to education.)

Spaulding, for example, recommended the dollar as

the criterion for judging the efficiency of both school administration and
school programs.

He described how he had been using this criterion since 1904

in his schools at Newton, Massachusetts.

He told an N.E.A. audience in 1913,

"Academic discussion of educational issues is as futile as it is fascinating.

Which is more valuable, a course in Latin or a course in machine shop?"
Spaulding announced that when he found he could secure more pupil recitations
in English for a dollar than he could in Greek, he decided "to purchase no
mLre Greek instruction."2

By the end of 1911, the stage was set for the ambitious N.S.P.I.E. leaders
to take advantage of the new efficiency mood.

James Munroe, a leading Boston

industrialist and Chen President of N.S.P.I.E., took up the challenge at the
November meetings.

He opened by arguing that the addition of industrial edu-

cation throughout the elementary school could certainly reduce "the inconceivable waste of our human resources."

Beyond that, he maintained that

1

Raymond E. Callahan in Education and the Cult of Efficienc (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1962) has given a detailed account of the
influence of the business efficiency movement on public education.
2
Frank Spaulding, "The Application of the Principles of Scientific Management," N.E.A. Proceedings, 1913,.p. 265.
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the effect of industrial education upon the general
welfare, the direct effect in increasing industrial
efficiency and prosperity, and the indirect influence
in diminishing the number of incompetents, unfortunates,
and other social wrecks and burdens, would be so great
as literally to reform our industrial and social structure....What the community wants..,of the school is
efficiency.

Munroe urged every good citizen to join N.S.P.I.E. "to keep down the present
awful waste of our vast human resources."'
The next question was how to stir the sluggish public and stand-rat school
administrators.

Munroe set forth his strategy in a book, New Demands on Educa-

tion, published in 1912.

Echoing Burks, he called for using the mechanism of

the educational and industrial survey under the direction of an "educational
engineer."

To his own question about ending the waste in education, Munroe

answered:

What every other business does when it finds itself
confronted with possible bankruptcy through preventable
It calls in
waste, losses and inferiority of output.
engineering commercial experts to locate causes and to
suggest reforms. We need "educational engineers" to
study this huge business of preparing youth for life,
to find out where it is good, where it is wasteful, where
it is out of touch with modern requirements, where and
why its output fails; and to make report in such form
and with such weight of evidence that the most conventional teacher and the most indifferent citizen must
pay head.

Such engineers would make a thorough study of
(1) the pupils who constitute the raw material of the
business in education; (2) the building and other facilities for teaching, which makes up the plant; (3) the
school boards and the teaching staff, who correspond to
the directorate and the working force (4) the means and
methods of instruction and development; (5) the demands
of society in general and of industry in particular upon
boys and girls--this corresponding to the problems of
markets; and (6) the question of the cost, which is
purely a business problem.2
((-?Zi
1

James P. Munroe, "President's Address," N.S.P.I.E. Proceedings, 1911,
pp. 49-56.
2

James P. Munroe, New Demands in Education (New York:
and Company, 1912), p. 20-21.
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N.S.P.I.E.was ready to move into various school systems, survey their programs, find them inefficient and out of touch with the needs of industrial
society, and then urge them to reorganize with vocational education at their
center.

Charles Prosser was just the man to guide such efforts.

The Society

began at once to conduct school surveys across the country in places such as
Richmond, Virginia; Minneapolis; and Richmond, Indiana.

3.

The Move to Secure Federal Aid.

N.S.P.I.E.'s second major effort after 1910 was the securing of federal
funding for vocational education.

This had been a goal from the first N.S.P.I.E.

Convention in 1908, when delegates had voted to transmit to the President of
the United States and to Congress a report prepared by Henry Pritchett of M.I.T.
to call special attention to the importance of "this whole matter from the
standpoint of our national and economic welfare."

By 1912, N.S.P.I.E. leaders had witnessed legislative gains in a number
of states--Massachusetts, New York, Connecticut, Indiana, Ohio, and Wisconsin.
Yet the diversity of vocational programs and the unevenness of support prevented
the kind of effective national effort that N.S.P.I.E. leaders desired.

They

decided to focus their efforts on obtaining federal legislation, which might
bring order and resources across the board.

Support from a number of sources

was growing; the time seemed ripe to add impressive N.S.P.I.E. resources of
skill, energy, and money to the cause.

The hiring of Charles Prosser in 1912

as Executive Secretary of the Society was a move which ensured the full-time
leadership required to coordinate efforts.

Prosser had been head of the pio-

neering vocational education program in Massachusetts, under the general suparintendancy of David Snedden.

He proved to be an effective and powerful lobbyist

while he held his Society office between 1912 and 1915.
authored the Smith-Hughes Bill.

Prosser virtually

We shall follow the work of Snedden and

Prosser in more detail later in this study.
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a.

Coalition with the Agriculturists

Lawrence Cremin has rightly pointed out that agrarian protest played a
powerful role in advancing the more practical kind of schooling that was represented in the vocational education rationale.1

It is true that when labor

I

committed itself to support federal aid for vocational education in 1910, a
key element had fallen into place.

Without the powerful help of the farm

interests, however, it probably would have been impossible to marshal the
coalition of votes that was required to pass the Smith-Lever and Smith-Hughes
legislation.

The farm interests, after all, had led the way in getting federal support
for education.

The Morrill Act of 1862 had lauv..hed the Land Grant Universities,

and the Hatch Act of 1882 had provided federally assisted agricultural experiment stations.

By the early 1900's the combination of scientific study and

research with skillful dissemination and feedback from farmer practitioners

was recognized as one of the bona fide revolutions produced by American
society.

(Fifty years later, Soviet Premier Khrqschev would come to the

Garet farm in Iowa to try to learn why the labor of less than 10% of our
population could feed the country, with an embarrassing surplus to spare,
while one out of every two Russians was required for farm work.)
minded American progressives were already duly impressed.

The efficiency-

They expressed their

admiration for the results of the federally supported A. and M. Colleges, and
they invited farm leaders to speak at N.S.P.I.E. conventions.

1

Lawrence A. Cremin, The Transformation of the School, pp. 41-50, provides
a brief lucid account of the role of the agriculturists in the vocational
movement. For a more extensive account of the role of farm organizations in
the political uaneuvering which led to passage of the Smith-Lever and SmithHughes Acts, see Lloyd E. Blauch, "Federal. Cooperation in Agricultural Extension Work, Vocational Education and Vocational Rehabilitation," U.S. Office
of Education Bulletin, 1933, No. 15 (Washington: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1935).
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In spite of new gains, there was serious concern about agriculture in

the 1900s and new discontents among the farmers which made them ready to
join the campaign for vocational education.

With the rapid growth of the

cities, farming had become more of a commercial proposition.

TI-e significant

buyers became the great canneries and packinghouses which shipped across the
nation.

Farmers who could not master sophisticated production techniques

were being squeezed out of competition in the new national arena.

Even while

the United States was becoming a national society and gaining in numbers and

power, this very fact produced new anxiety about the adequacy of its food
supply.

There was an unprecedented growth -La population; and city people

were learning to enjoy better standards of eating during a time of growing
prosperity.

Meanwhile, the flight of farm youth from the country to the

enticements of the cities accelerated.

In short, agricultural production

was increasing but not as rapidly as was consumption.
The problem was complicated by agricultural change.

There was a reduction

in the amount of public land available for farming and a rapid depletion of
soil and soil fertility.'

The time to pay the price for the abuse of our

natural resources was approaching.
was obvious.

The educational import of this situation

Reformed agricultural practices required the application of

greater agricultural intelligence.

New methods had to be developed for dry

farming and for the use of irrigation.

Farmers were needed who could do their

work more skillfully and intelligently, and who were equipped to handle complex
machinery and business records.

Progress in agriculture was dependent, in large

part, on the extension of education and research.

1

Charles R. Van Hise, The Conservation of Natural Resources in the United
States, (New York: The MacMillan Company, 1936).
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Under the impact of these changes, farmers gradually dropped their traditional scepticism about schooling.

When the Populist political effort of

the nineties failed, they were ready te seek answers to their problems through
education.

At the college level, farmer-dominated legislatures stepped up

efforts to insure that the lard grant colleges improved their effectiveness
in promoting technical advances in agriculture and disseminating practical
programs for farmers.

As farmers confronted the complexities of their work

and witnessed the loss of their children to the cities, they turned to the
schools with new expectations.

Farm journals began to abound with charges that the content of rural
education was sterile and irrelevant.

It was judged-to be too "literary"

failing to provide live and practical instruction for boys so-that they could
.profit from work in the farmer's institutes and experiment stations and thus
find new challenges in modern farming.

It failed to provide the kind of domes-

tic science that would teach girls to make farm homes attractive and contemporary.

Cremin has pointed out that farm journals like Wallace's Farmer and William
Dempter Hoard's Hoard's Dairyman led the criticisms:

Wallace.agreed with the contributor who insisted on
abandoning "the cut and dried formula of a period when a
man was 'educated' when he knew Greek and Latin," and
'ingested that there be less adherence to textbooks, more
concern with the all-around development of children, and
increasing attention to the rudiments of agriculture.a
"It is hard," he wrote, "for many a middle-aged farmer to
get a clear idea of what is meant by protein, carbohydrates,
nitrogen-free extract, etc. Now, these terms are no harder
than many which the pupils learn and which are of no earthly
use to them in their everyday lives."b The teachers' guides
should come not from high schools, normal schools, or colleges, but from farmers themselves, who know best what their
children need. Instead of depending on textbooks, teachers
should experiment in the .classroom with seeds, with the Babcock milk tester, with honeycombs, or with any other practical
material, being careful to "get the fodder down low enough
for the limbs."cl
1

Cremin, a. cit., p. 44, citing Wallace's Farmer, (a) January 19, 1913,
p. 68; (b) March 6, 1908, p. 338; (c) February 18, 1910, p. 332 and August 28,
1914, p. 1165.
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Hoard in his Dairyman deplored the deadly quality of rural school practice
which, he claimed, had not changed in sixty years.
teachers would need a whole new outlook.

To redress the situation,

They would have to master elementary

botany, agricultural chemistry, and sanitation.'

Hoard wanted to abandon the

tradition of equating "culture" with a knowledge of Latin.

He wanted to give

"culture" a new democratic meaning which would include teaching girls how to
care for family health and how to beautify the home, while boys would learn
how agricultural science and technology could revolutionize farm production.2
In Wisconsin, the farm organizations were active in criticism of the
State University, calling it "a cold storage institution of dead languages
and useless learning which costs several billions of bushels of wheat each
year."3

Theodore Roosevelt's experience as a Dakota rancher in the 1880's helped
sensitize him to the problems of farmers.
new mood.

He took action consistent with the

He appointed a Commission on Country Life, which reported in 1909

that farmers were unanimous about the need for better educational facilities
in the rural districts.

The question was being pushed vigorously by national

organizations like the Patrons of Husbandry and the Farmers Educational and

Cooperative Union.4

President Roosevelt also backed the Davis Bill in 1907,

which called for maintaining instruction in agriculture and home economics in
seccndary agricultural schools, and mechanic arts and home economics in city
secondary schools.

1

Hoard's Dairyman, July 19, 1895, p. 419.
2

Cremin, 22. cit., p. 45.

3
Theodore Saloutos and John D. Hicks, Agricultural Discontent in the Middle
West, 1900-1939 (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1951), p. 128.

4
Country Life Commission, Report, Senate Document 705, 60th Congress, 2nd
Session, pp. 5-53 et passim.
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The coalition had not yet been formed, however, which could get a measure
like the Davis Bill through Congress.

In the years immediately ahead it became

increasingly evident that "industrial education" had both rural and urban
supporters.

They shared a disgust for "literary" schooling and agreed that

only reforms which added practical and applied sciences could satisfy them.
By 1910, labor had joined farm groups supporting the Davis-Dolliver bill.
When these two came to N.S.P.I.E. seeking its support, the Society's leaders

were eager to support the general cause but found flaws in the specifics of
the legislation.

After a short period of delay, Charles Prosser became the

head of N.S.P.I.E.'s lobbying activities in the state legiblatures and in
Washington.

A period of fascinating politicking went on until the enactment

of Smith-Hughes, including a alzd pro quo agreement whereby the Smith-Lever
Act for the farmers was passed (1914) in return for farm support of the agriculturists for Smith-Hughes, which became law in 1917.
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PART III
PUBLIC SCHOOL RESPONSES TO PRESSURES
FOR VOCATIONALIZING EDUCATION

INTRODUCTION
"Industrial organization quietly forces its
peculiar impress upon each and all." Frank Tracy
Carlton (N.E.A. Report on The Place of Industries
in Public Education, 1910, p. 9.)

The torrent of discussion about industrial education was one sign of a
national awareness that American society had entered a radically new stage of
social development.

There was a sense that all institutions were being trans-

formed by the urban-industrial syndrome.

The vocational

was a manifestation of on-rushing social change.

education movement

At times, its leaders appeared

strong enough to initiate a new set of schools aimed at serving the training
needs of industry.

Even if this threat to the common school tradition could

be warded off, critical questions remained.

What responses would the public

schools make to the industrialization of the United States?

During the last three decades of the nineteenth century, schools had been
under increasing pressure to be more responsive to the needs of the work world.
The N.E.A. reflected these trends by instituting new departments for areas
such as manual training and commercial education.

7

Public school men were not

prepared, however, for the vigor and force of the new thrust toward trade
training of the early 1900's, nor for the measure of support that gathered behind N.S.P.I.E.

N.E.A. leaders could hardly fail to be aroused when they

heard powerful voices within N.S.P.I.E. advocating the establishment of a system of vocational schools separate from and parallel to general public education.
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The urgency of the matter was underscored when Massachusetts followed the
recommendations of the Douglas Commission and actually established a dual system of schools.

1910 was a year for stock-taking, and the N.E.A. joined the A.F. of L.
and the N.A.M. in issuing a position paper:

Place of Industries in Public Education."

"A Report of the Committee on the

The report was the product of a

committee appointed by the Department of Superintendence in February, 1908,
with Jesse D. Burks, of the Bureau of Municipal Research of Philadelphia, as
chairman.

At that time, it had been decided to broaden the work of an ongoing

committee concerned with reviewing the status of manual training; the new
assignment was to study "the entire question of the place of industries in
public education."1

The committee recognized that the most significant fact in the past fifty
years had been the industrializing of the United States,

Nevertheless, Charles

Richards, in a review of the history of industrial education, was forced to
conclude that "the school and the industrial establishment have preserved
their separateness during this period."2
had been made:

He acknowledged that some responses

for example, the opening of private evening schools, the

creation of engineering schools tad institutes of technology, the introduction
of courses in manual training and industrial arts.

Chairman Jesse Burks

3

1

National Education Association, teport on The Place of Industries in
Public Education, 1910.
2

Charles F. Richards, "Some Notes on the History of Industrial Education
in the United States," National Education Association Report, 1910.
3

Jesse Burks, "Introductory Address," National Education Association Report,

1910.
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reported, however, that manual training, where the main effort had been made,
was "an isolated, abstract, and unprofitable fad" and that there was no agree-

ment among leaders in education as to the place of manual training in the
schools.

Burks acknowledged "the remarkable interest in industrial education,

which is now probably the dominant factor in the educational thought of the
country."

The message was clear, he said, that the situation demanded "immedi-

ate, cooperative action.'

At the same time, he gave expression to the great

uncertainty about what to do.

Many programs were in an experimental stage,

he said; and "several years of further study and experience are needed to
demonstrate just what types of industrial education ere destined to find a
permanent place in the American public school system."

The most perceptive observations were those set forth in an introductory
paper entitled:

States."

"Notes on the History of Industrial Education in the United

The author was Frank Tracy Carlton, Professor of Economics and

History at Albion College in Michigan, and one of the new breed of progressive,
mid-Western social scientists.
Carlton shared the general concern of reformers to find the key to progress.

He was not one, however, to assume that progress would be automatic.

He rejected the nineteenth century tendency to attribute progress to the force
of moral character.

He shared the new inclination to trace the source of

social change to economic factors.

Thus he held that "social progress is

vitally and intimately connected with modifications in the methods of doing
the world's work."

1

He acknowledged industrialization as the source of change

1
Frank T. Carlton, "The Industrial Factor in Social Progress," N.E.A.
Report, 1910, p. 8.
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but argued that men have tended to be unaware of two different kinds of consequences flowing from it.

On the one hand, he said, the world of the twentieth

century was being transformed into one vast neighborhood.

New means of commu-

nication ccIld help men free themselves from ancient parochialisms and open
the possibilities for enriched human relationships.

On the other hand, the

specialization of work in industry tended to confine workers' lives within very
narrow limits:

"occupations have been specialized and sub-divided until the

life of the/ individual is cramped."

The proper task for modern men, said Carlton, is to acknowledge the reality
of these two potentialities of industrialization - the negative tendency to dehumanize men and the positive one to open new dimensions of human devclopment.
Only when men saw clearly what the alternatives were could they frame policies
to resist the one and support the other.

In a time of such pervasive change, said Carlton. the very meaning and
scope of basic terms such as morality, law, justice, liberty, patriotism, and
education were shifting.

lie commented on education as an example.

Using the

perspective of the new anthropology, he pointed out that in primitive cultures,
all education was informal; it consisted of the learning, picked up from daily
life in the group.,

in pre-industrial America, formal education at higher

levels was for a privileged few who spent years, for instance, learning an
ancient language.

For the majority, it had consisted of learning the rudiments

of literary and arithmetical skills.

Under contemporary industrialism, how-

ever, "the home was-shorn of its industry and playground and the shop if its
apprenticeship system."
repeating:

The result was one that the reformers never ceased

that the school was now forced to offer services which previously

had been taken care of by other institutions.
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Pedagogically, schools were

now obligated to include not only verbal training but the "doing" kinds of
Thus shops, laboratories, gardens, and kitchens were finding their

learnings.

way into schools.

Specialization in work, said Carlton, had resulted also in new class divisions.

American society, split by interest groups and class differences, found

it more and more difficult to agree on "any customary or new standard of
education."

Fundamental differences of opinion divided people over what the

public school should be about.

These differences were manifest in the debate over how the schools should
respond to industrialization.
Today one class of men who are indistently
urging that the public school emphasize industrial
and trade education, do so because they wish an
increased supply of workers who are mere workers
or human automatons. Many influential employers
in the United States are demanding in no uncertain
tones that the public schools be utilized to turn
out narrowly trained industrial workers who may
become passive links in the great industrial mechanism of the present age.
Systematization and
specialization are the favorite watchwords of this
class. The application of factory methods to the
school is demanded in the name of efficiency and
economy.
Standardization, not individual treatment,
is the ideal of the business man.
Formerly, Carlton said, manufacturerd had opposed manual training when it was
a form of general education because of its coats.

Now, when the industrialists

needed skilled workers, they wanted to turn public education into schools for
apprentices.

TheT are other people though, continued Carlton, who stand for the proposition that "the public school system should train efficient workerawho are
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also thinking menaand women capable of enjoying art, literature, and leisure,
and who will be able to

intelligently consider the political and social

problems which will inevitably arise in the twentieth century." They demand
that "a well-rounded development he given each child, and that each student
be prerarad for useful and efficient work in the community. "1

The two.views

are almost diametrically opposed, said Carlton; but the difference is that
the first group is agreed on its goals, while the second group remains divided
on the proper scope cf educational programs.
Carlton called for educators who were progressive to take their stand
with the second group.

They should work for the proposition that industrial

or vocational education should be included in formal schooling because industry
is "the determining factor in fixing the conditions of living, working, playing, association and resting."

The great problem of the United States, he

said,

the one which towers above all others, is to
universalize opportunity for decent health and
comfortable living; not for a few, but for all;
it is to give to each and every child in this
great and rich land of ours, the heritage of a
child - decent home, surroundings, sufficient
and proper food, opportunity to play, and a
chance to use hand and brain in some form of
constructive work. This is the social, political, and educational problem of the age; and
the peculiar form in which it is presented to
the present generation is due to industrial
advance.2
Carlton urged that care be taken about how industrial education would be
introduced into the schools.

It should serve to counter the evils of special-

ization which could diminish men.

1

2

Ibid., pp. 12-13.
Ibid,
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Vocational training must be indissolubly linked
with other forms of training which will broaden
the outlook of the student, which will make him
a citizen as well as an efficient worker with
hand or brain. The aim of modern education should
be, if the aim be anything more than the producsystem,
tion of a nicely articulated t
to produce men, not machines.
Under the lash of industrial change, educators were forced to review all
aspects of school programs.

Whether they realized it or not, the value issue

which Carlton described revealed itself in every matter they examined.

1

Ibid., p. 13.
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CHAPTER V
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE

[My father] therefore sometimes took me to walk
with him and see joiners, bricklayers, turners,
braziers, etc., at their work, that he might observe my inclination, and endeavor to fix it on
some trade or other on land.
Benjamin Franklin
The introduction of vocational guidance into public education was a product of the industrial education movement.

origins shows that the tension

A study of events surrounding its

between the "efficiency" and "humanitarian"

reform values, which Carlton described, was present from the beginning.
it is not surprising to find a call for school guidance accompanying the
drive for vocational education.
along with the other.

The logic of industrialism called for one

Spokesmen from all groups concerned with vocationalism

re-iterated a similar description of the educational predicament:

the need

for more skills in industry; the lack of training programs as apprenticeship
broke down; the early and heavy dropout rate; the floundering of youth who
did leave school - their tendencies to drift into trouble, despair, or deadend Jobe; the waste to industry resulting from rapid job turnover and a backlog
of under-educated workers incapable of being retrained for rapid technological
change; the fear that America's prosperity would be eroded if appropriate
work skills were not created.

A common conclusion of concerned people was that more programs of vocational training at public expense were required.
was all about.

That was what "the movement"

At the same time, some people felt that a system was needed to

lead individuals to training programs and to mesh the job interests and skills
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of individuals with the needs of industry.

This meant some system of guid-

ance.

Orators endlessly repeated their conclusion that traditional secondary
schools and colleges were doing a relatively adequate job of educating persons
for professional and managerial roles.

1

The schools were most inadequate,

they insisted, in preparing those who would work in the lower and middle level
positions in industry.

Complaints were aimed particularly at the upper grades

of the grammar school, the point at which many students left school or had to
make educational choices which affected their futures.
If vocational guidance was a necessity, someone had to think about where,
when, and how it should be provided and about who would provide it.

There was

considerable appeal to the idea that the aim of guidance should be "to fit
the boy to the job."

This reflected the wish of many in industry to see the

school system re-deaigned to mirror effectively the job requirements of
American business and manufacturing.

According to this idea, the school levels

would be geared to the lower, middle, and higher skill needs of industry,

,

If

a proper sequence of skill training programs could be established, along with
an efficient system for sorting out youths with skills appropriate for the

1

The universities were also feeling new pressures to transform their programs along utilitarian lines. Lincoln Steffens caught the new mood in his
description of the role of the State University in Wisconsin. In his article,
"Sending a State to College," Steffens described the University of Wisconsin
as being willing "to teach anybody - anything - anywhere." He listed as
examples ofagrass roots utility orientation the University's machine shops,
model dairy farms, Housekeepers Conferences, etc. For a fuller account of
such developments at the university level, see, Laurence R. Veysey,,The Emerlenge of the American University (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1965),
Chapter 2, "Utility."
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various slots in the system, then

industrialists could look forward with

confidence to "overtaking and passing" the Germans.

Many were saying that no
It

better approach could be taken than to look to the German system itself.

was amodel of an efficient, hierarchical school structure supporting a level
of economic productivity which had become the marvel of the new era.

1.

Charles Eliot and guidance according to "probable destiny"

The call for a system of school guidance which would fit such a model
came from no less a figure than Charles Eliot, who was just about to terminate
his illustrious, forty-year career as President of Harvard University.

His

address to the 1908 N.S.P.I.E. convention was entitled "Industrial Education
as an Essential Factor in our National Prosperity."1

He made a plea for the

introduction of industrial education into the public school system.

In order

to avoid confusion about what the term meant, Eliot said, it "ought to mean
trade schools, and nothing but trade schools; that is, schools directed primarily and expressly to the preparation of young men and women for trades"2 either full- or part-time.

They should be new schools, separate from the

existing public schools, and should have a role quite distinct from the Manual
Training or The Mechanics Arts High Schools.

Eliot accepted manual training

as a welcome addition to either the elementary or the secondary curriculum but
said it "is for culture, not for skill."

The new Trade Schools' "should produce
sar.

not foremen or managers, except as skilled workmen may grow up to these

1

Charles W. Eliot, "Industrial Education as an Essential Factor in Our
National Irosperity," N.S.P.I.E. Bulletin, No. 5, 1908, pp. 9-14.
2

Ibid., p. 9.
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positions, but actual journeymen for the trades.
trial educatioa."

This is the object of indus-

1

We live in a new world, Eliot proclaimed.

"Nothing whatever in our

country is now done as it was done fifty years ago."

Science has changed the

world of work so that a great variety of complicated occupations have come into
being which are based on applied science.

The results have profound implica-

tions for approaches to education and industry.

"We must get rid of the notion

that some of us were brought up on, that a Yankee can turn his hand to an.ething

He cannot in this modern world; he positively cannot."

I

Furthermore, we must

disabuse ourselves of any misconception that democracy means that children
are equal.

"There is no such thing among men as equality of natural gifts,

of capacity for training, or of intellectual power."2
S.

The proper stance, aaid Mint, was to recognirc that special kinds of
education were needed for the different levels of specialized skills required
in industrial society.

Eliot then raised a question:

trade schools; how are children to be got into them?

Suppose we establish
In the first place,

compulsory attendance laws would assure that all children continue in formal
schooling, at least on a continuation-school basis, until they were sixteen,
or perhaps seventeen or eighteen.

Eliot then specified a major new function to be carried out by the
schools.

But how shall the decision be made that certain
children will go into industrial sot 'ols, others into

1

2

Ibid., p. 11.
Ibid., p. 13.
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1

the ordinary high schools, and others again into
the mechanic arts high schools? Where is that
Here we come upon a
decision to be made?
new function for the teachers in our elementary
schools, and in my judgment they have no function more important. The teachers of the elementary schools ought to sort the pupils and sort
them by their evident or probably destinies.
.

.

He anticipated that critics might view such thinking as undemocratic and sought
to blunt their charges.

We must conform to nature in regard to the training of our children; we must guide each child
into that path in life in which he can be most
successful and happy; for none of us can be happy
in any life-work unless we have the power to
achieve something in that work.1
Jane Addams was the first to take exception to the implications of Eliot's
speech.

In a discussion period following the address, she challenged the no-

tion that teachers in the elementary grades could or should sort out children
according to their "probable destinies."
his 1908 position.

Eliot soon did in fact pull back from

In 1910, he made a speech to the N.E.A. on the value of

the "life-career motive" in education which was much more popular with the
schoolmen than his 1908 endorsement of a dual school system.2

He argued that

students in professional and vocational schools were more highly motivated
than students in general courses.

Educators should sensitize themselves to

the lifi-career aspirations of their students on the principle that active
interests secure the cooperation of pupils' minds.

He dropped the plan of

identifying probable career lines in the elementary grades and funneling prospective workers into separate trade schools.

1

Ibid.

He now suggested that career

pp. 12-13.

2
Charles W. Eliot,-"The Value During Education of the Life Career Motive,"
N.E.A. Proceedings, July 2-8, 1910, pp. 133-141.
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choice and training should begin at age sixteen or later.

Eliot recommended that the common school program introduce a wider variety
of courses including shop and commercial work at the upper elementary grades.
Students would be permitted to choose electives which would help them make
eventual career choices.

This kind of an idea provided the early rationale

for the junior high school.

Eliot thus returned in 1910 to his preference for a free elective system.
His 1908 speech, favoring prescription according to probable destiny, may be
viewed as a temporary aberration.

1

It is more likely that "the two Eliots"

reflected contradictory pulls within his on conservative social philosophy.
As a serenely confident member of a family in the New England commercial aristocracy, he rejected determinisms and had faith that all would turn out for
the best if men could make free choices guided by unrestricted free wills.

(Hence theElLot of the elective srtem.)

But another article of the conserv-

ative faith upheld the proposition that there was a natural distribution of
talent and ability.

From this perspective, Eliot had maintained that the

problems of democracy could be solved only when people were taught to recognize
the wisdom and authority of experts in public affairs.2

The well-ordered

society would be the one where managerial authority was entrusted to the natural leaders (aided, no doubt, by appropriate training at Harvard University),
while others, following a schooling appropriate to their endowments, would be
content to fill more modest roles.

1
See Edward A. Krug, The Shaping of the American High School (New York:
Harper and Row, 1964), pp. 224-227.

2

See Rush Welter, Popular Education and Democratic Thought in America
Columbia University Press, 1965 ed.), pp. 194-199.

(New York:
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Prosser and scientific testing as the basis for guidance

Schoolmen were relieved to hear Eliot pull away from advocacy of separate
vocational schools, but many in the vocational education camp preferred Eliot's
position.

Some N.A.M. speakers referred to that early speech with approbation

for years to come.

And the mainline vocational educators were much attracted

to the "probable destiny" idea.

Many remained convinced of the virtues of

early career selection in the elementary grades.

Charles Prosser, the executive secretary of N.S.P.I.E., took a leading
role in supporting the new vocational guidance movement.

He spoke to the N.E.A.

in 1912, arguing that vocational guidance was the handmaiden of vocational
education in "the problem of fitting the great mass of our people for useful
employment."1

He maintained that it was time to establish separate courses -

high school preparatory, commercial, practical or industrial arts, and domesChildren at this

tic arts - for students in the twelve to fourteen age group.
age should be guided into the course appropriate for them.

Eliot's earlier

idea of assigning the task of selection to the general elementary teacher was
dropped.

New, more scientific means were at hand, Prosser promised.

More and more, in our theory of the American
public school system, we are swinging around to
the idea that it is to be the mission of the schools
of the future to select by testing and training to adjust boys and girls for life by having them
undergo varied experiences in order to uncover
their varied tastes and aptitddes and to direct and
to train thed in the ,avenues for which they dis
play the mcst capacity. Such a program would require a differentiation of the 'course of study fRr
pupils between twelve and fOurteen years of, age.

1

Charles Prosser , "Practical Arts and Vocational Guidance " National Education Association ProceediNw, July 6-8, 1912, p. 647.
2

Ibid., p. 650.
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Schoolmen no longer would have to rely on the imperfect, subjective judgments of teachers.
work.

New scientific testing instruments would eliminate the guess-

Prosser could speak with justified confidence, for practitioners of

scientific psychology were then creating the new instruments of educational
tests and measurements.

Binet and Simon had published their measure of general

intelligence in 1905, with revisions in 1908 and 1911.

Edward L. Thorndike's

Theory of Mental and Social Measurements had appeared in 1904.

Hugo Munster-

berg, the Harvard Psychologist, was active by 1911 in exploring the applications
of psychology to industry.

His experiments on job efficiency and tests for job

selection provided the groundwork .for the practice of industrial psychology.

A bewildering array of instruments for testing intelligence, aptitudes,
abilities, and interests were beginning to appear.

There was growing excite-

ment over the possibility that new scientific instruments might banish the confusions and uncertainties from educational decision making.

There were perceptive observers, even at the time, who were aware of possible misuses of the new techniques, and of the temptation to become overly
fond of impressive-sounding terminology. .Alice P. Barrows, director of the
Vocational Guidance Bureau in New York, brought a refreshing note of candor and
reality to the talk about. guidance.

"Vocations and Guidance" aree d
.dangerous words,
both becausethey are vague and because they sound
impressive., I,have never,been able to find a
satisfactory_definition ofvOcation, and it certainly does not seem to be .a mord,descriptive'of actual
.

.

conditions. There. are. njoban'and there are positions.
" Guidance," on the, other,hand, has an
ecclesiastical tang that is particularly dangerous
to the cause of democratic education. It is most
questionable that anyone has the right to guide
children:systematical/3i into vocatipns.. ,Giving
guidance is one thing, and giving inforeation so
that there will be greater freedom of choice is
.
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quite a different thing. At present, we can not
give even this information about vocations, because we do not know enough about actual conditions
to give it. Yet it sometimes seems as if the whole
tendency of vocational guidance at the present time
were to give information, any information, because
the lack of it is feht so keenly.1

An overly-hasty impulse to "do something", added Miss Barrows, had led to
the establishment of job placement services in some schools which were given
the unwarranted titles of "guidance bureaus."

These services tended to "guide"

untrained fourteen year-old children into "vocations" which consisted of nothing
more than jobs which local industries wanted to fill immediately.

Miss Barrows

warned that the scene was set for "a more subtle and indefinable exploitation
of children than the world has ever seen - subtle and indefinable because all
would be done in the name of 'the good of society and of the child.'"

She added,

I should say that to arouse the ambition and
interest of a child of fourteen by promising him
"trade training" the value of which is dubious,
and then a job where he can work up, when we have
no facts to prove that he can work up, and a distinctly uncomfortable feeling that he can not, is
after all even worse than stunting a child by premature labor so that you can not arouse his ambi2
tion at all.
Years later, Michael Young in The Rise of the Meritocracy

3

projected the

ends toward which such conceptions of technocratic guidance might lead.

In the

coming "meritocratic society," improved testing instruments will have made it
possible to sort out all individuals according to levels of Merit (Merit =

1

American Federation of Labor, Report of the Committee on Industrial Education, Senate Document No. 936, 62nd Congress, 2nd session, Vol. 4 (Washington:
U.S. Printing Office, 1912), p. 99.
2
3

Michael Young, The Rise of the Meritocracy. 1870-2033 (Baltimore, Maryland:
Penguin Books, 1958).
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Merit-rating will provide the definitive means for processing

plus effort).

people according to their "probable destinies."

Every individual will be guided

to his allotted role in the smooth-functioning social machine.

3.

The Settlement House reformers sponsor vocational guidance

Vocational guidance was seen as a necessary companion to vocational education by the proponents of business efficiency.

Settlement House workers also

took up the cause of vocational guidance, but with distinctly different social
goals in mind.
,.

The work of Frank Parsons, founder of the Boston Vocation Bureau and ac-

knowledged father of the guidance movement, is a case in point.

1

Parsons,

trained as a civil engineer at Cornell and thrown out of work as a young man
by the panic of 1873, knew both the virtues and vices of the industrial system.

Like other progressive reformers, he was shocked by the conditions of

urban slum dwellers and repelled by the human and economic waste of unbridled
capitalism.

During the, nineties, he developed a rationale which attacked the

economic roots of social distress.

His concern with social philosophy was

accompanied by a desire to help individuals find their way in the urban jungle.
His analyses led him to view both industrial education and vocational guidance
as important instruments of urban reform.

Parsons came to believe that the underlying source of human distress was
the control of economic processes by private industrial monopolies.

"Oppression

by an aristocracy of industrial monopolists," he charged, "is as bad as oppression

1

I am indebted to the scholarship of Richard Stephens of Indiana State University for delineating the relationship of Parsons' work to the broader industrial education movement.
I have drawn freely on his work.
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by an aristocracy of political monopolists."

Parsons saw the city as the place

where the crisis of civilization would have to be faced.
The problem of the city is the problem of the
future, and the problem of the city is the problem
of mompoly. Diffusion is the ideal of civilization - diffusion of wealth and power, intelligence,
culture, and conscience.
Combination, integration, union are most excellent if their benefits
are justly distributed .1
.

.

.

The private monopolies were evil, in Parsons' view, because they did not
have "the development of manhood and the progress of civilization as their aim."
They selfishly exploited both natural resources and people.

Parsons acknowledged

that a few "monopolies" paid fair wages and gave fair treatment to their workers;
but in most cases, he felt,

'workers are no more to them than so many cogs in

the machinery of their power house."2

He concluded that the city could not be-

come a center of civilized life unless its heart, "the industrial machine," was
reformed to support human values - a position taken by other Settlement House
leaders like Robert Hunter and Jane Addams.

Parsons was ready to argue that

in the interest of progress toward "a more perfect democracy of self-government,"
the government must take over "ownership of industrial monopolies" and the

"people tmust} own the government.°
was dismayed

In the hard years of 1893-94, Parsons

by the callous attitude of businessmen toward the plight of the

unemployed.4 After the panic of 1893, he urged that

1

the unemployed be provided

Frank Parsons, The City for the People CPhiladelphia:
pp. 9-11.
2

3

C.F. Taylor, 1901)0

Ibid., pp. 94-104 et passim.
Ibid., pp. 94, 12.

4

Arthur Mann, Yankee Reformers in the Urban Age (Cambridge, Massachusetts:
Harvard University Press, 1954), p. 137.
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for by public works, making good roads, planting forests, digging canals, building ships, establishing schools, etc."
Parsons' awareness of the misery of the unemployed served to draw his attenHe complained in 1894 that the

tion to the problem of the urban children.

training of race horses and the care of sheep and chickens had been carried to
the highest degree of perfection, while "the education of a child, the choice
of his employment are left very largely to the ancient haphazard plan - the
struggle for existence and the survival of the fittest."'

He had become con-

vinced that reform of the city required not only a change in the underlying
economic structure, but specific services to help the individual find his way
in the urban maze.

Parsons' worries about slum-dwellers were marked by a mixture of compassion
and fear that characterized many middle-class reformers as they contemplated
the tides of immigrants from eastern and southern Europe.

He expressed the

urgent need for the Americanization of immigrants in statements with racist
overtones.

Further progress in tilt cities would be impossible, he said, if the

"heroic [Anglo-Saxon) blood.' of America were diluted by the "foul mixture of
serfhood .

.

. pouring in from Europe."2

While Parsons felt that masses of

uneducated, unassimilated /migrants were a hindrance to social and industrial
progress, he also believed that industrial monopolists exacerbated the problem
by exploiting newcomers in ways which delayed their development into effective
citizens.

1

Frank Parsons, Our Country's Neel (Boston:
p. 15.
2

RI C, P. 4.
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Arena Publishing Company, 1894),

Parsons thought the answer lay in adoption of a "philosophy of mutualism"
whose basic principle was "the ideal of mutual help which lay at the foundation
of family life."

Parsons envisioned the evolution of society to a point where

"man would labor out of love for society."'

Thus the "city of the people"

would be based on those kindlier virtues which progressives felt had characterized the pre-industrial era.

Whcn Parsons came to Boston after the turn of the century, he was attracted
to the work of the Civic Service House, located in the North End among Italian,
Polish, and Jewish immigrants.

The House had been founded in 1901, with the

cooperation of Lillian Wald and Meyer Bloomfield, and with the advice of Jane
Addams.

It became a center where university intellectuals could teach "culture"

and "discipline in the art of democratic association" to immigrant workers who
2

worked in the industries of Boston.

a.

The Boston Vocation Bureau

Parsons joined the Civic Center House in 1905.

He found people and re-

sources to support his growing interest in meeting the vocational needs of immigrants.

Parsons taught in the Breadwinners Institute, a vocational-cultural

school, at the House.

He was in constant communication with Boston reformers

who were leading the drive for industrial education:

Robert Woods, who became

temporary chairman of the Douglas Commission in 1906, and Lincoln Filene, the
reform businessman who introduced a profit-sharing plan for his employees and

1

Arthur Mann,

p. 133.

2

Robert A. Woods and Albert J. Kennedy, The Settlement Horizon (New York:
Russell Sage Foundation, 1922), pp. 108-112 et passim.
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was active in the work of the Douglas Commission and in N.S.P.I.E.1

Parsons began to have firsthand experiences with the school drop-outs Susan
Kingsbury had reported on in the Douglas Commission R:Iport.

He reported that

such children drifted from "one employment to another in an effort to make a
living, running an elevator in one place, marking tags in another, tending a

rivet machine, etc., spending years of time and energy in narrow specialization
and getting no adequate, comprehensive understanding of any business or industry."2
In trying to learn why children left school he found one simple explanation there were not'enough seats for more than one-third to one-fifth of the children
in grammar schools.

He concluded that "our cities evidently do not expect or

intend to educate the bulk of the boys and girls beyond the primaries."3

This

situation forced "the mass of children" into industries, to "specialize on narrow industrial lines."

Parsons' personal solution to this problem was to use his formidable energy
to create the Boston Vocation Bureau and to support the kind of industrial
education favored by social workers.

Three basic features were built into Parsons' program.

The first was self-

study by the individual job-seeker to help him identify his capacities, interests, resources, and limitations.

For this purpose, Parsons developed an

elaborate questionnaire -. "Personal Record and Self - Analysis" - to be completed

carefully and reviewed jointly by the applicant and his counselor.

The twenty

Arthur Mann, op. cit., p. 130.
Frank Parsons, "The Vocation Bureau," The Arena, Vol. 40, (September,
1908), pp. 180-181.
2

3

Ibid., pp. 7, 180-181.
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pages of items in the questionnaire reveal that Parsons was influenced by the
values of Horatio Alger as well as by utopian reform:

"Do you realize that

wages depend largely on the efficiency and productive value of workers?"

"Do

you cultivate smiles and laughter by right methods; not mechanically but at
the root, by cultivating the merry moods and friendly feelings that naturally
express themselves in smiles ?"

"Do you shake hands like a steam engine, or

a stick, or an icicle, or like a cordial friend?"

"Are your collars and cuffs

Caucasian?"1
The second step in Parsons' program was a systematic accumulation of occupational information.

Surveys were made of the job requirements of specific

industries, the work traits and skills desired, the conditions of work, and
the chances for worker advancement.

Parsons and his staff developed files of

data on hundreds of occupations, and carried on a heavy correspondence in behalf of clients or referred them to other placement agencies.

The third aspect of the program was the creation of a training program
for counselors to make them effective with clients and to inform them about
the world of work.

Parsons collaborated with the Boston Y.M.C.A. in the estab-

lishment of a school for training vocational counselors.
he repeated in many addresses was:

as approach which

"If you take up a line of work to which you

are adapted or can adapt yourself, you are likely to be happy and successful.
If a man loves his work and can do it well, he has laid the foundation for a
useful and happy life."2

Frank Parsons, ChoosinK a Vocation (Boston:
1909), pp. 24-46 et passim.
1

2

Frank Parsons, The Arena (July, 1908), p. 9.
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Houghton Mifflin Company,

Parsons believed that with the aid of this self-study program and the help
of a vocational counselor, the individual could make a rational choice about
his work, or the kind of additional education he needed.

The faith of progres-

sive reformers that science held the key to progress would be confirmed by the
substitution of "a scientific method of choosing a vocation" for irrational
and wasteful procedures.

Meyer Bloomfield, who became director of the Boston Vocation Bureau when
Parsons died in 1908, was willing to extend the social reconstruction of Parsons' work.

He made the startling recommendation that guidance include an

evaluation of the human satisfactions that could be found in various jobs.
While the authorities are given increasing resources to train their charges for the demands of
modern vocational life, should they not be likewise
empowered to deal with abuse and misapplication of
society's expensively trained product? A searching
evaluation of occupations must surely be undertaken.
The job, too, should be made to give an account
of itself. The desirable occupations must be studied and better prepared for; the dull and deadly
being classified in a rogue's gallery of their own.
Then.only can reciprocal purpose mark the relation
between employer and employee.'
.

.

WP

This radical suggestion did not get far.

Jesse Davis, a young pioneer of

vocational guidance in Michigan, set out to determine the suitability of jobs
for his young clients.

He knew that factory inspectors filed reports at the

state capital which included information on items like hours of work, accident
records, etc.

He reported that, "In my ignorance, I went to Lansing and as a

citizen of the state asked to see the inspectors' reports on industries in
Grand Rapids.

I was refused, as these reports were held strictly confidential."2

1

Meyer Bloomfield, The Vocational Guidance of Youth (Boston:
Mifflin Company, 1911), pp. 23-24.
2

Jesse B. Davis, The Saga of a Schoolmaster (Boston:
Press, 1956), p. 183.
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By a bit of finagling with his friend the Governor, Davis eventually attained
access to the records; but the general idea that jobs should be worthy of people seemed too preposterous to be taken seriously.
The Vocation Bureau became reality shortly before Parsons' death.

The

flexible rhetoric of progressivism was useful in winning broad-based community
cooperation.

Terms like "waste" and "efficiency" were emphasized, with the

knowledge that such words carried nuances of meaning that suited the divergent
persuasions of social reformers and business leaders alike.
In seeking support from the business community, Parsons described the pur-

pose of the Bureau as aimed at reducing
the percentage of inefficiency and change you may
experience in your working force, and the care it
entails in employment expense, waste of training
and low grade service. .
due to the haphazard
way by which young men and women drift into this
or that employment, with little or no regard to
adaptability, and without adequate preparation.]
The membership of his board reflected the wide range of support that marked
the industrial education movement itself.
siastic supporters.

Lincoln Filene was one of the enthu-

Joining him were J. Z. Richards, president of Boston Con-

solidated Gas Company; Paul Hanus of Harvard, chairman of the Douglas Commission;
F. P. Speare, educational director of the Y.M.C.A.; Mrs. Mary Morton Kehew,
president of the Women's Educational and Industrial Union; and John F. Tobin,
president of the Boot and Shoe Workers Union.
won early support from labor.

Parsons' work, incidentally,

The 1910 Mitchell Report described "vocational

guidance as the newest development in connection with industrial education" and
said:

1

Frank Parsons, Choosing a Vocation, p. 4.
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No more far-reaching piece of work has been
done to provide an insight into an intelligent
interest in trades than that accomplished by the
Vocation Bureau of Boston. The research studies
by the bureau on vocations, published in bulletin
form (on "The Machinist," "The Grocer," "The
Baker," etc.) supplies those interested with a
pen picture of the trades never before attempted.

Gradually leaders of the guidance movement saw that the problem of the
slums were too enormous to be handled by private means.

The year after Parsons

died, the Boston School Committee asked the Vocation Bureau for help in drawing
up a plan for a program of vocational guidance for public school students.

Parsons shared the conviction of Jane Addams that it would not be enough
merely to add vocational guidance to standard school programs.

He argued that

urban children were experiencing the evils of specialization that marked the
industrial society:

specialization either in the form of boring, irrelevant

"book work" in school, or in the narrowly specialized, routine work of industry.
Both experiences were mind-killing.
schooling:

What was needed was a reform of urban

Parsons wanted a new approach:

Book work should be balanced with industrial education; and working children should spend part time
in culture classes and industrial science. Society
-should make it possible for every boy and girl to
secure at least a high-school education and an in.dUstrial training at the same time.2
He argued for greatly extended work-study opportunities for all high school
students,

Some should have chances to work in the public water works, lighting,

or transportationvor other public services; others shoUld work with private

1

American Federation of Labor, Report of the Committee on Industrial Education, Senate Document No, 936, 62nd Congress, 2nd Session, Vol. 4 (Washington:
U.S. Printing Office, 1912), pp. 98, 100.
2

Frank Parsons, op. cit., pp. 161-162.

employers on the basis of agreements established between the schools and merchants and manufacturers, "so that no boy or girl shall be debarred from the
training of mind and hand, which is the rightful heritage of every child society
allows to be born into this complex and difficult world."1
Beyond that, Parsons argued for the modification of general methods of
education.

Schooling centered on passing examinations, he said, cheats youth

of adequate preparation for life and work - "the principal test should be the
successful performance of things that have to be done in daily life."

Schools

as presently organized, he argued, produce "good bookworms, sponges, absorbing
machines, but they do not know how to do things."

Urban children needed,

rather, "the powers of thought and verbal expression that come with general
culture," plus the chance to test their powers and expand their interests through
reel work in the institutions of their communities.

The problem of designing education that urban youth can find meaningful
has remained a dilemma.

Frank Parsons might not be surprised to observe educa-

tors, more than a half century later, discovering merit in his kinds of ideas,

B.

N.S.P.I.E. and Vocational Guidance
By the early 1900's, a number of educators had joined the attack on "book-

ish education." As we have seen, however, the drive to vocationalize schools
came chiefly from outside the ranks of educators; and the major instrument for
coordinating pressures on the schools was the National Society for the Promotion
of Industrial Education.

The Society's style is revealed in the role it played

in advancing the cause of vocational guidance.

1

Ibid., p. 162.
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The various elements of the industrial education movement gathered together
at the first meeting of N.S.P.I.E. in Chicago in 1908.

Frank A. Vanderlip,

Vice-President of the National City Bank of New York and a member of the first
had already stated the industrialists' fear

Board of Managers of
of German economic competition.

I have had a somewhat unusual opportunity to
study the underlying causes of the economic success
of Germany, and I am firmly convinced that the explanation of that progress can be encompassed in a
single word - schoolmaster. He is the great
corner-stone of Germany's remarkable commercial and
industrial success.
At the founding convention of N.S.P.I.E., Vanderlip had been in attendance
to hear the opening remarks of Charles. Eliot recommending that elementary
teachers sort pupils, out "by their evident or probable destinies."2

The first convention opened a harsh debate within N.S.P.I.E. over whether
to sponsor the dual school plan, or to work to include vocationalism within
the public school system.

The latter course of action gradually won majority

support; and the first formal move to induce public schools to offer vocational
guidance to students came at the 1910 convention in Boston.

Three powerful

members of N.S.P.I.E. - David Snedden, Massachusetts. Commissioner of Education,
Bernard J. Rothwell, President

of

the Boston Chamber of Commerce, and Frank

Thompson, Superintendent of the Boston Public Schools - met with Meyer Bloomfield of the Boston Vocation Bureau to plan the first National Conference on
Vocational Guidance.

1

National Education Association; Addresses and Proceedings; 1905, pp. 141-

144.
2

N.S.P.I.E. Bulletin No. 5, 1908, pp. 12-13.
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The conference was called for the three days prior to the N.S.P.I.E. meetings and the roster of people who spoke reads like a Who's Who of N.S.P.I.E.1
The speeches were cast in N.S.P.I.E.-style rhetoric and could have been recorded for replay at the convention that was to follow immediately.

There was

a consensus that vocational guidance and industrial education were related
facets of public school reform.

A planning committee was established, and a

second Vocational Guidarse conference was held in New York in 1912.
New York had been an active center of agitation for industrial education.
The Public Education Association had hired Alice Barrows in 1912 to conduct a
Vocational Education-Guidance Survey for. New York City.

This, together with

the famous Hanus survey of 1911-12 which charged New York schools with financial inefficiency

provided the base for the Public Education Association's

drive to introduce the Gary Plan into the public schools of the city.

Alice

Barrows reported to the second Vocational Guidance conference that what children
wanted was not guidance into jobs but guidance into training programs.

"The

kernel of truth in this popular movement for vocational guidance is the need
for vocational training for children."2

1

W. Richard Stephens of Indiana State University has been the first to
document this close connection between N.S.P.I.E. and the N.V.G.A. The account
which follows relies heavily on his work. Addresses were made by three of the
organizers of the conference, Snedden, Rothwell, and Bloomfield; and by others
such as Paul Hanus of Harvard, Susan Kingsbury, Robert A. Woods of the South
End House, Felix Adler of the Ethical Culture School, Professor Charles Richards,
Owen Lovejoy of the National Child Labor Committee, Frederick Fish, Boston
businessman and President of the Massachusetts Board of Education, and, as to
be expected, President Eliot of Harvard.
2

Sol Cohen, graressive and Urban School Reform, (New York: Bureau of
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1964) p. 74.
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A reporter for Survey, wrote that the great service of the conference was

that it brought into the open two conflicting views of how to handle the massive numbers of school drop-outs who were drifting from job to job.

One group

urged the establishment of "placement bureaus"; the other argued that the need
was to "reconstruct our system of education so that it will fit youth for the
work it will have to do."

The Survey reporter judged that the second method

elicited "wide-agreement," while "placement" was viewed primarily as a useful
way to get at

the desired facts about industry." 1

historian of vocational guidance, comments:

Richard Stephens, the

"Since it was the second method

that the powerful N.S.P.I.E. was thumping, it was no surprise to see it win

out eventually at the Grand Rapids meWng the next fall, 1913."2
An organizing committee of the Conference on Vocational Guidance decided
to accept Prosser's invitation to launch a guidance organization in conjunction with the 1913 N S P.I.E. meetings in Grand Rapids.
optimism at the 1912 meetings.

There was much

Prosser was elated because eight states had

recently enacted vocational education laws.

N.S.P.I.E. leaders rejoiced, too,

in the victory of Woodrow Wilson and his promise of the "New Freedom."

New

sources of support were foreseen; and the possibility of coordinating vocational guidance with industrial education, a long-time hope of vocational
leaders, seemed within reach.

At the guidance wing of the 1913 meetings, some delegates wanted the new
Vocational Guidance Association to affiliate directly with N.S.P.I.E. or the
N P.A.

They were over-ruled, however, end the decision was made to start a

separate organization.

1

Winthrop Lane, Survey (November, 1912), pp. 225-226.

2

Richard Stephens, Social Reform and the Dawn of Guidance (Terre Haute,
Indiana State University, 1968), p. 52.
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This resistance to direct affiliation with established organizations reflected the fact that the vocational guidance movement contained perhaps even
greater diversity of support than did N.S.P.I.E.

A group whose major alle-

giance was to the N.E.A. was sceptical about being tied too closely to N.S.P.I.E.
Still others in the guidance movement came from within the ranks of industry
and stressed the placement aspect of guidance.
There was a sizable grsup of non-educators among the speakers at the
joint meeting of N.S.P.I.E. and the National Vocational Guidance Association
at Grand Rapids in 1913.

A number of the prominent speakers, for instance,

represented the humanitarian wing of progressivism.

Ida Tarbell, queen of the

muckrakers, told the joint convention of the "average girl's" need for industrial training - "training in the domestic industries."

She forcefully argued
Prior to

the case for including girls in the industrial education movement.

industrialism, she. said, "home industry" (canning, sewing, textile-work, gar-

dening, etc.) had been an important aspect of the American economy.

.

When fam-

ilies mowd to the cities, however, new complexities in handling health and
child-rearing arose.

Also many women were taking employment in industry,

where they were often exploited more than any other group.

Ida Tarbell pointed

out that forty-five million women "do house-keeping," maintain a family, and
conduct financial transactions.

She argued that the role of housewife was a

"scientific business for which one can be trained as for any other business."

N.S.P.I.E., she said, could "do no greater service to women

.

.

.

than to throw

all its influence to dignifying and elevating the domestic industries.
words and those of her women colleagues did not fall on deaf ears.

0

Her

The

1

Ida Tarbell, "What Industrial Training Should We Give the Average Girl,"
N.S.P.I.E. Proceedings, 1915, pp. 132-135.
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introduction and expansion of home economics and domestic science was included
within the industrial education reform movement.
Owen R. Lovejoy, Secretary of the National Child Labor Committee, told
the convention that both industries and schools needed to be reformed before
children could experience the "Promise of America" of which Herbert Croly had
written.

He said that schools needed to introduce programs of vocational guid-

ance which would "analyze our industries and train our youth to distinguish
between a 'vocation' and a 'job'."

who said "Here are

he jobs:

He criticized the "captains of industry"

what kind of children have you to offer.'"

Educators and guidance personnel must reverse the inquiry, said Lovejoy, and
ask, "'Here are your children; what kind of industry have you to offer,'"1

He

recognized also that schools needed to provide each child with a "conception
of his industrial obligations and opportunities," a change which would infuse
the entire curriculum "through and through with the meaning, the history, the
possibilities of vocation."2
This latter theme was repeated by George Herbert Mead of the Chicago
reform group.

He interpreted the demands for vocational education and guidance

as evidence as a general trend to relate the work of the schools more directly
to the family, community, and industry.

This new trend might help schools to

overcome their tendency to retreat into academism.

Mead's test of a vital

education was whether it helped students cope effectively with urbanindustrial
realities.

He joined John Dewey at the 1913 meetings in opposing the tempta-

tion to establish separate vocational school systems.

1

The real issue, as

Owen R. Lovejoy, "Vocational Guidance and Child Labor," U.S. Bureau of
Education Bulletin, No. 14, (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1914),
p. 13.
2

Ibid.
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Dewey and Mead saw it, was whether vocational-technological studies could be
added to public education in such a form as to provide insight into the realities and value issues of the industrial society, or whether vocational studies
would merely become training programs to serve industry.

"A democratic educa-

tion must hold together the boys and girls of the whole community; it must
give them the common education that all should receive, so diversifying its
work that the needs of each group may be met within the institution whose care
and generous ideals shall permeate the specialized courses, while the more
academic schooling may be vivified by the vocational motive that gives needed
impulse to study which may be otherwise, or even deadening.
Professor Frank Leavitt of the University of Chicago, who was to become
the first President of the N.V.G.A., restated the value choice which had to
be confronted.

It is possible, said Leavitt, to think of vocational education

as having for its purpose "the salvation of our industrial system and the
maintenance of our commercial supremacy," while vocational guidance may have
as its chief purpose "the salvation of lives and the ideals of the nation's

workers." Although the two are not necessarily antagonistic, he continued,
the differences in emphasis may be very real.

He supported Lovejoy's argument

that vocational guidance workers needed to study industries from the point of
view of whether or not they werestood for children."
out in a comprehensive

Such studies, "if carried

purposeful and scientific way, may force upon industry

many modifications which will be good not only for the children but equally
for the industry." Vocational guidance will not hesitate to make such demands

1

George Herbert Head, "The Larger Educational Bearings of Vocational Guidance," U.S. Bureau of Education Bulletin, No. 14, (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1914), p. 17.
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just because an industry is rich and powerful, Leavitt added.

"Why should we

hesitate to lay hands on industry in the name of education when we have already laid hands on the school in the name of industry ? "1

The "Chicago school" - Mead, Dewey, and Leavitt - brought the perspective
of democratic philosophy to the discussion of vocational guidance.

Leonard P.

Ayres, Director of the Educational Division of the Russel Sage Foundation,
rejected such ideological talk and insisted that guidance programs should derive their goals from a study of the objective facts about American schools
and industries.

Ayres reported on a series of studies he had conducted with "the object
of finding a fact basis of some of our thinking."
items as:

His facts revealed such

(1) Thirteen year-old boys were distributed over many grades, in-

cluding second and third grades.

Educators should talk more about level of

educational accomplishment than about the ages of children when deciding who
was ready for work.

(2)

Only one family in six was living in the city where

the child was born, a fact which pointed to the mobility of families in industrial society.

Ayres said this raised questions about the justifiability of

planning vocational programs in terms of the needs of local industries.

Ameri-

can problems, he pointed out, were becoming more and more national in scope.
This fact was not lost on N.S.P.I,E. leaders as they began their serious drive
for federal support.

(3)

Industries could be divided into different cate-

gories for purposes of planning vocational education and guidance programs.
Ayres reported that certain "constant occupations" could be found in every

Frank M. Leavitt, "How Shall We Study the Industries for the Purposes of
Vocation Guidance," U.S. Bureau of Education Bulletin, No. 14 (Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1914), pp. 79-81.

.
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community.

Every town needs barbers, for example; and Ayres !Found that in the

The working condi-

average city of 50,000, 150 barbers would be needed.

(4)

tions of industries could and should be ascertained.

Thus Ayres reported on

wage rates, annual unemployment, and death rates for various occupations.
Ayres drove home his point:

"If we are to engage in vocational guidance, our

first and greatest need is a basis of fact for our own guidance."1
It is clear that N.S.P.I.E. took a leading part in working for the inclusion of guidance programs in the public school system.

It is clear, too, that

the question of whether guidance should'be envisaged primarily as an efficient
aid to industry, or whether it should be viewed as a force for reform of both
industry and education reflected the differences in value orientation within
the larger industrial education movement.

C.

Vocational Guidance in Industry: The Employment Managers Association
and the National Association of Corporation Schools

The N.V.G.A. committed itself to promoting guidance programs in the public
schools, but it had important relations with industry, too.

Industrialists

had interests which bore little relation to the "reform of work" cherished by
humanitarian progressives.

In order to understand how guidance was related to

the needs of industry and education we shall have to look briefly at the rise
of two new organizations:

The Employment Managers Association (E.M.A.) and

the National Association of Corporation Schools (N.A.C.S.).2

1

Leonard P. Ayres, "Studies in Occupations," U.S. Bureau of Education
Bulletin, No. 14 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1914),
PP. 27-30.
2

For a general account of these organizations, see W. Richard Stephens,
Social Reform and the Dawn of Guidance (Terre Haute: Indiana State University,
1968), pp. 61-66.
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1.

The Employment Managers Association

When Meyer Bloomfield took over the Boston Vocation Bureau in 1909, he
was instrumental in having a study made of two hundred leading establishments
in business, industry, and professional services.'
Lincoln Filene said that the results of the study showed that the best
efforts of the Bureau and the schools were being undermined because employers
did "not recognize the underlying principles of fair conditions of employment,"
nor did they know how to give training and guidance to help indiViduals to
better jobs.

It was necessary, then,to attempt reforms through organizing the

employment managers.2
In 1913, the year the N.V.G.A. was formed, Meyer Bloomfield called the
founding meeting of the Employment Managers Association.

Bloomfield saw this

organization as the third phase of the vocational reform movement:
In the creation of the E.M.A., a new agency
for vocational help has come into being and it
is of the utmost importance to workers in the
field of vocational education (N.S.P.I.E.) and
vocational guidance ( N.V.G.A.) to watch the activities of the employment officials (E.M.A.) and
enlist them in the common task of starting young
people in the work they should be doing under
conditions that will make employment mean growth
as well as wages.3
At the founding convention, apart from employment managers from various
American businesses, the speakers included the usual vocationalists:

Charles

1

Meyer Bloomfield, "The New Profession of Handling Men," in Daniel Bloomfield (ed.), Selected Articles on Employment Management (New York: The H.W.
Wilson Company, 1920), p. 33.
2

Vocational Guidance
Bureau of Vocational Guidance:
University. December, 1925, pp. 121-122.
3

Vocational Guidance Bulletin, October
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1916; p. 2.

Harvard

Prosser, William Redfield, former President of N.S.P.I.E. and now Secretary of
Commerce, Lincoln Filene, and Meyer Bloomfield.
The speeches of employment managers reflected their awareness of the growing complexity of the hiring, training, and promoting of personnel, and a new
level of interest in the discontents of workers.

must go to school again

.

.

.

As Bloomfield put it, "we

to find out what the workingman in the twentieth

century is going to demand as his price for being efficient, for being loyal;
to find out what the community is going to demand, before it bestows success
on an enterprise.

Some of the speakers agreed with the Bloomfield-Filene

position that employers needed to coordinate their hiring, training, and promotion policies with the efforts of the schools, and that enlightened self
interest now required employers to think seriously about worker satisfaction.

As Meyer Bloomfield put it, to get "team play" in industry requires "the same
scientific study that has so far been given to cost keeping, factory management,,and the other devices which have dealt with machines, with management,
and, too, incidentally, with men. "2

When Mr. George Bundy, employment manager of the Ford Motor Company, got

up to speak he wasted no words on altruistic motivations but spoke enthusiastically about new techniques and cost-cutting techniques in employee relations.

He reported that the Ford Company had at one time conducted personal interviews
with every applicant.

Recently, however, the number of job seekers had "got

so large that we had to turn the hose on them to keep the crowd from breaking

1

Meyer Bloomfield, "The Aim and Work of Employment Managers Associations,"
N.S.P.I.E. Proceedings, 1916, Appendix: Proceedings of Employment Managers
Conference, p. 44.
2

Ibid.
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in one side of the building. "1

To avoid such embarrassments, the company had

decided to do all hiring through form applications.

Bundy's speech consisted

of an elaborate description of the variety of forms which had been developed,
together with an exposition of the suitability of the form system to the needs
of the plant.

Something of the new style of employer-employee relations was

reflected in the postal card which was sent automatically to each applicant.
"In response to your recent inquiry, we regret to advise that we can offer you
no encouragement, as there are no vacancies in our factory at present, but
will file your application and notify you later should we have a position to
offer you.

102

This card dampened anticipations, Bundy said, and served to

avoid diSapPointments.

The war disrupted Bloomfield's efforts to sponsor close working relations
between the'E.M.A. and the National Vocational Guidance Association.. After
the war, the N.V.G.A. seems to have lost active contact with its E.M.A. colleagues and returned to its focus on guidance in the schools.

2.

The National Association of Corporation Schools (N.A.C.S.)

While the vocational education and guidance reform groups were building
a network of collaborations between the schools and industries, another organization appeared which was designed specifically to promote training and guidance in the interests of the largest corporations.

A number of very large

industries had begun to establish their own training schools after about 1905.
In 1913, several of them came together to form the National Association of

1
George Bundy, "Work of the Employment Department of the Ford Motor Co.,"
N.S.P.I.E. Proceedings, 1916, Appendix, p. 63.

2

Ibid.
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Corporation Schools.

Companies such as the New York Edison, National Cash

Register, Tide Water Oil, Westinghouse, General Electric, and the Pennsylvania
Railroad, expressed disenchantment with the efforts to have "our educational
system .

.

brought into some correlation with the business world."

The

people best qualified to effect a relationship between training and industry,

they decided, were the industrialists themselves) The corporation school,
argued one spokesman for big business, would take the education of the workmen
out of the "hands of the trade unions, the hands of the Industrial Workers of
the World, and the Socialist Party," and put it into the hands of industry,
thus yielding "the highest kind of insurance that any industrial corporation
can have

"

Corporation schools could play a role in the "gradual demo-

cratization of industry," by educating men "so that they can handle the privileges which are to come to them through this idea of democracy."

Schools run

by corporations would know best how to teach workers their responsibilities in
a democracy.

Industry, he said, knew how such education could be "handled

with the proper conservatism and power, and correct point of view, better than
it&oulcilbe done from any other source."2

The members of N.A.C.S. had many interests in education and were developing sophisticated training programs.

Programs at one level were designed to

prepare college graduates and the most skilled technical workers for managerial
positions:
shops.

industrial theory was combined with guided experiences in the

At another level, apprenticeship schools were established in which

National Association of Corporation Schools. Proceedings, 1914, pp. 341Minutes of the Meeting for Organizing N.A.C.S., held at New York University, January 24, 1913.
1

344.

2

N.A.C.S. Proceedings, 1914, pp. 350-352.
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students were taught basic subjects related to the mechanical skills needed in
the factory.

Finally, basic education programs were established for immigrants

and the growing number of uneducated Negroes from the south.

Literacy train-

ing was combined with instruction related to health, safety, and work procedures.

For the immigrants, a heavy stress was placed on Americanization to

offset "possible menaces to the factory and national security."

j

Generally, N.A.C.S. remained uninvolved in attempts to incorporate industrial training into the public schools and paid little attention even to the
efforts to enact

Smith-Hughes.

The attitude of these industrial giants re-

ti

flected both supreme confidence in their own ability to handle their training
needs) and skepticism about public school capabilities.

Thomas E. Donnelly of
v.

the Lakeside Press of Chicago, for example, argued for private rather than
public school industrial education.

His company took boys at fourteen and put

them into apprenticeship instruction for six and one half years.

Donnelly

maintained that all the talk of N.S.P.I.E.-type vocationalists was only a "dream
of the schoolmaster and the professional or dilettante social reformer."2

The

American school system, unlike that of Germany, was "democratic" and therefore
"politics ridden," subject to pressures from groups like organized labor.
Corporations would be better off, said Donnelly) running their own schools
tailored to their own needs.

Some N.A.C.S. members supported public school

vocationaliam but the largest corporations, wealthy enough to by-pass the public
schools, felt there were advantages to taking fourteen year-old workers and
training them in company schools which served their specific needs.

1

Albert James Beatty, Corporation Schools (Bloomington:
Press, 1918), pp. 44 ff.

As

Indiana University

2
Thomas E. Donnelly) "Some Problems of Apprenticeship Schools," N.A.C.S.
Papers, I, 1913, p. 131. See alsoBereniceFisher, Industrial Education, pp.

110-114.
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Donnelly put it, "We look upon our school as a means of training our future
factory organization."

Corporation training programs thus became an important element in the
total educational effort to :make the industrial system function.

In concept,

these programs reflected the ideas of early N.A.M. leaders who supported private schools run by industrialists.

The dramatic expansion of such schools

waited until the demands of World War II forced industries to re-examine training programs.

Corporation training programs have been expanding rapidly ever

since, although they remain a relatively unstudied aspect of the American
educational effort.1

1

See, Harold F. Clark and Harold S. Sloan, Classrooms in the Factories
(Rutherford, New Jersey, Institute of Research, Fairleigh Dickinson University,
1958).
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CHAPTER VI
THE NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION TAKES A POSITION

The National Education Association was forced to stir under the pressure
of the vocationalists.

major committees:

It made a direct response in 1912 by appointing two

the Committee on Vocational Education and Vocational

Guidance, and its more famous Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary
Education (CASE).

These steps signalled the end of the N.E.A.'s first round

of efforts (begun in the nineties) to make the school system answer the needs
of urban America.

The expansion of industrialism called now for common school

change of a different order.

In retrospect we can see that the earlier reforms had served primarily
the needs of those who would assume technical and administrative roles in the
corporate bureaucracies.

This was accomplished by instituting measures to

assure to the ambitious an easier transition from the public schools to the
rapidly growing colleges and universities.

This move bore with it the happy

assumption that what would best serve those who aspired to higher education
would automatically serve all others as well.
The free public high school had been a relatively rare phenomenon before

the Civil War; yet by 1890, after a forceful secondary school expansion in
the '80s, the U.S. Commissioner of Education reported a count of 2,556 high
schools.

The phenomenon of at least a doubling of the high school population

each decade had begun.

A concomitant development, with acceleration in the

'90s, was the proliferation of professional training programs in American
universities into such areas as agriculture, forestry, engineering, commerce,
social work, and education.
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The means to educate those who would lead and manage more complex institutions were being created.

The problem, clearly identified by Harvard':

President Charles Eliot in an address to the N.E.A. in 1890, was that the

pell-mell growth of the public schools was occurring in the absence of any
orderly system of education.

In the absence of rational coordination of the

different school levels, expansion was leading to chaos rather than to progress.

The N.E.A. responded to this situation in 1892 by appointing its

"Committee of Ten," headed by Eliot, to explore the problem of the articulation of high schools and colleges.

The classical tradition, with its

simple assumption that the proper task of secondary schools was to teach
Latin and Greek to youhg genzlemen headed for the colleges, was in disarray.

The high schools, yielding to demands of its urban clientele, were adding a
variety of new courses--natural sciences, "scientific engineering," modern
languages, "commercial English," manual training.

The colleges and

universities, caught between a tendency to cling to old norms and the
inclination to add new programs, were unsure about proper admissions procedures.

Both high school and college officials were bewildered about college

preparatory programs.

As the nineteenth century drew to a close, a series of steps were taken
in an attempt to end this confusion.

Eliot's Committee of Ten recommended

first that nine high school courses should be considered as equivalent in
value for college admission:

Latin, Greek, English, modern foreign languages,

mathematics, physical science, natural history, history, and geography.

Col-

leges were urged to admit students .4ho had followed programs based on some
combination of these nine subjects.

With college Admission as the prize,

high schools were thus encouraged to restrict their programs to these nine
subject areas.
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Ordering of the system progressed further with the establishment of the

College Entrance Examination Bard (CEEB) in 1900 and of the "Carnegie Unit"
method of educational bookkeeping in 1909.

The College Entrance Examination

Board was instituted through the leadership of Nicholas Murray Butler, the
energetic President of Columbia University.

In consultation with Eliot, the

C.E.E.B. created a series of standard tests on subjects very similar to those
that had been recommended by the Committee of Ten.

The Carnegie Foundation

gave additional support to the Credit structure when, in 1909, it agreed to
institute pension plans to Colleges which met standards specified by the
Foundation.

One of these was that colleges should admit only those students

who had finished a standard high school course.

Such a course was defined

as one which consisted of sixteen units of 120 class hours in one subject
each.

The Foundation Trustees, furthermore, indicated their approval of the

subjects for which the C.E.E.B. had prepared examinations.

The high schools

quickly responded to pressures from the colleges by agreeing to measure the

work of their students in terms of "Carnegie Units."
The aim of these weighty efforts had been to provide a blueprint for
American high school programs.

The initiative had been taken by leaders of

higher education who assumed that measures which would efficiently coordinate

high schools with colleges would ipso facto result in the right programs for
all high school students.

Yet, as Henry Perkinson pointed out, "...in spite

of all that prestige and power--by 1920 only a minority of high school students followed the program of studies proposed by the Committee of Ten."1

1

Henry J. Perkinson, The Imperfect Panacea: American Faith in Education,
1865-1965 (New York: Random House, 1968), p. 137.
See Chapter 4 for an
insightful account.
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The actions taken had reduced confusion and had created opportunities
for those who wished to prepare for both the old and the new professions.

The Committee of Ten rationale, however, lacked relevance for the mass of
students who were preparing to enter business and industry directly from
school.

Both these students and their employers began to sense that the

educational system was offering training that furthered economic opportunity
for technicians and administrators but was failing to provide comparable programs for people below those levels.

Such feelings brought businessmen

together with laborers in a common complaint against "bookish education"
and outdated, impractical school masters.

Faced with these criticisms, the educators could either stand pat, engage
in a thoroughgoing vocationalizing of the school system, or try to find a
compromise.

The majority probably would have preferred to maintain the

status 212.

The pain of institutional change is not eagerly embraced.

Events, however, ruled out inaction as a real choice.

Other educators were

ready to accept the gospel of vocationalism according to N.S.P.I.E.

They

sensed that America had become a corporate-bureaucratic society and that
people had to find their places in a hierarchically ordered system.
Eliot phrased the point aptly:

Charles

"We must get rid of the notion that some of

us were brought up on, that a Yankee can turn his hand to anything.

He cannot

in this modern wet.ld; he positively cannot."'

Advocates of the social efficiency philosophy wanted simply to tool up
the system for effective performance at all levels.

If each individual made

his little corner hum, everyone would benefit from a higher standard of living.

1

N.S.P.I.E. Proceedinga, 1908, Part I, Bulletin No. 5, p. 9.
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The obvious model to copy was the German one, in which a hierarchy of schools
had been designed to serve the needs of the economic system.
willing to follow N.S.P.I.E. where its logic pointed:

Some were

the creation of a dual

educational system and an efficient career-sorting arrangement based upon
scientific vocational guidance programs.
For most educators, however, such a medicine was too strong to swallow.
For one thing, it seemed outrageously at odds with the common school ideal,
with its promise of producing socially mobile, self-reliant, involved citizens
rather than compliant hired hands.
The move then was toward compromi-le, one which would reconcile the con-

flicting desires for efficiency and economic welfare with those for selfrealization and democratic citizenship.

In the work of the two committees

appointed by the N.E.A. in 1912, one can see both the conflicts and attempts
to resolve them.

A.

The N.E.A. Committee on Vocational Education and
Vocational Guidance

The Committee on Vocational Education and Vocational Guidance clearly
bore the marks of the influence of N.S.P.I.E.

Its ten members included

Charles Prosser, Executive Director and chief lobbyist of N.S.P.I.E., David
Snedden, Lincoln Filene, and Owen Lovejoy.

The Chairman was Frank Leavitt,

who had been first President of the National Vocational Guidance Association.
The Committee took its job to be one of selling the virtues of vocational
guidance programs to the city school systems.
1916.

It issued its major report in

The Committee attended joint meetings of N.S.P.I.E. and N.V.G.A. in

1913 and 1914; and in 1915, it was invited to present a report to the influ-
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ential N.E.A. Department of Superintendence.'

The general conversion of

N.E.A. leaders between 1910 and 1915 to the doctrines of business efficiency
in administration made them receptive to the case for vocational guidance.
The relationship was not harmed by the appearance in 1915 of a N.S.P.I.S.
survey on Minneapolis schools where the Superintendent was the powerful
Frank Spaulding.

Spaulding's Department of Attendance and Vocational

Guidance was awarded special commendation.

Bloomfield of the N.S.P.I.E. sur-

vey team called it-a "wonderful example of complete community cooperation" and
an exemplary "scheme of guidance, training, employment, and starting in life."

2

In the N.E.A. Committee's 1916 final report,3 David Snedden wrote a
chapter which defined vocational education and guidance with examples from
school practice; Charles Prosser told how N.S.P.I.E. had used school surveys
to produce vocational reforms; and Bloomfield wrote a chapter wLich outlined
a rationale to justify guidance programs.

He noted the importance of the

criterion of "efficiency" and described how vocational education and guidance
were directly concerned with conserving natural and human resources.

They

were aimed at reducing that most costly waste, the "drifting from school to
work, and from job to job."

The way to reduce the waste, Bloomfield said,

was to introduce vocational training opportunities, especially in "prevocational
schools (Junior High Schools), which...will become self-discovery schools, and as
such afford young people and their teachers a most important basis for vocational
guidance."

He concluded by saying that "efficiency in living life as a whole, as

1

See Vocational Guidance Bulletin, March, 1916, p. 1. For a general
account of these relationships, see Richard Stephens, Social Reform and the
Dawn of Guidance (Terre Haute: Indiana State University, 1968).
2

N.S.P.I.E. Proceedings, 1917, Appendix, p. 43.

3

U. S. Bureau of Education, Bulletin, "Vocational Secondary Education,"
1916, No. 21.
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well as efficiency at work, is the goal of the vocational education movement in
education."

Returning to the theme of his mentor, Frank Parsons, Bloomfield

added, "vocational guidance aims to lay down the specifications for a life
career, vocational education, to supply the best methods for working them
out; and if the messages of these enterprises is heeded in the occupations,
we may expect employment to be a period of consummating the labors of the

school."' The new system might, after all, become the means for realizing
an old dream.

B.

The N.E.A. Commission on Reorganizing Secondary Education (CRSE)

The major N.E.A. effort to rethink the program of the public schools was
represented in its Committee on Reorganizing Secondary Education (CRSE), which
produced the famous "Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education" statement in
1918.

2

The Committee's chairman was Clarence Kingsley, who in 1912 had just

been selected by David Snedden, Massachusetts Commissioner of Education, to
be the High School Agent of the State.

Snedden was looking for someone to

help Prosser and himself reorganize the high schools along vocational lines.3
Kingsley and his Committee, to the dismay of Dr. Snedden, backed away
from seizing the opportunity of his N.E.A.
victory for vocationalism.

appointment to win a national

Instead, the Final Report extrapolated themes

from the old common school ideal and recommended them as the basis for a new

1

Meyer Bloomfield, in U.S. Bureau of Education Bulletin (1916), pp. 118129 et passim.
2

Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education: A Report of the Commission
on the Reorganization of Secondary Education, N.E.A., U.S. Bureau of Education,
1918, No. 35.
3

See Walter H. Drost, David Snedden and Education for Social Efficiency
University of Wisconsin Press, 1967), pp. 120-126.

(Madison:
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The keynote of the Report

universal secondary school for "all the people."

was a contention that the high school should abandon its traditional attach-

ment to the colleges and become a secondary extension of the elementary common
school.

Its programs should meet the "real life" needs of all youth rather

than cater to the minority that was college-bound.

America's high schools

should be rededicated to the old ideal of equalizing opportunities and of
instilling common loyalties and commitments in young Americans from all backgrounds.

The Report was an example of the progressive yearning to sustain

values of democracy and community under conditions of corporatism and megalopolitan living.

The means for reconstituting the high schools was to be found in a new
principal for planning the curriculum.

Instead of following the academic

disciplines so favored by the colleges, the new high schools should offer
studies designed to help the great majority face the problems of living.

The

"seven cardinal principles" identified the goals for survival and social adjustment which should provide the common core of study for all:

(1) health, (2) com-

mand of fundamental processes, (3) worthy home membership, (4) vocation, (5) citizenship, (6) worthy use of leisure time, and (7) ethical character.

Thus the

schoolmen repudiated their earlier preoccupation with articulating lower school

work to the demands of the universities--the main concern of the Committee of
Ten.

Now they were advocating an education that would help the young adjust

to life.

The CRSE Report recommended that American communities establish comprehensive secondary schools.

The goal of the vocationalists - -t3 create separate

types of high schools--was repudiated.

Instead, the CRSE Commission promised

that class divisiveness would be countered by bringing together the young from
all classes under the roof of one high school.
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Teachers would be committed to

These

the goals of the seven cardinal principles in the total school program.

principles would pervade the various subjects, especially certain common studies
like English and social studies.

All students would participate in common

activities such as sports, assembly programs, and student government.

The

result would be that students would "become friendly with pupils pursuing
other curriculums and having educational goals widely different from their own."1
The comprehensive high school idea was an effort to secure the best of two
worlds.

On the one hand, it recommended a program of common learnings based on

the cardinal principles to assure democratic "equality" and "cultural unity";
on the other hand, it promised separate courses--college preparatory, vocational,
and general--to meet the economic needs of skill training and career sorting.

It was an ingenious rationale, but it turned out to be easier to verbalize
the objectives than to implement them.

In time, the comprehensive high school

idea became a disappointment both to the vocationalists and to those who hoped
for schools which would provide authentic educative experiences for all.

The vocationalists had their doubts about the comprehensive idea from
the beginning.

The CRSE Report had little to say about specific trade training

programs so dear to the hearts of the vocational educators.
been placed on a par with six other cardinal principles.

"Vocation" had

Observing these

developments, David Snedden felt impelled to remark that "in spite of its
insistence to the contrary, it is hard to believe that the Committee (CRSE)
is genuinely interested in any vocational education that can meet the economic
tests of our times."2

Kingsley "replied with vigor" to the misgivings of his

1

For an insightful account of the work of the CRSE Commission and related
developments, see Perkinson, a. cit., Chapter 3 "Economic noportunities and
the Schools."
2

See Edward A. Krug, The Shaping of the American High School (New York:
Harper and Row, 1964), p. 395.
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erstwhile boss.

He mcintained that the new comprehensive high schools would

be prepared to give real vocational education, according to community needs,
in addition to academic programs.

But Snedden's instincts were sound.

There

were basic differences in orientation between "true vocationalists" and advocates of the comprehensive high school.

After World War I, the split widened

and the two groups moved of in separate directions more often than not.
It also turned ott to be an illusion to think that educators alone could
create genuine and vital comprehensive high schools.

The vision of a demo-

cratic, humanistic education for all would be destroyed as opposing forces from
the larger society.pressed in.

Social class and race divisiveness,. and the

hierarchical skill and status differentiations of the corporate bureaucracies
exerted powerful counter effects upon the schools.
Fifty years after the release of the CRSE Report, it had become clear
what kinds of communities the American people would create in the century of
technology and urbanism.

The configurations of megalopolitan society, in the

main, made a mockery of the hope of realizing the comprehensive school ideal.
Studies of several generations of class structure in American communities
showed that housing patterns roughly reflected status in the income-job structure of the corporate economy.

The picture has become thoroughly familiar:

blacks concentrated in the decaying inner-city ghettoes, together with poor
whites from submarginal farm areas and aged pensioners; beyond the city
boundaries, the white suburban housing developments--frame box, cape-cod,
ranch-style, split level, and exurban manors.

When these housing patterns

were combined with the neighborhood school heritage, a basic assumption of
the comprehensive school--that children from all backgrounds would study
together--was vitiated.
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While the comprehensive school ideal received increasing attention between
1910 and 1920, many administrators were willing to accept the fact that neighborhoods tended to be inhabited by people of siLiilar social rank.

ElluJod

Cubberly, for example, advocated that the programs of neighborhood elementary
schools should be tailored to fit the socio-economic status of the area.

One

of the earliest and most candid arguments for this idea was made by Superintendent Elson of Cleveland in 1910.

It is obvious that the educational needs of children in a
district where the streets are well paved and clean, where
the homes are spacious and surrounded by lawns and trees,
where the language of the child's playfellows is pure, and
where life in general is permeated with the spirit and ideals
of America--it is obvious that the educational needs of such
a child are radically different fram those of a child who
lives in a foreign and tenement section.'

The congruence between social class and the quality of school experience
became a dominant fact.

There were still, however, the small towns, middle-sized cities, and
border areas of the big cities and suburbias where socially mixed living
patterns were in effect.

In such areas, the conditions for comprehensive

schools existed, as children from different backgrounds met daily in schools.
Processes operated even in these schools, however, to assure social class
divisions.

The system of ability tracking and differentiated courses--general,

commercial, trade, and "college prep"--was supplemented by school counseling
to keep most children in the same track their parents had been in.

Henry

Perkinson, in The Great Panacea, summed up the findings of decades of research

1

Elson and Backman, Educational Review, XXXIX, 357-59, quoted in Sol Cohen,
"The Industrial Education Movement, 1906-1917," The American Quarterly, Spring,
1968, 95-110.
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on American communities.
Study after study of the American schools revealed that
they failed to equalize; they merely sorted and selected
students for different careers, different ways of life.
In their study of a typical town first in the twenties
and then again in the thirties, Robert and Helen Lynd
reported that the school system of Middletown sorted out
children for different careers....In the fifties, Patricia
Sexton found that the schools still failed to equalize
children. Focusing on "Big City," a large midwestern
city, she charted the "inequalities of opportunity in
the public schools." She discovered that in the high
schools the children from low-income families were
almost completely separated from children from highincome families. Children from each group tended to
take different programs. When they took the same
courses, the upper income students were sorted intr
the higher ability sections of these courses.'
The truth is not served by over-simplification.

The tremendously produc-

tive business and industrial system did raise the general standards of living
for most Americans.

Comprehensive schools did function, and many young people

had experiences in school which enabled them to realize their potential and
improve their social standing.

The majority in the United States were able

to enjoy the creature comforts of middle-class life by 1970--only to discover,
ironically, that they might be poisoned Ly the pollution engendered in producing the plethora of goods.

Meanwhile, racism and poverty which shut out

millions from the general prosperity became more shameful as they became leas
excusable. 'The price paid was the burning of American cities in the '60s.

American teachers were reluctant to admit that schools had assumed a
critical career-sorting function.

The educational literature continued to

speak of the common school as a "great equalizer" even though daily practice
belled it.

1

Perkinson, 22. cit., 149 -150.
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One could argue that teachers were blatantly hypocritical.

On the other

hand, it is also possible that, like other Americans, teachers had a strong
need to cling to the democratic ideal; but even as they made moves to act
consistently with it, they were met by counter pressures from a technological
system which fostered hierarchical differentiations and specializations.

It

was too painful to admit the discrepancies.'
Only as American society has threatened to disintegrate under the stresses
of population explosion, pollution, racism, and overseas adventurism, has it
become apparent how much we have lost of the substance of democratic, humanistic
values.

We are now in the testing time to find out if they can be recovered at

all under the circumstances of twentieth century life.

The debate over the

creation of the comprehensive school reveals the tension between the drives
for democratic processes and the career-sorting, efficiency demands of technocracy.

C.

Comprehensive Junior and Senior High Schools

The Cardinal Principles Report began by saying, "It is the ideal of democracy that the individual and society may find fulfillment each in the other.

Democracy sanctions neither the exploitation of the individual by society nor

the disregard of the interests of the society by the individual."2 "This
ideal," the report added, "demands...a high level of efficiency;...and those
forms of social service in which the individual's personality may develop and
become more effective."

3

Vocational studies were placed under the aegis of

1

Vintage Books,
Jacques Ellul in The Technological Society, (New York:
Random House, 1967) underscores the forces of the system on all advanced
societies whether they be capitalist, socialist or communist.
2

National Education Association, Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education:
A Report of the Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary Education, U.S.
Bureau of Education Bulletin, 1918, No. 35, p. 9.
3

Ibid.
--
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the public high school,

It is only as the pupil sees his vocation in relation to his citizenship and his citizenship in the light
of his vocation that he will be prepared for effective
membership in an industrial democracy. Consequently,
this commission enters its protest against any and all
plans, however well intended, which a :e in danger of
divorcing vocation and social-civic education. It
stands squarely for the infusion of vocation with the
spirit of service and for the vitalization of culture
by genuine contact with the world of work .L

The educational structure that the Committee on Reorganizing Secondary
Education recommended was a six-year'elementary school followed by a threeyear junior high school acting as the Vestibule to a three-year comprehensive
high school.

Neither the junior high school nor the comprehensive-type high

school existed in 1900.

Edward A. Krug, in The Shaping of the American High

School,2 has begun to unravel the complex events which led to the creation of

these two new educational institutions.
As Krug points out, intermediate or junior high schools were being esteblis'ed here and there across the country by 1910.

There is still lack of

clarity about all of the factors responsible for their appearance.

Krug says,

"Nobody quite knew where this junior high school had come from but there it was."3
It seems clear, however, that one major factor in the creation of the junior
high school was the industrial education movement.

The various interest groups

which calm together in N.S.P.I.E. share the conviction that a major failure of
the public schools was the lack of adequate offerings for students in the early
teen years.

1

They called attention to the fact that alarming numbers of America's

Ibid., p. 16.

2

Edward A. Krug, The Sha in of the American Hi :h School (New York:
and Row, 1964).
Ibid., p. 327.
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Harper

children were leaving the school system before the seventh grade; and this at
a time when technology and complex city life demanded a more highly educated
work force.

It is not surprising, then, that new calls for change 'sere heard.

slogan appeared which expressed the mood of the period 1905-1915:

A

"Education

for Social Efficiency."1 William C. Bagley, then a young professor in a
Montana Normal School, announced unabashedly in 1905 that "social efficiency
is the staAdard by which the forces of education must select the experiences
that are impressed upon the individual.

Every subject of instruction, every

item of knowledge, every form of reaction, every detail of habit, must be
measured by this yardstick."2

By 1909, an orator at the Oregon State Teachers

Association could announce that the trend was to introduce subjects "better
suited to the economic and social needs of the pupils, meaning increased
social efficiency of all future citizens who attend school."3

When attention was turned to the question of what to do for the thirteento-sixteen year olds, where the problem seemed most acute, a few influential
educators began to lead a move to establish a separate set of trade schools
in line with the demands of a major segment of N.S.P.I.E.

Andrew S. Draper,

Commissioner of Education of the State of New York, made such a plea to the
N.E.A. in 1908.

He argued that school programs were needed to meet particular

needs, whether those needs are high or lcw, academic, professional, commercial,
agricultural, or manufacturing." 4

1

In another address to the same convention,

See Krug, op. cit., pp. 273-278.

2

William C. Bagley, The Educative Process (New York:
1905), p. 60.

3

The Macmillan Company,

Krug, a cit., p. 275.

4

Andrew S. Draper, "Desirable Uniformity and Diversity in American Education," National Education Association, Addresses and Proceedings, 1908, p. 224.
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he argued for separate public trade schools:

"'a new order of schools' because

the new schools ought to be sharply distinguished from any schools that are
known in America."

They were to be quite different from manual training schools.

Their aim, he said, should not be "to quicken the mentality nor to develop culture....The 'culturists' are not to appropriate these new schools."
they should not be designed to develop engineers or foremen.

Furthermore,

"The new schools,"

Draper insisted, "are to contain nothing which naturally leads away from the
shop.

They are to train workmen to do better work that they may earn more

bread and butter."'
new system:

Draper wanted additional specialization even within the

one class of schools to train all-around mechanics for the new

factories where each workman is "part of an organization, and where much
machinery is used," to be called "factory schools"; another class of schools
to train mechanics who worked independently with their own tools, to be called
"trade schools."

Technocrati.: doctrine had found a convert in the New York

Commissioner of Education.
Opposition to Draper's kind of proposal appeared at once.

Dean Eugene

Davenport of the University of Illinois, speaking before the Society for the
Promotion of Agricultural Science, accepted the legitimacy of the popular
demand for agricultural education but argued against special agricultural high
schools.

He urged that one quarter of the class time in unified or comprehen-

sive high schools be devoted to vocational studies.

"In this way, we should

have a single system of education under a single nanagement, but giving to all

young men and women really two educations; one that is vocational, fitting them
to be self-supporting and useful, the other nonvocational and looking to their
development."2
1

Andrew S. Draper, "The Adaptation of the Schools to Industry and Effi-

ciency," National Education Association,Addressesalingl, 1908, pp.74-75.
2

Eugene Davenport, "Industrial Education a Phase of the Problem of Universal
Education," National Education Association, Addresses and Proceedings, 1909,
pp. 277-288.
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The fluid nature of the issue was indicated by the change in Charles W.
Eliot's position.

In 1908, speaking before N.S.P. I.E., he had argued like

Draper for separate specialized trade schools for those "obliged to leave thcl
regular public school system by the time they are fourteen or even earlier."
By 1910, in a famous speech to the M.B.A. on the "Life-Career Motive" in education, he had shifted his support to an intermediate school program in which
a wide variety of differentiated subjects would be offered, including "real
shop problems," domestic science, the arts, and agriculture.

Students would

be permitted to elect subjects according to their interests and aptitudes
under guidance.

Agreement about the need for some new kind of intermediate school was
growing rapidly; and reference to it was made in terminology reflecting the
iufluence of vocational educators--"intermediate industrial schools," "schools
of mechanical industries," or "junior industrial high schools."1
A school often referred to as the first junior high school in America was
the "introductory high school" of Berkeley, California.

Superintendent Frank

Bunker established the new school for grades seven through nine in 1910.

He

justified it, in part by contending that it was designed to meet the special
needs of early adolescents.

He made P.' clear, however, that his move was based

upon more than psychological arguments.

Adolescents, he said, need a mare gra-

dual transition from school to the "world of work."

Bunker's ideas reflected

the tendency in 1910 to regard the junior high school as a terminal school, a
more efficient vehicle for bringing the average fourteen to sixteen-year-olds

1

See Paul Hanus, "Industrial Education," Atlantic Monthly (January, 1908),
p. 66; and Charles De Garmo, "Relation of Industrial to General Education,"
The School Rev'-4 (March, 1909), pp. 145-153.
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to jobs.

Bunker relied heavily on the studies of retardation and dropouts

made by Ayres, Strayer, and Thorndike.

Berkeley students dropped out, he

said, because of an overly academic curriculum.

Nothing less than a radical

change in the nature and content of the accepted courses of study would serve
to remedy the situation.
in his junior high school.

He described in detail the new vocational emphasis
Special courses such as typewriting, commercial

law, domestic science, bookkeeping, and manual training were being added; and
some academic courses were being translated into "business arithmetic," "busi-

ness English," and the like)

Bunker reflected also the current interest in

business efficiency by pointing out that dropouts were "wasteful."

He argued

that the reorganization of the "upper grades of the grammar schools" was the

"only arrangement that could be made within "reasonable limits of expense. 112
Within the next three or four years, over one hundred and fifty city
school systems joined the movement to establish junior high schools.

By 1922,

456 cities reported a total of 733 such schools.3

W. Richard Stephens has clarified the role of N.S.P.I.E. in urging the
goals of social and economic efficiency into the emerging junior high school.
N.S.P.I.E. not only propagandized the nation into an
awareness of its "needs" for vocationalizing its public
schools. It also became directly involved in reorganizing
them.
The specific mechanism by which the society became
involved was the school and industrial survey. In 1914,
Leonard Ayres directed the first survey sponsored by
N.S.P.I.E. for the schools and industries of Richmond,
Virginia. Ayres focused on the fourteen to sixteenyear-old drop-outs and the relation of the curriculum
of the schools to the needs of local industries. The

Frank F. Bunker, Reorganizing the Public School System, Bureau of Education Bulletin No. 8, 1916, pp. 105-115.
1

2

Ibid.

3

W. Richard Stephens, The Junior High School, A Product of Reform Values,
1890-1920 (Terre Haute:
Indiana State University, 1968), pp. 17 and 23. Citing
Report of the Commissioner of Education, 1912, I, p. 155.
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pattern of conducting the Richmond survey was followed by
Charles Prosser as he directed the Minneapolis survey in
1915:
Superintendent of Schools Frank Spaulding, who was
also an active member of N.S.P.I.E., had requested the
Society's sponsorship of the survey in April, 1915. In
both of these surveys the Society recommended that the
curriculum of the schools, especially for the grammar
grades, be "industrialized" to prepare the fourteen to
sixteen-year-old youth fot employment.)
The kind of role which N.S.P.I.E. played may be clarified further by
nosing the nature of its work in its "Indiana Surveys" of 1915-1916 in
Richmond, Evansville, and Indianapolis.
Education Law.

In 1913, Indiana passed a Vocational

Its author was John A. Lapp, a N.S.P.I.E. leader and chairman

of the State Commission of Industrial and Agricultural Education.

In 1915,

C.R. Richards and Charles Prosser wert! appointed to the Indiana State Survey

Committee, with Prosser as Chairman.

The inclinations of this committee were

revealed in the work undertaken in Richmond, Indiana.

The goal of the 1916

survey was "to outline an efficient and economic program of vocational training."

A Local Survey Committee was divided into subcommittees with members representing all phases of industrial, business, domestic and agricultural activity.
Each subcommittee applied the principles of scientific management to analyze
in minute detail the tasks performed by each occupational grog).

The Metal

Working Committee, for example, recommended that Richmond schools should offer
night courses in machine operating; the Printing Committee proposed a "finding
course" in printing for the junior high school, to be followed by a "trade
preparatory" printing course in the senior high school; the Commercial Employment Committee wanted a junior high course to emphasize the importance of sales

1

Ibid., p. 17. The material on N.S.P.I.E. and the Junior High Schools is
based on Stephens' study, pp. 15-25 et passim.
2

Robert J. Leonard, Richmond Survey for Vocational Education (Indianapolis:
The Indiana Scate Board of Education, 1916), p. ix.
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"to the entire community."

In its final report, the Local Survey Committee

commended the Richmond schools for adopting the "life career" plan which
called for vocationalizing the curriculum for all pupils "regardless of sex
and future vocation."

It urged the new Garfield Junior High School to intro-

duce required courses that would be "of general value" to all occupations, as
well as "providing some elements that make for practical efficiency."

Finally,

where general studies were concerned, the committee recommended that civics
deal with the practical "everyday problems of community life"; that science
be approached "from situations having immediate, appreciable problems"; and
that mathematics be "largely practical or economic arithmetic," emphasizing
problems growing out of the practical arts, or from "the standpoint of the
1

consumer."

It is clear that N.S.P.I.E.'s vocational emphasis played a powerful role
in the beginnings of the junior high school movement.

Two of the aspirations

of the vocationalists, however, were to remain unrealized.

The early expecta-

tion that the "intermediate industrial school" wclild be the terminal school for

the great majority of fourteen to sixteen-year-olds was bypassed in fast-moving
events.

It soon became apparent that an education concluded at the ninth grade

level would be inadequate in the industrial era in terms both of societal needs
and of personal ambitions.

Even while the junior high school was being esta-

blished, a majority was planning to stay in school beyond that level.
senior high school was to become the capstone of the

The

public school system

until the 1960's when the need for "middle level" technicians led to the
addition of Junior Colleges to the common school system.

1

St,phens, 22. cit., pp. 19-21.
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As the high school

expanded, the junior high school provided the transition between the elementary and senior high components of the system.
its purposes all over again.

This forced it to redefine

Instead of acting as a gateway to work, it took

on the function of the initial career-sorting agency which guided students
into differentiated courses at the senior high level.

The emergence of the comprehensive school at the junior and senior high
levels served also to thwart the vocationalists from creating a massive, separate vocational school system.

Ben W. Johnson, Director of The Manual Training

Schools in Seattle, enunciated the idea in 1910 which eventually was to win the
day.

1

Johnson said there had been a growing realization of the wide differ-

ences among children, in physical condition, mental alertness and attitude,
interest, vocational aim, and environmental background.

The belief was

growing, he said, that the elementary school should end at about age twelve
or at the end of the sixth grade.

This stage should be followed by an inter-

mediate school consisting of the seventh and eighth grades plus the first or
second year of high school.

The seventh and eighth grades would duplicate

neither the elementary nor the high school settings, but would institute pro-

grams to meet the specific needs of children in the thirteento-sixteen age
group.

Subjects would be planned and studied "from the standpoint of social

need and not as separate subjects."

Children would have an opportunity to

elect courses from either the "industrial culture line" of work or from the
"academic culture."
separate schools.

Johnson rejected the idea of offering these courses in
The intermediate school would offer both prevocational and

1

Ben W. Johnson, "Children Differ in Vocational Aims: Industrial Education in the Elementary School," N.E.A. Proceedings, 1910, pp. 253-260.
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academic studies within the same school unit.

The plan would differ from the

German system, Johnson said, because it would be "democratic, 'open at the top'
to further education or training."
Leonard Ayres:

He quoted with approval a statement by

"The courses of study of our city school systems are adjusted

to the powers of the brightest pupils.

They are beyond the powers of the

average pupil, and far beyond those of the alower ones."

As Johnson envisaged

it, the obligation of schools in a democratic society was to create a variety
of experiences appropriate to the tastes and abilities of all children.

The

culturists" had no right to dominate the whole program.)
It was a time for far-reaching educational change, and pulls and counterpulls were at work in N.E.A. conventions.

There were still a few "classicists"

who reested the move toward practical or vocational additions to the curriculum.

There were also tensions within the ranks of the reformers.

Vocational

educators who emphasized business efficiency were active alongside progressive
educators who wanted to stress school programs which would support democratic
values.

All groups employed a common rhetoric in their condemnation of the

sterile quality of traditional schooling, and in their call for an education
relevant to new socio-economic conditions.

They were often unaware of the

divergencies inherent in their basic value preferences, despite surface verbal
agreements.

It is not surprising to find schoolmen being pulled this way and

that in the whirl of contention.

1

Articles in popular journals took up the cry about the domination of the
high school by the "culturists" and the colleges. They demanded a new kind
of curriculum for a high school that had finally become "the people's college."
It should meet the needs of all the students. See, for example, W. Hughes
Mearns, "Our Medieval High Schools," The Saturday Evening Post, March 2, 1912,
and W. D. Lewis, "The High School and the Boy," The Saturday Evening Post,
April 6, 1912.
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One critical issue was whether school programs should be tied to the

needs of industry, or whether the main obligation was to take advantage of
the multi-sensory and field experience dimensions of industrial education to
vitalize the general education of all children.

When educators like Ben

Johnson talked about including "industrial-cultural" courses in the new
intermediate schools, he made vocationalists like Charles Prosser deeply
suspicious.

Johnson wrestled with the question of how to avoid fragmented,

specialized school courses that tended to reflect the nature of the technological system itself.

He talked about curriculum experiments which would

help students understand the interrelationships of industrial society and to
see the relation between theoretical studies and new techniques and processes
of industry.

He recommended units which centered on the study of industries.

Manual arts would be broadened to include topics like power (wind, water,
steam, gas, electric), transportation, and shelter.

In such units, students

would study scientific concepts while having the opportunity to conduct
experiments and manipulate materials and tools in the manual arts workshops.

The historical evolution of industries would be studied, and questions would
be raised about the social and aesthetic consequences of technological changes. 1
A vocational educator like Charles Prosser was in agreement with Johnson
about the need for "industrial education" and yet sceptical about approaches

1

Johnson's idea for utilizing the nature of industrial processes and
features of the technological society as a basis for integrating studies and
giving insights into the twentieth century human condition was a much more
sophisticated concept than the flabby "cardinal principles" proposals for
"life-adjustment." It was similar to John Dewey's recommendations, described
in Part IV. It was much easier to talk about meeting "real life" needs than
to take on the intellectually demanding task required to implement a plan
like Johnson's. This idea was revived in the 1960's when imaginative efforts
were made to transform traditional industrial arts programs into "Studies of
American Industry." See, for example, the Ohio State University Industrial
Arts Curriculum Project and American Industry Project of Stout State University, Menomie, Wisconsin described in the Appendix.
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which promised to integrate industrial studies with general education experiences.

Prosser advocated a simple forthright task for the schools:

"to

He

direct and train all the children of all the people for useful service."

stood with those who judged the public schools in terms of efficiency criteria
and found them to be failures.

Misfits in all vocations confront us everywhere. Many
workers are inefficient because they are not adapted to
the work they are doing and some because they have not
been properly prepared for it. This lack of efficiency
constitutes a permanent handicap not only to the worker
but to the calling which he follows. It means lessened
wage, uncertain employment, failure of promotion, economic struggle, waste in the use of material, poor workmanship, reduced output, and the lowering of the standards of skill and workmanship of American industries.'
For Prosser, the remedy was clear-cut and obvious:

identify the aptitudes

of children as early as possible; find out the needs of local industry; group
children with likely career lines; give the specific training to make the-n
efficient in their work.

Prosser recommended that the intermediate school

offer differentiated courses of study for pupils between twelve and fourteen.
The seventh and eighth grades ought typically to offer a high school preparatory
course, a commercial course, a household arts course for girls and a practical
arts course for boys headed for a trade school.

Johnson's kind of talk, con-

cerning the study of industries and industrial processes as part of a general
education, was proof to Prosser of the kind of perversion of trade training
that invariably followed when general schoolmen got their hands on it.
differences between the two r

reflect basic value differences.

The

We shall

return to these issues in Part II where the educational philosophies of Charles
Prosser and David Snedden will be compared with that of John Dewey.
;

1

Charles A. Prosser, "Practical Arts and Vocational Guidance," N.E.A.
Proceedings, 1912, pp. 646-647.
(Italics mine.)
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The problem of who would control vodational education programs remained
a thorny one.

At the same 1918 convention which approved the "Cardinal Prin-

ciples" statement, the N.E.A. also adopted a resolution that "the association
favors amending the Smith-Hughes Act to prevent the possibility of establishing
a dual system of schools in any atate."
happy with Smith-Hughes.

The general educators were never very

They were willing to accept the need for vocational

education but were critical of federal aid for "special forms" of education.

The attitude of the N.E.k. was revealed in a resolution passed at the 1919
convention in Milwaukee;

"A National Policy of Vocational Education."

The

tortured language of the statement probably reflected the state of mind of the
educators on the subject.

/

A high standard of intelligence, general vocational
efficiency, physical and moral fitness and civic devotion
are not only dependent upon an efficient system of public
education of all our youth, but also upon the reaction
upon human values of the occupations in which the people
of the nation engage. If we are to be a homogeneous
people generally, happy and proLperous, generally living
full, rich, contributive lives, the work which we must do
must continue through our lives, the development begun in
the earlier years, devoted to specific and formal schooling.
To this end, industry in this country must be reorganized.
All industry must become educational to those who engage
in it. The workers must find in their work an opportunity
for self-expression and self-development. Human--not
commercial--value must be placed first in our great
industrial establishments. The rank and file of those
who produce the wealth must, through their organization,
share in the control of the policy of the inztitutions for
whom they work. They must find an educative realization
of their life's purposes in the output of their daily toil
and in the sharing in the direction of the policy guiding
its production.
Vocational education must have as its purpose educational industry.
Inasmuch as the general policy of Vocational Education in this country is directed by those
responsible for the administration of the Smith-Hughes
Law, we urge those thus responsible to adopt such a
policy in interpreting and administering this law that
the above named ends may be furthered by the system of
vocational education now developing under this law;
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namely (that students) in the schools and departments
organized under the Smith-Hughes Law shall be made competent as fas as humanly possible for sharing in the control
of the policy of the institutions in which they may afterward be employed and that they shall be inspired, so far
as is humanly possible, with an impulse to continue their
education through the instrumentality of the occupation
for which they may be trained, and in which they may be
7afterward engaged.1

This

bold appeal that vocational education become an instrument for the

reform of industry smacked of the tradition of Frank Parsons and the philosophical arguments of John Dewey.
staid prose of the N.E.A.

Its prophetic tone differed from the typical

In any case, the Resolution received a vitriolic

blast from vocational educators.

They maintained that it was ill-advised,

incorrect, inconsistent, and most certainly astonishing. 2

The fact that

authors of the Resolution had consulted no vocational educators, not even
people from the N.E.A.'s own feeble Department of Vocational Education,
reflected the growing schism between the two groups of educators.

The most

charitable response from vocationalists came from Clarence C. Howell, Supervisor of Industrial Arts, Lincoln, Nebraska:

"We so-called vocational men

need to get our heads above the sphere of our own little world now and then.

We are Cock of the Walk just now, but it may not always be so,--there are
others in the educational planet who are still worth listening to on the big
problems ahead."3

1

"Vocational Education at the N.E.A.", Industrial Arts Magazine, Vol. VIII,
No. 9, September, 1919, p. 369.
2

Arthur F. Payne, "The NEA Adopts a So-Called National Policy of Vocational
Education," Industrial Arts Magazine, VIII, No. 9 (September, 1919), pp. 364-365.
3

Clarence E. Howell, "Commending the N.E.A. Resolution on Vocational Education," Industrial Arts Magazines VIII, No. 10 (October, 1919), p. 425. See
also Barlow, 2E. cit., Chapter 4, "Professional Associations."
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Vocational educators were drawn overwhelmingly to the ranks of the American Vocational. Association, which became a powerful organization through the

merger of several regional associations in 1926. 1

After that time, the N.E.A.'s

Department of Vocational Education became relatively inactive.

There have

continued to be tensions, however, within the broad vocational education area.

Industrial arts educators have continued to see their work as general education
and prevocational in nature.
level.

Their strength has been at the junior high school

In many cases, these programs deteriorated into unimaginative shop

courses in wood-working, metal-working, and electricity; but there have been
periodic efforts to create curricula in which manual activities would be
related to other subject matter areas along the lines that Ben Johnson recommended in 1910.

Industrial arts educators remained sensitive to the need to communicate
with general educators.

The American Industrial Arts Association was organized

during the Annual Conference of the American Association of School Administrators in 1939.

In 1942, the A.I.A.A. became a department of the N.E.A.

It

publishes its own journal, The Journal of Industrial Arts Education, and holds
its own national convention.. It has become a thriving organization in its own
right; and several of the most creative curriculum projects produced by American educators in recent years have come from its ranks.2

In the early 1900's a variety of people had hoped that the introduction
of a vocational component into education might help to overcome the isolation

1

The American Vocational Association was formed in 1926 with a deliberate
decision to remain separate from the N.E.A. It has its own journal, The American Vocational Journal. The American Industrial Arts Association was organized in 1939 during the annual convention of the American Association of School
Administrators, and has been 'a department of N.E.A. since 1942. It publishes
The Journal of Industrial Arts Education. See Melvip L. Barlow, History of
Industrial Education in the United States (Peoria: Charles A. Bennett Company,
1967), Chapter 3.
1

2

See Appendix A.

of the school from life.

The question of just what response the schools should

make to the realities of industrial society was not adequately resolved in the
narrow job training approach.

There were those debating the vocational issue

who recognized that more was in question than narrow pedagogical concerns- -

matters of life style and human values in the technological society were
involved.

We turn next to those who chose to face the philosophical issues.
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PART IV
PHILOSOPHICAL ISSUES:
EDUCATION AND THE INDUSTRIAL STATE

INTRODUCTION

It was inevitable that a basic re-thinking of the relationship between
education and industrialism would occur.

The root question was how the schools

ought to relate their values and programs to new socio-economic realities.

In

order to probe the philosophical issues, we shall compare the positions taken
by David Snedden and Charles Prosser, two outstanding leaders of the vocational
movement, with the ideas of John Dewey, whose classic Democracy and Education
(1916) expressed his deep concern about the meaning of the scientific-industrial
era for American institutions.

Snedden, Prosser, and Dewey all saw themselves as part of an educational
reform movement which assumed that traditional schooling would have to give
way to approaches more relevant to changing socio-economic conditions.
surface, there were many points of agreement among the three.

On the

They all con-

demned "sterile, exclusively bookish" education and a passive, rote-recitation
kind of methodology.

All were convinced that the traditional school, in ignor-

ing the needs and interests of the mass of urban and rural children, was failing to meet its obligation to the majority.

All three wanted to broaden the

curriculum by including studies more appropriate to a scientific-technological
era.

Just below the surface, however, there were profound differences which
eventually flared into the open and which reflected value tensions characteristic of twentieth century American life.

Large-scale, rationalized modes of

production had to be serviced efficiently if the country was to have its rising
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prosperity - a standard of living which many equated with the American way of
life itself.

There was sore question, however, as to whether an all-out

commitment to material prosperity might lead to the loss of those humane and
democratic values which the nation also cherished.

The problem of the twentieth

century was to discover whether the needs of the industrial system and the
values of democracy could be accommodated within the same social order.

While the Great Commoner, William Bryan, was campaigning against Taft in
1908 on "whether the government shall remain a mere business asset of favorseeking corporations" or be "returned to the people," Frank Tracy Carlton spoke
with equal force about the relevance of the same issue to education.

American

education, said Carlton, was entering a "factory stage," in which students
were turned out by the educational machinery to fit pre-determined roles in a
mass production system. 1

Commercial interests were putting pressures on schools to function according to "business principles."2

The goal was to obtain from education the

same efficiency which had increased production and cut costs in industry.

The

implied analogy, Carlton said, was false and disastrous on both economic and
psychological grounds.

Education and commerce were quite different enterprises,

and to equate them would pervert the task of educating human beings.
Childrrm are not pots and pans to be shaped
by patterns sent down from a central office.
Teachers are not drudges to be ordered about by
a master mechanic. Education is an artistic form
of industry; its normal product leads to imperfect output. The teacher is a skilled workman,
or more accurately, an artist. Methods must vary

1

Frank Tracy Carlton, Education and Industrial Evolution (New York:
Millan, 1908), p. 76.
2

Ibid., p. 309.
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Mac-

with teachers; crowded classrooms, systematic and
numerous reports bound up in red tape, clock-like
precision and central office management convert
Commercialization of
the school into a factory.
the schools hampers and drives out the efficient
teacher and spoils the child .1
The school, he said, needed to become a "studio, rather thar a factory."
The conflicts between Snedden, Prosser, and Dewey illustrate the differences between the social efficiency and the democratic-reform branches of
progressivism; yet to state the problem that way is both to tell the truth and
to indulge in over-simplification.

We shall try to clarify the point as we

get into the story.

1

Ibid., pp. 309-310.
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CHAPTER VII
EDUCATION FOR SOCIAL EFFICIENCY:
DAVID SNEDDEN AND CHARLES PROSSER

David Snedden was a forty year-old Professor of Educational Administration
at Teachers College, Columbia University when, as his biographer reports:
One evening early in November, 1909, he
received an unusual telephone call at his New
York apartment. The caller asked to visit him
to talk over the school situation in Massachusetts.
The mysterious visitor turned out
.
to be Frederick Perry Fish, a famous corporation lawyer from Boston whose major achievement
to date had been a series of corporate consolidations creating the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company. Fish had recently been
called upon to serve as chairman of the newly
organized State Board of Education. He came
to offer Snedden the position of Commissioner
of Education for Nassachusetts.1
.

.

We recall that Governor Douglas had. established a Commission on Industrial

and Technical Education which reported to him in 1906 a growing feeling of the
"inadequacy of the existing public school system to meet fully the need of
modern industrial and social conditions."

The Donglas Commission had attributed

this inadequacy to "an educational fare too exclusively literary in
scope, and methods."

.

.

.

spirit,

The answer, they felt, was to align schools with "the

broader-minded students of educations men who look at their own work in the

1

Walter H. Drost, David Snedden and Education for Social Efficiency (MadiThe University of Wisconsin press, 1967), p. 96. This carefully prepared
biography provides a definitive account of Snedden's work and philosophy.
son:
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light of all its relations

society."

These men were said to be impatient

with old-fashioned schooling and preferred industrial education approaches
which would familiarize the child with all the activities of the community.
Students would be "producing as well as consuming, doing as well as learning."
The Commission reported that this kind of education had been "used in the
education of the feeble-minded, in the reformation of wayward and vicious
children at reform and truant schools, and
in the south."

.

to elevate the colored race

They felt it might be "equally efficient in stimulating and

directing the higher orders of the mind, in preventing as well as curing
juvenile delinquency, and in improving the social conditions of white as well
as black children."1
David Snedden had finished his doctoral dissertation at Teachers College,
Columbia University in 1906 on the topic, "Administration and Educational Work
of American Juvenile Reform Schools."

He was co-author with Samuel J. Dutton

of The Administration of Public Education in the United States (1908).

In

both of these studies, Snedden had directed his attention to the plight of
children twelve to sixteen years old and'had championed vocational education
as a needed reform.

Snedden clearly would find an agreeable climate in Massa-

chusetts among the champions of industrial education:- He was Commissioner of
Education from 1909 until 1916, during years that were critical to the expansion of industrial education; and he continued to be a leader among those who
favored "real vocational'education" well into the 1920's, when he became the
first editor of the Vocational Education Magazine.

1

Snedden became one of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Report of the Commission on Industrial and
Teachers College Educational Reprints, No. 1,
1906), pp. 3-4.

Technical Education (Nev York:
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founders of the National Society for the Study of Educational Sociology (1923)
and is.recognired as a pioneer in that field.

1

While chief school officer in Massachusetts, he appointed his Columbia
colleague Charles A. Prosser as Deputy Commissioner for Industrial Education.
.Prosser later became Executive Secretary for N.S.P.I.E., de facto author of the
Smith-Hughes Bill, and director of the famous Dunwoody Institute for Vocational
Study in Minneapolis.

Prosser-Snedden ideas for general, education were repre-

sented in the famous Prosser Life Adjustment Resolution of 1943, which launched
the ill-fated movement bearing that name.

A.

David Snedden - The Man and His Career
David Snedden's life was a testimony to the "rags to riches" American

success story.

His father, Samuel, had been lured to California by the promises

of the Gold Rush of the 50's.
failed to make the strike.

Like the great majority of prospectors, he

Eventually he married an Irish girl, Anna O'Keefe,

and turned to stock-raising in the mountain meadows of Ventura County, California.

David, the first of five children, was born in a cabin on Kelso Creek on

November 19, 1868.
granted.

From their earliest years, the children took hard work for

They all helped raise potatoes to sell to local miners in order to

supplement the marginal family income.

By age seven, David was riding herd

and aiding in harvesting alfalfa, in addition to his regular chores of gathering
wood, helping to dig irrigation ditches, and constructing fences.

1

Drost points out that, in his day, Snedden was accorded the same attention
given to John Dewey and E. L. Thorndike. When Charles Judd, Edward Elliott and
Leonard Ayres organized the exclusive Cleveland Conference, in 1916, Snedden
was chosen as a charter member along with Paul Hanus, Thorndike, George Strayer
and Ellwood Cubberley as part of a select group of twenty. Norman Woelfel
included Snedden among seventeen leaders of American education in his Molders
of the American Mind (New York: Columbia University Press, 1933).
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David's mother, Anna, in addition to making clothes, repairing shoes,
canning food, and handling a host of other duties, was the children's teacher.
There were a few books in the cabin; and by age eight, David had begun his
reading and re-reading of old MtGuffey readers, The Vicar of Wakefield, and
Pilgrim's Progress.

He absorbed the Puritan ethic in deed and word,

David's

mother led a move to create the Alamo School District to serve the valley;
his father helped haul the logs to build the one-room schoolhouse.
fourteen when he enrolled for the first time in a "real school."
quick that he was put into the eighth grade at once.

David was

He was so

He spent the next two

years picking up what he could from a teacher of the most modest ability.
After that, an aunt, who had begun to make some money in real estate, provided
financial resources for David to attend St. Vincent's College in Los Angeles.1
David was an outstanding student in classics, mathematics, and forensics,
and graduated with honors in 1890.

A cousin introduced him to the works of

Huxley, Darwin, and Spencer; and these extracurricular readings and discussions
proved more significant than the academic courses.
To begin saving money for the study of law, Snedden took a job as schoolmaster of a one-room school in the abandoned log cabin of a homesteader.

By

1892, he had been appointed principal of an eight-grade school and had won his
Master's degree from St. Vincent's.

At summer Teachers Institutes, Snedden was introduced to talks on the
"new education."

Manual training was heralded as the reform which would replace

the boring fare that drove children away from school.

The goal of

the new

education was that "the hand and eye and heart be taught to realize the value
111

1

Drost, op. cit. The biographical details and intellectual history of
Snedden are based on the biography by Drost.
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of labor well done and so to make nobler men and women."1
Snedden renewed his reading of Herbert Spencer while boarding in the home
of a young, intellectually curious physician.

He acknowledged in later years

that Spencer's philosophy, more than any other, laid the groundwork for his
Spencer had put a hard pragmatic test to education.

thinking.

Educational

priorities, he said, should be determined by analyzing "the leading kinds of
activities which constitute human life."
those activities which directly minister to selfpreservation; those activities which have as
their end the rearing and discipline of offspring;
those activities which are involved in the maintenance of proper social and political relations;
and those miscellaneous activities which make up
the leisure part of life devoted to the gratification of the tastes and feelings.2
Years later, this list reappeared in the N.E.A.'s famous "Cardinal Principles"
statement (1918) as:

health, command of fundamental processes, worthy home

membership, vocation, citizenship, worthy use of leisure, and ethical character.
Spencer's insistence that education meet the criteria of social efficiency and
life adjustment made sense to the young Western schoolmaster.

Snedden took

them as bedrock principles on which to build a philosophy of education.
In 1895, Snedden enrolled as an undergraudate in education at Stanford
University.

The school was only four years old then; but it alrea,4 had a

reputation, under the leadership of David Starr Jordan, for having a bright,

1

Ibid., p. 18.

2

Herbert Spencer, Education: Intellectual. Moral. and. Physical (New York:
(The "Cardinal. Principles" were
D. Appleton and Company, 1860), pp. 13-14.
formulated in 1918 by the N.E.A.'s Committee on Reorganizing Secondary Education headed by Clarence Kingsley, who was appointed High School Agent for
Massachusetts by Snedden.)
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aggressive young faculty.

At Stanford, Snedden encountered still other aspects

of the "new education" in addition to manual training - the child study enthusiasm of Earl Barnes and the Herbartian "center of interest" orientation.
Snedden found greatest inspiration, however, from his work with Edward A. Ross,
the brilliant and controversial young social economist.

With his doctrine of

social control, Ross was emerging as one of the American pioneers in the new
field of sociology.

Between 1896 and 1898, Ross wrote a series of articles for the American

Journal of Sociology on the topic of "Social Control." They formed the nucleus
of his influential book under that title published in 1901.
Ross announced that his purpose was

1

In the Preface,

to inquire how far this order we see all

about us is due to influences that reach men and women from without, that is
social influences."

He described the need for social control as rooted in the

requirement to avoid chaos and disorder; the means were analyzed as all sorts
of instruments - religious, governmental and political organizations, folklore,
traditions and "even works of art."

He found that "the moulding of the indi-

vidual's feelings and desires to suit the needs of the group" was "the most

difficult work of society."2 Ross held that the efficiency of the social system could be tested by its power to shape the individual.

"The system of

control, like the educational system, is charged not with revising the struc-

ture or functions of society, but with shaping individuals.°

1

Edward Alsworth Ross, Social Control (New York:
(I will refer to the 1912 reprint.)

The MacMillan Company,

1901).
2

E. A. Ross, "Social Control," American journal of Soc1.212n, I, March,
1896, p. 518.
3

ibid., pp. 518, 534.
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The function of the efficient state, said Ross, is to "put the wise
minority in the saddle," and he formulated a 'law" that stated "the greater
ascendancy of the few. the more possible is it for social control to affect the
course of the social movement."1

Ross said religion was declining as a major

influence for social control and foresaw "an almost worldwide drift from religion toward education as the method of indirect social restraint."2

He pre-

dicted the new education would be "realistic, and its starting point will be
the facts of personal and social life."

In the spirit of Spencer, Ross recom-

mended that schools must, above all, meet the test of utility.

"It took the

Jesuits a long time to perfect an education in the interests of the church;
so let us not begrudge the time necessary to perfect an education in the interests of society. "3

After graduating from Stanford in 1897, Snedden became high school principal in Paso Robles.

During his three years there, Paso Robles adopted the

new idea of a nine-year grammar school and Snedden became directly acquainted
with the problems of the twelve -to- sixteen age group.

He became a member of

the County Board of Education and was encouraged to advance in the profession
by influential members of the community.

Teachers College, Columbia, was the

place to go; and Snedden turned his attention to further study in sociology in
preparation for graduate work in New York.

He became excited by Lester Frank

Ward's Dynamic Sociology and Franklin Giddings' Principles of Sociology.

1

Ross, Social Control, pp. 74, 83, 85.

2

Ibid., p. 176,

3

Ibid., pp 177-178,
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From Ward, Snedden got the idea that education is "a system of extending
to all members of society such of the extant knowledge of the world as may be
deemed most important.'1

He rejected Ward's optimistic interpretations of

evolution, with its hope that knowledge would reduce human inequality.
found Giddings more persuasive on this latter point.

Snedden

Giddings interpreted

Spender's social evolution as holding that
society, like the material world,
undergoes
integratiou and differentiation. It passes from
homogeneity and indefinitiveness of non-organization to the heterogeneity and definiteness of
organization. The procest of selection is based
upon the differences growing out of the unequal
conditions of both heredity and nurture to which
man is born. Inequality - physical, mental, and
moral
an inevitable characteristic of the
social population.
.

.

.

Giddings concluded that "a population is therefore always differentiated into
classes

.

.

.

created partly by the combinations of inheritance and partly

also by the educational influence of association."2
While Snedden profited from his study of theory, he also took pride in
being a realist.

As a teacher and administrator, he saw clearly the general

failure of schools with the majority of non-academically oriented children.

He was much impressed when he read an article in Albert Shaw's Review of
Reviews in 1900 which described the program at Hampton's Institute, Virginia.
Shaw argued that "by all odds the finest, soundest, and most effective educational methods in the United States are to be found in certain schools for
Negroes and Indians, and in others for young criminals in reformatory prisons."

1

Lester F. Ward, Dynamic Sociology (New York: Appleton, 1897), II, pp. 486487, quoted in Drost, op. cit., p. 40.
This section on Snedden's experiences
while at Paso Robles is based on Drost's Chapter
2

Franklin Giddings, Principles of Sociology (New York:
1896), p. 9.
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At Hampton Institute, for instance, said Shaw, the purpose is "the right kind
of instruction" for the children of colored people, who having emerged from
slavery "needed to be taught and trained in good conduct, the rudiments of
book knowledge, and the plain tasks that go with farming, the ordinary handicrafts, and the duties of home and family."

Shaw said that Hampton "never for

one minute loses sight of the general conditions under which these children
have been born and the range of social and industrial poscibilities that the
future has in store for them."

The Institute focused on the practical ques-

tion of "how plain boys and girls and men and women under conditions now
existing in this country can make their lives useful and successful."

1

Wash-

ing, sewing, gardening, and a variety of vocational skills, plus moral
exhortation, provided the bulk of the school program.
In Hampton Institute and the reform schools, Snedden found the school
prototypes for the educational philosophy of social control.

Even before

going east to Teachers College, Columbia University, he had clarified the
educational problems he would make his own.
In the spring of his final year in California, Snedden was invited by
Stanford to address its newly formed chapter of Phi Beta Kappa.
his address, "Education for the Rank and File."2
thinking Snedden had done to that point.

He entitled

The speech summarized the

He drew on Spencer in picturing

society, like nature itself, as governed by natural laws.

With Ross, he noted

that institutions find "their justification in their ultimate influence on
general society" and held that the school "affected social evolution as [does)

no other 4institution3"
1

Stanford Alumnus, I (June, 1900), pp. 185-198, quoted in Brost, op, cit.,
pp.'42-45.
'

2

Ibid.
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Snedden ilrgued that the ultimate aim of education was "the greatest degree
of efficiency."

We could afford to permit the universities to continue to

provide adequate education for the professionals and the leadership class, he
said.

But we could not tolerate the failure of schools to provide for "those

who do duty in the ranks

.

.

who will follow, not lead."

Efficiency for

"the rank and file" meant "not only training for culture's sake, but that
utilitarian training which looks to individual efficiency in the world of work."

Training in the trades and business, Snedden said, was a legitimate obligation
of public education.

The "old education" was judged to be "prescriptive and

logical", and relied on the sacred "tripos" of Greek, Latin, and mathematics.

This curriculum, more than poverty or the lure of employment, was what drove
children from school.

The "new educationp he predicted, would be an elective

program that included both a variety of child interests and a regimen- designed
to fit the child to his place in society.

It would.lead the child "toward the

realities of present life"; and when the child was- properly "fitted, " -he would

possess "such an intelligent understanding of authority as 5o] make the exercise of arbitrary authority unnecessary. ".

In his year's study for the Neater's degree at Columbia, Snedden sought
out Franklin Giddings and was fascinated by his two-semester course in General
Sociology.

Russell.

He also-took work with E. L. Thorndike, Franklin McMurry and. Dean

His thesis advisor was Samuel T. Dutton, who had become famous as the

founder of the community school idea in Brookline, Massachusetts.
Dutton's version of the "new education" regarded the school as the "fountain of inspiration" for improving the life of the entire community.

The

school should not hesitate to offer new community services if it was best
equipped to do so - or it should coordinate its efforts with the home, church,
210
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library, art museum, and newspaper.

Dutton endorsed

dental and medical inspec-

tion for children, school baths, free nutritional lunches, corrective physical
therapy, etc.

1

He refused to join the popular attack on Latin but welcomed

more time for new subjects - more science, art, music, and vocational subjects.

He represented the kind of progressivism which emphasized the school as an
instrument for social service and community improvement.

He rejected the

business efficiency stress espoused by followers of Frederick Taylor because,

he said, the school is "not a factory and the schoolmaster not a foreman."2
Snedden was presumably influenced by Dutton; for he avoided the Taylor brand
of business efficiency.

His later version of factory-like vocational schools

was not aimed directly at economy for the taxpayer, but at producing high
levels of differentiated vocational efficiency.

In his experience with Dutton, Snedden encountered the social service
branch of progressive thought.

He had a knack, however, for selecting and

interpreting ideas so as to re-inforce his owu main-line philosophy of social
efficiency, and a capacity for blurring positions that really differed.

In

this case, Dutton's major emphasis was on using education to meliorate human
ills and to raise the quality of community life by stimulating wider participation and involvement.

Snedden's alterations of the social service orientation

were subtle but profoundly important.
expanded

He welcomed Dutton's ideas for an

social role for the schools but interpreted this as an opportunity

for educators

armed with insights of the new social sciences, to play the

1

See Samuel T. Dutton and David Snedden, The Administration of Public
Education in the United States (New York: The 14adMillan Company, 1908), Chapter XXXI, VThe Widening Sphere of Public Education."
2

Drost, op. cit., p. 50.
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role of a qualified elite in managing uplift for community life.

He did not

seem to sense that this was radically opposed to the vision of those who wanted to teach people the skills and attitudes of self-direction, social criticism
and democratic participation.

The truth is that contradictions like these permeated the whole fabric
of the progressive movement, and reform rhetoric was loose enough to veil the
differences.

Thus Dutton could invite Snedden to be co-author of The Admini-

stration of Public Education in the United States (1908), which became one of
the most influential texts of the period on school administration.

The differ-

ences between social service and social efficiency were not consciously acknowledged.

After receiving his Master's degree, Snedden joined the staff at Stanford,
where he taught Ross's old course "Education and Society."

After a busy four

years, he decided to re-enroll at Columbia for the doctor's degree at the
urging of his Department Chairman, Ellwood Cubberley,
At Teachers College, Snedden encountered again the several value orientations of progressive thought.
Dewey:

He took, for instance, three courses with John

one semester on "Social Life and Curriculum" and a full year of

"Psychological Ethics."

He also took work with professors trying to establish

education as a science of behavioral control.

He found this orientation more

congenial than the philosophy of those who saw democracy as "a way of life."
Snedden began to identify himself as a pioneer who would demonstrate how educational policy and practice could be based on the science of sociology.

While

he never exposed himself to the rigors of actual scientific: research on socio-

logical problems, he did take work in statistics with Franklin Giddings and
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two courses with E. L. Thorndike:

"The Application of Psychological and

Statistical Methods to Education" and an advanced course in "Genetic Psychology."1
The exact nature of Thorndike's influence on Snedden is not clear, but
some major themes in Thorndike's work fitted hand in glove with the theory of
social control.

Thorndike devoted his life to establishing foundations for the

scientific study of education.

His landmark dissertation on Animal Intelligence

(1898) provided the base for years of enormously productive research in which
he developed his connectionist (S-R) theory with "laws" of learning which)
he believed) held significance for pedagogical science.

He placed more empha-

sis on the role of heredity than did most of the other pioneers of the connectionist-behaviorist tradition; but he shared with them the conviction that
training programs based on the laws of learning could be designed to shape
behavior in accord with projected ends.

This fitted Snedden's conviction

that the good, progressive society could be achieved by placing directive
control in the hands of scientifically qualified social engineers.

A prime

article of Snedden's faith was the conviction that a science of education could
be built on the bases of the emerging social sciences.

While a practicing

investigator like Thorndike was humble before the enormous complexity of trying to create a "science of education)" Snedden slipped easily into the assumption that sociology and psychology had given clear scientific warranty for the
educational programs he espoused.

Armed with this 'authority," he could view

his opponents with a condescension they did not, always appreciate.

A number of Thorndike's basic doctrines were readily assimilated into
the philosophy of social efficiency.

While Thorndike held that his theory of

Drost, on, cit., p. 71.
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learning as the establishment of conditioned responses provided a means for
improving man's condition by conditioning behaviors that would be most useful,
he also stressed that personality and behavior are the products of heredity.

The goal of trying to provide equal education for all children on the high
school level, therefore, appeared to him of little value.

He recommended

that the highly gifted become the target for special concern, and that on the

mass level education be varied enough to prepare all young men and women for
their probable future destinies.

Each man "as nature has given him capacity"

Should assume his proper role in a 3ood society.

Individuals with superior

intelligence and moral powers should occupy leadership positions.

All others

must be taught the attitude of "reasoned dependence," which is the ability to
recognize their own limitations and the quality of leadership in others.

They

must, then, willingly place their fate in the hands of their scientific trustees.

But, Thorndike reassured his readers, "nothing

.

.

.

need be lost for

American independence, initiative and originality by greater obediance to the
right masters, imitation of the right models, and learning the right facts in
school."

1

The educational break-throughs which Thorndike helped to effect influenced
every educational innovation of the time.

His work.= measurement, on intel-

ligence and mental testing, on genius and retardation; his recommendations for
new classifications and groupings of students, for scientific curriculum
development related to life needslfor new texts geared to the psychological
needs of children; and his insistence on putting educational programs to the

1

Edward L. Thorndike, "Disciplinary Values of Studies; A Census of Opinions,"
Education, XXXV, 1914-1915, p. 412.
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test of quantitative results were all related to various phases of progressive
education.

They could be interpreted in ways to fit the values of humanitarian

reform or of social efficiency and control.

Snedden welcomed the opportunity

to use Thorndike's work as scientific blessing for his educational policies.
Snedden chose to do his dissertation with a recent appointee to the
Teachers College staff, Edward T. Devine, who had been general secretary of
the Charity Organization of New York.

The topic of the dissertation was

"Administration. and Educational Work of American Juvenile Reform Schools."

His

research gave Snedden an opportunity to analyze the kind of school that perfectly exemplified the theory of social control.

Snedden pictured reform schools

as offering an advanced, superior form of education containing "the entire
round of educational effort," including phases ordinarily carried on by home,
church, and shop.

As the home and church in urban communities relinquished

their traditional controls, Snedden envisioned a time when the public schools
would have to take over the total education of children.

The reform school

would provide the perfect model to follow.
Snedden assumed that schools ought to be efficient instruments for social
control, shaping individuals in terms of their capacities and in accordance
with desired social ends.

Thds Snedden viewed education as a kind of "treat-

ment."1 Reform schools had special advantages because they could influence
behavior for the entire twenty-four hours of every day,

2

Snedden argued that

a well-engineered plan for total social control would place emphasis on the
importance of physical education, moral education, and vocational training in

1

Drost, sm cit., pp. 72-77.

2

The Russians have been lured by a similar vision of complete environmental
control in their periodic plans to utilize boarding schools as a major part
of Communist education.
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addition to "school or literary" education.

His dissertation devoted forty-

eight pages to vocational education, thirty-six to moral education, and six
to literary study.

Snedden broadened physical education to include instruction in cleanliness,
habits of regular work and rest, and the counteraction of vice.

Moral educa-

tion in a reform school setting intrigued him because of the possibility of
developing a consistent pattern of control without interference from family or
church.

Generous time was provided for industrial education because the "class"

of boys in these schools possessed special talent for mechanical and imitative
work.

Shop would teach them to be industrious.

"Literary education" was con-

fined to essentials in reading writing, spelling, and arithmetic with "some
opportunity for self-expression" in music, printing, and letter writing.
Snedden maintained that the value of the literary subjects lay in their disagreeable nature.

Their mastery would contribute to self-discipline.

Literature

should be taught, he said, for moral development; and librarians should be
hired who could provide materials with the right exemplary content.
Reform schools were particularly effective in the classification of students.

Children were sorted into groups on the basis of their intellectual

aptitude and according to moral character as well, so that "the less hardened"

11
J

could be protected from those who might contaminate them.
We may profitably use Walter Drost's summary of what Snedden learned from
his dissertation.
( Snedden]. believed the reform schools had already
discovered that some children could become skilled
workmen and others would forever remain in the
ranks of the unskilled. They had discovered, too,
that "the most potent means both of discipline and
of education is work which is vocational in character," and by this reasoning he prognosticated "we
.1 shall go to the reformachools.for their experience."
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Classification was the second area of reform
school experience Snedden believed public school
people might appropriate to their advantage.
According to him, the reform school had gone much
more fundamentally into the program of grouping
children for educational purposes. For Snedden
"the group" was the unit of consideration and
the individual who broke the "unity of the group,"
be he a "moral, mental, or physical misfit,"
claimed too much of the teacher's energy with
little benefit to himself. He was especially concerned with that class of children whose parents
were laborers and unable to exercise "adequate
control over them." Snedden charged these were
the children who frequently were truant and often
suspended from the public schools, and for them
classification promised a means toward "the most
appropriate treatment." He concluded, "Society
has a right to demand from parent and school an
accounting for every child committed to their
charge."1

B.

Snedden As Public School Official and Educational Theorist
By the time Snedden took over his duties as one of the chief school

.

officers in the United States (1909), his philosophy of education for social
efficiency was well developed.

In the remainder of his career, he would add

only details or minor amendments.

The doctrine of social efficiency contained

an image of man, a vision of the good society, and a set of related recommendations for school practice.

Snedden confidently viewed the growth of the corporate-urban-industrial
phenomenon as the best possible means for man's progress.

A realist in his

own eyes, he scorned those who questioned the new order as "simple-lifers" or
"romantic impracticalists" who yearned for times that were gone forever.

His

endorsement of the status quo still comes through strongly in one of his last

1

Brost, op. cit., p. 77.
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books, Toward Better Educations (1931).1

The Great Depression was under way

and social and educational criticism was widespread.
variety of critics and refuted them one by one.

Snedden quoted a wide

To those who bemoaned the

mechanization and depersonalization of modern economic methods, Snedden replied
by comparing the higher standard of living for the majority to what it had
once been.

If we consider the satisfactions - that is,
the securities, the nurtures, the longevities,
the leisures .
- of the ninety percent of
individuals best served
.
by ocean steamers,
automobile factories,., oil wells, tornad' insurance,
fireproof-housebuilding, yellow-fever control,
sheep culture, deep sea-fishing, beet sugar production and urban-water supply -does it not become
apparent that increasing complication of the
functioning of social agencies has been at least
paralleled by corresponding simplicication of
roles for individuals during the threescore and
ten years of participation of each.2
.

.

.

One can almost see Snedden reviewing in his mind's eye these blessings as
compared with the harsh deprivations of the California cabin in which he was
reared.

Snedden acknowledged that gains had not been made without some sacrifice,
but argued that social bookkeeping revealed that men preferred their current
problems to the old ones.

Modern men might be subjected to fragmented, rou-.

tine job tasks; but production specialization and differentiation enabled them
to live longer, more comfortably, and with the leisure to enjoy the arts.

1

David Snedden, .Toward Better Educations (New York: Bureau of Publications,
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1931). See, for example, pp. 329-332.
2

Ibid., p. 364.
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Moreover, the application of mass production methods to school life could make
possible new social advances.

No other course was open if public education
was to be democratized.
.
Long before American
manufacturers, miners, wheat growers
had
clarified their applications of military methods
to economic production the school administrators
of our cities had been driven to apply such methods
in their wars upon potential illiteracy and other
ignorances of the children.
.

.

.

.

Quantity production methods applied in education speedily give us school grades, uniform textbooks, promotional examinations, systems of handwriting, college admission standards, nine-month
school years, certification of teachers, strictly
scheduled programs, mechanical discipline and
hundreds of other mechanisms most of which are
unavoidably necessary if our Ideals of universal
education are to be realized.'

Snedden's faith that the new America was the most satisfying social system in
human history developed early and never faltered.

The task of education and

other institutions was to keep this social order functioning as efficiently as
possible:

"to make the child a better socius," a more fit member of a complex

society.2

Fortunately, argued Snedden, human beings fell into ability levels which
paralleled the hierarchical work requirements of modern society.

With the aid

of new social science instruments, people could be identified and channeled in
to training that would benefit society and fulfill the individual.3

Snedden

Ibid., pp. 330-331.
2
David Snedden, "History Study as an Instrument in the Social Education
of Children," J. Pedagogy, X/X, June, 1907, pp. 259-268.
3

Snedden pre-dated hereMichael Young's vision of social life in the twentyfirst century as described in The Rise of the Meritocracy.
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concluded that schools needed to create differentiated "educations" beyond the
elementary grades, appropriate to the capacities and 'probable destinies" of
the different children.

Three kinds of differences are recognizable among
children with reference to the extent and kind of
they should receive. These are
education .
based on (a) native capacity, including strong interests and tastes; (b) economic conditions of
the family and its capacity to support the child
during the period of its higher education; and
(c) probable educational destination.1
.

.

Educators were to be practical in calculating the future destinies of
children by recognizing that aptitude was determined not only by inherited
ability but by economic and social factors.

Children of working class parents

were not likely to go to college, nor to enter professional and directive
groups in society.

Scientific testing combined with vocational guidance would

make it possible to identify people sharing common aptitudes, interests, and
similar vocational futures.

The new junior high schools would perform the

initial task of, sorting and allocating students to differentiated courses.

Pre-vocational offerings in commercial subjects, industrial arts, agricultural
arts, or household arts would be offered to those "who most inclined to them
or have most need for them."2

Thus, students would have a chance to try

programs geared to their probable interests.

They would stay in school because

their appetites would be whetted for more specialized study at the next level.
Snedden's rationale was agreeable to educational leaders in Massachusetts.
Frederick P. Fish, President of A. T. and T. and chairman of the State Board

David Snedden, "Differences Among Varying Groups of Children Should Be
1
Recognized," National Education Association Addresses and Proceedings, June 29July 3, 1908, p. 753.
2

Ibid., p. 756.
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of Education, read a paper to the National Council of Education in 1910 that
was a carbon copy of the ideas the new Commissioner of Education espoused.'
Fish called for the schools to revise their values by providing training to
meet "the practical needs of life" for "the rank and file."

He advocated

early determination of the student's place in life, since it would then be a
simple matter to provide an appropriate, specific skill training program.

Fish

predicted the creation of a system of vocational schools, parallel to the

regular type, that would appeal to the potential drop-out and hold him in
school for anothet two years.

He was sympathetic to the progressive commit-

ment to individualized instruction but argued that the enormity of the problem
in a mass system required the use of one of Snedden's favorite plans, the
identification of the individual with a group of other people to whom similar
destinations had been ascribed.

Everyone would be more comfortable if a

proposal for class-oriented education could be brought in under an uplift

label like "individualizing instruction." The progressives found it easy to
believe that "naming it would make it so" - and that heritage would not die
with them.

The Snedden-Fish regime was prepared to act as well as to talk.

Snedden

appointed his Teachers College colleague, Charles Prosser, as. Deputy Commissioner
it

for Vocational Education, to develop a comprehensive system of vocational
schools for the major industrial centers.

William Orr, Deputy Commissioner

for general education, was asked to strengthen "the schools of the less densely
settled areas"; Snedden reserved to himself the reform of the state normal
schools.

He assumed that normal school students were persons of "distinct

1

Frederick P. Fish, "The Vocational and Industrial School," National Education Association Proceedings, 1910, pp. 367-368.
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social limitations" with "only average capacity for

.

.

abstract thinking."

.

The proper plan was to educate them to a mastery of the elementary curriculum
rather than to encourage them in academic study.

Following his bent for

separate "educations," Snedden introduced specialized normal schools for
teachers of agriculture, household arts, manual training, etc. 1

Between 1910 and 1912, Snedden and Prosser clarified their ideas about
vocational training.

Snedden rejected manual training that claimed to provide

general education values.

What he wanted now was "real vocational education,"

by which he meant training programs designed to lead graduates to gainful
employment in specific occupational fields.

The time to begin such programs

was when students entered high school at about age 14 or 15.

An elaborate

system of such vocational schools for the "rank and file," or the "privates
of industry," should exist parallel to traditional schools.

The clear neces-

sity for separate vocational schools, said Snedden, became apparent when one
forced oneself to give forthright definitions of "vocational" and "liberal"
to replace the typically fuzzy definitions of general educators.
education in "its simplest and most significant sense

.

.

.

Vocational

is some form of

education designed to equip a young person for a recognized calling."

Its

content is to be discovered by "studying the requirements of recognized callings, such as medicine, teaching, bookkeeping, carpentering, printing, tailoring, cooking, and the like" and deriving from each the specific skills, ideals,
and technical knowledge necessary to persons in the vocation.

Such a definition

made it clear that general educators simply were not equipped to design and
administer these programs.

1

"There is no satisfactory evidence that vocational

Brost, op. cit., pp. 103-108.
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education has been achieved to any satisfactory and economic degree in schools

where such education is blended with the traditional processes of liberal
educatiOn. 1

When the U.S. Commissioner of Education, Philander P. Claxton, admitted
to feeling a "shudder of abhorrence" at the "brutal efficiency" implied by
this new and more effective education,2 Snedden patiently and repeatedly explained that he, too, was for both vocational and cultural education.

The

proper definitions of cultural and vocational educations had to be derived,

however, from an analysis of the social functions of each provided by insights
from educational sociology, a new discipline of which Snedden was the foremost
practitioner.

Man utands to the world about him, in a two-fold
relationship. He is a producer of utilities on
the one hand, and on the other, for his own growth
and development, he must utilize utilities. That
education which trains him to be a producer is
vocational education. That education which trains
him to be a good utilizer, in the social sense of
that term, is liberal education.3
Vocational education was designed to make an efficient producer and liberal
education was intended to train the efficient consumer or utilizer.

Trained

to be more intelligent consumers of goods and services, music, or art, men
would also contribute to raising the quality of production.
The equation of liberal education with "consumer or utilizer education"

reflected Snedden's long-time admiration for Herbert Spencer, and his tendency

1

David Snedden, "Fundamental Distinctions Between Liberal and Vocational
Education," National Education Association Proceedings, 1914, pp. 154-155.
2

Drost,
p. 158, citing Claxton Papers, Special Collections,
University of Tennessee.
3

David Snedden, op. cit., p. 157.
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to make broad ideological extrapolations from social sciences to education.
Snedden never strayed far from the question of "what knowledge is of most use?"
By use, he meant service to the "social economy."

The meaning of Snedden's rationale for vocational education was quite
clear:

it should consist of special courses designed to teach the skills and

techniques of specific callings.

For the direction of its goals, vocational

education should "go consistently to the world of economic activity.

.

It should be governed by or possess an advisory committee containing men who
are intimately identified with the occupation for which it trains, both as
employers and employees." 1

The methods of vocational education, determined

by its goal of producing definite skills and powers, would stress painstaking
application to detail.

The proper content of liberal studies, said Snedden the sociologist,
should be determined in a similar manner.

Men as consumers, or utilizers, do not
specialize.
But given sufficient leisure
and economic resources, each one of us seeks
to utilize literature, art, music, history,
science, newspapers, the drama, and the various
forms of service rendered by those who minister
to us in providing medical knowledge, means of
travel, foodstuffs, clothing, shelter, and
protection. In each of these directions, capacities for right utilization can be refined,
elevated, and socialized.2
.

.

.

The proper criterion for the value of liberal studies was "higher utilization."
Liberally trained men would be able "to make valuable choices among the various
utilities offered for man's utilization."

1

2

Ibid., pp. 159-160.
Ibid., p. 157.
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In addition, they might acquire

certain useful intellectual skills, such as a foreign language, or techniques
of the scientific method.

Liberal education, concerned with developing "appre-

ciations, refined tastes, and intellectual interests," had to be quite different
from vocational education and therefore should be conducted in schools separate
from those devoted to vocational training.

Some liberal study, however, could

go on in vocational schools; and some "pre-vocational" study could be included
in general education.

Schools of liberal learning might well offer courses in

the so-called practical arts:
and agricultural education.

manual training, household arts, commercial
Such studies would be conducted "in the spirit

of the amateur" to promote "appreciation of the economic activities of life"
and with a possible value for "vocational finding."

They could properly be

called pre-vocational but could never claim to be "real vocational education."
When viewing the total system of schools to be provided, Snedden spoke
of "integrated education," which would contain elements needed by all students:

physical education (Spencer's health for survival), vocational education, and
moral and cultural education (sometimes referred to as "civism.")

This

rationale, harkening back to his dissertation, assigned to liberal education
a special responsibility for moral and civic training.

It became an instru-

ment for social control and promoted efficiency for "complete living."
Snedden spoke to the New England History Teachers Association in 1914 to
make available the new meaning of liberal study.

He told them that "the spirit"

of contemporary social economy required secondary education to be made purposeful and efficient for the new, larger high school enrollments.

He characterized

the chronological approach to history as "cold storage" education and said
that for "the rank and file" at least, history had to be taught to satisfy
"specific aims drawn from functional social needs."
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The great value of history,

1

he said, was in training for citizenship.

"Having once conceived of the citi-

zen as we should like to have him, we can work back and by analysis find the

numberless specific forms of training by which we ma produce this type."
Attitudes of mind had to be cultivated if the future citizen was to be equipped
with "ideals of right social action."'
Some years later, Snedden wrote on the responsibilities of social studies
teachers for teaching social values.

He stated bluntly, "successful teaching

of social values necessarily means that the teacher shall be an advocate, a
pleader, perhaps a partisan. :12

On the question of which social values the

teacher should advocate, Snedden said the teacher should remember that he was
a public servant.

As such, he T,as under "heavy obligation" to present "the

collective opinions and valuation of the controlling majority," or withdraw
from their service.

If the teacher held minority opinions, he should, as a

teacher, conform to the position of the majority.
A critic charged that Snedden had described precisely what teaching is not,
that he wanted to make teachers into nothing more than paid propagandists.
Snedden dodged the attack by urging that every teacher be a "propagandist of
the best moral and civic values" of the day.3
Snedden was, on occasion, stung by criticisms of his ideas by progressive
philosophers of education like John Dewey, Boyd Bode, and H. Gordon Hullfish.

1

David Snedden, "Teaching History in Secondary Schools," History Teachers
Magazine, V, November, 1914, pp. 277-282, cited in Drost, op. cit., p. 128.
2

David Snedden, Liberty of Teaching in the Social Sciences," School and
Society, XIII, February 12, 1921, pp. 185-186, 190.
3

"Discussion and Correspondence," School and Society, XIII, May 5, 1921,
pp. 295-296.
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Dewey charged that Snedden's narrow trade training was "social predestination,"1
and Bode attacked Sneddenism as a plan to perpetuate class differences and
promote passive acquiescence to the status quo.2
Snedden used a variety of arguments to meet his critics.

He argued that

"real vocational education" opened opportunities for economic betterment to
the neglected rank and file and therefore was an antidote to undemocratic
features of the regular system.

When Bode spoke of the need for social demo-

cracy to complement political democracy, Snedden replied that by "social"
democracy, Bode meant "industrial (production) democracy, marital democracy,
cultural democracy, religious democracy, racial democracy;'and so forth.

Along

all these fronts, movements were urging forward, Snedden said, but the enduring
question remained, "how much can social efficiency stand of these several
democracies?"3

If the American people would be called upon to decide between

social efficiency and democracy Snedden had little doubt about the choice
they would make.

In the twenties, Snedden elaborated upon his rationale by describing the

good society as analogous to a winning "team group." A team was made stronger
by specialization of functions.

Similarly, differentiated training programs

would equip segments of the population for special roles.

Above-average per-

sons could attain a level of statesmanship for leading and coordinating.

But

1

See) for example, John Dewey, "Industrial Education - A Wrong Kind," New
(We shall compare Dewey and Snedden
Republic, II, February 20, 1915, pp. 71-73.
in the next chapter.)
2

Boyd Bode, "Why Educational Objectives?"
pp. 531-539.
3

Snedden, Toward Better Educations, p. 338.
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School and Society, May 10, 1924,

a society, like an athletic team or a submarine crew, had to rely also on
followers who were trained for their roles.

The two kinds of men, fulfilling

their proper functions, could produce the efficient society for the benefit
of all.

C.

1

Charles Prosser and Social Efficiency Philosophy in the Smith-Hughes Act

The influence of the social efficiency philosophy was clearly evident in
the educational features of the Smith-Hughes Act, the first piece of federal
legislation providing financial support for pre-collegiate schools.

The

effective author of the Act was Charles A. Prosser, student and colleague of
David Snedden, who spent his career working out the implications of social
efficiency doctrines for vocational education.

2

Prosser came from a family of steel-workers in New Albany, Indiana.

As

a student and young professional, he was noted for his "get-up-and-go," a
quality which later enabled him to win success when he moved to New York and
the East.

In 1898, while teaching physics, chemistry, and literature in the

New Albany High School, Prosser succeeded in completing two years of legal
training in one at the University of Louisville Law School.
of both classes and all the prizes for which he competed.
he was appointed Superintendent of New Albany Schools.

He won the honors
The following year,

While serving in that

post (1900-1908), he became President of the Indiana State Teachers Association,
"the youngest man ever elected to the position."

He left Indiana to begin

doctoral study at Teachers College, Columbia University.

There he became a

1

David Snedden "Education for a World of Teamplayers and Team Workers,"
School and Society, XX, November 1, 1924, pp. 554-556.
2

Much of the material on Prosser has been derived from the research of
Professor John Gadell of Wright State University who is completing a doctoral
dissertation on Charles Prosser at Washington University in St. Louis.
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student under David Snedden and developed his first interest in vocational
education.
School.

His dissertation was A Study of the Boston Mechanic Arts High

2. obviously impressed his mentor, for Snedden invited him to 1910

to became Deputy Commissioner for Vocational Education in Massachusetts.
Prosser's meteoric rise was capped two years later (1912), when he was selected to become the full-time Executive Secretary of the prestigious National
In this capacity, he became

Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education.

involved in the whirl of events which led to enactment of the Smith-Hughes

The Smith-Hughes Act was passed after years of preparation and political
maneuvering.

The final draft won the approval of groups as divergent as the

National Association of Manufacturers and the Chamber of Commerce, the
American Federation of Labor, the major farm organizations, settlement house
leaders, and the National Education Association.

ordinarily feuding factions is a rare event.

The coming together of such

It is even more remarkable to

find them agreeing about a controversial matter like the introduction of
federal power into the operation of public schools.

Many men contributed to

this agreement; but there is general agreement that the one individual most
responsible for it was Charles Allen Prosser.
By the time Prosser received his appointment from N.S.P.I.E., the Society
had decided to promote its cause by securing action through federal and State
legislatures.

Prosser immediately became active in helping to draft a bill

by Senator Page of Vermont which, in fact, became the legislative source for
both the Smith-Lever and Smith-Hughes Acts.

(The Smith-Lever agricultural

extension bill was passed first in 1914, as a concession to farm interests, in
return for a promise from farmers to support vocational education later.)
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In

January of 1914, Congress approved a joint resolution authorizing President
Wilson to appoint a Commission to study national aid for vocational education.
The Commission was conveniently composed of a group of Congressmen and citizens who had been ardent advocates of industrial education.
Dr. Prosser.

Among them was

The Commission's two-volume final reportl contained a section

on "proposed legislation" which, with minor changes, became the text of the
Smith-Hughes Act.

Dr. Prosser's son, William, recalls seeing his father write

the "proposed legislation" at their dining room table.2
Prosser was instrumental in working out the final wording of Smith-Hughes
to satisfy the doubts of groups like the N.E.A. and the A.F. of L.

After

Congress approved the bill (1917), Prosser was named Executive Director of
the newly-created Federal Board for Vocational Education.

His vigorous lead-

ership was manifest as every State in the Union accepted the provisions of
the Act within a year.

As the first chief administrator of the Act, Prosser

saw that the bare bones of the law were filled

in with operating

procedures

consistent with the principles he had built into the legislation.
We turn briefly, then, to examples of Prosser's theories of vocational
education as they were reflected in Smith-Hughes.
Grant Venn, in Man. Education, and Work, pointed out that the Smith-Hughes
Act established the pattern for nearly fifty years of Federal aid in the field
of vocational education,

"In fact, its major provisions remained untouched by

amendment until 1963.1'3

The great strength of the Act was that it was designed

1

U.S., Report of the Commission on National Aid to Vocational Education,
2 vols., (Washington: Goverment Printing Office, 1914).
2

Interview with William L. Prosser, Saint Louis, Missouri, September, 1967.

3

Grant Venn, Man, Education, and Work (Washington:
Education), 1964, p. 112.
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American Council on

directly to meet a compelling need of the new America - the need to provide
American industry with the complicated work skills required in a technological
society.

The genius of Charles Prosser lay in his capacity to focus energies

unwaveringly on creating functional programs to accomplish this task.

Yet there were doubts in some quarters about the educational orientation
of the Act from the beginning.

Its strengths in securing quick short-term

gains were also the source of its fundamental flaws.
A Commission, appointed by President Franklin D. Roosevelt to review the

effectiveness of the Act expressed misgivings in a report issued in 1938.

1

The Chairman, John D. Russell of the University of Chicago, stressed the point
that the Act was marked by a specificity of prescription for programs and
administration which was a feature of no other federal legislation for education, such as the Morrill or Smith-Lever Acts.

This specificity, said Russell,

tended to limit imaginative experimentation with curricula, and led to interference with institutions of higher education by prescribing details of teacher
education.

Narrow concentration on skill training resulted in almost total

neglect of the cultivation of broad social and economic insights in students.
The law seemed to foster a restricted quality of mind, as reflected in the
type of leadership found in the federal office of vocational education.

The

Chairman thought he detected an in-bred, parochial quality in the office and
a tendency toward isolation from the mainstream of American education.
A look at some of the principles cherished by Dr. Prosser may help to
explain both the strengths and weaknesses of the Act.

John D. Russell and associates, Vocational Education: Staff Study No. 8
(Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1938), pp. 25-40, 210-220 et
passim.
1
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One of its cardinal tenets was the definition of vocational education so
that it would accommodate only specific job training programs.
fond of quoting a friend, Charles R. Allen:

Prosser was

"The purpose of vocational educa-

tion is to help a person secure a job, train him so he can hold it after he
gets it, and assist him in advancing to a better job. 11

Vocational education

was, in brief, "training for useful employment" - and nothing else.
Prosser insisted that all of vocational content must be specific and that
its source was to be found "in the experience of those who have mastered the
occupation."

The content must come from the minds of competent workers, and

it will have "little or nothing in common with corresponding content in any
other occupation.

In setting up its program, therefore, the [all] day voca-

tional schools must provide as many specific courses or groups of courses as
there are occupations for which it proposes to train.

n2

Prosser was convinced

that to produce trained workers ready for useful employment, vocaticnAl programs had to be managed not by general educators but by those qualified and
committed to advance "real vocational education."
dual system":

He pushed hard for

the

for vocational education administered separately from general

education.

Throughout his long career, Prosser repeated endlessly the arguments for
his position.

Traditional scholastic education, he maintained, aimed to pre-

pare the citizen for the worthy use of his leisure time.

Traditional school-

men, committed to the task of fostering "leisure culture," operated from the
psychological tradition of faculty psychology and formal discipline.

1

This,

Charles A. Prosser and Thomas H. Quigley, Vocational Education in a Democracy, revised edition, (Chicago: American Technical Society, 1950), pp. 454455.
2

Ibid., pp 286-287,
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they thought, would lead to general mental training and "cultural appreciations."
There were several clear reasons why new programs of vocational training could
not be entrusted to such men.

"Culturists" were cut off from the practical

world of work, and their outmoded theory of learning made them incapable of
managing genuine skill training programs.

"Vocational education," Prosser

argued, "only functions in proportion as it will enable an individual actually
to do a job.

.

.

Vocational education must establish habits:

correct thinking and of correct doing.
be that of habit psychology."1

habits of

Hence, its fundamental theory must

The new scientific psychology pioneered by

Edward Thorndike, said Prosser, assumed that the mind is a habit forming
machine., There was an obvious fit between this psychological theory and
vocational education, when the latter was conceived as "essentially a matter
of establishing certain habits through repetitive training both in thinking
and doing."2

In contrast to the theory of general mind training of the dis-

credited faculty psychology, Thorndike's theory taught that "all habits of
doing and thinking are developed in specific situations."

Prosser deduced

correlatively that the content of vocational training should be determined by
"the actual functioning content" of a given occupation.

"If you want to train

a youth to be an efficient plumber, you must select the actual experiences
in the practice of the plumbing trade that he should have and see that he gets
these in a real instead of in a pseudo way."3

Furthermore, general studies

like mathematics or science should ideally be broken into short units which

1

2
3

Ibid., pp. 215-220 et passim.
Ibid., p. 218.
Ibid., p. 228.
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would bear "directly on specific needs of workers in the performance of specific
tasks or operations."

They should, when possible, be taught by the craftsman-

teacher skilled in the task, rather than by general mathematics or science
teachers.

A prototype of the plan favored by Prosser was established in the short

unit courses which he developed while Director of the Dunwoody Institute in
Minneapolis.

"In garment making, one unit might deal with kimonos, one with
-1

underwear, and another with house dresses.-

Training should be done either

on the lob, as in cooperative-work programs, or in settings which duplicated
as closely as possible the environment of the workshop itself.

At the Dunwoody

Institute, units were programmed in great detail to lead students step by step
through the skill development cycle.

Students punched in on time-clocks and

instructors behaved like shop foremen rather than public school teachers.
no-nonsense attitude prevailed.

A

If students were not punctual, orderly, and

efficient, they were asked to leave.

(This Spartan regimen was made possible

because Dunwoody was a private training school.)
If this brief description of Dunwoody conveys a feeling of Prosser's
orientation, some of the features he favored in Smith-Hughes can readily be
understood,

Approved programs had to meet the criterion of "fitting for use-

ful emrdoyment" persons over fourteen but under college age who were preparing
for work on farms, in trades, in industrial pursuits, and the like.
funds were given only for support of vocational training classes.

Federal
General

education costs were to be born by the States and local school districts,

At

least fifty per cent of subsidized instruction had to be devoted to "practical

1

p. 291.
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work on a useful or productive basis."

Funds for the training of teachers were

restricted to those who "have had adequate vocational experience or contact
in the line of work for which they are preparing.

ul

Since his rationale excluded general educators from the management of
vocational training, Prosser fought as long as possible for a separately administered type of vocational education.

In the final politicking prior to

1917, he had to make some concessions; but in the main, he created a framework

wich permitted vocational programs to stand apart.

The Smith-Hughes Act

did establish a Federal Board for Vocational Education, separate from the
U.S. Office of Education and responsible only to Congress.

The seven member

Board consisted of the Secretaries of Labor, Commerce, and Agriculture and
three citizens representing labor, agriculture, and manufacturing and commerce.
The Commissioner of Education was added partly to allay the anxieties of the
N.E.A.

Philander Claxton, Commissioner of Education, helped to secure a

separate board for vocational education by maintaining that the

U.S. Office

of Education staff was not properly constituted to administer the provisions
of the Act. 2

Prosser was immediately appointed Executive Director of the Federal Board
and served in that office in its first two crucial years.
initial tone of administration.

He established the

States were given the option of setting up

separate boards, or of administering vocational education under the aegis of
their general Boards of Education.

In actuality, both the language of Smith-

Hughes and the administrative style of Dr. Prosser assured that vocational

1

Smith-Hu ghtsjict of 1917, in U.S., Statutes at Large, XXXIX, Part I, 929-

936.
2

Melvin Barlow, History of Industrial Education in the United States
Charles A. Bennett Company, 1967), pp. 114-115.

(Peoria:
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education would function largely as a separate aspect of education within the
States.

Vocational education became firmly established and expanded in the years
ahead.

By the time John F. Kennedy became President and the Russians launched

their first Sputniks, some of the short-comings of Smith-Hughes had become
apparent.

The feeling of urgency grew as discontented urban minorities faced

job obsolescence as a result of their inferior education and training.

Review

procedures were established, and the first fundamental revision of vocational
education legislation was readied for President Johnson's signature in 1963.1
Detailed analyses of evolving economic conditior3 and recommendations for
procedural changes in vocational training appeared in profusion.

We shall

mention a few of these shifts in orientation which could eventually lead to
major philosophical and power changes in American education.
The critics of the 1960's identified two central failures of vocational
education:

(1) its lack of sensitivity to changes in the labor market, and

(2) its lack of sensitivity to the needs of various segments of the population.

Critics charged that Smith-Hughes programs had been confined to a very narrow
part of the spectrum of work activities, and had failed to make imaginative
adaptations to the demands of a ,fast- changing economy.

1

By concentrating on

See, for example, U.S., Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
"Education for a Changing World of Work," Report of Consultants on Vocational
Education; 1963. For a comprehensive overview of shifts in policies and
evaluation of their effects, see United States Senate, Notes and Working_Papers
,Concerning, the administration of Programs Authorized Under Vocational Education Act of 1963, prepared for Subcommittee on Education of the Committee on
Labor and Public Welfare (U.S. Government Printing Office, March, 1968).
Hereafter referred to as Working Patera, 1968.
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the job requirements of industry and by restricting its efforts to secondary
school age students, Smith-Hughes also failed to give priority to the vocational needs of all groups in the community.

The 1963 Act announced as its aim the development of vocational education
This was to be accomplished with

for persons of all ages in all communities.

a unified concept of vocational education, rather than by sharply separated
programs for vocational,agriculture, home economics, trade and industries, or
distributive education.

Special attention was to be paid to the needs of

disadvantaged persons who had dropped out of school, lacked basic education
skills, or needed re-training.

Several of the basic "operational principles" of the revision of the
sixties illustrate dramatically the departure from Prosser's preferences.

Vocational education cannot be meaningfully
limited to the skills necessary for a particular
occupation.
It is more appropriately defined as
all of those aspects of educational experience
which help a person to discover his talents, to
relate them to the world of work, to choose an
occupation, and to refine his talents and use
them successfully in employment.
.

.

.

The objectives of vocational education
should be the development of the individual, not
the needs of the labor market.
.

.

.

It is no longer possible to compartmentalize education into general, academic, and vocational components. Education is a crucial element in preparation for a successful working
career at any level.
Culture and vocation
are inseparable and unseverable aspects of humanity.
.

.

.

The practice of structuring teacher education along the traditional occupational category
lines perpetuates fragmentation of vocational
education, severs it further from general
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education and hinders adaptation to labor market
conditions.1
The 1968 evaluators also suggested that pedagogical techniques inherent
to vocational education, such as opportunities for multi - sensory experiences

and the relation of classroom study to out-of-school experience, might also
enliven general education.

They suggested that studieE Ihich relate learning

to the world of work could be important at all levels, from the elementary
school on.

Smith-Hughes legislation had denied funds for pre-vocational activ-

ities (excluding such creative new programs in industrial arts as American
Industry projects at the Junior high school level).2
Clearly, modern concepts of vocational education form a significant
departure from Prosser's philosophy.

Long before, in the years preceding

enactment of Smith-Hughes, John Dewey had set himself in even sharper opposition to the social efficiency orientation of David Snedden and Charles Prosser.
Dewey argued that the question of how to interrelate technical and liberal
studies in American schot_Aing was ultimately related to the question of what

quality of life would obtain in American technological civilization.

We turn

next to Dewey's assessment of the educational problem.

1

Working Papers, 1968, pp. 47-50, 37-39, et passim.

2

See Appendix #1 for descriptions of educational experiments which combine
liberal and technological studies, but which fail to qualify for federal funding.
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CHAPTER VIII
'VOCATIONAL ASPECTS OF EDUCATION' IN DEWEY'S THOUGHT

At the present time the conflict of philosophic
theories focuses in discussion of the proper place
and function of vocational factors in education...
Significant differences in philosophical conceptions
find their chief issue in connection with this point....
John Dewey, Democracy and Education, p. 358 (italics
mine).

A.

The Philosophical Rationale of Dewey's Interest
in the Vocational-Liberal Studies Issue.

John Dewey joined the Department of Philosophy at Columbia University in
1904, just as the wave of vocationalism was beginning to roll.

Democracy and

Education was published in 1916, the year in which President Wilson and the
Congress made their final moves for the enactment of the SMith-Hughes law.

Dewey once observed that for many years Democracy and Education was the one
book in which his philosophy was most fully expounded--and noted wryly that
critics of his philosophy refused to read it.1

Even for those who have read

it carefully, it may come as something of a surprise to discover how the book
can be reinterpreted if read from the point of view of Dewey's statement that

differences in philosophic reflection find their chief issue in the discussion
of the proper place and function of "vocational factors in education."
Dewey was, of course, among the critics of traditional school, practices.

As he saw it, the industrial education movement contained possibilities for
educational reform that might make all schooling more relevant to twentieth

1

George P. Adams and William P. Montague (eds.), Contemporary American
Philosophy (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1930), pp. 22-23.
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century realities and might help this country realize its democratic promises.
He was a critic, however, of the narrow utilitarianism of most vocational educators.

He refused to be for or against "vocational education" in the vague

sense in which it was often used.

The problem, as Dewey saw it, was to deter-

mine the conditions under which "vocational aspects" might be helpful or harmful.

Unfortunately, for those who hunger for simple answers, Dewey's analysis of
the problem was extremely complex.

His general philosophy had a contextual

quality that was based on the conviction that

the more numerous and varied the forms of association into
which anything enters, the better basis we have for describing and understanding it....(The) adequacy of any philosophic account of things is found in the extent to which that
account is based upon taking things in the widest and most
complex scale of association open to observation.)
Dewey's educational thought cannot be understood apart from his assessment of
the social situation and the philosophical issues of the time.

Efforts to

provide simplified interpretations for hard-working educators have resulted
in reducing his ideas to feckless cliches.

Dewey himself pointed to the con-

textual quality of his thinking about education in his Preface to Democracy
and Education:

(The) philosophy stated in this book connects the growth
of democracy with the development of the experimental
method in the sciences, evolutionary ideas in the biological sciences, and the industrial reorganization, and
is concerned to point out the changes in subject matter
and methods of education indicated by these developments.2

1

John Dewey, Philosophy and Civilization (New York:
Company, 1931), p. 78.
2

John Dewey, Democracy and Education (New York:
1916), p. v.
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Minton Balch and

The Macmillan Company,

This statement reflects Dewey's deep conviction that science was the great
transformer of contemporary life.

His criticisms of traditional schooling

centered on its failures to take sufficient account of science in one way or
another:

it failed to provide insight into the nature of new economic- social

realities resulting from scientific change; it failed to develop school practices consistent with the ideas about learning coming out of scientific investigations; it failed to instill in children the attitudes of criticism, integrity,
and wonder consistent with scientific method,

Dewey was convinced that any

education which failed to provide the skills and attitudes for living in an
era of science and technology was inadequate.

The charge that he held a

fatuous faith in science as the answer to all problems is, however, not warIranted.

Dewey was aware that science-technology had the power to debase life

as well as the power to enrich it.

In the late 1920's, he wrote:

Science...has played its part in generating enslavement of men, women and children in factories in which they
are animated machines to tend inanimate machines. It has
maintained sordid slums, flurried and discontented careers,
grinding poverty and luxurious wealth, brutal exploitation
of nature and man in times of peace and high explosives and
noxious gases in times of war. Man, a child in understanding of himself, has placed in his hands physical tools of
incalculable power. He plays with them like a child, and
whether they work harm or good is largely a matter of accident.1
With a haunting sense of the more ominous dangers still to come, Dewey added,

Humanity is not, as was once thought, the end for
which all things were formed; it in but a slight and
feeble thing, perhaps an episodic one, in the vast
stretch of the universe. But for man, man is :.11e
center of interest and the measure.of importance.2

1

John Dewey, The Public and Its Probl.ms (New York:
Company, 1927), pp. 175-176.
2

Ibid., p. 176.
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Henry Hllt and

He was not, however, of a temperament to embrace existential despair.
If man's own mind had created grave threats, it was also the source of his
power to turn things around.

"The more an organism learns...the more it has

to learn in order to keep itself going; otherwise death and catastrophe."'
It was man's learning which had brought him face to face with a new order
of problems related to technology.

Retreatism was an illusion.

Men had to

formulate for themselves new possibilities for learning in order to find
fulfillment and ward off disasters in a technological era.

Dewey saw the

promise of educational reform in his own special interpretations of vocationalism in education.

These ideas, in turn, weia intrinsic to his wider educa-

tional theory and his general philosophy.

B.

The Battle Against Dualisms.

One way to grapple with the contextual quality of Dewey's work is to
e.:amine broad themes which cut across various facets of his thought.

theme is his life-long battle against dualisms.
was shot through with crippling dualisms:

One such

He thought contemporary life

America's religious heritage had

set man apart from nature and put a Puritan conscience into conflict with man's
sensual needs; psychology had divorced mind from body and separated the feeling
or expressive self from the intellect; art was divorced from daily life and
relegated to museums; school learning was disconnected from experiences outside
the school door; work was as sharply distinguished from leisure as virtue was
from sin.

Mechanized work processes resulted in the isolation of laboring

1
See John Dewey, "The Philosopher Replies:
Experience, Knowledge and Value"
in Paul A. Schilpp, editor, The Philosophy of John Dewey (New York: The Tudor
Publishing Company, 1951), p. 523.
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masses from meaningful contact with the few who controlled the great corporations.

Even as a young man, Dewey experienced these schisms in American culture

in a deeply personal way.

They were, he said, "divisions by way of isolation

of self from the world, of soul from body, of nature from God."

He felt them

as "a painful oppression--or, rather they were an inward laceration."1

Dewey located the beginnings of dualistic thinking in the world-view and
social structure of the prescientific era.

He felt that intellectuals like

himself should assume the task of establishing a new humanism based on the
realities of science, technology, and industry.

Philosophers could provide

insight about inheritances from the past which still hobbled men, and they
could identify new anti-human forces in the present.

Dewey's evolutionary

orientation led him to analyze things genetically, with an effort to identify
origins and lines of development.

The Platonic tradition, he said, presented us with a picture of man as a
dual creature containing contrasting elements of mind and body. 2

The mind was

portrayed as the immaterial thinking entity, capable in its highest form of
contemplating eternal, abstract truths or ideas.

The mind was thought to be

corrupted by its intimate contact with imperfect matter.

Its refinement came

through exercise with verbal and mathematical abstractions which progressively
freed superior intellects from distortions engendered by matter and emotions.

An orientation like this suited an agriculturally based social order, where
a tiny minority monopolized wealth and power and served as the directive class.

1
John Dewey, "From Absolution to Experimentalism," in George P. Adams and
William P. Montague, eds., Contemporary American Philosophy (New York: The
Macmillan Company, 1930), Vol. 2, p. 19.

2

The
See, for example, John Dewey, Reconstruction in Philosophy. (New York:
New American Library (Mentor Books), 1950), Chapter 1, "Changing Conceptions of
Philosophy."
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The Platonic-Aristotelian tradition provided a convenient rationalization for
the defense of the status of the privileged class.

It assumed that men had

been created with natures which classed them off from each other.
marked by superior intellects.

A few were

When properly trained, these men had access

to higher truths, which qualified them to lead.

The mass of men, lacking true

intellect, deserved no better than to serve dumbly and to do the heavy work.

The medieval social order gave men an equal chance for salvation in the next
world but kept them unequal in this one.

Western educational tradition provided its counterpart to the dual social
structure.

Universities prepared members of the elite for directive roles by

training their intellects in the great literary and scholastic traditions, and
by teaching them social graces in the company of their peers.

For centuries,

the masses of men received no formal education and lived their lives in ignore
ance.

Later, when commerce and industry began to flourish, elementary education

for the children of common people prepared them to be useful and obedient workers
for new masters with money-based power.

Dewey made frequent references to this tradition as he tried to sketch
social alternatives for a scientific-democratic age.

More recently, as we

have become disappointed and disillusioned with the fruits of technology, it
has become popular to take a romantic view of life in the earlier centuries.

The happy peasant is seen anchored securely in a network of benevolent relations with God, nature, and the feudal order.

Dewey's contemporary, Henry

James, captured modern disaffections with his contrast between the Dynamo and
the Virgin.

Dewey and his progressive colleagues, however, saw little evidence

to support this nostalgic view as they observed the conditions of the immigrant
masses who were fleeing Europe.
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Dewey felt that modern circumstances provided a chance for the American
people to surmount old dualisms.

If their tradition of democratic ideals were

combined with the intellectual liberation of science, they might create a
civilization which would give more people a chance to experience fullness as
human beings.

Unfortunately, American culture was thus far guilty of missing

its opportunity.

Dewey noted that it had not only perpetuated ancient dualisms

but had created new ones.

This was true of the nation's intellectual develop-

ment where Americans rejected the facts of evolution; it was true of their
social life, where an obsession with money led them to sell out the democratic

dream for cheap materialism; it was true in education, where pressures were
emerging to replace sterile rote-learning with pseudo-reforms of utilitarian
trade training.

Dewey assigned philosophers and intellectuals the task of providing
insight into the way things were and of projecting alternatives, and he
followed his own advice.

He prepared to stake out the outlines of a new kind

of schooling which would capitalize on the educative possibilities inherent in
the revolutionary processes of technology.

Steeped in the perspective of the

new social sciences, Dewey made it quite clear, however, that to concentrate
only on school reform was to be guilty of tinkering about.
was the total pattern of culture.

The basic educator

Any authentic conception of reform for the

age of science had to be thought through across the board.

He shared with

Veblen and Beard a conviction about the centrality of economic influences on
society.

His writings on vocationalism in education were a component of his

assessment of the meaning of the new corporate-industrial arrangements for
American life.

His ideas about educational reform can be understood only

when laid alongside his economic critique.
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C.

The Economic Critique

The main features of Dewey's ideas about the American economy and its
effects had crystallized even before the vocational education movement of the
early twentieth century got under way.

Lewis Feuer, in a perceptive article

on Dewey's work in the eighties and nineties, points out that Dewey "shared
the kind of historical materialism which was the common property of the 'back

to the people movement" of the early progressive era. 1

He operated from the

assumption that the modes of producing life's necessities had a pervasive
effect on all other phases of life.

Thus, Dewey wrote in an anthropological

essay that studies of hunting cultures demonstrated that mental patterns

develnped in the occupation of hunting were carried over into the whole gamut
of cultural customs, feelings, and products.

Approaches to courtship, war,

art, and religion were psychologically linked to the characteristics and
demands of the hunting vocation.

The transition to an agricultural society

brought with it new technical skills, social divisions of labor, and more
complex mental habits.2

Dewey saw that in our own time, all "occupations"

and aspects of economic life were being radically changed by the impact of
science and technology.

He assumed that profound changes for all institutions

and for man's "mind and personality" were inevitable.

He felt that no task

was more important than to analyze and assess the meaning of this set of events.
It is not surprising to find that he gave a pivotal role to the study of occupations in his laboratory school and asked that history be taught in a way that

1

Lewis S. Feuer, "John Dewey and the Back to the People Movement in Amerlean Thought," Journal of the History of Ideas , XX, October-December, 1959,
p. 564.
2

John Dewey, "Interpretation of the Savage Mind," psychological Review,
IX, May, 1902, pp. 219-222.
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would stress the "more fundamental and controlling influences of economic
factors."'

There are parallels with Marxist thought in Dewey's insistence on the
paramount importance of economic factors.

But in Dewey's rationale, there

was not the same ideological emphasis on the all-decisive role of class
struggle.

His tendency was to use the new anthropological perspective to

discern the determinative factors of cultural change; to use a genetic analysis
for perceiving historical lines of development; and to believe that educative
activities of critical segments of society, including the press, could influence

public opinion to make institutional changes through democratic processes. Dewey
was a radical meliorist.

He became a critic of capitalist-industrial arrangements early in his
career.

While still at the University of Michigan in the 1890's, Dewey had

been ready to collaborate with a radical reformer, Franklin Ford, in founding
a newspaper committed to support of the idea that the economy ought to be
directed by "the organization of intelligence" rather than the blind drive
for profit.

Michigan newspapers poured ridicule on the project.

Dewey felt

compelled to explain that he "planned no revolution" but wanted "to show that
philosophy has some use."

His paper would be designed for those who "are

scientifically interested in the study of social questions."2

The venture

foundered before the first issue could be brought to press.

1

John Dewey, School and Society (Chicago: The University of Chicago
Press, 1899), p. 29.
For a discussion of the role Dewey's theory of occupations played in his Laboratory School, see Arthur G. Wirth, John Dewey As
Educator (New York:
John Wiley and Sons, 1966), Chapter 9.
2

Lewis S. Feuer, 22. cit., pp. 552-553.
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When Dewey went to Chicago in 1894, he met Jane Addams and progressive
reformers of the Hull House circle who were committed to making democracy
workable for the immigrants.

In this company, Dewey became an admirer of

Henry George and adopted the proposition "that economic needs and struggles
have been the determining force in the evolution of all institutions."'
When Thorstein Veblen's Theory of the Leisure Class appeared in 1899,
Dewey put it to use by locating the origins of "dualisms" in the leisure class.

Philosophical dualisms, Dewey wrote, were a survival from a past "which was
dualistic practically and politically, drawing fixed lines between classes,
and dualistic intellectually."

American culture, he said, "is still tainted

with an inheritance from the period of the aristocratic seclusion of a leisure
class--leisure meaning relief from participation in the work of a workaday
world."2

A new social democracy, he argued, would mean "an abandonment of

this dualism."

He wanted twentieth century philosophy to join in the work of

freeing America's "partial democracy" from the strictures of the leisure class
and the cultural heritage accompanying it.

Dewey's interest in the analysis and critique of the American economicindustrial system was a central concern throughout his career.

In order to

express his convictions about the practical bearing of philosophy, he wrote
regularly in popular journals.

When The New Republic appeared in 1914, Dewey

became a regular contributor along with Walter Lippman, Randolph Bourne, and
other progressives.

Some of his most searching articles on the vocational

1

John Dewey, "James Boner's 'Philosophy and Political Economy,'" Political
Science Quarterly, IX, 1894, p. 743.
2

John Dewey, "Are the Schools Doing What the People Want Them To Do?"
The Educational Review, XXI, 1901, pp. 470-471. L.S. Feuer, 22. cit., p. 567.
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education movement appeared in this magazine.

His major writings on social

philosophy appeared in the twenties and thirties:

The Public and Its Problems

(1927), Individualism Old and New (1929), Liberalism and Social Action (1935),
and Freedom and Culture (1939).

For our purposes, it is appropriate to con-

centrate on Individualism Old and New, which was based largely on articles
Dewey had written for The New Republic.

1.

Individualism Old and New

In Individualism Old and New, Dewey began by referring to the recently
completed study of Middletown by Robert and Helen Lynd (1929).

The study

showed, said Dewey, that America was a "house divided against itself."

Anthropologically speaking, the U.S:A. of the 1920's had to be described as
a money culture.

It was committed to a "struggle for existence" which

assumed that the unfettered pursuit of money was the means to all good:
the fit should prosper in order that the rest could benefit from largesse
filtering down from the top.

Ironically, laissez-faire philosophy was based

on economic determinism, while the spiritual heritage to which Americans also
clung denied determinism.

Laissez-faire doctrine preached that the "laws" of

the market place were the chief social determinants; while espoused religious
teachings frowned on materialistic creeds and encouraged people to use their
free wills to plan social change instead of behaving like helpless pawns
moved by impersonal forces.
one.

[

The fundamental cleavage, said Dewey, was a moral

The nation gave priority to materialistic drives, while
the spiritual factor of our condition, equal opportunity
and free association and intercommunication is obscured
and crowded out. Instead of the development of individualities which (the American founders) prophetically set
forth, there is a perversion of the whole ideal of individualism to conform to the practices of a pecuniary culture.
It has become the source and justification of inequalities
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and oppressions. Hence our compromises and the conflicts
in which aims and standards are confused beyond recognition.1

Americans paid a heavy price for the unbalanced pursuit of monetary gain.

Life had become marked by mechanization and the worship of technique as an end
instead of means;

by standardization and concomitant homogeneity of thought

and opinion instead of flexible, critical thinking; and by quantification,

with consequent impersonality and "superficiality" of soul. When left
unchecked, the new industrial system introduced both dramatic and subtle
changes into the pattern of culture:

the decline of family farms, the replace-

ment of old-type artisans by assembly line machine tenders, the commercialization
of college athletics, the sensationalism of the press, the manipulative thrust
of advertising and public relations, and the tensions and compulsive drives of
businessmen.2

Dewey felt that the right analysis of the human costs of a short-sighted,
profit-driven economy might yield clues to reforms needed to restore balance
to society.

Here he took up again his theme of dualism.

The new economic

system was guilty of creating new dualisms that were possibly more harmful

1

John Dewey, Individualism Old and New (New York:
(original publication, 1929), p. 18.
2

Capricorn Books, 1962),

While writing these words, I read a column by James Reston on President
Nixon's problems in making new Cabinet and administrative appointments. An
aide to the President said that they were disturbed to discover h5w many times
they would locate a prominent man, only to find that some physical or psychological weakness disqualified him for the job.
"I had never realized," one Cabinet member remarked the
other day, "what a toll the fierce competition of American business and professional life has taken on many
of our most talented and successful men. Many of them
have simply been worn out in the struggle. Many more
have all kinds of family problems they cannot leave.
In a great many cases, they have taken to drink to such
an extent that the risk is too great. So we have had
to go much slower than we expected." Saint Louis Post
Dispatch, June 26, 1969.
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than the old.

The ever-larger corporate bureaucracies concentrated power

and decision making in the hands of a directive few (on matters of gravest
importance for the whole of the society), while more and more Americans were
reduced tc, the role of helpless pawns.

tions...are monstrosities," said Dewey.

Men "not bound together in associa1

If the schools in such a society do

nothing more than fashion people to meet the needs of the system, if education
fails to give people the insights to challenge the distortions of the system,
then men are more enfeebled.

More individuals will feel lost and disoriented,

with recourse to nothing other than irrational outbursts.

When millions are

reduced to the inner despair of Dostoievsky's "underground man," the human
waste becomes enormous.

The survival of the democratic dream is finally at

stake.

Dewey was specific in his indictment b.:t did not believe that a ready-

made answer was available:

"No one person is going to evolve a constructive

solution for the problem of humanizing industrial civilization, of making it
and its technology a servant of human life."2

The major questions to which he addressed himself in Individualism Old
and New were:

How would individuals recover themselves as persons in the unpre-

cedented social situation?

What qualities shoulda new economic situation

and

a new education embrace which might restore the health of the American democratic soul, and reintegrate divided selves?

Dewey did have convictions about general courses of action to which his
analyses pointed; his pragmatism was not paralyzed by existential "angst." He

1

2

John Dewey, 22

cit., pp. 81-82.

Ibid., p. 141.
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began by ruling out defenses of the status quo and the faint-heartedness of
science-hating humanists who yearned for the supposed harmonies of the pretechnological era, the advocates of "Forward to the Middle Ages."

If a more

humane culture could be created, it had to be built on the realities of
science and technological industry.

His estimate of the possibilities markedly distinguished him from gloomridden prophets who saw the very nature of science and the new technique as a
monster beyond control.

Dewey envisioned prospects for a new humanism in the

enterprise of science itself, although he was not greatly optimistic that men
would make the choices required to establish it.

His basic generalization was

that "industry itself should become a primary educative and cultural force for
those engaged in it"--and that it could not do that as long as it singlemindedly pursued profits without regard for human values. 1
Dewey's argument centered on two points.

(1) The scientific way of

thinking was based on a set of attitudes and skills which opened new possibilities for growth in awareness.

Modern industry was grounded in and per-

meated by the 'rationale of science.

Men who worked in frL-Inented work processes

might be completely unaware of the style, power, and beauty of the scientific
mode which energized the enterprise.

Yet the possibility for tapping educative

potential in industrial processes was there, remaining to be explored.
(2) Corporate industrial organizations, so successful in effecting spectacular
increases in production, were enterprises of collaborating human beings.
were witness to the power of conjoint human efforts.

They

As they became more com-

plex, they required greater degrees of intelligence and integration of procedures

1

Ibid., pp. 132-135.
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from workers.

The trouble was that thinking about the corporate enterprise

was dominated by a few men at the top who, under the pressure to make more
money, introduced Taylorized production techniques that reduced people to
impersonal cost items.

The majority of workers were treated as "hired hands"

rather than as whole persons, shut off from the processes of communication
and participation.

Dewey did not say that a move to humanize industrial and commercial processes would be easy--or even likely.

His point was that if one analyzed the

contemporary situation from the standpoint of giving priority to human values,
then one could begin to see the problem in Dewey's terms, and could compare
alternatives for reaching saner goals without rejecting the new techniques.

Dewey was perfectly aware that the power generated by science could be
misused, but over and over again he fought the idea that science and scientific
attitudes were the culprits responsible for our ills and discontents.

He

argued, as Jacob Bronowski did later in Science and Human Values, that science
was a refined example of man's creative mind at work.

The community of scien-

tists--the way scientists related to each other in order to do science--could
in fact operate as a model upon which to reconstruct other institutions in
the technological era.

Truth-seeking is the goal of science.

Scientists are

compelled to create communities which make it possible for men to build their
lives around the pursuit of truth.
dom and discipline.

To do this requires a combination of free-

Each individual must be free to reflect on experience and

to seek new ways of viewing things or reordering experiences.

But in a com-

munity of truth-seekers, the individual must be willing to submit his personal
visions to public scrutiny in an atmosphere of free communication.

Respect

for individuality, participation, communication, criticism, dissent are essential marks of men who form communities for creative work it science or the arts.
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In short, as Bronowski put it, "the society of scientists must be a democracy."

1

Dewey argued that the social conditions which are necessary to do science or art
are the same conditions which must be created elsewhere if men are to be free to
explore and extend experience.

The general adoption of the scientific attitude in human
affairs would mean nothing less than a revolutionary
change in morals, religion, politics, and industry. The
fact that we have limited its use so largely to technical
matters is not a reproach to science, but to the human
beings who used it for private ends and who strive to
defeat its social application for fear of destructive
effect3 upcn their power and profit. A vision of a day
in which the natural sciences and the technologies which
flow irom them are used as servants of a humane life,
constitutes the imagination that is relevant to our own
time.
A humanism that flees from science as an enemy
denies the means by which a liberal humanism might
become a reality.2
In The Public and Its Problems, Dewey stated that the problem was to
trPnsform the Great Society - -which produces enormously but which ruptures

human relations and renders individuals anonymous--into the Great Community,
built by persons with humane insights into the realities of the age of science
who participate actively in the reconstruction of institutions.

3

Dewey's ana-

lysis led him to conclude that what was needed was a "cooperatively shared
control of industry."

He assumed that the trend was toward control of the

economy by larger and fewer economic units.

Only the myth remained of a

market controlled by a myriad of small entrepreneurs.
Economic determinism is now a fact, not a theory. But
there is a choice between a blind, chaotic, and unplanned
determinism, issuing from business conducted for pecuniary
profit, and the determination of a socially planned and
ordered'development.4

1

Jacob Bronoweki, Science and Human Values (New York:
1956), p. 80.

Harper and Brothers,

2

John Dewey,

3

John Dewey, The Public and Its Problems, pp. 126-128, 147, 155-158.

4

Ibid., pp. 118-120.

E. cit., pp. 3.55 -156.
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Dewey never lost confidence in the idea suggested to him by journalist
Franklin Ford in the early 1890's, of a new economy directed by "the organiza-

1.
tion of intelligence" rather than the unchecked drive for money.
see only three general alternatives:

He could

(1) the chaotic determinism of the

present, resulting in waste of natural resources, despoiling of the environ-

ment, and crippling of human lives; (2) state domination--"the road which
Soviet Russia is traveling with so much attendant destruction and coercion;"

or (3) a new kind of society planned "in accord with the spirit of American
life...undertaken by voluntary agreement."

Dewey foresaw the possibility of

coordinating and directive councils in which leaders of industry and finance
t.

would meet with representatives of labor and public officials to plan the
regulation of industrial activity. 1

He also predicted the appearance of kinds

of governmental regulation and involvement which became a partial reality under
the New Deal.

The task facing the twentieth century, said Dewey, is to build a new conI

t.

ception of spiritual possibilities based on the reality of 'machinery and science.

A humane society would demand that science be "humanistic--not just physical and
technical."

American society could make a unique confributiOn to world civi

lization by combining its talents for technological achievement with its democratic traditions.

If we could create a system of cooperative control of

industry instead of control by a few, Dewey predicted, there would be an
enormous liberation of the American mind.

People would experience the exhila-

ration that comes with participation and sharing in lesponsibility.2

1

2

Ibid., p.

Ibid., pp. 132-133.
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A new culture expressing the possibilities immanent in a
machine and material civilization will release whatever is
distinctive and potentially creative in individuals, and
individUals thus freed will be the constant makers of a
continuously new society.'

2.

Education in the Industrial Society.

Dewey maintained that the quality of schooling which might ensue in the
new era was related to the decision the nation would make about organizing
economic life.

He noted the American devotion to the universal common school

but questioned the ends our system served.

He acknowledged that the common

school opened opportunities to many and that it aided in cultural unification.
But, Dewey argued, if the system "merely turns out efficient industrial fodder
and citizenship fodder in a state controlled by pecuniary industry, as other
schools in other nations have turned efficient cannon fodder, it is not helping
to solve the problem of building up a distinctive American culture; it is only
aggravating the problem."2

Schools used primarily to help people get ahead,

to fill job needs, and to parrot textbook cliches nourished a kind of infantilism.

Dewey stressed the point that a genuine renewal of individuality could
not be accomplished by school reform sione, but had to be accompanied by
economic-social reconstruction as well.

I can think of nothing more childishly futile, for
example, than the attempt to bring "art" and aesthetic
enjoyment externally to the multitudes who work in the
ugliest surroundings and 'who leave their ugly factories
only to go through depressing streets to eat, sleep,
and carry on their domestic operations in grimy, sordid
homes.

1

2

Ibid., p. 143.
Ibid., p. 127.
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He felt hopeful about the growing interest of the young in the arts but felt
that it could turn into a mere escape mechanism,
unless it develops into an alert interest in the conditions
which determine the esthetic environment of the vast multitudes who now live, work and plan in surroundings that perforce degrade their tastes and that unconsciously educate
them into desire for any kind of enjoyment as long as it
is cheap and "exciting."'
Economic and social reconstruction was required of American society.

The

question remained whether a "new education" could help prepare the way for a
humane technological society.

Dewey turned a critical eye to the industrial

education movement and saw it as containing possibilities for educational
reform and possibilities for exaggerating evils already far advanced.

1

Ibid., pp. 130-131.
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CHAPTER IX

THE "VOCATIONAL" AS A MEANS FOR LIBERALIZING EDUCATION

...The unique fact about our own civilization is that if it is
to achieve and manifest a characteristic culture, it must develop,
not on top of an industrial and political substructure, but out of
our material civilization itself. It will come by turning a machine
age into a significantly new habit of mind and sentiment, or it will
Can a
not come at all.
. It is a qualitative question.
material, industrial civilization be converted into a distinctive
agency for liberating the minds and refining the emotions of all
who take part in it?
.
. A "humanism" that separates man from
nature will envisage a radically different solution of the industrial
and economic perplexities of the age than a humanism entertained by
The former will
those who find no uncrossable gulf or fixed gap.
inevitably look backward for direction; it will strive fcr a cultivated elite supported on the backs of toiling masses. The latter
will have to face the question of whether work itself can become
an instrument of culture and of how the masses can share freely in
a life enriched in imagination and esthetic enjoyment. This task
is set not because of sentimental "humanitarianism," but as the
necessary conclusion of the intellectual conviction that while man
belongs in nature and mind is connected with matter, humanity and
its collective intelligence are the means by which nature is
guided to new possibilities.'
.

.

.

If we are to understand Dwey's stand on the vocational-liberal studies issue,

we have to see the interrelationships of key points in this passage.

(1) The

only hope for civilizing the technological society is to cultivate "new habits
of mind and sentiment."

(2) These cannot be formed by approaches which reject

the machine culture - but somehow the industrial society itself, including man's
work in it, must be converted into an agent for human liberation.

(3) Both man's

mind and machine age culture must be seen as emergents within nature.

The habits

of intelligence which may become the instruments for salutary change must be
identified and consciously cultivated, both in schooling and through the 1,orkings
of all institutions.

(4) A "dualistic humanism" which separates mind from matter

John Dewey, Individualism Old and New (New York: Capricorn Books, 1962),
(original publication 1929), pp. 124-126.
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and turns to intellectualist elitism must be rejected as futile.

(5) The changes

effected by technology have such a radical effect on human life that the new
habits of intelligence required to cope with change must be cultivated throughout
the entire population.

An enlightened elite would be doomed to failure because

it could not move a mass that lacked refined skills and attitudes; therefore, a
democratization of the new "habits of mind and sentiments" throughout the population will be required for survival.

We shall comment on aspects of Dewey's philosophy which led him to such conclusions, and note the position he took on the role of the "vocational" in the
reform of general education.

One of the most effective efforts to get at the heart of Dewey's concept of
1

man is found in John E. Smith's The Spirit of American Philosophy.

Smith's

account is valuable because it helps explain why Dewey was the philosopher of

democracy - of the "back to the people movment;" why he held elitism to be
untenable; why he stressed the need for a new liberalizing quality in education
for the entire population.

Dewey often contrasted his position on the nature of man with that of other
philosophers - the British empiricists who defined man in psychological terms,
or the idealists who stressed mind and reason.
man in naturalistic, biological terms.

Dewey, by contrast, conceived of

Smith points out that no one can grasp

Dewey's thought who does not take this fact seriously.

It does not mean that Dewey thought of man solely in physiological
terms; his position is far more subtle. It does mean that man is
not to be understood primarily as a theoretical knower who merely
represents the world through the "ideas" in the mind. For Dewey
we do not start within the mind and we do not start with elements
of certainty - simple ideas of sense or clear and distinct ideas

1

John E. Smith, The Spirit of American Philosophy (New York: The Oxford
University Press, 196yy: Chapter IV:75OETIbewey."
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of reason. We start instead with man as a complex organism
set within an environment of change, flux, precariousness,
and instability. The biological orientation means setting
out from the organism-environment polarity and then showing
how all of the distinctions of complex and mature sense
experience emerge from that primordial situation.1

Like Freud, Dewey started from the assumption that our planetary hcme had
not been tailor-made to meet man's every need.

It contained elements which give

man a chance to live, but it was also full of the contingent, unpredictable and
perilous.

Dewey interpreted man's characteristic responses to such an environ-

ment - his propitiation of the gods, magic, ritual practices, art, and, most
recently, scientific intelligence - as efforts at control.
tially, is to have a chance to live.
explore its possibilities.

Being here, essen-

The task is to keep life going and to

The basic trait of existence - its uncertain, doubtful,

and hazardous character - gives the clue to man's distinctive nature.

Man is the

being who has developed awareness of this generic trait of his situation.

He can

perceive and confront the precarious and doubtful as such, and, by seeing
obstacles as problems,

he can respond to the challenges

his resources.

Man's capacity to gain control over his environment has emerged slowly, and is
based on his capacity to attain insight into what threatens or supports his
survival and growth.

Man has to grow in insight and skill, for nature changes

of itself - and it changes through the effects of man's actions on it.
Dewey held that the capacity for reflective thought was an evolutionary
bio-social emergent.

It had grown out of man's interaction with nature and his

fellow men, and was related to other aspects of his human nature - impulses and
habits.

This evolutionary view of the origin of man's capacity to think provided

an alternative explanation to dualist traditions which had made thinking an
attribute of an immaterial entity, "mind."

1

Ibid., pp. 126-127.
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In this older sense, "mind" was essentially an unexplainable "something" - outside and apart from nature.
which Dewey so deplored.

It was an intrinsic part of the dualist image of man

Some passages from Reconstruction in Philosophy may

give a feeling of Dewey's counterview of "minded behavior" as an emergent from
man's dynamic interactions with his world.
In
Wherever there is life, there is behavior, activity.
order that life may persist this activity has to be both continuous and adapted to the environment. This adaptive adjustment .
is not a mere matter of moulding of the organism by
the environment.
. There is no such thing in a living
. In the interests
creature as mere conformity to conditions.
of the maintenance of life there is transformation of some elements
in the surrounding medium. The higher the form of life, the
more important is the active reconstruction of the medium.1
.

.

.

.

.

.

From this point of view, experience becomes an affair primarily
of doing. The organism does not stand about, Micawberlike,
waiting for something to turn up.
. The living creature
undergoes, suffers, the consequences of its own behavior. This
close connection between doing and suffering or undergoing
forms what we call experience.2
.

Reflective thinking emerges out of experience.

.

It is the process of discerning

the connections and meanings in situations, and of projecting ideas as hypotheses,
testing them by acting on them, and observing the consequences.

It is through

this process that men build knowledge of their world.

Reason is experimental intelligence, conceived after the
pattern of science, and used in the creation of social arts;
it has something to do.
Its operation is always subject
to test in experience.
The plans which are formed, the principles which man projects as guides of reconstructive action,
are not dogmas. They are hypotheses to be worked out in
practice, and to be rejected,
.

.

.

1

John Dewey, Reconstruction in Philosophy (New York: The New American
Library [Mentor Books], 1950, p. 82).

2

Ibid., pp. 82-o3.
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corrected, and expanded as they fail or succeed in giving our
present experience the guidance it requires. We may call them
programmes of action, but since they are to be used in making
our future acts less blind, more directed, they are flexible.
Intelligence is not something possessed once and for all. It
is in constant proceb. of forming, and its retention requires
constant alertness in observing consequences, an open-minded
will to learn and courage in adjustment.1

Acceptance of man's biological heritage enabled Dewey to show the relation
of thought to other aspects of man's nature.

Human development, he held, starts

with impulse and passes into habits which become embodied in customs. Intelligence
or "minded behavior
and habits.

11

emerges as men become aware of the meaning of their impulses

Unlike that of the lower organisms, man's life is fortunately not

rigidly determined by instincts and impulses.
trolled, and directed.

But what about habits - the learned responses men develop

as a response to conditions they encounter?
inflexible.

Impulses can be modified, con-

Habits tend to persist and may be

Can they, too, be transformed by intelligence so that man may gain

control over himself?

A distinctive feature of Dewey's philosophy was the importance he assigned
to habit.

In many respects, he felt, our habits determine who we are in a more

fundamental way than do conscious choices.

as ideas "become fixed in our muscles."
not mutually exclusive.

In Peirce's vivid phrase, habits

But habit and reflective thought are

Reflective thought or intelligence may be brought into

play when habits become rigid and fail to meet new requirements.

Habits are

amenable to change as men gain insight into the need for change - and as they
restructure conditions to induce the exercise of new habits.
As John Smith put it,

The singling out of habit as the essential feature of man is
of the most importance to Dewey's entire outlook. For if man

1

Ibid., pp. 89-90.
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is primarily a creature of habit and habits are accessible
to human intelligence, many of the most pervasive ills of
human history can be attacked, and they should be, in
principle at least, subject to elimination.)

Dewey's concern with the idea of universal education grew out of this
S

orientation.

We typically associate universal schooling with the ideal of widen-

ing and equalizing opportunity, but

there was a more subtle reason behind the idea of universal
education in Dewey's thinking; it means the educatinn of an
entire people, the education of a nation and, through them,
the education of an age. It means the redirection of impulse
and the modification of habit all across the culture at large.
This is something very different from the education, in an
established tradition, of a few whose task it will then be
to guide and direct the others. It is rather the enterprise
of redirecting the entire culture at a most elemental level.
Social transformation - the changing of basic social, economic,
and political conditions - has a better chance of success if
the total population is involved.2
Cultural transformation would also have a better chance of success if a working model of the desired new attitudes and skills were available.

As we noted

in the last chapter, Dewey felt that the values and processes of science itself
provided such a model.

He had hopes that something of the essential spirit

of science could be taught to the population at large because, from his biological

perspective, he saw science simply as a refined form of inquiry that had emerged
from the evolutionary process.

Science was not an operation different in kind

from other operations, nor conducted by a separate breed of men.

There was

continuity between its mode and a mode of thinking and living available to other
men.

The habits of problem solving, of treating ideas as hypotheses, of making

judgments in terms of thu observation of consequences, of tolerating discrepant
ideas, had grown out of human experience and could be cultivated and taught.

1

2

John Smith, op. cit., p. 132.
Ibid., pp. 132-133.

(Italics mine.)
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Dewey made the analysis of the process of inquiry one of his primary tasks
as a philosopher.

1

He described it as an active, meaning-seeking process.

By

stressing the point that science is not the passive reception of finished facts,
Dewey tried to emphasize the active intervention which the knower had to make
to understand and cope with his world.

He referred to his philosophy as

experimentalism because it stressed the importance of treating ideas as hypotheses
or plans of action which had to be tested in experience and revised, rejected, or
confirmed as warranted.

Science, then, was the best and moss vivid example of

the marriage of theory and action.

By using experimental science as a model,

Dewey stressed the philosophical point that action, practice, and behavior
cannot be alien to thought but are necessary to it.

This demonstrated, he felt,

that the ancient tendency to disparage practice as compared to contemplative
thought was mistaken.
In education

Dewey opposed practices which treated learning as a passive

process of absorbing information.

He stressed the importance of learners

being physically and mentally active as inquirers.

The popular image of Dewey's

position is contained in the slogan "learning by doing," and there is werrant
for it.

But Dewey was equally concerned with meaning, and his famous definition

of education combines the features of action and meaning-seeking.

"[Education]

is that reconstructing or reorganizing of experience which adds to the meaning
of experience, and which increases ability to direct the course of subsequent
experience.

2

The test of whether an experience is educative, is not whether mere activity
is involved, but whether it leads us to see new meanings about the world or

1
See, for example, John Dewey, Logic: The Theory_ of Inquiry
Holt, 1938).

(New York:

2
John Dewey, Democracy and Education (New York: The Macmillan Company,
1916), pp. 89-90.
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ourselves.

To gain a new meaning, said Dewey, is to acquire "increased percep-

tion of the connections and continuities of the activities in which we are
engaged," and to gain added power of control.

"The chief business of life at

every point is to make living contribute to an enrichment of its own perceptible

meaning."1
Scientific inquiry was the most effective source of increase in knowledge
and power, but power could be abused.

Dewey was aware that science and its

applications could bring "new modes of unloveliness and suffering."2 It was
equally important, therefore, that men grow in their capacity to examine the
consequences of thought in action.
rationale.

Here the role of democracy entered Dewey's

The democratic ideal held that only those actions were justified

which opened opportunities for all human beings to grow in experience.

In an

oft-quoted statement, Dewey put it this way:
All social institutions have a meaning, a purpose. That
purpose is to set free and to develop the capacities of
human individuals without respect to race, sex, class or
.
[The] test of their value is the
economic status.
extent to which they educate every individual into the full
stature of his possibility. Democracy has many meanings,
but if it has a moral meaning, it is found in resolving that
the supreme test of all political institutions and industrial
arrangements shall be the contribution they make to the allround growth of every member of society.3
.

.

Dewey applied that test to the industrial system and to American schooling
and found both of them wanting.

If there was a chance for reform, Dewey felt

it could be accomplished only through a combination of the humane aspects of
science with the ideals of democracy.

He was clear that the necessary

1

John Dewey, Reconstruction in Philosophy, pp. 145-147.

2

John Dewey, Individualism Old and New, p. 153.

3

John Dewey, Reconstruction in Philosopy, p. 147.
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restructuring of habits and attitudes would be nourished ideally by a total
cultural re-orientation, with all institutions contribnting.

But beginnings had

to be made somewhere; and Dewey and other progressives held school reform to be
of strategic importance because the habits and minds of the yol.ng were still
pliable and unformed.

Dewey encountered the pressures for vocational education as the 20th century
opened.

He evaluated the movement in terms of his philosophical frame of refer-

ence.

A.

"The Occupations" As the Model for Educational Reform.

Both practically and philosophically the key to the
present educational situation lies in a gradual reconstr'iction of school materials and methods so as to utilize various
forms of occupations typifying social callings, and to bring
out their intellectual and moral content. .
.
.'his educational reorganization cannot be accomplished by merely trying
to give a technical preparation for industries and professions
as they now operate, much less by merely reproducing industrial
conditions in the school. The problem is not that of making
.

the schools an edamEtto manufacture and commerce, but of
utilizing, the factors of
to make school life more
active, more full of immediate meaning, more connected with
out-of-school experience. The problem is not easy of solution.
There is a standing danger that education will perpetuate the
older traditions for a select few, and effect its adjustment to
the newer economic conditions more or less on the basis of
acquiescence in the untreisformed, unrationalized, and
unsocialized phases of our defective industrial regime. Put
in concrete terms, there is danger that vocational education
will be interpreted in theory and practice as trade education;
as a means of securing technical efficiency in specialized
'future pursuits.
Education would then become an instrument of perpetuating
unchanged the existing industrial order of society, instead of
operating as a means of its transformation. . . . The [needed]
change is essentially a change in the quality of mental disposition an,educative change. This does not mean that we can change
character and mind by direct instruction and exhortation, apart
from a change in industrial and political conditions. Such a
conception contradicts our basic idea that character and mind
are attitudes of participative response in social affairs. But
it does mean that we may produce in schools a projection in type
of the society we should like to realize, and by forming minds
Igscindt,
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in accord with it gradually modify the larger and more
recalcitrant features of adult society.'

aa?

This passage from "Vocational Aspects of Education" in Democracy and
Education2 bears careful reeding.

It points toward some of Dewey's major pre-

scriptions for the reform of public education.

use occupations in a way to brin

The key recommendation is to

out their intellectual and moral content."

We are promised that this innovation will make school life more active and more
relevant to out-of-school experience; and, that schools so organized can
influence mental dispositions in ways to help transform "our defective industrial
regime."

The chapter title indicates that the author is not writing directly on

"vocational education" but on "vocational aspects of education."

1.

The Definitional Problem

If Dewey insisted that the introduction of the study of occupations into
American schools was to be a major feature of educational reform, it seems
strange that progressive educators who followed Dewey would not have made this
the focus of their attention.

The concept was not ignored in some of the

"project method" proposals, but it is hard to think of educators other than Dewey
who made "occupations" a leading term in their vocabularies.

Dewey's tortured style of writing when he discussed the terms "occupations,"
"vocation," and "calling," provides a partial explanation as to why educators,

shied away from concepts which for Dewey had so much meaning.

The terminological

problem is illustrated in his cb.epter "Vocational Aspects of Education" in

Democracy and Education.

On the one hand, Dewey spoke of "occupations" in referring to forms of work

1

John Dewey, Democracy and Education, pp. 369-370.

2

Ibid., Chapter XXIII.
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available to men in the new industrial era.

In this case he described how work

in industry and commerce was being transformed by scientific and technological
factors.

On the positive side, there was a reduction in the physical drudsery

required of men.

Industry has ceased to be essentially an empirical, rule of
thumb procedure, handed down by custcm. Its technique is now
technological: that is to say based upon machinery resulting
from discoveries in mathematics, physics, chemistry, bacteriology, etc.
. Industrial occupations have infinitely
greater intellectual content and infinitely larger cultural
The demand for such
possibilities than they used to possess.
education as will acquaint workers with the scientific and social
bases and bearings of their pursuits becomes imperative, since
those who are without it inevitably sink to the role of appendages
to the machines they operate.
.

.

His last phrase indicates Dewey was not blind to the fact that men pushed out
of craft occupations could be reduced to mindless machine tenders.

While the intellectual possibilities of industry have multiplied, industrial conditions tend to make industry, for the
great masses, less of an educative resource than it was in the
days of hand production for local markets. The burden of
realizing the intellectual possibilities inhering in work
is thus thrown back on the school.1
In practice, however, said Dewey, the schools were not seizing upon opportunities to draw on the intellectual possibilities of industry.

The trend

instead was to introduce the "'vocational" component into education in the form

of narrow trade training designed to teach specific saleable skills.

Such a

conception of "vocational" should be rejected, he argued, because "mere training"

did not meet the criterion of an "educative experience;" that is, premature
training for job skills neglected the liberalizing dimension of exploring things
in terms of their broader meanings and of raising questions about human values.

Public school trade training, because of its sharp focus on job skills, tended

1

Ibid., p. 367.
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to create members of a permanent, subordinate working class.

If denied access

to liberalizing experiences, workers would not be prepared to help transform an
unsatisfying industrialism into something more civilized.

In that same chapter, however, Dewey also used the terms "occupation" or
"vocation" in ways which had nothing to do with earning a living.

We must avoid,

he said, using vocation or occupation to apply only to activities where tangible
commodities are produced, or to imply that each person has only one vocation.
In its broader definition an occupation "is a continuous activity having a pur-

pose."1

In this sense, it is something which occupies an individual personally;
Each

it is something in which he is interested and to which he is committed.
individual, in this sense, has a variety of "occupations," "callings," or
"vocations."

He may earn his living as a garment worker or an engineer.

But

he also may be a member of a family, may be active in community affairs and in
political organizations, or may be passionately committed to playing the oboe.
We tend, Dewey said, to name a person's vocation according to his employment.
"But we should not allow ourselves to be so subject to works as to ignore and

virtually deny his other callings when it comes to the vocational phases of
education. "2

Dewey employed a kind of accordion usage of the term "occupation."

In a

constricted sense, Dewey used it to refer to specific jobs and concomitant train-

ing programs; more broadly, he used it in the sense of meaningful work from
which intellectual, social, and moral significance would be extracted.

Beyond

paid employment, he used "occupation" to apply to activities where one's deepest

1
2

John Dewey, Democracy and Education, p. 361.
Ibld., p. 359.
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personal purposes or interests were involved; and at its fullest extension he
said "the dominant vocation of all human beings at all times is living - intellec-

tual and moral growth."1

It is no wonder that there was puzzlement about the

meaning of Dewey's statement that the key to educational

reform lay in the use

of "various forms of occupations" and their intellectual and moral content.

There is a genuine problem in the style of Dewey's writings; nevertheless,
it is possible to clarify his intentions.

We shall refer to the use he made of

"occupations" in his own Laboratory School at the University of Chicago.

B.

The "Occupations" in Dewey's Laboratory School

The inclination to learn from life itself and to make the
condition of life such that all will learn in the process
of living is the finest product of schooling.2
Dewey came to the University of Chicago in 1894 with an appointment as
Chairman of the combined Departments of Philosophy, Psychology, and Pedagogy.

He began very soon to plan the founding of a Laboratory School, formally launched
with a dozen or so children in 1886.

As the school grew, Dewey remained its

Director until he left Chicago in 1904.3

The school gained its widest fame

through his references to it in School and Society (1899).

His major educational

treatise, Democracy and Education, is based on the theory and practice represented in his Laboratory School.

Before looking directly at his ideas about the occupations, it may help
to review the kinds of criticisms Dewey and his colleagues were making of schooling.

In a famous chapter "Waste in Education" in School and Society, Dewey

1

Ibid., p. 362.

2

Ibid., p. 60.

3
See Katherine C. Mayhew and Anna C. Edwards, The Deiitt School (New York:
Appleton Century Crofts, 1936) and Arthur G. Wirth, John Dewey as Educator
(New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1966.)
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pin-pointed some of the shortcomings of traditional education.) He used the
term "waste" not to describe the schools' financial inefficiency, but to charge
that they failed to make any significant differences in the lives of the students.
Factors in the out-of-school lives of children were not drawn upon in class,
and school-room recitations had little relevance ror students when they fled
at the end of the day.

Periods were filled with "teacher-talk," which no one

ever used except in classrooms.
isolated from life.

The result, said Dewey, was that schools were

Their own internal operations accented the "isolation."

The separate subjects remained unrelated to each other,

and there was a lack

of correlation between the elementary, middle, and higher parts of the system.
In addition, out-dated psychologies of learning prevailed that assumed students
brought empty minds to school to be filled.

This author's father, for example,

quit school in 1910 at age thirteen when the teacher assigned for memorization
a long list of American explorers with the dates of their births and deaths. The

result of such learning theory was that classrooms were places of passive, rote
learning where the dominant method was the ancient practice of reciting teacherassigned material.

Dewey said, "There is much of utter triviality of subject

matter in elementary and secondary education."

No wonder, then, that the

majority of children were leaving school well before the end of the elementary
Dewey was angry about the human waste.

He shared that anger with

Jane Addams and the Settlement House reformers.

He was convinced that the

grades.

possibilities existed for creating less sterile conceptions of education.

1.

The Case for the Use of the Occupations

In Dewey's school, the occupations represented the most dramatic departure

1

John Dewey, School and Society, revised edition (Chicago! University
of Chicago Press, 1-9E3 , Chapter 3.
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from standard school programs. They consisted of activities such as gardening,
cooking, printing, textile work, simple carpentry and metal work, and dramatics.
Projects were generates: out of activities like these

which academic study was

related.

Dewey said that progressive educators had been making use of such activities,

but that their reasons for doing so were painfWly inadequate.

They generally

defended manual training, for example, on the grounds that it engaged the
spontaneous interest of children, kept them active and alert instead of passive,
and taught useful skills for home life.

These reasons, while not insignificant,

missed the main point about "the occupations". their social significance.

The

main functions of the occupations, said Dewey, should be, first, to give children
examples of the types of processes men utilize to create the primal necessities

of communities; second, to reveal how changes in techniques have enabled men to
advance from primitive to civilized stages; and finally, to provide opportunities
1

for children to practice community living rather than mere competitive striving.

In one of his many elaborations about the value of the occupations, Dewey
noted in Democracy and Education that
education through occupations consequently combines within
itself more of the factors conducive to learning than any
other method. It calls instincts and habits into play; it
is.a foe to passive receptivity. It has an end in view; results
are to be accomplished. Hence it appeals to thought; it demands
that an idea be steadily maintained, so that activity cannot be
either routine or capricious. Since the movement of activity
must be progressive, leading from one stage to another, observation and ingenuity are required at each stage to overcome
obstacles and to discover and readapt means of execution.2
The occupations, he said

can transform the whole spirit of a school.

They

create opportunities for children to feel a sense of personal involvement, to

1

Ibid., p. 14.

2

John Dewey, Democracy and Education, p. 361.
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engage in manipulative and expressive as well as mental activities, and to grow
in social insight.

Instead of being a transmitter of auditory input, the school

could become an ally of the arts, and a center for the study of science and
history.

1

Dewey was convinced also that use of the occupations could help overcome
another troublesome "dualism" - the separation of academic studies from each
other.

Perhaps the best way to give a comprehensive view of Dewey's ideas on

the educative value of the occupations is to quote some passages at length from
Democracy and Education in which he summarized his position.

Aside from the fact that active occupations represent
things to do, not studies, their educational significance
consists in the fact that they may typify social situations.
Men's fundamental common concerns center about food, shelter,
clothing, household furnishings, and the appliances connected
with production, exchange, and consumption.
Representing
both the necessities of life and the adornments with which
the necessities have been clothed, they tap instincts at a
deep level; they are saturated with facts and principles
having a social quality.
/

To charge that the various activities of gardening,
weaving, construction in wood, manipulation of metals,
cooking, etc., which carry over these fundamental human concerns into school resources, have a merely bread and butter
value is to miss their point. If the mass of mankind has
usually found in its industrial occupations nothing but
evils which had to be endured for the sake of maintaining existence, the fault is not in the occupations, but in
the conditions under which they are carried on. The continually increasing importance of economic factors in
contemporary life makes it the more needed that education
should reveal their scientific content and their social
value. For in schools, occupations are not carried on for
/,- pecuniary gain but for their own content. Freed from extraneous associations and from the pressure of wage-earning, they
supply modes of experience which are intrinsically valuable;
they are truly liberalizing in quality.
Gardening, for example, need not be taught either for
the sake of preparing future gardeners, or as an agreeable

1

For an example of a contemporary school program which embodies some of
these qualities, see comments on the "Technology for Children" program in
Appendix A.
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way of passing time. It affords an avenue of approach to
knowledge of the place of farming and horticulture have had
in the history of the race and which they occupy in present
social organization. Carried on in an environment educationally
controlled, they are means for making a study of the facts of
growth, the chemistry of soil, the role of light, air, and
moisture, injurious and helpful animal life, etc. There is
nothing in the elementary study of botany which cannot be
introduced in a vital way in connection with caring for the
growth of seed. Instead of the subject matter belonging to
a peculiar study called botany, it will then belong to life,
and will find, moreover, its natural correlations with the
facts of soul, animal life, and human relations. As students
grow mature, they will perceive problems of interest which may
be pursued for the sake of discovery, independent of the
original direct interest in gardening - problems connected with
the germination and nutrition of plants, the reproduction of
fruits, etc., thus making a transition to deliberate intellectual
investigations.

The illustration is intended to apply, of course, to other
school occupations, - woodworking, cooking, and on through the
list. It is pertinent to note that in the history of the
race the sciences grew gradually out from useful social occupations. Physics developed slowly out of the use of tools and
machines; the important branch of physics known as mechanics
testifies in its name to its original associations.
The lever,
wheel, inclined plane, etc., were among the first great intellectual
discoveries of mankind, and they are none the less intellectual
because they occurred in the course of seeking for means of
accomplishing practical ends. The great advance of electrical
science in the last generation was closely associated, as effect
and as cause, with application of electric agencies to means
of communication, transportation, lighting of cities and houses,
and more economical production of goods. These are social ends,
moreover, and if they are too closely associated with notions of
private profit, it is not because of anything in them, but be-cause they have been deflected to private uses: - a fact which
puts upon the school the responsibility of restoring their
connection, in the mind of the coming generation, with public
scientific and social interests. In like ways, chemistry grew
out of processes of dying, bleaching, metal working, etc., and in
recent times has found innumerable uses in industry.
Mathematics is now a highly abstract science; geometry, however, means literally earth-measuring: the practical use of number
in counting to keep track of things and in measuring is even more
important today than in the times when it was invented for these
purposes.
Such considerations
indicate the possibilities /"greater today than ever before - of using active occupations as
opportunities for scientific study. The opportunities are just
as great on the social side, whether we look at the life of
collective humanity in its past or in its future. The most
direct road for elementary students into civics and economics
is found in consideration of the place and office of industrial
.

.
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occupations in social life. Even for older students, the
social sciences would be less abstract and formal if they
were dealt with less as sciences (less as formulated bodies
i/of knowledge) and more in their direct subject-matter as
that is found in the daily life of the social groups in
which the student shares.

\\\2-Z
2.

Connection of occupations with the method of science is at
least as close as with its subject matter. The ages when
scientific progress was slow were ages when learned men had
contempt for the material and processes of everyday life,
especially for those concerned with manual pursuits. Consequently, they strove to develop knowledge out of general
principles - almost out of their head3 - by logical reasonings.
It seems as absurd that learning should come from action
on and with physical things, like dropping acid on a stone to
see what would happen, as that it should come from sticking
an awl with waxed thread through a piece of leather. But the
rise of experimental methods proved that, given control of
conditions, the latter operation is more typical of the right
way of knowledge than isolated reasonings. Experiment developed
in the seventeenth and succeeding centuries and became the
authorized way of knowing when men's interests were centered
in the question of control of nature for human uses. The
active occupations in which appliances are brought to bear
upon physical things with the intention of effecting useful
changes is the most vital introduction to the experimental
method.1
The Role of Occupations in Providing Continuities Between
Levels of the Educational System.

The disjunction between the different levels of the school system was
another instance of the "separations" which pained Dewey.

He felt that the con-

cept of the occupations might provide themes to establish better transitions
and integrations between the levels.

In the Laboratory School, children were

introduced to school with initial experiences in the occupations.

Dewey and

his colleagues felt that this provided an opportunity to capitalize on the
educative possibilities of children's play.

Creative play through the occupa-

tions helped establish continuities with home

1

life and it introduced children

John Dewey, Democracy and Education, pp. 234-237.
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to inquiry-oriented ways of learning.

Play gave the child an early chance to

experience learning as something that involved all facets of himself; his
interests and goals, manipulative and expressive impulses, his ideas and their
relation to actions.

In the elementary grades, projects centering on occupations became more
elaborate and required longer time spans to complete.

Techniques had to be

cultivated, and study and research were required to carry projects through to
completion.

Play passed over into productive work.

Word and number studies

were needed to handle more ambitious undertakings; thus the need for the basic
skills received a functional warranty.

At the upper elementary levels, occupa-

tion-centered activities were related more systematically to studies in history,
the sciences, or mathematics.

Dewey hoped that by the time students entered secondary school, they would
have developed a personal sense that knowledge grows out of interaction with
the world, and is a natural product of man's effort to cope with his situation
in a physical and social environment.

They would then be ready to begin a more

systematic study of organized branches of knowledge.

It is the time for formulating in generalizations the chief
principles which are fundamental to various lines of study
and for amassing the detailed stores of information which
embody and illustrate the general principles. If the elementary
period has been adequately lived through, so that the child
has secured positive experience in all these directions, has had
intellectual hunger kept alive and quickened, and has acquired
working use of the main lines of investigation, there is no
doubt that a very large amount of technical generalization
and of special detail can be acquired in a comparatively
short time.1
Dewey's long-time desire to add a high school extension was not realized
until the last year of his stay in Chicago.

1

He had not had time to give serious

John Dewey, "The University Elementary School: History and Character,"
University Record, II, No. 8, (May, 1897), p. 75.
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attention to the problems at this level.

His secondary plan was based on the

incorporation of the Chicago Manual Training School with an academic study
component.

Experiences in the shops were to be available to all students, includ-

ing the affluent, so that they might have first-hand knowledge of the techniques

which underlay American industry, including concepts and scientific modes in
their technical applications.

In higher education, Dewey viewed with mixed feelings the intrusion of a
phalanx of new practical courses - journalism, commerce, agriculture, pharmacy,
engineering, teaching, forestry, library science and domestic arts.

It was

clear that these newcomers had appeared in response to the needs for higher
technical proficiency.

Yet Dewey sided in part with those humanists who

deplored the pressures on universities to operate as service stations for
special groups.

He saw the danger that practical programs would take their

shape solely according to the wishes of their sponsors and would serve simply
to help students to "get on" in the system.

If the new studies were not guided

by liberal values, he said, they could become "narrow and hard, tending not
merely to the utilitarian in its restricted sense, but even toward the brutal

and inhuman."
There was a counter-danger, however, in traditional concepts of liberal
education which lacked relevance to the realities of a scientific-industrial
age.

If liberal studies were retained as esoteric remnants of an earlier life,

they could become "genteel" and lose their vitality.

The vocational element,

on the other hand, if properly conceived might become the significant factor

both personally and socially in the liberalizetton of

1

young person's life.

John Dewey, The jsz Out of Educational Confusion (Cambridge: The Harvard
University Press, 1931), pp. 2Z:27.
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Dewey referred to remarks by President Arthur E. Morgan of Antioch College
who had seen the educative potential in imaginative work study programs.
In so far as the liberal arts college stands for a
perpetuation of the traditional conflict between vocation
and culture, it seems doomed to play a constantly decreasing
role in education. In a day when most of the occupations of
men involved little more than manual skill and the repeated
application of a few rule-of-thumb formulae, the concept of
vocational as illiberal may have had some basis.
With the
modern applications of all the sciences and arts to vocations,
and the successful scientific search for principles within
the operations and purposes of the vocations themselves, it
is no longer true.
It is rapidly becoming a fact that the
study within one's vocational preparations is an important
means of freeing and liberalizing the mind. This being true,
the inevitable trend in education is toward the thinning of
the traditional educational wall between vocational and
cultural.
The liberal arts college will survive and render
service in proportion as it recognizes this fact and brings
its courqe of study, and administrative set-up into conformity
with it.'
These remarks, Dewey said, applied with equal force to the high school.

He held that nothing was more important than to effect a genuine liberalization of study: but he rejected the tendency to accept automatically as
"liberal" those subjects which campus scholars had traditionally labeled as
Liberal Arts.

When properly taught, these studies might be tremendously excit-

ing in opening new perspectives.
irrelevant.

But they also could be sterile, trivial, and

Just so with technical studies, which could be either narrow and

limiting, or a means of stimulating intellectual inquiry and moral reflection.

Nothing was guaranteed by the label; it all depended on the quality of the
experience.

There is a criterion, Dewey said, for deciding whether a given

study is liberalizing:

any study is cultural in the degree in which it is apprehended in its widest possible range of meanings.
Perception
of meanings depends upon perception of connections of context.
To see a scientific factor or law in its human as well as in
1

Ibid., pp. 27-28.
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its physical and technical context is to enlarge its significance and give it increased cultural value. Its direct economic
application, if by economic is meant something having money
worth, is incidental and secondary, but a part of its actual
connections. The important thing is that the fact be grasped
in its social connections - its function in life.1

Dewey's point was that the vocational component had tremendous potential
for the liberalizing of experience.

This recalls the particular meanings he

assigned the terms "vocation," "occupation," "calling."

One must recall his

flexible usage of the terms.

Vocat :on in the sense of one's work could give an individual a sense of
identity and meaningful relatedness to society:

An occupation is the only thing which balances the
distinctive capacity of an individual with his social service.
To find out what one is fitted to do and to secure an opportunity to do it is the key to happiness. Nothing is more
tragic than failure to discover one's true business in life,
or to find that one has drifted or been forced by circumstances
into an uncongenial calling. A right occupation means simply
that the aptitudes of a person are in adequate play, working
with the minimum of friction and the maximum of satisfaction.d
Thus Dewey supported the importance of school guidance efforts and educational
programs designed to help students find theme-'.ves "vocationally."

However, he

opposed early and fixed determinations of vocational objectives, since these
might hinder a subsegy.:ent change of directions, or merely reflect the needs of

the local job market.

Dewey refused to limit the meaning of vocation, however, to its usual
connection with one's job.

People could have important "callings" or "vocations"

beyond employment: for example, one's calling as a parent, or as a dedicated
worker in community causes, or as an explorer of the arts.

1

Ibid., p. 336.

2

Ibid., p. 360,
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In such cases,

Dewey spoke of "vocations" as one's central concerns.

His rather complex point was that one's vocation, both in the sense of
one's work and of one's central concerns, plays a critical role in self-fulfillment and continuing education.

A calling is also of necessity an organizing principle
for information and ideas; for knowledge and intellectual
growth. It provides an axis which runs through an immense
diversity of detail, it causes different experiences, facts,
items of information to fall into order one with another.
The lawyer, the physician, the laboratory investigator in some
branch of chemistry, the parent, the citizen interested ir. his
own locality, has a constant working stimulus to note and
relate whatever has to do with his concern. He unconsciously
from the motivation of his occupation, reaches out for all
relevant information, and holds to it.1
In this sense the schools had an important function in helping people find their
vocations, though in a genuinely humane community, all the other institutions
would have this function too.

D.

2

The Educational Model in Practice: "Schools of Tomorrow."

Dewey felt that a salutary exercise for philosophers was to trace out the
implications of their ideas for the education of human beings.

His Laboratory

School and his writing on education represented his own effort to act on that
belief.

1

Ibid., p. 362.

2

In a somewhat related fashion, Thomas F. Green argues that a central problem of our time is to help people find a work (or a calling) to accomplish.
Green argues that because automation reduces many jobs to monotonous routines,
we should stop identifying work with jobs.
We should start viewing a person's
work as including activities which enable him to be creative in, for example,
community work or the arts outside his job role.
See Thomas F. Green, Work,
Leisure, and American Schools (New York: Random House, 1968).
Frederick Herzberg, on the other hand, asks us to explore the possibilities
of reorganizing job life so that more people may experience a sense of meaningful
vocation within their employment roles. See Frederick Herzberg, Work and the
Nature of Man (New York: The World Publishing Company, 1966).
Dewey's rationale would suggest that both avenues should be pursued.
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His educational rationale was rather fully worked out by the time the
vocational education movement began to gather momentum; and his response to it
was based on the interrelated aspects of his social philosophy with his psychological and educational theory.

His version of the occupations was at the center

of his pedagogical theory and practice.

If he had been a doctrinaire zealot, he

might have maintained that his plan was the one true way to educational reform.
In fact, Dewey disavowed this position.

He was prepared to defend his program

as one practical example of his values and psychological theory; but he also
recognized the imperfections of the Laboratory School and its unresolved problems.

His main objective was to understand man in the 20th century and to project a
social and educational philosophy which might help humanize life in a technologiis

cal era.

Dewey welcomed a variety of alternatives to traditional education and spotted
and encouraged them throughout his career.

At the same time, he used his own

frame of reference to evaluate and criticize them.
was quite complex.

As we have seen, his model

Unwary observers who seize upon single aspects of Dewey's

thought usually wind up doing violence to his central goals.

This happened to

the vocational educator, David Snedden, for example- -who sought to make Dewey

his ally on the basis of an incomplete reading.

What Dewey did favor may be clarified by examples of school programs he
endorsed.

While preparing for the writing of Democracy and Education in 1916,

Dewey engaged in a parallel project with his daughter, Evelyn.

Their purpose

was to describe actual school practices which were consistent with their
educational theory.

Evelyn Dewey did most of the school visiting and then col-

laborated with her father in writing Schools of Tomorrow.1

1

John and Evelyn Dewey, Schools of Tomorrow (New York: E.P. Dutton and
Company, 1915).
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A variety of experiments in both private and public schools in various parts
of the country were reported.

Mrs. Henrietta Johnson's "Organic Education" in

Fairhope, Alabama; Caroline Pratt's Play School in New York City; and J. L.

Meriam's Elementary School at the University of Missouri, were described as efforts
which tapped children's interests and tried to make educative use of play and
work activities.

In public education, the Deweys said, 'schools all over the

country are finding that the most direct way of vitalizing their work is through
closer relations with local interests and occupations.°They endorsed the work of Mr. Valentine, principal of an all-Negro school
in Indianapolis, which they described in a chapter called "The School as a
Social Settlement."

They said that Valentine was trying to turn his plant into

"a true school; that is, a place where the children of the neighborhood
shall become healthy, happy, and competent both economically and socially, and
where the connection of instruction with the life of the community shall be
2

directly recognized both by children and parents.

The Deweys were particularly impressed with aspects of the Indianapolis
program which were designed to improve family and neighborhood life through
community involvement.

The cooking program emphasized knowledge of nutrition

and the skills of food purchasing and preparation.

Valentine had taken the

initiative in establishing shops and sewing rooms which were open all day and
at hours when adults could make use of the facilities with children.

Local

tailors, cobblers, carpenters, and plumbers were brought in to teach children
how to use a variety of tools and repair personal and school equipment.

They

helped the boys convert an old house into club rooms and to rehabilitate a
gymnasium for use by the whole community.
1

Ibid., p. 205

2

Ibid., p. 207.
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Some children developed interests

out of these experiences which they later followed into careers.

Projects were

planned jointly with participation of children, teachers, and parents.

It was

an example of the kind of communication and democratic procedure which could
transform a neighborhood from a bit of geography into a self-directing community.
It was the Community School idea in action - one of the creative innovations of
1

the progressive era, and, one which will surely be revived and extended again.

In a section called "Education Through Industry," the Deweys reported on
other urban experiments designed to help children become "intelligent in all

the activities of their life, including the important one of making a living."
Gary, Chicago, and Cincinnati were selected as examples.
The Deweys made an important qualification about industrial training.

Most

programs of industrial education, they said, had been tailored to meet the
labor requirements o1 the two or three largest industries in the area.

"The

problem of general public-school education is not to train workers for a trade,

but to make use of the whole environment of the child in order to supply motive
and meaning to the (school) work."2

They felt that one of the best examples of using industry for educative
purposes was the work of Henry Wirt in the steel-town of Gary.

Wirt had made

financial savings from his "platoon plan" of administration and used the money
to introduce a variety of science laboratories and shops for carpentry, metal
work, printing, forging, and home economics.

Children worked under skilled

craftsmen to make school repairs and to construct equipment or facilities needed

1

Years later, at the close of his career, Dewey gave his support to community school programs that were being imaginatively employed to rehabilitate the
blighted lives of miners and .hill country people in West Virginia and Kentucky.
See Elsie Ripley Clapp, The Use of Resources in Education (New York: Harper and
Row, 1952). Dewey's introduction was his last published writing on education.
2

Ibid., p. 252.
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in the schools.

The school's power plant was used as a lab in which to demon-

strate principles of heat and lighting to children working as helpers.

The

Deweys particularly liked the activities which brought children of all ages into
actual working relationships.

"The little children go into the shops as helpers

and watchers much as they go into the science laboratories, and they pick up
almost as much theory and understanding of processes as the older children
possess."
All children, whether college-bound or not, took a variety of shop courses.
[The pupils] are not taking the courses to become carpenters,
or electricians, or dressmakers but to find out how the work
of the world is done. .
. To keep on growing [the child] must
have work which exercises his whole body, which presents new
problems, keeps teaching him new things, and thus develops his
powers of reasoning and judgment. Any manual labor ceases to
be educatiye the moment it becomes thoroughly familiar and
automatic.
.

When industrial education was kept genuinely educative, they argued that
it is just as valuable for the man who works with his brain to
know how to do some of the things that the factory worker is
doing, as it is for the latter to know how the patterns for
the machine he is making were drawn, and the principles that
govern the power supply in the factory. In Gary the work
is vocational in all these senses.2
Experiences in industrial education were thus felt to quicken interest in
academic studies.

Chemistry included the chemistry of cooking; botany and

zoology made use of plants and animals from the school grounds; arithmetic
included material relevant to shop problems; English teachers related their work
to the skills of paragraphing, spelling, and punctuation needed in the printing
shop; drawing included dress designing, house decoration, and pattern drawing
for metal working.

1
2

Ibid., pp. 256-257.
Ibid., pp. 264-265.
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The Deweys felt that the Gary program was effective in introducing the
children of immigrant peasants to the realities and modes of thinking needed in
industrial society.

If pupils left :school early, they were encouraged to

return whenever they felt ready.

1

The Deweys noted with favor, also, industrial education and related reforms
introduced into Chicago by Superintendent Ella Flagg Young, Dewey's former
colleague in the Laboratory School.

Among her other activities, Miss Young had

waged a fierce battle against business groups who pushed for a separately
administered system of trade training schools.

2

The Deweys commented in particu-

lar on the program in the new Lane Technical High School, where imaginative
integrations were being effected between shop and academic work.

A problem being set to a group of students, such as the
making of a gasoline engine or a vacuum cleaner, the different
elements in its solution are worked out in the different classrooms. For the vacuum cleaner, for instance, the pupils must
have reached a certain point in physics and electrical work
before they are capable of trying to make the machine, since
each pupil becomes in a sense the inventor, working out
everything except the idea of the machine. When they are

1

The Gary plan became something of a rage for a number of years. We lack
a careful study to learn what happened to it. Like so many educational innovations, it seems to have become diluted and distorted when disseminated beyond
the point of origin. Business efficiency enthusiasts seized on its "platoon
system" aspects as a device for saving money. Wirt was brought to New York in
1914 as a mid-West knight of school reform. The faddists forced a too-rapid
spread of the idea and the Gary Plan foundered in the rough waves of New York
politics. See Sol Cohen, Progressives and Urban School Reform ;New York:
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1964), pp. 86-93.
Dewey commented on the situation: "All of the better informed of the
friends of the now defunct Gary system in New York have been aware for some
time that its success was fundamentally compromised if not doomed by the autocratic way in which it was formulated and imposed from above." John Dewey,
"Public Education on Trial," The New Republic, December 29, 1917, XIII, 246.
2

See also John T. McManis, Ella Flagg Young and a Half Century of the
Chicago Public Schools, (Chicago:A.C. McClurg and Company, 1916).
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familiar with the principles which govern the cleaner
they make rough sketches, which are discussed in the
machine shop and altered until the sketch holds the
promise of a practical result.
In mechanical drawing,
accurate drawings are made for the whole thing and for
each part, from which patterns are made in the pattern
shop. The pupils make their own molds and castings and
when they have all the parts they construct the vacuum
.
. The
cleaner in the machine and electrical shops.
pupil does everything connected with its production
himself, from working out the theory in the laboratory
or classroom to screwing the last bolt. The connection
of theory and practice not only makes the former concrete
rnd understandable, but it prevents the manual work from
being routine and narrow. When a pupil has completed a
problem of this sort he has increased knowledge and power.
He has tested the facts he learned and knows what they
stand for in terms of the use the world makes of them;
and he has made a useful thing in away which 4.evelops
his own sense of independent intelligent power.'"
.

In Cincinnati,

the Deweys found the cooperative work-study plan of "great

suggestive value."

They contrasted it with the typical continuation school,

where drop-outs of age fourteen or fifteen were put on jobs and then returned
to the classroom a few hours each week for supplementary instruction.

Continua-

tion schools helped the young person who needed immediate employment; but, the
Deweys added, "they do not give him that grasp of present problems and conditions
which would enable him intelligently to choose the work for which he is best
suited.2

The cooperative plan, on the other hand, was commended because it

took advantage of the educational value of the important industries in the
community.

Two groups of students alternated: one was in school for a week

while the other worked in factories or stores.
school shops.

The factory shops thus became

The Deweys described the intention of Cincinnati educators

to extend this plan into the program of the City College, so that engineering

1

John and Evelyn Dewey, sp.. cit. pp. 277-278. (The reader will note that
this is a classical example of the instrumentalist theory of knowing and
learning in practice.)
2

Ibid., p. 280.
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and architectural students might have experience in the machine shops and drafting rooms of the city, and domestic science students work as cooks or bookkeepers in the city's hospitals.

Careful records were kept of students' progress

in work situations as well as in school.

Vocational guidance programs were

related to these experiences.
Again the Deweys hammered home their point:

The work is not approached from the trade point of
view; that is, the schools do not aim to turn out workers
who have finished a two years' apprenticeship in a trade
and are to that extent qualified as skilled workmen for
that particular thing.
The aim is to give the pupil some
knowledge of the actual conditions in trade and industry
so that he will have standards from which to make a final
intelligent choice

Programs like these incorporated various aspects of Dewey's rationale: the
combination of theory with practice; the use of inquiry-oriented approaches

which would give students a chance to act on their world and get feed beck; the
relation of study to out-of-school life; the integration of work project activities with academic conceptualization; the practice of democratic planning and
participation.

The programs neglected, however, to deal with value issues.

As

Dewey saw it, the habit of raising value questions about the consequences of
industrial development was a matter of hard-headed practicality.

The entire

population, both workers and managers, had to get into the habit of evaluating
the effects of industrialization.

Technology was too powerful a force to be

set loose without careful social monitoring.
Dewey remained alert to projects where education was a partner to community
and socio-economic reform.

He lookea overseas as well as at home.

In 1926,

he referred to the rural school reforms of the Mexican revolution as an
educational renaissance.

1

For the first time, schooling was being extended to

Ibid., p. 284.
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the Indians to free them from a condition of near-slavery.

He visited rural

schools which, he said, demonstrated "more of the spirit of intimate union of
school activities with those of the community" than he had found anywhere else
in the world.

1

The Indians were experiencing human dignity and freedom for the

first time, as the revolutionary government followed a policy of fostering
cooperatively managed "small industries" to take the place of giant feudalistic
or foreign capitalist holdings.

Native arts and cultural traditions were

renewed as the Indians began to gain control over their lives.

Schools were

beginning to function as an integral part of community life, combining a simple
academic curriculum with programs featuring the agricultural and manual industries.

Hygiene, physical education, and the arts were incorporated into general

studies.

The educational catchword was escuela de accion.

Dewey said that

while enthusiasm often out-distanced performance, there was no doubt about a
tremendous lifting of national morale.

Night schools are meld in each building, to which come
young men and women who are at work during the day; their
eagerness to learn is symbolized in the fact that they
walk miles to reach the place of instruction, each one
bringing a candle by whose glimmering light the studying
is done. And the Indian teachers work practically all
day and then again in the evening for a wage of four
pesos a day.2
All of this, said Dewey, confirmed an old belief of his that "backward" countries
freed from long-established institutional patterns "could start afresh with the

1

John Dewey, "Mexico's Educational Renaissance," Characters and Events, I,
-,New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1929), p. 367. (Originally in The New
Republic, September 22, 1926.)
For further comments on the rural school reforms sponsored by Mexican reform
leaders like Vasconcelos and Saenz, a student of Dewey's, see Louise Schoenhals,
'Mexican Experiment in Rural and Primary Education: 1921-1930," Hispanic
American Historical Review, Vol. 44, No. 1, (1964), pp. 22-43.
2

John Dewey, op. cit.
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most educationally advanced countries."
In 1928, Dewey was invited to Russia to observe the new communist education.

He was determined to rule outpreconceptions as much as possible in order to look
at the situation through his own eyes.
of articles for The New Republic.

He reported his observations in a series

He met and talked with dedicated leaders of

the new order like Schatzsky, director of an educational colony, and Lenin's widow,
Krupskaya.

His reports contain a mixture of positive, occasionally laudatory

remarks with a foreboding that Russian idealism might become the victim of
Marxist dogmatism.

Dewey saw that the distinctive features of Russian communist educational
theory was the linking of all education procedures with a single, comprehensive
social purpose.

School activities were dove-tailed with out-of-school experiences

where economic practice was, in theory at least, based upon the cooperative
principle.

In the early 1920's, Dewey said, the Russians had borrowed the pro-

gressive education idea that "work is the chief stimulus and guide to selfeducative activity on the part of pupils, since such productive work is both in
accord with the natural and psychological process of learning; and also provides
the most direct road to connecting the school with social life, because of the
part played by occupations in the latter.v1

The polytechnical rationale had been

followed up with an emphasis on Marxist ideology as the only legitimate tool of
social criticism.

productive labor."

Education and work were united under the ideal of "socially
Dewey saw that there was at least a theoretical advantage to

this unity, especially when compared to progressive educational efforts in
capitalist countries that conflicted with the competitive drives in economic
life.

1

John Dewey, "New Schools For A New Era," Characters and Events, I, p. 414;
see pp. 378-431. (Originally in a series of articles for The New Republic from
November 14, 1928 to December 19, 1928.)
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Dewey took a favorable view of official Russian policj which stated that
"at the basis of the whole program is found the study of human work and its

organization: the point of departure is the study of this work as found in its
local manifestations."

He saw children experiencing "socially productive labor"

through school-directed activities - helping to improve local sanitation and

hygienic conditions, assisting in the campaign against illiteracy, taking care
of younger children inIclubs and on excursions, and participating in activities
designed to increase economic production.
Dewey allowed himself to be challenged by the spirit, and the provocative,
fresh ideas of enthusiastic Russian educators.

He was not a Marxist, howevei.

He felt that Marxism was flawed at its core by pseudo-scientific claims of having
discovered "laws" of history based on economic materialism.

This dogmatism,

together with rationalizations which conceded uncontrolled power to Communist
party leadership, betrayed Marxist aspirations for effecting human liberation.2
Stalinist terror of the 1930's was just around the corner.

Dewey led an investi-

gating committee to Mexico which exposed the murder of Trotsky by Stalin's
agents, and was branded a bourgeois reactionary by the Party faithful.
Enough has been said to make clear that Dewey rejected the idea that some
single curriculum or school method alone was consistent with his educational
philosophy.

He sketched a complex picture of the human situation in our time and

tried to identify features of institutional life and school practice which might

1

Ibid., p. 417.

2

See, for example, John Dewey, Freedom and Culture (New York: G.P. Putnam's
Sons, 1939). Note especially Chapter
Economics and Democracy."
See also John Dewey, "Education and Social Change," Social Frontier, Vol. III
(May, 1937); pp. 235-238.
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foster creative life in an age of technology.

Science and industry had the

potential to tyrannize and corrupt human affairs or to act as forces for release
and betterment.

In the controversy over industrial education, Dewey centered his

attention on these two faces of science, and asked that choices be made in terms
of a full awareness of them.
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CHAPTER X

DEWEY AND THE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION DEBATE

The question of industrial education is fraught
with consequences for the future of democracy.
Its
right development will do more to make public education truly democratic than any other one agency now
under consideration.
Its wrong treatment will as
surely accentuate all undemocratic tendencies in our
present situation, by fostering and strengthening
class divisions in school and out.1
The reader is by now aware that profound differences distinguished Dewey's
views from those of the social efficiency vocationalists.

Dewey was writing

on the subject of industrial education as the century opened; he stepped up
his efforts as state and federal legislation was being readied prior to 1917.

We have already noted that he pointed to his version of industrial education
as a major feature of educational reform in Democracy and Education.

Dewey's strategy was to describe the possibilities for imaginative educational uses of industrialism and to contrast these with wrong tendencies in
the vocational education movement.

In a 1916 article, "American Education and

Culture," Dewey said,

To transmute a society built on an industry
which is not yet humanized into a society which
wields its knowledge and its industrial power in
behalf of a democratic culture requires the courage
of an inspired imagination.
I am one of those who think that the only
test and justification of any form of political and
economic society is its contribution to art and
science - to what may be called culture. That
America has not yet so justified itself is too
obvious for lament
To settle a continent
is to put it into order, and this is a work which
comes after, not before, great intelligence and
.

.

1
John Dewey, ''Some Dangers in the Present Movement for Industrial Education,"
Child Labor Bulletin, I, (February, 1913), p. 70.
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great art
It means nothing less than the
discovery of a method of subduing and settling
nature in the interests of a democracy, that is to
say of masses who shall form a community of directed thought and emotion in spite of being masses.
That this has not been effected goes without saying.
That the
It has never been attempted before.
.
achieveme1t is immensely difficult means that it
may fail.'
.

.

.

.

.

Dewey assumed that the twentieth century would be a testing period revealing how Americans would respond to the pressures of an emerging technologism.

Some, he said, would retreat to asylums and hospitals; some would be caught in
"the meshes of a mechanical industrialism;" and others would commit themselves
to the long fight to "subdue the industrial machinery to human ends until the
nation is endowed with soul." 2

In 1906, the year of the founding of N.S.P.I.E. and the appearance of
the Douglas Commission Report, Dewey published an assessment of the new stirrings over vocational education.

The time had arrived, he said, to face not

the question of "What shall the school do for industry?" but of "What shall
industry do with the school?"

Business, said Dewey, was the dominating force in American life, affecting
everything and everyone, whether educators were aware of it or not.

The

ideals and methods that controlled business "take possession of the spirit and

machinery of our educational system."

Pressures were strong to put the schools

in the service of business interests - to introduce industrial education to

1

John Dewey, "American Education and Culture," Characters and Events, II,
1929, p. 500.
(Originally in The New Republic, July 1, 1916.) One is reminded
of a comment by John Smith in The Spirit of American Philossel: "The candor,
the concern for fact, and the unwillingness to abandon an ideal merely because
it is difficult to realize are traits which we must associate at once with the
mind of Dewey."
2

Ibid., p. 501.
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promote the cause of American economic supremacy (to which end an emulation of
German education was urged); to create a stable group of workers who would
produce efficiently while becoming passive and contented under the reward of
higher wages,)

These trends were reinforced, Dewey said, by the habitual ways in which
business and educational leaders thought about education.

They still thought

in terms of a European tradition which from the time of Aristotle, distinguished
"education" for the directive and leisured classes from "training" for the
menial, servile masses.

At present, said Dewey, the vast majority of children

leave school at the end of the fourth or fifth grade - a pattern which until
recently served industry's need for a large supply of unskilled labor.

The

school drop-outs were taught little more than reading, writing, and figuring a schooling which made them into nothing more than economically useful tools.

They entered jobs which were routine, repetitive, and demeaning; and after a
short while they became unfit for further special training.

They were, further-

more, relatively helpless to protest their plight, since they had been denied
the kind of education which would equip them with "initiative, thoughtfulness,

and executive force." Many businessmen were quite content with this arrangement, said Dewey.

They demanded that schools stick to the three R's and attacked

"fads and frills" - knowing full well that their own children would receive

enriched experiences which they deplored for the masses.2

The new trend in

1

See also John Dewey, "The Need of an Industrial Education in an industrial
Democracy," Manual Training and Vocational Education, XVII, (February, 1916),
pp. 409-414; and "A Policy of Industrial Education," The New Republic; I,
(December 19, 1914), pp. 11-12.
2
See John Dewey, "Learning to Earn," Education Today (New York: C. P.
Putnam and Sons, 1940), pp. 126-132. Originally in School and Society: (March
24, 1917), V, pp. 331-335, based on an address to the N.E.A.
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favor of vocationalism, Dewey maintained, derived from the fact that more
complex industrial processes required a better trained work force.
From time to time, Dewey pin-pointed specific dangers as the focus of
his criticism.

In an article for the Child Labor Bulletin written in 1913,

he pointed to abuses arising from the new enthusiasm for vocational guidance.

The tendency, he said, is to use a high-sounding phrase like "vocational
guidance" for what is nothing more than a plan to find jobs for children
under sixteen.

These plans become mischievous or worse when they actually

encourage young people to leave school to fill job openings in local industries.

Vocational guidance enthusiasts, he said, should encourage children to
stay in school to get an education they could build on later; they should work
to modify school programs by providing opportunities for students to have
study experiences connected to the out-of-school environment; and they should
seek to establish supplementary centers where young people could get advice

and further educational experience after they took jobs)

He called for an

alliance between educators and Settlement House workers to counteract pressures
for narrow training orientations.

They should advocate community schools

which might serve as centers for each neighborhood's social, artistic, and
educational life.

Such schools, open day and night, should offer avenues

for exploration of personal interests or "callings", or for vocational selfimprovement; they should stimulate the thinking and the skills necessary for
social action.

1

John Dewey,
pp. 69-70.

Some Dangers In the Present Movement for Industrial Education,"
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As late as 1928, Dewey reported to the N.E.A. that a study of N.A.M.

documents on education revealed that organization's inclination to give many
reasons why large numbers of children should drop out of school.

They pointed

to the increases in high school enrollments in terms of escalating costs.

They charged that many of the public schools and colleges promoted socialism
or bolshevism.

Some manufacturers concluded that the best way to protect

workers was to get them early into the factories, where they could be protected from subversive ideas.'
Dewey also followed closely the vocational education bills that were
being considered by the state legislatures.

In 1915, for example, he described

an Indiana law as "a wrong kind." He endorsed comprehensive features of the
law which included provision for agricultural and domestic education as well
as industrial training; and he felt provision was rightly made for evening
school programs and "continuation" schools.

The latter provision was spoiled,

however, by limiting state aid to instruction which was connected with a man's
regular employment.

The consequence, said Dewey, was that workers were

denied the chance to change their minds, or to seize other work opportunities.

Furthermore, provisions for full-time vocational schools specified that vocational programs should be open only to those who were already in that field
of work or who indicated their intention to enter employment related to the
specific training programs.

The law was written to deny aid to schools giving

general industrial or pre-vocational courses designed to help students explore
career alternatives or to lay a broad base for future vocational decisions.

1.

John Dewey, "The Manufacturers' Association and the Public Schools,"
Journal of the National Education Association, XVII, (February, 1928), pp. 6162.
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Dewey said that the Indiana law was an object lesson in the kind of absurdity
which could result when legislators rushed hurriedly into specific educational
details without consulting intelligent school men.

1

The defensible alterna-

tive, Dewey argued, was for the states to pass statutes with only the broadest provisions, so that state Boards of Education could exercise discretionary
powers in their execution.

Such laws would permit necessary experimentation

and could prevent the hobbling of schools by inflexible legislative prescriptions in a period of rapid social change.

If State Boards of Education were

weak the task was to strengthen them, rather than to attempt to administer
schools by legislative enactment.

A.

The Fight Against "The Dual System"
In the years immediately prior to enactment of the Smith-Hughes law,

Dewey concentrated his criticism on efforts to pass state and federal legislation which would establish separate systems of vocational schools alongside
the general common school.
One of the most notable battles was the struggle against the Cooley Bill
in Illinois.

It was formally presented to the legislature in 1914 and 1915

and triggered a bitter controversy before finally being defeated.

Dewey joined

educators, labor and Settlement House leaders, and other progressives in a
concerted resistance to this bill.

Support for the measure came from powerful

segments of the business and manufacturing community and from vocational
education leaders of the Prosser-Snedden persuasion.

1

John Dewey, "Industrial Education - A Wrong Rind," The New Republic, II,
(February 20, 1915), pp. 71-73.
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The Cooley Bill proposed a separate State Commission of Education to administer all forms of vocational education for youth over age fourteen.

Dewey

quoted Mr. Cooley, an ex-Superintendent of Chicago Schools and a spokesman
for the Chicago Commercial Club, as saying that the proper task of vocational

schools was to provide "the direct training in vocational life of the youth
who must leave the ordinary school at fourteen,' and that 'vocational education
must be shaped to dove-tail with the industry in which the group of pupils
happened to be."1

With this definition of vocational education, it is not

surprising, said Dewey, to find Mr. Cooley arguing that the enterprise requires
"different methods of administration, different equipment" from those of the
unified school system.

Dewey said that proponents of the bill denied that the plan was designed
to serve the interests of employers and argued that separate vocational schools

would be more effective in meeting the needs of youth forced to leave school
at fourteen.

The plan, it was claimed, would raise the general level of

industrial efficiency and thus benefit the whole community.

Further, the

interests of labor would be protected because labor representatives would sit
on local and state advisory boards.

One could assume the best of intentions

in supporters of the bill, said Dewey, but still conclude the measure should
be resolutely opposed.

The real issue, he insisted, was whether the school system would be split
so that "a sharp line of cleavage shall be drawn as respects administrative

control, studies, methods and personal asLiociadons of pupils, between schools

1

John Dewey, "Splitting Up the School System," The New Republic, II, (April
17, 1915), p. 284.
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of the traditional literary type and schools of a trade-preparatory type."1

Dewey predicrA a series of evil consequences if the bill were passed.

It

would, he said, divide and duplicate administrative machinery and thus lead
to frictions and wastes of funds.2

Secondly, at a time when industrialism

was already polarizing class divisions, the separation of pupils along these
lines would accentuate this tendency.

One of the ironies of the Illinois situation, Dewey thought, was that
the Cooley law would split the schools just when urban education had begun to
come alive under the leadership of Ella Flagg Young.

More than half of the pupils in the high schools
of Chicago today are engaged in "vocational' work.
There are industrial centers in twenty elementary schools;
were there funds they would have been established in
twenty-six more. There are four or five schools for
workers in the apprenticeship trades and preparations
for three more. Under unified control, the pupils
are kept in constant personal association with youth
not going into manual pursuits; the older type of
school work is receiving constant stimulation and
permeation. Technical subjects are taught by practical
men and women whose horizon and methods are broadened
by contact with wider educational interests, while
the teachers in the more theoretical subjects are
brought into living touch with problems and needs of
modern life which in the isolated state they might
readily ignore.
In short, a complete education system preserving
the best in the old and redeeming the heritage of
lively association with studies, methods, and teachers
representing newer social needs, is in active development.3

1

Ibid.

2

John Dewey, "Some Dangers in the Present Movement for Industrial Education," pp. 70-71.
3

Ibid.
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It would not be surprising if a closer look revealed that Dewey, in the
heat of argument, had given a rosier picture of Chicago's schools than the
facts warranted.

His statement does reveal, however, the aspirations he had

for public school work.

In one more shot at Mr. Cooley, Dewey commended him for his report on
"Vocational Education in Europe" - but charged him with violating his own
analysis of the advice of Kerschensteiner, the Munich educational reformer.

Cooley himself, said Dewey, had reported Kerschensteiner's insistence that
all technical and trade work be taught in its scientific and social context
and that industrial education be offered more for the sake of the citizen
than of the manufacturer.

Cooley, Snedden, and Prosser all favored the dual plan of school administration but saw themselves as part of progressive reform.

They were taken

aback by Dewey's slashing attack.

Cooley, in a tempered reply, denied that his bill would interfere with
reform movements in the public schools; after rll, it did not involve elementary education.

The whole purpose was to do for the two-thirds who dropped

out after age fourteen what the high schools and universities had long been
doing for the professional and managerial classes:

"to supply) on the basis

of the elementary school instruction, an application of science and art to
the various occupations of men and women."1

These new schools, said Cooley,

would encourage the development of character, civic responsibility, and joy in
work - absolute essentials for the happiness and self-respect of the individual.

1
Edwin G. Cooley, "Professor Dewey's Criticism of the Chicago Commercial
Club and Its Vocational Education Bill," Vocational Education, III, (September,
1913), pp. 24-29.
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The decision to propose dual administration was made upon primarily practical
grounds:

experience had shown, Cooley said, that the people who had already

allowed public education to become ineffectual were not capable of providing
the leadership required for a reformed system.

He concluded that "while I

dislike to differ with Dr. Dewey on any question, I must insist that the
argument is against him in this case."

David Snedden, who had been a student and colleague of Dewey at Columbia
University, was stung to a sharper reply.

Snedden began a two-page letter

to The New Republic as follows:
Sir:
Some of us school men, who have profound
respect for the insight of Dr. Dewey where the underlying principles of social organization and of education are under discussion, are somewhat bewildered
on reading the contributions which he has recently
made to The New Republic. Those of us who have been
seeking to promote the development of sound vocational
education in schools have become accustomed to the
opposition of our academic brethren, who, perhaps unconsciously, still reflect the very ancient and very
enduring lack of sympathy, and even the antipathy,
of educated men towards common callings, "menial
pursuits" and "dirty trades." We have even reconciled
ourselves to the endless misrepresentations of numerous reactionaries and of the beneficiaries of vested
educational interests and traditions. But to find
Dr. Dewey apparently giving aid and comfort to the
opponents of a broader, richer, and more effective
program of education, and apparently misapprehending
the motives of many of those who advocate the extension of vocational education in schools designed for
that purpose, is discouraging.1

Snedden went on to say that, in his opinion, the question of so-called
unit or dual control was not fundamental at all.

A decision concerning the

administration of vocational education was "merely one of securing the greatest efficiency."

In order to decide the issue it was important to have a

David Snedden, The New Republic, III, (May 15, 1915 ), p. 40.
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clear definition of vocational education:

'vocational education is, irreduci-

bly and without unnecessary mystification, education for the pursuit of an
occupation."

1

He said that, like all thoughtful educators, he was of course in favor of
liberal education; but that the question was what kind of training was proper
for youth about to embark on wage-earning.

These young people had a right to

the same kind of specific training which universities gave to those headed
for professions.

A boy of fourteen, said Snedden, will already have had a

general education.

He "should be able to concentrate his efforts largely in

learning the occupation selected.

It is not desirable to blend so-called

liberal and vocational education at this period, it being always within the

possibilities of the youth to continue in the regular or general elementary
or high school if he so selects."

Snedden said that it was incredible that men acquainted with economic
conditions should think that state-supported vocational education would be
beneficial chiefly to employers.
neglected majority.

It was, in fact, designed for the hitherto

Vocational programs would tend to their needs, and the

whole society would benefit.

Snedden said that candor required admission of

the fact that business men were suspicious of the

'so-called academic mind.'

"They feel assured neither of the friendliness nor of the competency of our
schoolmasters in developing sound industrial education.

For that reason they

often favor some Corm of partially separate control, at least at the outset of

any new experiment." To get best results, said Snedden, it is better to admit

1

Ibid., p. 41.
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that 'school men, however well intentioned, are apt to be impractical and to
fail to appreciate actual conditions.'1
If Snedden thought his letter would mollify Dewey, he was doomed to disappointment.

Dewey replied that Snedden had simply failed to meet the heart

of his argument, and he attempted to repeat it in one sentence:

"I argued

that a separation of trade education and general education of youth has the
inevitable tendency to make both kinds of training narrower, less significant
and less effective than the schooling in which the traditional education is
reorganized to utilize the industrial subject matter - active, scientific,
and social of the present day environment."2
Snedden's insistence on a narrow definition of vocational education designed for a specific segment of students was at loggerheads with Dewey's
highly complex model aimed at a reformed education for all.

Dewey said so.

He refused to accept an identification of "vocation" with certain trades that
could be learned before eighteen or twenty; and he rejected any conception of
vocational education which did not have as its .:supreme regard the development

of such intelligent initiative, ingenuity and executive ability as shall
make workers, as fat as may be, the masters of their own industrial fate, "3

Dewey said that his difference with Snedden was not so much narrowly
educational as it was profoundly social and political.

The kind of vocational education in which I am
interested is not one which will "adapt" workers
to the existing industrial regime; I am not
sufficiently in love with the regime for that.
It seems to me that the business of all who
would not be educational time-servers is to

Ibid., p. 42.
2

Ibid,

3

Ibid.
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resist every move in this direction, and to strive
for a kind of vocational education which will
first alter the existing industrial system, and
1
ultimately transform it.
He challenged Snedden to indicate whether he favored substituting the dual
features of the Cooley bill for the kinds of efforts to integrate liberal and
industrial studies that were going on in Chicago and Gary.
sons, Snedden did not reply.

For whatever rea-

The goals of the two educators were disparate,

and it was probably just as well to let the issue rest.

B.

Dewey and the SmithHughes Bill
Dewey's misgivings about the SmithHughes bill were related to his grow-

ing doubts about proposals of the state legislatures for vocational programs.

We have noted N.S.P.I.E.'s aggressive drive to get state and federal action
to which Congress responded by creating in 1914 a Commission on National Aid
to Vocational Education.

Dewey commented on these developments in an article

entitled, 'A Policy of Industrial Education."2

He began by observing that citizens generally

approved the notion that

education in the United States ought to be "kept out of politics.-

Educators

had accepted this dictum and, as a result, had played feeble roles in struggles
over questions of national policy.

This was evident, said Dewey, in the cur-

rent drive for vocational education, in which public school men remained on the
side-lines while non-public school groups took the initiative.

Moreover, not

one of the new Congressional Commission's dive lay members was a professional
educator.

1

(The five, it may be noted, were active vocational education leaders,

Ibid.

2

John Dewey, "A Policy of Industrial Education, The New Republic, I,
(December 19, 1914), pp. 11-12.
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headed by Dr. Prosser.)

Dewey urged a "go slow" policy and expressed grave doubts about the drive
for immediate solutions to educational problems.
to think through how

Educators had not had time

the vocational" could become an imaginative aspect of

general educatiOnal reform.

The case for federal aid for vocational education

was based instead on an ill-digested set of reasons aimed at serving needs of
various intersst groups.

These included the demands of employers for more

skilled workers; the fear of dropping behind in international commercial competition; the need to find a substitute for declining apprentice training; and
the need for a more ''vital' kind of instruction.

The temptation to copy Ger-

many was strong, but doing so would be a fatal mistake.

American businessmen

might envy the German arrangement, said Dewey; but they should recognize that
such a school system perpetuates class divisions and eventually leads to an
increased class conflict.

There were important reasons, said Dewey, why we should reject federal
policies for education that were designed primarily to improve industrial
efficiency rather than general education.

Even the practical arguments put

forward for special trade training ignored significant features of industrial
development.
crafts.

The main problem was not to provide workers'for the skilled

These trades already had effective unions, with organized training

programs and the strong resolve to avoid an over-supply of workers.

The revolu-

tionary factor and the heart of the problem, said Dewey, was the introduction
of automatic machines, which reduced labor to highly specialized operations.

This meant, Dewey continued, that the only defensible approach was to
incorporate a new kind of industrial education as part of general education
reform whose aim would be to cultivate "industrial intelligence' throughout the
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population.

While Dewey picked up a popular term, he insisted on giving it his

own definition:

the "initiative and personal resources of intelligence" which

would enable the American worker to infuse existing industrial arrangements
with democratic values.

While we did not yet know fully how to accomplish

this, Dewey said, preliminary efforts had been made in school systems like those
of Gary and Chicago.

The aim has not been to turn schools into preliminary

factories supported at public expense, but to borrow from shops the resources

and motives which make teaching more effective and wider in reach."
In 1917, Dewey was still trying to promote an understanding of his scheme
for universal " industrial education designed to promote industrial intelligence.
It would aim at

preparing every individual to render service of
a useful sort to the community, while at the same
time it equips him to secure by his own initiative whatever place his natural capacities fit
him for.
Instead of trying to split schools
into two kinds, one of a trade type for children
whom it is assumed are to be employees and one
of a liberal type for the children of the wellto-do, it will aim at such a reorganization of
existing schools as will give all pupils a genuine
respect for useful work, an ability to render
service, and a contempt for social parasites
whether they are called tramps or leaders of
'society,' Instead of assuming that the problem
is to add vocational training to an existing
cultural eiementary education, it will recognize
frankly that the traditional elementary education
is largely vocational, but that the vocations
which it has in mind are too exclusively clerical,
and too much of a kind which implies merely
ability to take positions in which to carry out
the plans of others.
It will indeed make much
of developing motor and manual skill, but not of
a routine or automatic type. It will rather
utilize active and manual pursuits as the means
of developing constructive, inventive and creative
power of mind.
It will select the materials
.

1

.

Ibid., p. 12.
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and the technique of the trades not for the sake
of producing skilled workers for hire in definite
trades, but for the sake of securing industrial
intelligence - a knowledge of the conditions and
processes of present manufacturing, transportation
nd.commerce so that the individual may 1,e able to
make his own choices and his own adjustments, and
be master, so far as in him lies, of his own economic fate.
It will be recognized that, for this
purpose, a broad acquaintance with science and
skill in the laboratory control of materials and
processes is more important than skill in trade
operations. It will remember that the future
employee is a consumer as well as a producer, that
the whole tendency of society, so far as it is intelligent and wholesome,-is to an increase of the
hours of leisure, and that an education which does
nothing to enable individuals to consume wisely and
to utilize leisure wisely is a fraud on democracy.
So far as method is concerned, such a conception
of industrial education will prize freedom more
than docility; initiative more than automatic
skill; insight and understandnng more than capacity to recite lessons or to execute tasks under
the direction of others .1
Neither" Congress nor the people were of a mind to heed such talk.

By

1917, the urgent need to increase military production provided the special
motivation required to spur federal action.

Congress and the President gave

Charles Prosser and his colleagues the measure for which they had worked so
long and hard.

1

John Dewey, "Learning to Earn," pp. 131-132.
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CHAPTER XI
SUMMING UP

Frank Tracy Carlton was right, of course, in his statement to the N.E.A.
in 1910 that "industrial organization quietly forces its peculiar impress upon
each and all."

Our story has shown that all sectors of American society

experienced culture shock in their contact with technology.

The interest groups

with a stake in educational policy were torn by value dilemmas which were reflected in the two philosophies of education that came into being in response to the
industrial education movement:

the social efficiency philosophy of David Snedden

and Charles Prosser and the experimentalism of John Dewey.

Both philosophies agreed that traditional schooling was failing in urban
America.

Compulsory school attendance laws confined children into classrooms

for years of verbal recitations on dull, standardized textbooks.
ite youthful population del

'isolated from life."

The school and

Children chafed under class-

room conditions which denied them the chance to explore and actively discover the
contours of the real world.

They fled school in large numbers despite endless

administrative efforts to induce them to stay.

Both philosophies agreed that vocationalism as affected by science and
technology ought to play a prominent role in a reformed education.

Their con-

ception of the form that vocationalism should take, however, and their ideas of
how it should be related to the larger society, differed sharply.

Pedagogically, Snedden and Prosser articulated the position that a straightforward set of specific skill training programs should be added .as an overlay
to academic studies.

Such a curriculum would be the public school equivalent

of professional training in the universities, and it would be concentrated at
the point which preceded the student's entry into work.
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The content of training

programs would be derived from a study of the needs of industry.
To Snedden and Prosser, it seemed apparent that the way for all Americans to
serve their own best interests was to re-tool public schools to meet the needs of
the nation's fabulously -froductive economic machine.

The social efficiency

philosophy issumed that the goals of increased productivity, material wealth,
and social power represented the culmination of human well-being.

In this view

Snedden and Prosser were merely expressing one of the major articles of faith of
the American people.

As Samuel Hays observed in his comments on life in the

U.S.A. in 1914,

The American people subordinated religion, education, and
politics to the process of creating wealth. Increasing
production, employment, and income became the measure of
community success, and personal riches the mark of individual
achievement.-L

It must be acknowledged, however, that vocational leaders like Charles
Prosser spoke to a real and important problem.

They had the imagination and

energy to develop the rationale for manpower training programs to replace the
out-dated apprenticeship tradition.

They brought into the open a set of complex

and critically important questions:

Which training programs should be offered?

By whom?

For whom?

At what levels and for what age groups?

Such questions

are essential to the functioning of the technological society; they must be
faced constantly and answered anew as this era unfolds.
The weakness of the early proponents of vocational education was the narrowness of their vision.

They wanted to rule out all considerations °that*

than the development of efficient training programs.

They defined themselves

so that they literally were trainers rather than educators.

This led them to

miss the significance of the underlying revolution in science and technology

1

Samuel P. Hays, The Response to Industrialism (Chicago: The University
of Chicago Press, 1965), p. 12.
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that was transforming life, and prevented them from seeing the potential use of
technological and vocational studies to bring reform and relevance to general
education.

The passion for practicality of the early vocationalists ultimately flawed
even their conceptions of vocational training.

Prosser's style of designing

detailed training programs to meet specific industrial needs was reflected in the
features of the Smith-Hughes law and the mode of administering it.

Such

specificity handicapped vocational education from attaining the flexibility
required to meet the demands of fast-moving technical and social change.

Voca-

tional education became marked by a quality of separatism as its leaders remained
suspicious of collaboration with general educators.

Parochial attitudes resulted,

and vocational experiences tended to be limited to young people headed for
immediate employment in industry.

Federal legislation was drawn so that only

narrow vocational training could be funded; experiments aimed at effecting
interesting integrations between liberal and vocational studies were excluded.
John Dewey, the foremost educational philosopher of the time, brought a
different perspective to the debate.

He had relatively little to say on the

question of how to develop effective manpower training programs, a matter which
dominated the attention of the vocationalists.
He was motivated by another concern - that the quality of human experience

was being changed by the advent of science, technology, corporate-industrialism
and urbanism, and that these developmento contained potentials for debasing and
dehumanizing life and for undermining tilt:. ideals of the democratic dream.

He

was convinced that only the most-far- reaching economic, social and educational

reform could turn these trends toward human good.

Dewey took on the task of

delineating what he thought was the nature of the modern challenge:

what the

dangers were and what was needed in the way of institutional reconstruction.

He

took the position that major philosophical questions were at issue "in discussion
of the prol:er place and function of vocational factors in education." Dewey
310

saw, for example, the strong temptation of Americans to copy the German technocratic system, which chose unquestioningly to put schooling at the vervice of
material gain and national power.

He joined those who chose to resist such moves.

He also rejected the position of those intellectuals who viewed science and
technology as intrinsically alien to humane values.

A distinctive feature of Dewey's philosophy was his conviction that cultural
renewal could be engendered from within the very system of science and technology
which threatened men.

Since he thought that necessary institutional change

depended on man's developing new insights and attitudes, he assigned a pivotal
role to education.

His ambitious plan was to employ an interpretation of

science, together with a reconstituted view of vocation, as the meals for a
general reform of education.

Dewey differed from those who insisted that science and technology lead
inevitably to dehumanization and estrangement, because he saw scientific thought
as part of an evolving human experience.

Scientific thinking was a form of

learning which had grown out of the history of man's interaction with the world.
It was a form of learning which had enabled men to reconstruct and extend their
understanding of nature and of themselves.

Dewey also assumed that the attitudes

and habits intrinsic to scientific inquiry could be generalized and made avail-

able to men everywhere: the habits of thinking hypothetically, of testing
conjectures against experience, of freely exchanging results and conclusions, of
creating communities tolerant of maverick ideas and life-styles as prerequisites
to further insights and growths.

In short, Dewey found congruence between the

values of the scientific community and those cherished by the democratic tradition.

This position might seem hopelessly dat.1,1;and naive to many as they

witness the deep disillusionment with and violent rejection of science and technology by influential intellectuals and the young of radical persuasion.
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The fact that Dewey's interpretation of the positive possibilities of
science can still be convincing to humanistic educators is illustrated by comments
on Dewey by George Dennison, a pioneer in the modern Free School movement.
Dewey stressed again and again . . . that it was not
the external procedures of empirical science that needed to
be adopted, but the dynamics between science and experience.
Science organizes experience in a unique, and uniquely imitable,
It cannot afford rigidity, or merely rhetorical reverence,
way.
yet it builds upon the past. It is instrumental, wholly alive to
the present, yet it is open to the future and is no enemy of
change. Free thought is its essence, yet it is disciplined by
its devotion to emergent meaning. It places the highest value
upon ideas, cannot function without them, defines them scrupulously, yet never enshrines them into final truths. It is
always collaborative. Egotism, vanity, the power lusts of tho
individual will - all these are chastened by the authority of
truth and the demonstrable structure of the natural world.
These were the attributes Dewey cited in proposing empirical
science as a model for the :ccial effort we call education.
And Paul Goodman in 1969 called for a social reformation in which our institutions

would "return to the pure faith" - to the authentic values of science - prudence
as to consequences, ecological concern, and decentralized modes of work and
community living.

He reminded his readers that it was on such values that

"John Dewey devised a s7atem of education to rear pragmatic and experimental

citizens to be at home in the new technological world rather than estranged from
it."

2

In order to make the theoretical model operational, Dewey drew upon the
concept of vocation..

He saw possibilities for changing the dytkanics of school

practice through imaginative use of "the vocational aspects of education."

The idea of establishing connections between the concepts of science and of
vocation still seems strange.

But Dewey's effort is understandable if we recall

George Dennison, 'he Lives of Children (New York: Random House, 1969), p.248.
Paul Goodman, "Can Technology be Humane," The New York Review, November 20,
2
19691 PP. 2T-34.
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once again his commitment to an evolutionary view of human experience. In this

view, men were related to the rest of nature through their work - through their
basic patterns of producing what was required for survival and growth.

As Dewey

saw it, each change in the mode of production or work-form led to transformations
in the total patterns of culture.

It was through vocations that men engaged in

their basic interaction with nature and with each other.

Thought, feeling, and

action were combined through vocations, and patterns of human relations and communication were established.

Theory was wedded to practice in the mechanical

and social techniques developed to get the work of the world done.

The new

education which Dewey projected was to be permeated with humane conceptions of
science and vocation.

In actuality, public education repudiated both the educational approach

recommended by John Dewey and the policies of social efficiency urged by Snedden
and Prosser.

The nation. produced as a compromise the comprehensive secondary

school which promised both to preserve the egalitarian values of the common school
tradition and to satisfy the skill requirements of industrialism.

The actual

performance of the schools demonstrated the strength of the pressures of the
technocratic system.

The use of ability tracks and differentiated courses tended

to reflect and preserve the social class ordering of society.

Prosser's kind of

vocationalism isolated vocational training from academic courses. Imaginative
integrations of liberal with vocational studies which might have served to enliven each were not effected.

Students in "voc. ed." tended to move in a world

separate from classmates headed for the university.
Technology has flourished in America for more than half a century since
the passage of Smith-Hughes.

Yet as we approach the bicentennial anniversary of

the republic, we appear to be on the verge of social breakdown.

In spite of a

largely successful quest for material gain, Americans have failed to demonstrate
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that they can create a humane social order.
environment.

Technological waste poisons the

Sensibilities are violated by the visual ugliness of our communi-

ties and by the cheap deceits of the advertising industry.
into social conflict.

Racist hatreds erupt

Bitter differences over involvement in foreign wars

alienate youth from their elders.

In the major cities, more than half of all

secondary-age students still choose to leave before completing high school.
Disaffection has spread to the young of the suburbs, who question the life-style
of their parents.

In their confusion, the youth pathetically turn for relief

to drugs or to strange cults of the irrational.

Their hunger is for a civiliza-

tion which is worthy of allegiance.

The compelling question of our time remains whether it will be possible to
humanize life under technological conditions: whether democratic traditions of
responsible participation can be re-vitalized, and whether individuals can attain
a sense of personal meaning under conditions of the urban-industrial society.
Evidence of our willingness to re-order priorities will be revealed in ideas
we generate for the education of our children.

There is no better indication of the

real values of a people than the kinds of schooling they create for their youth.

The temptation to proceed by seeking greater efficiency through a technocratic model, adding a variety of well-financed manpower training programs to
traditional school studies, will remain strong.

Such approaches enable us to

stay within established routines and to fulfill the skill needs of industry and
business.

One of the critical tests of our intentions will be our answer to an

important federal policy question:

Will federal funding be limited to vocational

training in the narrower sense, or will it be broadened and extended to include
experiments and practice at all levels in which imaginative use is made of the
"vocational aspects" of study in relation to general or liberal education?

The latter approach, in the Deweyan tradition, might indicate that we are
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ready to scrutinize the quality of our social life in terms of our espoused
humane-democratic traditions.

To believe that the answers to our educational

problems can be found intact in Dewey's philosophy is absurd.
system with puzzling ambiguities.

His was a loose

There is no single answer available to us now,

and we would be better off if we gave up the search for one.

We ought to take

seriously the advice to "let a thousand flowers bloom." What can be said with
confidence is that Dewey's thought was the most serious American philosophical
effort to establish humanistic connections between education, science and technology, and the democratic ideal.

It might be fruitful once again to reflect

upon this part of our intellectual heritage.
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APPENDIX A
THE TECHNOLOGICAL AND THE LIBERAL IN GENERAL EDUCATION:
EXAMPLES FROM CONTEMPORARY SCHOOL PRACTICE

One of the major challenges as we enter the last quarter of the twentieth

century will be to create life styles which will overcome the divorce of
technology from humanistic concerns.

A task for educators in all countries

will be to create imaginative approaches which integrate science and technology with liberal study.

This is not an easy point of view to explain.

Two

major traditions lead us to think of the technological and vocational as
separate from liberal education:

The technocratic tradition thinks in terms

of training programs whose legitimate purpose is solely to serve the efficiency
needs of industry, business and government; classical humanist traditions

define the technological as a dehumanizing evil to be kept away from general
education as long as possible.

The materials which follow describe contemporary educational programs in
which new tries are being made to integrate the technological and the liberal.

They show that such approaches may be made at every level from the primary
grades through the university.

Inclmded are:

"The Technology for Children

Project" for elementary (K-6) children in the Trenton, New Jersey area; the
"American Industries Studies" programs developed for junior high schools at
the Ohio State University and Stout State University, Menomonie, Wisconsin;

and interdisciplinary senior high school projects sponsored by the Center for
Technological Studies of San Francisco State College.'
No one yet has brought them together in a unified way.

The prospect

remains for some urban area to take on that interesting challenge.

1

Originally described in a paper for St. Louis White House Conference on
Education, Spring, 1970.
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A.

The Need for Designing School Programs which Involve
Interaction of Classroom Study with the "Real World".

We may not understand completely the new mood of the young but several
aspects are clear.

Large numbers of students from all social classes are

expressing discontent with their schooling.

Many of their feelings such as

their distrust of authority, their feelings of the irrelevance of classroom
talk and "mere book learning" derive from their bitter reaction to the Vietnam
War and their anger about the ways adults have handled it.
disaffection are, of course, much more complex.

The roots of their

Some obvious factors from the

nature of life in the technological society contribute:

(1) Young people have

been exposed to the multifaceted stimulation of the media and many have travelled widely in the USA and abroad.

In the face of such experiences, the

classroom props of the bland textbook, "discussion", and unending test-giving
become less and less convincing.

(2) The demands for a more highly trained

work force have caused us to embrace a goal of universal free education for
at least two years beyond the high school.

As a consequence we move toward a

policy of partitioning our entire youth population into classrooms until they
are well into their twenties.

As many students see it the lengthening of the

school process does not result in providing them with experiences appropriate
to their needs and abilities, but becomes simply "more of the same."

In their

eyes this means being given assignments that are trivial, being tested endlessly, and being certified in order to be made socially useful.

They feel

that they are denied the chance to play meaningful roles in the larger society
and denied opportunity to have control over significant aspects of their lives.
(3) The sheer size and style of the school operation makes many students feel
that they are being processed as objects.

Let us assume that there is something less than complete truth or fairness in their complaints.

Let us assume also that their disaffection cannot
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be ignored.

When at their best, the young are making a call for a schooling

that will be related more meaningfully to the real world, that will help them
experience themselves as whole persons, and that will help American society to
take seriously its oft-repeated allegiance to humane values.

We must disabuse ourselves of the notion that there are simple answers.
My own hunch is that we should encourage more plurality of efforts.

We have

to find our way by projecting imaginative ideas, by acting on them, and learning
as ws go.

It is in that spirit that I describe some school programs which seem

promising to me.

B.

School Programs
1.

Technology for Children Program--Elementary level,
Trenton, New Jersey, suburban and inner city areas

A basic feature of this program is its assumption that the elementary
classroom should be transformed into a "responsive environment"--a place where
children have a chance to manipulate, construct and interact with a broad range
of materials while learning.

Its designers note that before coming to school,

children explore their environment with all of their senses:
visual, kinesthetic, olfactory, gustatory, etc.

auditory, tactile,

Compared to the varied set of

interactions in the out-of-school environment the classroom may be experienced
as restrictive, adult-centered, dull, limited largely to verbal activities.

The program's rationale assigns to the school the task not only of establishing continuity with the child's earlier activities, but of extending
experiences through contacts with realities in the larger society.

Science-

technology is seen as a major transformer of the quality of modern life.

critical task of modern education is to help the young gain insights and
qualities of mind to enable them to live in the technological era.
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Instead of visualizing technology as strange, remote, and vaguely menacing, the program attempts to help children see it as the product of man's
thinking, and as an extension of his efforts to deal effectively with his
material world.

Its power ':an be used to debase life or for human good.

The program rejects the notion that an adequate understanding of the rich
complexity of the technological society can be attained primarily by descriptive chapters in books.

The classroom is turned into a place where children

can have direct experiences with materials, tools, techniques and modes of
thought represented in technology.

A deliberate effort has been made to avoid creation of specific structures
for the use of the materials.

Teachers are encourated to be flexible and ima-

ginative in discovering ways to utilize the materials in connection with other
studies in the elementary curriculum.

Grants from the Ford Foundation have

made it possible to provide $600 "classroom kits" of tools and materials for
teachers who volunteer to work in this way.

Summer workshops are provided to

help teachers gain confidence in moving in the new direction, and supervisory
consultants are made available during the year.

In the workshops teachers

gain experience with the kinds of materials and activities they will be
employing in the classroom.

Random examples include making paper, printing,

use of simple jig-saw and other power-driven tools, experiments with electricity, refrigeration, exploration of the insides of clocks, cameras, telephones,

crystal radio sets and hydraulic brake systems.
I visited classes in which students were using some of these techniques
in connection with units on map-making and transportation in addition to
employing them in science-oriented projects.

The program encourages an

atmosphere of freedom in which individuals or small groups may develop special
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interest projects.
aities presented.

Children seem to respond with enthusiasm to the opportuI remember vividly the look of satisfaction on the faces

of several black boys in a ghetto school when they had succeeded in sawing
through a board more or less according to plan.

(One may compare this visceral

sense of accomplishment with days of unrelieved failure for boys like these in
more familiar classroom settings.)
The out-of-school environment becomes a well-spring of information.

During

a unit on refrigeration one class visited a local refrigerator factory and
watched the assembly-line process from beginning to end.

It could be seen as

an extension of their own simplified explorations in class.

Human relations learnings are intrinsic to classrooms which require
children to cooperate in handling recalcitrant materials or tools.

In this

kind of situation teachers may be experienced as guides and helpers in a warm,
supportive atmosphere.

The good teachers learn the difficult discipline of

restraining their impulses to intervene except when absolutely necessary.
This approach is not without rroblems.

The right resources have to be

provided and teachers need special training and sensitive supervision to overcome their insecurities.

It is important to note that this program has been

tried only with teachers who volunteered to enter it.

Like a lot of other

good ideas in education it could be killed if expanded rapidly on a mass basis.

2.

The American Industries Projects

American Industries Projects have been developed at the Ohio State Univer.sity and Stout State University with special reference to the junior high
school level.

Essentially they involve a complete rethinking of industrial

arts as general education.

They stemmed from 'a realization that American

students are ill-informed about the industrial system, and that traditional
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industriE.

arts program with emphasis on a few hand-skill techniques, such as

wood and metal working, are inadequately designed to remedy the situation.

Because of the complexity and diversity of modern industry a decision was
made to create a conceptual structure that would reveal activities basic to
all industries.

The conceptual framework was developed with the collaboration

of specialists in areas such as industrial design, engineering, personnel
management and psychology.
cesses on industry like:

The model calls attention to features and prothe use of energy and materials, production design,

modes of construction, merchandising, cost accounting, research, the organization of personnel, etc.

Students are given opportunities to "learn by doing."

Students study the

conceptual analysis of industry and follow through with an industrial project
conducted by themselves.

In the Nova schools of Dade County, Florida, I saw

an eighth grade group at work on a project in whiw students manufactured and
sold desk nameplates and megaphones for use at school sports events.

They

developed the engineering design for manufacturing the products with working
drawings and prototype models.

One committRe took responsibility for the

financial records, another worked on operation control problems including the
use and training of personnel.

Students procured the materials, used tools

and power-driven machinery in an assembly-line type of production, and conducted inspections on the quality of the product.
and sales techniques.

They worked out advertising

Students invested their own money, sold in the school

market, and took the losses or profits.
More students apply for admission to the courses than can be accommodated.

A check with a number of suburban parents brought comments to the effect that
they found their children spontaneously engaged in hours of talking and plan-

ning for the projects--"It gives them a chance to do something that they have
control over."
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At Nova these courses, as general education, are open to all students
and serve a number of useful functions for guidance purposes.

Teachers in

related areas such as mathematics, science, social studies and English are
exploring possibilities for integrating their subjects with the industrial
projects.

3.

Programs of the Center for Technological
Education--San Francisco Bay area

The Center for Technological Education of San Francisco State College
gives guidance for some forty inter-disciplinary senior high schoo/ programs
in the greater San Francisco Bay area.

These programs,Legun in the early 60's, grew from an awareness that large
numbers of students of average ability (I.Q.'s 90-115) were bored by traditional schooling and were doing poorly or dropping out.

While such students

were leaving school a growing need was developing for more and more persons
with at least two years of education beyond the high school.
understand the situation led to several conclusions:

Efforts to

(1) Students did not see

the significance of subjects studied without relation to each other, yet the
contemporary world of work requires persons who can use language, mathematics,
science and human relations skills in an integrated way; (2) Students were not
motivated by classroom approaches limited to verbal exercises; they wanted to
be active manipulators and doers in projects that would relate school work to
community life.

A decision was made to design new curricula which would correlate several
academic studies with experimental activities in lab-shop settings and in the
community.
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The Richmond Pre-Tech program is an example.

In order to overcome the

isolation of subjects a team of teachers was formed--in this case from
English, physics, mathematics and the technological laboratory-shop.

Instead

of presenting teachers with a pre-established curriculum they were brought
together in two summer workshops to develop their own tentative plans of work.
Central concepts from science or technology were identified and plans were

made to relate these in ways designed to improve communications and mathematical skills.

A distinctive feature was an insistence that the team have

time for daily planning meetings so that projects could be designed and modified in process.

A unit on heat, for example, was tentatively scheduled for

three weeks but actually ran for eleven weeks.

In the unit,apparatus was

constructed in the tech-lab to conduct experiments; the study of heat in
physics was related in mathematics to first-degree equations; the English
teacher helped students prepare written and oral reports.
Teaching teams are granted considerable autohlmy and are encouraged to
develop projects in depth with a stress on individual and group interestsrather than on cursory coverage of a long list of topics.

-

It must be emphasized

that the approach is one of general education rather than vocational education.

The technological laboratory provides opportunities for students to apply
theoretical knowledge.

It is not craft-training centered.

Special efforts

are made to arrange for field trips to industrial laboratories, government
experimeat stations or industrial plants.

On some occasions students spend

as much as a week on special work projects in one of these situations.
The Pre-Tech program happens to have an emphasis which points its studenttoward the middle-level technician training programs of the local community
colleges.

But many ott-cr kind of programs using a similar rationale can and
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do exist.

There is, for example, anlinterdisciplinary program involving

Social Studies, math and English at the San Lorenzo High School, and a
program in Food Education and Service Technology in Oakland.

In the Oakland

program, science, math, and English are related to a home economics laboratory.
An advisory committee with representatives from local businesses and unions
has been established.

The San Francisco programs have concentrated on under-achieving students
of average ability.

The rationale, however, could easily be adapted as a

motivating device for students with college-level potential.

Imaginative

educators might see possibilities for bringing together suburban and inner
city students on common projects.

Such programs are based on concepts of learning consistent with the
Deweyan tradition and with more recent psychological studies of the developmental needs of the young.

Erik H. Erikson in Identity:

Youth and Crisis

refers, for example, to critical stages in the development of healthy personalities.

For the very young child it is essential that he develop a sense

of basic trust in people and the world.

For the elementary age youngster the

critical task is to develop a feeling of personal competence.

As the child

comes to school, says Erikson,
He is eager to make things, to share in constructing and
planning....Children...want to watch and imitate people
representing occupations which they can grasp--firemen
and policemen, gardeners, plumbers and garbage men....
This is socially a most decisive stage. Since industry
involves doing things besides and with others, a first
sense of division of labor and of differential opportunity--that is, a sense of the technological ethos of
a culture--develops at this time. Therefore, the configuration of culture and the manipulations basic to the
prevailing technology mudt reach meaningfully into school
life, supporting in each child a feeling of competence--
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that is, the free exercise of dexterity and intelligence
in the completion of serious tasks unimpaired by an
infantile sense of inferiority. This is the lasting
basis for cooperative participation in productive adult
life.

Erikson reminds us of an ancient educational maxim--children need to have
visceral as well as verbal experiences--they need to have opportunities to get
hold of their world manipulatively.

Erikson argues that if children miss the

chance to gain a sense of competence in these ways it may have crippling
effects on subsequent development.
All of the programs which I described engage children or youth in problemoriented projects.

Classrooms are transformed into situations where children

are made to respond to the challenges of a stimulating environment.
must do things to get answers.
constantly with each other.

Students

They must work cooperatively and communicate

As in the integrated curriculum projects in Cali-

fornia, students are forced to work so that knowledge from mathematics, science,
English, and laboratory situations are interrelated.

Students work on scaled-

down problems which illustrate the basic dynamics of complex social institutions.
Field experiences become an intrinsic part of basic studies.
Erikson also points out that as technological needs put more time between
early school life and eventual work, it puts more of a strain on the struggle
for identity of adolescents.

If youth lack clarity about vocational goals and

feel they are not gaining competencies required to "make it" in the real world,
they are forced to seek identity in the ideological trends of the time.

1

Erik H. Erikson. Identity: Youth and Crisis (New York:
Co., 1968), pp. 122-127 et passim.
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W. W. Norton

In general it is the inability to settle on an occupational identity which most disturbs young people. To
keep together they temporarily over-identify with the
heroes of cliques and crowds to the point of an apparently complete loss of individuality.

The programs I have described are not vocational education in a training
sense, but they put students in contact with a wide range of occupations and
adult workers.

As such they convey to students a sense that teachers and

schools are anxious to help them with their personal search for vocation.

The

programs provide a basis for realistic guidance, and for more specific vocational or professional training beyond the high school.
The programs which I saw did not seem to take sufficient advantage of the

epportunities to raise the value questions about the impact of industrialism
and technology on the quality of onr lives.

The opportunities for raising

the value questions, however, are certainly present--which includes the opportunities for students to engage men of industry, labor, and government in
exploration of value issues of the most basic importance for our time.

This

dimension is extremely important, for without it there is the danger that such
approaches will be geared to serve the narrower needs of industry rather than
retaining an educative and liberalizing emphasis.

4.

Technology and Liberal Study in the Universities

In order to show that these examples of educational practice for integrating liberal and technical studies are not parochial American ideas, we
choose to add a quotation from Sir Eric Ashby's Technology and the Academics.2

1

Ibid., p. 132.

2

Sir Eric Ashby, Iechnolou and the Academics: An Essay on Universities
and the Scientific Revolution (London:
Macmillan; New Yorkl St. Martin's
Press, 1958), pp. 81-85.
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Sir Eric argues that the study of technology at the University level could
"become the cement between science and humanism."

A case could be made, therefore, for including
technology among the ingredients of a liberal education. But technology in universities could be made to
play a far more important part than this: it could become
the cement between science and humanism. Far from being
an unassimilated activity in universities, it could become
the agent for assimilating the traditional function of the
university into the new age. For technology is inseparable from men and communities. In this respect technology differs from pure science. It is the essence of
the scientific method that the human element must be
eliminated. Science does not dispense with values but
it does eliminate the variability of human response to
values. It concerns itself only with phenomena upon
which all qualified observers agree. It describes,
measures, and classifies in such a way that variation
due to human judgment is eliminated. Unlike science,
technology concerns the applications of science to the
needs of man and society. Therefore technology is
inseparable from humanism. The technologist is up to
his neck in human problems whether he likes it or not.
Take a simple example:
the civil engineer who builds a
road into a new territory in tropical Africa. He may
assert that it is not his business to take into account
the effect his road will have on primitive villages upcountry; but his road is in fact a major experiment in
social anthropology. He does not need to be a professional anthropologist, but he cannot afford to be utterly
ignorant of the implications of his work. He is a technologist, not a pure scientist: the social consequences
of his work are therefore an integral part of his profession. Take another example from one of the most ancient
technologies: medicine. Chemotherapy and preventive
medicine and contraceptives between them have enormously
altered the pattern of family life. The next generation
will inherit from us a surplus of elderly people. This
situation sets problems which have given rise already to
a new subject called gerontology. Now the problems of
gerontology are not merely scientific; they involve some
of the perennial issues of humanity--family affection,
group loyalty, and social justice. The practitioner in
social medicine is a technologist: he cannot repudiate
these involvements.
What, then, is missing in a scientific or technological education? It is not a smattering of art or architecture which is missing, nor is it an acquaintance with
history or literature. Indeed it is not primarily a lack
of subject-matter at all:
the fault lies in what Whitehead called 'a celibacy of the intellect which is divorced
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from the concrete contemplation of the complete facts'.
It is a preoccupation with abstractions from reality, an
escape from the whole of reality. Thirty years ago in
Science and the Modern World, Whitehead warned us that
this would become the great danger of professional education.
Each profession, he said, makes progress in its
own groove of abstractions, 'but there is no groove of
abstractions which is adequate for the comprehension of
human life'. And this is how he summed up the kind of
adaptation which a university needs to make in order to
assimilate science and technology:
'There is something between the gross specialised values of the mere practical man, and the
thin specialised values of the mere scholar.
Both types have missed something; and if you
add together the two sets of values, you do not
obtain the missing elements. When you understand
all about the sum and all about the atmosphere
and all about the rotation of the earth, you
may still miss the radiance of the sunset.
There is no substitute for the direct perception of the concrete achievement of a thing in
its actuality....A factory, with its machinery,
its community of operatives, its social service
to the general population, its dependence upon
organising and designing genius, its potentialities as a source of wealth to the holders of
its stock is an organism exhibiting a variety of
vivid values. What we want to train is the habit
of apprehending such an organism in its completeness.'

The habit of apprehending a technology in its completeness: this is the essence of technological humanism,
and this is what we should expect education in higher
.technology to achieve. I believe it could be achieved by
making specialist studies (whatever they are:
metallurgy
or dentistry or Norse philology) the core around which are
grouped liberal studies which are relevant to these specialist studies. But they must be relevant; the path to
culture should be through a man's specialism, not by bypassing it. Suppose a student decides to take up the
study of brewing; his woy to acquire general culture is
not by diluting his brewing courses with popular lectures
on architecture, social history, and ethics, but by making
brewing the core of his studies. The sine qua non for a
man who desires to be cultured is a deep and enduring
enthusiasm to do one thing excellently.
So there must
first of all be an assurance that the student genuinely
wants to make beer. From this it is a natural step to
the study of biology, microbiology, and chemistry: all
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subjects which can be studied not as techniques to be
practised but as ideas to be understood. As his studies
gain momentum the student could, by skilful teaching, be
made interested in the economics of marketing beer, in
public-houses, in their design, in architecture; or in
the history of beer-drinking from the time of the early
Egyptian inscriptions, and so in social history; or, in
the unhappy moral effects of drinking too much beer, and
so in religion and ethics. A student who can weave his
technology into the fabric of society can claim to have
a liberal education; a student who cannot weave his
technology into the fabric of society cannot claim even
to be a good technologist.
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